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If you require assistance whilst on the nursery  
please ring 01582 843881 from your mobile

Please return this guide before leaving the nursery

Discounts
We are pleased to offer volume purchase discounts on  

our trees at the following order value thresholds:
Stock order value over £1500 ex-VAT  10% discount 
Stock order value over £3000 ex-VAT  15% discount 
Stock order value over £5000 ex-VAT  20% discount 

WARNING! 
In high winds  
our trees can  
blow over, so  

please be aware.

SILVER 
INTERNATIONAL  
GROWER  
OF THE  
YEAR AWARD  
2011

SILVER 
INTERNATIONAL  
GROWER  
OF THE  
YEAR AWARD  
2016

GROWER OF THE YEAR ORNAMENTAL WINNER 2008, 2011, 2015

Please scan QR code with your mobile 
for pictures, description and price list. 
After downloading you can type either 
the tree name or label batch number 
into the Search field, then press on green 
batch number for full details and images.



  

Welcome to Majestic Trees! 
We appreciate your interest in our company, and believe that we truly do have the finest selection of containerised  
trees in Great Britain, with over 400 varieties from 1.5 to over 12 metres tall, in 50 – 5,000 litre pots, including mature 
multi-stem trees and hedging. The vast majority of our trees are grown in ‘Airpot’ containers, a relatively new  
innovation in containerised tree production which produces such a vigorous, fibrous root system that planting can  
be undertaken any time of the year – even during the height of summer!

We are a nursery that believes in customer service and going the extra mile. We start the process by asking you to  
register with us so we understand your needs and desires. We are pleased to do business with you remotely or in person, 
and our Horticultural Advisors are very knowledgeable about our stock and can be relied upon completely too select  
or source quality stock on your behalf. 
 
• Opening Hours
Our regular nursery and office hours are: 
Summer (1st March - 31st October)  Mon-Fri 8.30 am to 5 pm; Sat 10 am to 5 pm 
Winter (1st November - 28/29th February) Mon-Fri 8.30 am to 5 pm; Sat 10 am to 4 pm 
We are closed every Sunday, on Bank Holidays, and from Christmas Eve through New Year’s included. 
 
• Viewing the Trees
You are most welcome to view our trees at the nursery.  If you have time, touring the site on foot will ensure you see as much 
as possible. We are a commercial growing nursery and not a garden centre so sturdy footwear/Wellington boots are  
needed especially in the winter months. Before you set out, you may wish to ask the receptionist if a horticulturist is  
available to talk through your requirements and point you in the right direction, and if you wish, provide some suggested 
items to view. Viewing the stock in living colour will give you a much clearer idea of what size and type of trees you require.  
Once viewed, you will likely wish to talk again to one of our horticulturalists if you have any questions and who can help  
you finalise and tag your selection with the convenience of a golf buggy.   
 
• Important Safety Notice when Visiting the Nursery
Please be reminded that we are a commercial nursery and not a garden centre. Heavy machinery is in operation on the site, 
which poses a serious safety hazard, especially for children. Although our staff operate the machines with great care, it is 
important that visitors be aware the drivers may not always see them, and keep well clear of machines at all times. Reflective 
yellow vests are provided for your safety whilst visiting, as required by ‘Health and Safety’ regulations.

Agricultural fertilisers and pesticides are also in use, along with various hand-tools and equipment, which are hazardous  
to children. Visitors wishing to take children onto the nursery must keep them under close supervision at all times.  
Young children should be carried or kept confined to buggies. Visitors should not take children onto the nursery unless 
they are prepared to accept sole responsibility for their safety. Additionally there are 2 deep water irrigation reservoirs.    
 
• Discounts
We are pleased to offer volume purchase discounts on our trees at the following order value thresholds:

 Stock order value over £1500 ex-VAT 10% discount 
 Stock order value over £3000 ex-VAT 15% discount 
 Stock order value over £5000 ex-VAT 20% discount 

Please note that all discounts pertain only to the plant value of the order, and not to sundries, labour, etc. 
 
• Payment
Payment is due at time of order unless you have an established account with us.  For orders with a deferred delivery/planting 
date due to rooting out of new stock, a 50% deposit is required to hold the stock in reserve, with the balance due 7 days prior 
to scheduled delivery. Cancellation charges will apply if the order is cancelled for any reason. Additionally, if the tree is taken 
out of situation and rootballed in preparation for delivery and the order is then cancelled, a re-stocking fee (20% of the tree 
value) will be charged. 
 
• Gift Vouchers
We can provide gift vouchers for specified amounts or for specific trees. Vouchers are valid for 1 year from date of purchase.

Stock Availability and Pricing



  

• Delivery 
We deliver nationwide by our nursery transport to give you on-time assurance and to provide qualified handling of your trees 
every time by a courteous, counscientious driver.

Lead time for delivery   
Our standard delivery time is within 2 weeks (sometimes 3 weeks during peak periods) of order confirmation. You will be 
advised of lead time when placing your order.  If you are in no rush for your order and in an area that we go to regularly, you 
may wish to avail of our Green Rate option, which will enable you to enjoy a discount on your delivery.  See ‘Delivery costs’ 
below for details.   

Vehicle/Equipment options 
•  Small rigid curtainsiders (7.5 and 12 ton)
•  Large rigid curtainsider (26 ton) - all 3 of our rigid vehicles have a lifting and sliding roof to facilitate crane off-loading 
•  Large rigid curtainsider + lowloader drag (44 ton)  
•  Articulated trailers, both 33 & 45’ custom built with a sliding and lifting roof, and rear wheel steer 
•  Manitou telescopic forklift for offloading up to 3 tons carried on all 26 ton rigids and artics trailers 
•  Other equipment is available for off-loading and can be quoted by your horticultural advisor.

Delivery costs   
These will vary by distance, size of order, equipment needed to offload, and your own flexibility with scheduling.  
Your advisor will prepare a quote for you as your order begins to take shape. We offer two rates of delivery, Standard and 
Green Rate. Standard Rate delivery will prioritise delivery of your order within two to three weeks.  However, if you are in a 
position to wait for your trees until we are next working in your area, you may wish to avail of our discounted Green Rate  
option. If you have booked at Green Rate, you can of course upgrade to Standard Rate at anytime to prioritise scheduling  
of your order. 

If you live in London you will be aware of the numerous roads now closed to trucks often resulting in massive detours that 
can double the time to get to your address, congestion and ULEZ daily fees, additional DVS costs for us to operate in the city 
as well as forcing us to accelerate our truck renewal programme at significant cost. As a result we do not do any Green Rate 
deliveries within the North and South Circular, and there is an additional £25 delivery fee above our normal mileage charge to 
help offset these additional costs.  

• Planting
We deliver and plant nationwide though during peak times our order book for planting may be longer than 3 weeks. This  
complete planting service is for our stock (and not trees from other nurseries), which will include a one year establishment  
warranty.  Costs depend on tree sizes, quantities and accessibility of planting positions, with a minimum starting cost of £85 plus 
VAT (exclusive of sundries, machinery and delivery). Your Horticultural Advisor can prepare a quote for you as your order  
begins to take shape. Please note we are unable to guarantee stock which we have not planted, unless it is apparent that 
there was something wrong with the tree prior to delivery. See Warranties and our Terms & Conditions for further details. 
 
• AfterCare Service
Our intent is for our trees to provide a lifetime of enjoyment. Fortunately, our ‘AirPot’ grown trees come well equipped with  
strong root systems that help them establish easily, and lead long, thriving lives. Even so, they do need some support in 
the first two to three growing seasons, and, as with any tree, may need occasional attention, such as pruning or fertilising, 
throughout their lives to keep them at their best. When you purchase your trees, you will be provided with our 32 page  
Aftercare Guide on how to care for them, with lots of additional information available on our website. And, of course, you 
can always ring us any time for advice, even years later!  Even so, because of the investment involved, some of our customers 
find it more reassuring to subscribe to our AfterCare service.  

Our AfterCare service can be contracted either as an annual subscription, or as a single one-off visit. When booked as an  
annual subscription, the service includes a maximum of 5 monthly visits throughout the growing season (April through  
October), and carries with it the additional benefit of a warranty against failure throughout the entire subscription year,  
subject to Terms and Conditions. Single visits are offered for those with a particular concern or maintenance requirement. 
They are charged at a slightly higher per-visit rate and do not include any warranty. Regardless of whether your visit is made 
as part of an annual subscription, or a one-off request, your trees will receive a full health check. The visit will be undertaken 
by a fully trained horticulturalist who will inspect each tree we have planted, spray for any pest or diseases, fertilise as needed, 
inject the roots with mycorrhizae and other stimulants as required, prune as needed and carry out minor emergency  
watering. Furthermore, a ‘doctors’ report will be issued on how each tree is doing and what adjustments to the watering 
regime, etc. need to be made over the next month. Our AfterCare service is supported by our fully equipped custom-built 
vehicle that includes built in multiple tanks with pumps for drenching, spraying and injection equipment. 

For more details regarding our AfterCare service, including terms and conditions, speak to your Horticultural Advisor.

Stock Availability and Pricing



  

• Warranties 
  Please note that none of our trees are guaranteed below -10°C unless specifically noted on the label. 

We offer three levels of warranty. They are:
1. Supply Warranty - If Majestic Trees does not plant the tree(s), the only warranty offered is a guarantee that the stock was  
supplied structurally sound, has a good root system, is in good health, and true-to-type. It is the customer’s responsibility to check the  
stock on arrival and all claims or concerns must be notified immediately and to ensure no misunderstandings in writing within 48 hours  
of delivery. We will investigate any complaints in good faith, and replace/refund in cases where legitimate problems are found. The cost of 
this limited warranty is included in the price of the tree(s). If we provided our ‘Delivery to Tree Pit’ service, your trees are covered by  
our supply warranty.

2. Establishment Warranty - If Majestic Trees supplies and plants the tree(s), a one year Establishment Warranty is offered,  
subject to certain conditions including provision of correct aftercare by the customer as outlined on reverse. If we are simply providing  
our ‘Delivery to Tree Pit’ service there is no Establishment Warranty. If the customer provides labour to work alongside our team, but does 
not complete the work to our standard, or requests that we use materials not of our choosing, any losses which occur as a result of this  
will not be covered. Care includes adequate and not excessive watering, pest and disease control, timely fertilisation as required and  
maintenance of tree support systems, etc. after the tree is planted. Advice and instructions can be found on our website, in our sales  
confirmation documents, and by telephoning the nursery for advice. It is the customer’s responsibility to contact us if the tree appears to 
be struggling so the problem can be identified and rectified. The Establishment Warranty does not cover ‘Act of God’ events such as high 
winds, flooding, or sub-zero temperatures below those normal for the British climatic zone (-5 Celsius), or damage done by ‘others’ either 
maliciously or accidentally. Some home and contents insurance policies provide cover for landscaping and trees so you may wish to review 
your cover to further safeguard your investment.

3. Comprehensive ‘AfterCare’ Warranty - For complete peace of mind a comprehensive ‘AfterCare’ warranty is included 
when you contract our ‘AfterCare’ Service. If you purchase our ‘AfterCare’ Service, in the year that your tree(s) was planted, then your 
tree(s) is covered by the service/warranty in its first year and the Establishment Warranty is extended to cover the second year of your  
tree(s) – effectively providing you with a two-year warranty. With this service the trees are inspected and cared for monthly during the 
growing season (comprising 5 visits) by a Majestic Trees horticulturist. The ‘AfterCare’ Warranty provides for the replacement of any tree 
that fails unless you do not follow the watering instructions, as Majestic Trees will provide pest and disease control, pruning, maintenance  
of stakes/strapping/ Platipus systems, etc.. Please be advised that this ‘AfterCare’ Service is not a watering service. It does remain your  
responsibility to ensure adequate watering arrangements are in place at time of planting, and in between subsequent ‘AfterCare’ visits.  
We can advise you on what is required, and install basic irrigation if necessary. Failure to provide adequate watering facilities, or comply 
with watering instructions provided in your monthly report may be grounds for invalidation of your warranty. The monthly report will be 
completed at the time of the inspection, which if followed ensures that your tree(s) is fully warranted. Once they have left our hands, we give 
no warranty, expressed or implied except for that stated under the ‘Warranty’ section, as to the growth or suitability of the plants to their 
ultimate location, after acceptance of delivery or collection. Any trees or plant material that is unacceptable must be rejected at the time of 
delivery or alternative arrangements made with the office. Failure to do so will deem those goods as being accepted by the customer. 

• SiteVisit/Consultation
In addition to our complimentary advice at the nursery, we offer consultations with our Project Design Manager at your property. A fully 
qualified garden designer with extensive experience in treescape design, our Design Manager will spend approximately one hour on site with 
you, talking through your requirements. You will then be invited to the nursery to review the planting suggestions, or we can post/email 
the proposal if preferred. The fee for this visit is £75/hour* + mileage at 50p/mile + VAT. *A surcharge for travel time may apply to some 
London areas and long-haul addresses. Alternatively, you may wish to take photographs and measurements of your proposed planting area 
and book an appointment at the nursery. There is no charge for this service. Should you prefer this approach, we would recommend  
that you have someone or something in the photographs to indicate scale.

• Design Services
Visualising your garden’s potential can be challenging. Fortunately, we work closely with a number of highly talented independent garden 
designers who are fantastic at it!  What’s more, by looking through their Design Portfolios in our office, you can enjoy the luxury of  
previewing many designers’ work before ever committing to contacting anyone. Their A2 display will allow you to compare many  
designers’ styles and even fees, helping you to find just the right designer for your project. This can be found on our website:  
www.majestictrees.co.uk/services/selection design

• Customer Service
We pride ourselves on the excellence of our customer service and take very seriously any complaints about our company service. If your 
Horticultural Advisor is unable to resolve any issues to your total satisfaction, please email our Managing Director steve@majestictrees.
co.uk to ensure a quick and fair resolution. Equally, if you have any suggestions for improvements or wish to especially commend a member 
of staff, please contact us as indicated above.

• Tree Sourcing
If you don’t see a tree on our nursery or in our availability list that you would like, please let us know. Often it will not be commercially 
grown, especially in larger sizes, but if we think it is possible we will endeavour to find and select a specimen for you. Naturally, we will 
require a deposit against the required tree(s) for this service, and typically will require payment in full before it is lifted and brought in to  
our nursery. Please see our website or ask a horticultural advisor for more details.

Stock Availability and Pricing



  

• Terms describing shape 
Trees are grown in a variety of forms (shape). Some forms are natural, but others are due to training and pruning over  
many years. This is why you will often see some varieties of trees in many different forms.

Standard (Std)
A tree with a trunk that is at least 1.8m (6ft) tall. However, a standard tree can have a 2-3m+ tall trunk, depending on how it  
is grown. Many trees grown to line a street, may have a 4m+ trunk, so as to clear tall lorries. Most tree branches are pruned  
off as they grow to make them into a ‘standard’, but a few types do naturally drop their lower branches as they grow.

Three Quarter-standard (3QS)
A tree with a trunk that is approx. 1.5m (5ft) tall.

Half-standard (HS)
A tree that has had its trunk cleared from 1.0 - 1.2m tall, often grown for a small garden bed or container.

Quarter-standard (QS)
A tree that has a trunk less that 1m tall, usually grown for a decorative pot on a patio bed or raised planter.

Feathered (Fth)
A tree that is a single trunk, but has branches from the ground up.

Multi-stemmed (MS)
A tree that has multiple stems from near the ground. A true multi-stem has one trunk that is cut off near the ground when 
younger (above a node) and then multiple buds appear and at least 3 are grown on to develop into a lovely tree. However, 
some so-called multi-stemmed trees are grown as 2 or more trees planted together when young.

Pleached (Plch)
A tree that has been trained onto a frame (usually a Bamboo frame) of varying proportions/sizes, pruned and tied onto the 
frame to fill it. A typical pleach will have a 2m trunk and a 2m x 2m frame on top to be used for aerial screening above a  
fence/wall or as a feature. However, many other forms are available pleached from the ground up to 2m or even 4m tall or  
on shortened trunks. Pleaching is often used to soften a wall or grow fruit trees along a wall and the bamboo canes can be 
taken off and replaced by a more permanent structure or by a stainless steel wire grid on a wall.

• Terms describing size 
Girth
This is the circumference at 1m up the trunk from the soil surface. You do not measure on a bump or around a bamboo cane. 
This is the industry standard though unfortunately some nurseries will measure lower down the trunk to significantly  
increase the girth. The only exception to this rule is when measuring a ¼ or ½ Std or an Olive tree, where they are measured 
half way up the trunk.

Height
The height is often shown on our availability list and shows the current planted height of the tree in question on our  
nursery, not what it will grow to when fully grown. However, it is possible to have a very tall skinny and weak tree that has 
been grown close to another, but has a very small crown that will collapse once planted alone. Always be very suspicious of 
large trees grown in small containers. Furthermore one of our competitor’s claim that the tree is roughly the height of its  
girth, ie., a 12-14cm girth will be 12-14ft (3-4m) tall. However, this is not accurate on all trees, especially if grown correctly 
and in larger size girths, eg., a 30-35cm girth tree is not 30-35ft (9-10m) tall, but more likely 20-25ft (6-7m) tall! Always ask  
the salesperson if they have physically gone out and measured the tree. So many people cannot estimate the height of a tree 
once it’s over 10ft (3m) tall as it towers above you, including many professionals.

Additionally many nurseries that are on-line shops sell small trees that they may call medium, large or even instant. These 
terms can be very deceptive and can result in real disappointment compared to the size of tree you can expect to receive  
should you buy from Majestic Trees. Always ask for the girth of a tree and be suspicious of trees in small pots.

Stock Availability and Pricing
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• Planting Supplies
Tree & shrub compost per bag £6.50 
Ericaceous compost per bag £7.50 
Top Soil 0.8 cubic metre dumpy bag £72.50 
Stake and tie - Small (12/14/16) £4.95 
Stake and tie - Large (16/18 -20/25) £6.75 
Set of 2 stakes MEDIUM + Crossbars (1.80m x 75mm) £17.28 
Set of 2 stakes TALL - SMALL + Crossbars (2.4m x 60mm)                             £21.01 
Watering ‘T’ Connector                                                  £6.95 
Perforated pipe, per metre (for deep watering) £1.75 
Tree Gator, 50 litre £29.75 
Fertiliser Tablets 25p

Platipus underground anchoring  
Small RF1 with mat (Trees 20-25cm girth) £50.45 
Medium RF2 with mat (Trees 25-45cm girth) £85.84 
Large RF3 with mat (Trees 45-75cm girth) £181.60 
X-Large RF4 with mat (Trees 75-150cm girth or more) £256.40

Platipus above ground guying anchoring 
Small G1 (Trees 20-25cm girth) £79.10 
Medium G2 (Trees 25-45cm girth) £148.25 
Large G3 (Trees 45-75cm girth) £271.92 
X-Large G4 (Trees 10+ metres girth) £331.56

Guards and Barriers
ArborGuard Trunk Protector  £3.70 
Welded Mesh Guards 1.2m x 300mm                               £39.50 
Welded Mesh Guards 1.8m x 300mm                               £44.50
Rabbit Guard Spiral   45p
Root Guiding Panel 45x60cm (per panel)  £11.20
Root Guiding Panel 60x60cm (per panel)  £14.25
Root Block fabric 100x100cm (per metre)  £6.48 
Hortiphyte + Humic Acid, 1 litre £15.00 
Hortigran Tree Planter, 1kg £4.00

• Equipment Hire (with tree purchase)

Micro-digger (JCB Micro) 
Hour £30.00 
Half Day  £60.00 
Full Day  £95.00

Mini-digger (JCB 18Z) 
Half Day  £85.00 
Full Day  £125.00

Mini-digger (JCB 8026) 
Full Day  £195.00

Manitou Telescopic Forklift 
Offload only - single tree/per hour £45.00 
Half Day £85.00 
Full Day  £135.00

Morooka (tracked vehicle with Crane) 
Especially for use with larger trees where  
a lawn needs protecting. Per day £295.00  
(Must travel on a low-loader trailer to deliver  
at a minimum extra cost of £150.00 plus £1.00 
per mile for over a 100 mile radius)
NOTE: Other specialist/larger equipment  
may be needed and we will advise cost  
when an order is placed.

SPECIAL NOTE:
All stock on the price list shown as £0.00 has either been 
recently potted or is an administrative error, so please feel 
free to bring it to our attention. If new stock and you wish 
to cherry pick the crop in advance for delivery later in the 
year (summer/autumn), please ask a Horticultural Advisor 
who may be able to give you an advance purchase price.



 

Common Name Index

Alder Alnus
Apple Malus
Apricot Prunus armenica
Ash Fraxinus
Aspen Populus tremulens
Bamboo Phyllostachys
Beech Fagus
Birch Betula
Bottlebrush Callistemon
Boxwood Buxus
Camellia Camellia
Cedar Cedrus
Cherry Prunus
Chestnut Aesculus
Chestnut - Sweet Castanea sativa
Crape Mrytle Lagerstroemia indica
Cypress Cypressus
Cypress - False Chamaecyparis
Dawn Redwood Metasequoia-glyptostroboides
Dogwood Cornus
Elaeagnus Elaeagnus
Elm Ulmus
Eucalyptus Eucalyptus
False Acacia Robinia pseudoacacia
Fig Ficus Carica
Fir Abies
Firethorn Pyracantha
Foxglove Tree Paulownia tomentosa
Golden Rain Tree Koelreuteria paniculata
Handkerchief Tree Davidia involucrata
Hawthorn Crataegus
Hazel  Corylus
Holly Ilex
Honey Locust Gleditsia triacanthos
Hornbeam Carpinus betulus
Hydrangea Hydrangea
Indian Bean Tree Catalpa bignonioides
Judas Tree Cercis siliquastrum
Juneberry Amelanchier
Juniper Juniperus
Katsura Cercidiphyllum
Laburnum Laburnum waterii
Larch Larix
Laurel Prunus
Leylandii Cupressocyparis 
Lilac Syringa
Lime Tilia
Magnolia Magnolia
Mahonia Mahonia
Maidenhair Tree Gingko biloba
Maple Acer

Medlar Mespilus germanica
Mimosa Acacia dealbata
Monkey Puzzle Araucaria araucana
Mulberry - Paper Broussonetia papyrifera
Mulberry Morus
Oak Quercus
Olive Olea europaea
Osmanthus Osmanthus
Pagoda Tree Sophora japonica
Palm - Windmill Chamaerops excelsa
Pea Tree Caragana arborescens
Peach Prunus persica
Pear Pyrus
Persian Ironwood Parrotia Persica
Photinia Photinia x fraseri 
Pine Pinus
Plane Platanus
Plum Prunus domestica
Privet Ligustrum
Redbud Cercis candensis
Redwood Sequoia
Rhododendron Rhododendron
Rose Acacia Robinia hispida
Rowan Sorbus aucuparia
Sacred Bamboo Nandina domestica
Serviceberry Amelanchier
Silk tree Albizia julibrissin
Smoke Tree Cotinus
Snowy Mespilus Amelanchier lamarckii
Spindle Tree Euonymus europaeus
Spruce Picea pungens
Strawberry Tree Arbutus unedo
Sumach Rhus
Sweet Bay Laurus nobilis
Sweet Gum Liquidambar styraciflua
Sycamore Acer 
Tree of Heaven Ailanthus altissima
Tulip Tree Liriodendron tulipifera
Viburnum Viburnum
Walnut Juglans
Wellingtonia Sequoiadendron 
Western Red Cedar Thuja plicata 
Whitebeam Sorbus aria
Willow  Salix
Wingnut Pterocarya fraxinifolia
Wisteria - Japanese Wisteria floribunda
Witch Hazel Hamemilis
Yellow Wood Cladrastris lutea
Yew Taxus baccata



Stock Availability

Batch No. Form Size in cm Pot
Size(L)

Area Qty
Avail

Price inc
VAT(girth)(height)

Shipping
After

Price
ex VAT

Size at
Maturity

Abies concolor White fir
A very beautiful evergreen tree with a conical habit and a neat, regular arrangement of horizontal branches that invite climbing once mature. The foliage is
an attractive blue-green or grey-green, with cylindrical yellow/green or pale violet cones, which ripen to brown, providing further interest. May struggle in
very heavy clay. H7

177205 Fth 250-300 X64 £1,514.70Oct-24 £1,262.251 Large (18m +)
175889 Fth 20-25250-300 400 T05 £1,514.70£1,262.251 Large (18m +)
177199 Fth 350-400 480 X63 £1,822.50Oct-24 £1,518.751 Large (18m +)
177728 Fth 350-400 480 X63 £2,097.90Oct-24 £1,748.251 Large (18m +)
173550 Fth 80-90600-700 1050 T09 £6,598.26£5,498.551 Large (18m +)
Abies nordmanniana Nordmann fir

A stately, moderately-fast growing, large to very large tree with tiered branches sweeping downwards. This tree delights in winter with its glossy rich
green foliage and distinct reddish-brown winter buds. Produces long greenish/ brown cones. A disease-resistant robust species with a deep rooting habit.
H7

177429 Fth 150-175 180 X66 £464.94Oct-24 £387.451 Large (18m +)
177513 Fth 175-200 180 X66 £503.82Oct-24 £419.851 Large (18m +)
177137 Fth 350-400 1400 T11 £2,470.50Oct-24 £2,058.751 Large (18m +)
177243 Fth 35-40400-450 880 T11 £2,875.50Oct-24 £2,396.252 Large (18m +)
177138 Fth 450-500 1400 T11 £3,137.94Oct-24 £2,614.953 Large (18m +)
Abies pinsapo 'Aurea' Golden Spanish fir

An eye-catching fir with conspicuous golden spring growth which turns green over the course of the season but may keep its yellow tone in milder areas.
The habit is pleasantly symmetrical with short and rigid needles that are blunt to the touch. Plant in a sheltered location away from direct sunlight to avoid
bleaching of the leaves. H6

177430 Fth 150-175 X59 £484.38Oct-24 £403.651 Very Small (up to 6m)
Acacia dealbata Mimosa

An airy, fast-growing evergreen tree for a conservatory, greenhouse or a very sheltered garden. Clusters of fragrant, yellow flowers appear in February to
April, beautiful against the finely-divided, grey-green foliage. This Australian native isn't very cold tolerant and should only be considered for mild areas.
Warranty excludes cold damage. H3

177610 Std 20-25400-450 150c A07 £1,193.94£994.954 Large (18m +)
Acca sellowiana Pineapple guava

A slow-growing evergreen shrub hardy to only the mildest areas of the UK. Possess blue/green foliage with silver veins and buds. Produces fleshy edible
pink and white flowers in May-June, and fruits 5-7 months later in hot climates, or sometimes after long hot summers in Britain. Prefers a sunny but
sheltered position. H3

177774 MS 175-200 130c G02 £526.50£526.508 Very Small (up to 6m)
175316 MS 200-250 500c A03 £2,697.30£2,697.301 Very Small (up to 6m)
177775 MS 300-350 150c G02 £1,067.85£1,067.856 Very Small (up to 6m)
177773 QS 20-25175-200 130c G02 £1,194.75£1,194.755 Very Small (up to 6m)
Acer campestre Field Maple

Our native field maple, grown widely in rural gardens and native woodland plantings.  More compact than most maples, sharing the traditional leaf-shape
of the genus, but at a daintier size and with rounded tips.  Bark is rustic and fissured.  New growth has subtle coral pink hues, deepening to dark green,
then phasing to rich yellow in autumn. H6

174669 MS 250-300 200 L31 £571.86£476.552 Medium (10-18m)
170817 MS 250-300 390 L30 £670.68£558.902 Medium (10-18m)
176126 MS 250-300 160 L24 £669.06£557.551 Medium (10-18m)
176160 MS 300-350 140 L31 £808.38£673.651 Medium (10-18m)
176161 MS 300-350 140 L31 £931.50£776.251 Medium (10-18m)
174670 MS 350-400 250 K01 £1,537.38£1,281.151 Medium (10-18m)
176016 MS 500-600 630 P05 £1,649.16£1,374.301 Medium (10-18m)
176546 MS 500-600 630 P05 £2,187.00£1,822.501 Medium (10-18m)
175143 MS 600-700 1200 P06 £4,317.30£3,597.751 Medium (10-18m)
174939 MS 600-700 820 P06 £3,866.94£3,222.451 Medium (10-18m)
176909 Std 12-14300-350 L05 £254.34Jul-24 £211.9531 Medium (10-18m)
174872 Std 30-35450-500 370 K05 £1,979.64£1,649.702 Medium (10-18m)
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174873 Std 35-40500-600 800 K05 £2,485.08£2,070.902 Medium (10-18m)
174946 Std 40-45500-600 800 K05 £2,825.28£2,354.403 Medium (10-18m)
176273 Std 50-60600-700 880 K03 £4,197.42£3,497.851 Medium (10-18m)
Acer campestre 'Anny's Globe' Field maple

This dwarf is a great cultivar for areas with limited space, developing a dense, compact, globe-shaped crown, max 3m tall. 'Anny's Globe' can be grown as a
multistem or shrub, but also grafted onto the species to form a lollipop-styled tree. Lovely, buttery-yellow autumn colours. Does well in all well-drained
soils, and tolerates paving. H6

176426 MS 250-300 270 L29 £670.68£558.901 Very Small (up to 6m)
Acer campestre 'Eco Sentry' Field maple

An elegant, upright, later pyramidal cultivar similar to 'Elsrijk' in shape but smaller in stature reaching only 6-8m. Leaves are gently undulated,
mid-green in summer, turning yellow in autumn. Shares all the fantastic characteristics of the species; tolerating all well-drained soils, exposure, coastal
areas and industrial areas. H7

177598 MS 350-400 420 Q03 £947.70Aug-24 £789.753 Small (6-10m)
Acer campestre 'Elegant' Field Maple

This lovely selection of field maple, worthy of its name, has a more regular, egg-shaped habit which it retains as it matures. As with the species, this cultivar
does brilliantly in almost any suituation in addition to having  improved resistance to pest and disease. The perfect tree for streets and avenues or anywhere
where width is limited. H6

172920 Std 45-50600-700 1100 K06 £4,362.66£3,635.551 Medium (10-18m)
Acer campestre 'Elsrijk' Dutch field maple

'Elsrijk' is a dutch clone of our native field maple with a dense, conical form. This handsome cultivar shares the traditional leaf-shape of the genus, but at a
daintier size and with rounded tips. Bark is rustic and fissured. New growth has subtle coral pink hues, deepening to dark green, then phasing to rich
yellow in autumn. H6

174109 Std 18-20450-500 160 L15 £729.00£607.501 Medium (10-18m)
174694 Std 35-40600-700 530 K06 £2,817.18£2,347.654 Medium (10-18m)
175300 Std 50-60600-700 1340 K06 £4,675.32£3,896.101 Medium (10-18m)
174717 Std 60-70900-1000 1850 W04 £5,916.24£4,930.202 Medium (10-18m)
Acer campestre (Hedging) Field Maple

A deciduous, native species of maple traditionally used for hedgerows and informal hedging.  New leaves have a pretty shrimp-pink hue, turning green in
summer, then a deep yellow in autumn. H6

175719 Hdg 125-150 35 X05 £87.48£72.9038 Clip to Size
174046 Hdg 125-150 40 X07 £87.48£72.9018 Clip to Size
177247 Hdg 125-150 40 X17 £87.48Aug-24 £72.9033 Clip to Size
Acer campestre 'Queen Elizabeth' Field maple

A graceful cultivar offering a neat habit with upright branches, creating a uniform and elegant appearance which is retained with age. Foliage, lush
dark-green in summer, turn golden-yellow in autumn alongside the winged fruit which is typical of the species. Adaptable to most environments and
well-drained soils. Not for paved sites. H6

173598 Std 45-50800-900 1200 K06 £4,607.28£3,839.402 Medium (10-18m)
Acer campestre 'Red Shine' Field maple

An elegant Dutch field maple offering a neat, upright habit and a delightful spring display of red emerging foliage. The leaves mature to a lovely shade of
dark-green in summer then come autumn, turn a bright, lumenous yellow before falling. It is very wind and salt tolerant making it an excellent for coastal
planting. Can also manage partial paving. H6

176765 Std 14-16400-450 120 B04 £366.12Jul-24 £305.1012 Small (6-10m)
Acer capillipes Red snake-bark maple

Known as the snake-bark maple for its contrasting white-striped young bark. Foliage adopts an unusual shape and is exceptionally pretty in spring when
new growth unfurls coral-red. Attractive pink fruits appear later on in the year. The foliage turns a vivid orange-red to deep red in autumn. Will flourish in
any position well sheltered from wind. H6

174471 Std 14-16400-450 90 L08 £908.82£757.352 Small (6-10m)
Acer cappadocicum 'Rubrum' Caucasian maple

An attractive medium-sized deciduous tree with broad, deep purple-red young leaves that turn dark reddish green in summer and a long lasting rich
butter-yellow through to red in autumn. New growth is blood-red. Best planted with some shelter from cold winds. Does not grow well in compacted soil.
H6

167929 Std 25-30450-500 350 L29 £745.20£621.001 Medium (10-18m)
172140 Std 35-40600-700 420 L25 £2,860.92£2,384.101 Medium (10-18m)
Acer davidii Père David's maple

This lovely tree was introduced from China to the west in 1879 by Charles Maries and is named in honour of the French missionary Father Armand David.
Being a snake-bark maple it has attractive, green and white striated bark. The shining, dark green, ovate leaves colour richly in autumn. Green, suffused
red, fruits in autumn. H5
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174251 Std 45-50600-700 1600 Y01 £4,356.18£3,630.151 Medium (10-18m)
Acer davidii 'Viper' Père David's maple

'Viper' is a relatively new cultivar of Père David's maple with striking white on reddish-orange striated bark, brilliant orange autumn colours and
increased resitance to winter die-back. As the tree matures, the older bark will take on the more familiar green hues of the species. Does well on all
free-draining soils. Also known as 'Mindavi'. H5

175548 3QS 14-16350-400 150 F06 £498.96£415.802 Medium (10-18m)
176791 3QS 14-16350-400 150 F06 £498.96£415.802 Medium (10-18m)
177338 MS 200-250 80 U21 £314.28Aug-24 £261.905 Medium (10-18m)
175842 Std 25-30500-600 580 L24 £2,187.00£1,822.502 Medium (10-18m)
175843 Std 30-35500-600 580 L24 £2,493.18£2,077.651 Medium (10-18m)
Acer × freemanii 'Autumn Blaze' Freeman's maple

A beautiful, fast growing tree with ascending branches and a dense, broad-oval crown. As the name suggests, the foliage turns into an autumn blaze of
orange-red to scarlet-red  colour in the autumn. A reliable maple hybrid (between A. rubrum and A. saccharinum) which performs well on UK soils. Also
known as 'Jeffersred'. H6

177245 MS 300-350 200 L29 £808.38Aug-24 £673.6510 Medium (10-18m)
177211 Std 14-16400-450 L07 £369.36Jul-24 £307.804 Medium (10-18m)
177210 Std 14-16400-450 90 L08 £320.76Aug-24 £267.309 Medium (10-18m)
177572 Std 16-18400-450 L07 £435.78Aug-24 £363.157 Medium (10-18m)
176815 Std 16-18450-500 110 L02 £510.30Jul-24 £425.2515 Medium (10-18m)
176867 Std 25-30500-600 330 L09 £1,453.14Aug-24 £1,210.958 Medium (10-18m)
176424 Std 60-70900-1000 3400 U10 £11,220.12£9,350.101 Medium (10-18m)
Acer griseum Paperbark maple

Since its introduction from China in 1901 this beautiful small tree has become a great garden favourite. The exquisite cinnamon-coloured, exfoliating bark
together with the blueish-green, trifoliate leaves, turning bronze or russet-red in autumn, truly makes this a specimen tree. Prefers well-drained and moist
but adaptable. H5

175226 Fth 12-14200-250 160 A01 £1,616.76£1,347.301 Small (6-10m)
175262 HS 18-20300-350 260 L32 £2,076.84£1,730.701 Small (6-10m)
175223 HS 18-20300-350 170 L31 £2,460.78£2,050.652 Small (6-10m)
175805 HS 20-25300-350 240 L28 £2,519.10£2,099.251 Small (6-10m)
177318 MS 125-150 30 V03 £225.18Aug-24 £187.6520 Small (6-10m)
174773 QS 14-16200-250 230 A01 £1,616.76£1,347.301 Small (6-10m)
174750 QS 16-18200-250 175 A01 £1,616.76£1,347.301 Small (6-10m)
174774 QS 18-20250-300 240 A01 £2,076.84£1,730.702 Small (6-10m)
175225 QS 25-30250-300 170 L31 £2,096.28£1,746.901 Small (6-10m)
Acer japonicum 'Aconitifolium' Full moon maple

'Aconitifolium' means leaves like aconite which aptly describes this elegant maple. These deeply-cut leaves unfold green and remain so over summer. As
autumn approaches the foliage creates a stunning display of greens, yellows, oranges and reds. Produces the best pure scarlet colour of any maple. Needs a
sheltered location in semi-shade. H6

174060 MS 125-150 60 Office £401.76£334.802 Very Small (up to 6m)
176463 QS 14-16150-175 90 U11 £494.10£411.753 Very Small (up to 6m)
176218 QS 16-18175-200 100 U11 £646.38£538.651 Very Small (up to 6m)
Acer japonicum 'Vitifolium' Vine-leaved japanese maple

This cultivar has larger leaves than the species and is considered the finest of all the multi-coloured autumn foliage trees, bearing leaves that are green,
yellow, orange, red and claret all at the same time and over several weeks. A strong architectural presence to any garden. Plant in sheltered, well drained
location with dappled sunlight. H6

176080 MS 125-150 25c Office £260.82£217.354 Small (6-10m)
Acer monspessulanum Montpelier maple

Native to the Mediterrranean region edging up into France and Germany, this densely branched and rounded tree or shrub is somewhat reminiscent of our
field maple. However, the leaves are leathery, shiny and smoothly three lobed; and the decorative red samaras are parallell rather than set at 180 degrees.
Tolerates heat and some drought. H5

174387 MS 350-400 580 Q02 £1,370.52£1,142.101 Small (6-10m)
174388 MS 400-450 430 Q02 £1,676.70£1,397.252 Small (6-10m)
Acer negundo 'Variegatum' Ashleaf maple

A fast growing medium sized tree that is tolerant of difficult sites, growing successfully in wet or dry soil and in semi-shade. Most attractive in spring as
fresh leaves open with soft catkin-like tassels. Leaves are broad, green with white margins. Remove any reverting shoots. A shallow rooting tree. H6

173170 MS 450-500 730 P02 £3,120.12£2,600.101 Small (6-10m)
Acer 'Pacific Sunset' Painted maple
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Acer 'Pacific Sunset'
Discovered in Oregon in 1991 this stunning maple is a hybrid between Acer truncatum and Acer platanoides 'Warrenred'. The habit is elegantly
pyramidal with super glossy, dark-green leaves which, come autumn, change to an exquisite palette of orange, red and yellow. Does well on all soil types
including urban sites. Best in full sun. H7

176137 Std 20-25500-600 320 L25 £1,616.76£1,347.302 Small (6-10m)
Acer palmatum Japanese maple

The wild form of Japanese maple prized for its gorgeous purple-red, orange or yellow autumnal colours. An excellent choice in a smaller garden, or as part
of an ornamental woodland in a larger space. Best in a moist but well-drained loam, sheltered from cold winds. Will tolerate chalk. A shallow rooting tree.
H6

177670 HS 20-25350-400 440 F04 £2,253.42£1,877.851 Small (6-10m)
173989 HS 30-35350-400 645 Z01 £4,791.96£3,993.301 Small (6-10m)
175997 MS 150-175 200 W04 £745.20£621.002 Small (6-10m)
176220 MS 150-175 35 Wc1 £150.66£125.558 Small (6-10m)
175998 MS 175-200 250 W04 £989.82£824.856 Small (6-10m)
176221 MS 175-200 80 U11 £549.18£457.654 Small (6-10m)
175999 MS 200-250 300 W04 £1,318.68£1,098.904 Small (6-10m)
176222 MS 200-250 100 U11 £806.76£672.302 Small (6-10m)
174937 MS 250-300 240 V02 £1,261.98£1,051.651 Small (6-10m)
175071 MS 250-300 180 V02 £1,616.76£1,347.305 Small (6-10m)
176547 MS 250-300 400 J03 £1,850.04£1,541.701 Small (6-10m)
174980 MS 300-350 200 U18 £1,676.70£1,397.251 Small (6-10m)
175072 MS 350-400 180 V02 £2,421.90£2,018.251 Small (6-10m)
175074 MS 350-400 250 V02 £2,862.54£2,385.451 Small (6-10m)
177667 MS 350-400 1500 J01 £5,828.76£4,857.301 Small (6-10m)
176104 MS 400-450 910 E06 £9,376.56£7,813.801 Small (6-10m)
176096 MS 400-450 630 E04 £3,324.24£2,770.201 Small (6-10m)
176767 Std 10-12300-350 80 B03 £477.90Jul-24 £398.254 Small (6-10m)
176766 Std 12-14300-350 80 B03 £424.44Jul-24 £353.701 Small (6-10m)
175176 Std 18-20350-400 130 F05 £1,543.86£1,286.551 Small (6-10m)
175222 Std 20-25350-400 280 F05 £2,002.32£1,668.603 Small (6-10m)
173734 Std 20-25350-400 240 F06 £1,385.10£1,154.251 Small (6-10m)
175406 Std 25-30350-400 280 F05 £2,342.52£1,952.101 Small (6-10m)
177669 Std 30-35400-450 510 F04 £2,875.50£2,396.251 Small (6-10m)
Acer palmatum  'Atropurpureum' Japanese maple

A small tree with a low, rounded head. Deep red-purple leaves that turn a brilliant wine red in autumn. Best in a moist but well-drained loam, sheltered
from cold winds. Can be intolerant of clay soils and vulnerable to droughts. A decorative, hardy and slow-growing variety ideal for a small garden. H6

176223 MS 125-150 80 U20 £333.72£278.101 Small (6-10m)
176224 MS 150-175 80 U23 £448.74£373.952 Small (6-10m)
176002 MS 175-200 250 U20 £1,056.24£880.201 Small (6-10m)
176003 MS 200-250 260 U19 £1,245.78£1,038.151 Small (6-10m)
176103 MS 250-300 350 E02 £1,551.96£1,293.301 Small (6-10m)
176092 QS 40-45350-400 850 G02 £6,612.84£5,510.701 Small (6-10m)
Acer palmatum 'Aureum' Japanese maple

A great cultiver offering golden notes throughout the season. The five-lobed leaves emerge bright yellow tinged with red, then maturing to a greenish gold
in summer. Come autumn, the foliage takes on a rich buttery gold edged with bronze. Requires neutral to acidic soil and a sheltered location away from
drying winds. Best colour in full sun. H6

176245 MS 150-175 35 Wc1 £215.46£179.5517 Very Small (up to 6m)
Acer palmatum 'Bloodgood' Japanese maple

Small tree with a low, rounded head. The leaves are very deep reddish-purple with striking red colours in autumn. Purple spring flowers followed by red,
winged fruits. Best in a moist but well-drained loam, sheltered from cold winds. Foliage will scorch in full sun and requires overhead dappled shade. Will
tolerate chalk. Also does well in large pot. H6

177339 MS 100-125 30 V03 £213.84Aug-24 £178.2017 Very Small (up to 6m)
176226 MS 100-125 35 Wc1 £202.50£168.756 Very Small (up to 6m)
177668 MS 400-450 350 F04 £2,898.18£2,415.151 Very Small (up to 6m)
Acer palmatum 'Butterfly' Japanese maple

An elegant maple with an upright habit, bearing small mid-green leaves, irregularly margined with creamy white. In spring, pink markings can be seen
bordering the cream portions occationally paired with red flowers. In autumn the white areas take on a striking magenta. Requires well-drained acidic soil
away from drying winds. H6
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173956 HS 16-18175-200 60c U22 £860.22£716.852 Very Small (up to 6m)
Acer palmatum 'Crimson Queen' (D) Japanese maple

This maple radiates regal and colourful beauty. Delicate, lace-like leaves decorate the graceful, arching branches creating a stunning mound-effect. Foliage
unfolds bright red, retaining the colour into summer then becoming reddish-green before revealing its vibrant crimson autumn colours. Decorative red
spring flowers and autumn samaras. H5

174736 3QS 20-25250-300 300 F06 £3,327.48£2,772.901 Very Small (up to 6m)
177685 3QS 25-30300-350 400 Z01 £4,495.50£3,746.251 Very Small (up to 6m)
176229 QS 10-12075-100 60 U21 £409.86£341.551 Very Small (up to 6m)
Acer palmatum 'Deshojo' Japanese maple

'Deshojo' makes a stunning small tree which adds interest to the garden for months on end. Its five-lobed leaves are a brilliant shade of shrimp pink when
they unfurl in spring, turning to green during summer, and finally scarlet in autumn. Like other Japanese maples, it needs a sunny or partially shaded
position which is protected from cold winds. H6

176230 MS 075-100 15c U01 £212.22£176.858 Very Small (up to 6m)
176088 MS 125-150 20c GH £260.82£217.352 Very Small (up to 6m)
174734 MS 300-350 600 V01 £4,918.32£4,098.601 Very Small (up to 6m)
Acer palmatum 'Dissectum' (D) Japanese maple

Prized for its delicate filigree foliage, arching shoots, fine golden, orange and red autumn colour, and cascading habit. The reddish purple flowers are tiny
but attractive up close. Somewhat sparse and mushroom shaped when young, ultimately forming a dense rounded shrub that is exquisite in a courtyard,
small garden, or ornamental woodland. H6

177343 QS 14-16075-100 60c U22 £537.84£448.201 Very Small (up to 6m)
Acer palmatum 'Fireglow' Japanese maple

A vigorous shrub with deep red-purple foliage that emerges more dark red in spring and is thinner than other cultivars making it somewhat translucent.
Bright red autumn colour. Similar to but with a more transparent leaf than 'Bloodgood', the leaves give a firey, burning ember affect when backlit by the
sun in spring and autumn. H6

176231 MS 100-125 35 Wc2 £207.36£172.8010 Very Small (up to 6m)
177680 QS 20-25300-350 260 Z01 £1,775.52£1,479.601 Very Small (up to 6m)
177678 QS 30-35300-350 350 F04 £2,551.50£2,126.251 Very Small (up to 6m)
177689 QS 30-35400-450 430 F04 £2,752.38£2,293.651 Very Small (up to 6m)
177679 QS 35-40300-350 350 F04 £2,551.50£2,126.252 Very Small (up to 6m)
Acer palmatum 'Garnet' (D) Japanese maple

A Japanese maple of outstanding colour and vigour. Leaf is rich red-orange. 'Garnet' has a pendulous, spreading habit which matures to form a cascading
mound-shaped specimen. Equally effective as a feature in a courtyard or in a naturalistic planting scheme in a larger space. It needs a sheltered spot, away
from strong winds or scorching sun. H6

172930 HS 25-30150-175 480 W01 £4,989.60£4,158.001 Very Small (up to 6m)
177686 HS 25-30175-200 850 Z01 £3,951.18£3,292.651 Very Small (up to 6m)
177344 QS 14-16075-100 60c U07 £562.14£468.456 Very Small (up to 6m)
177687 QS 25-30150-175 430 V02 £3,160.62£2,633.851 Very Small (up to 6m)
Acer palmatum 'Inaba-shidare' (D) Japanese maple

A small but very vigorous shrub with fine arching branches and delicate, deeply lobed, large leaves. In spring the foliage unfolds dark purple, turning
purple in summer and then bright crimson in autumn. Stunning next to ponds or other water features. Plant in a sheltered, well drained location with
dappled sunlight. Container suitable. H6

172549 HS 20-25300-350 370 V02 £4,237.92£3,531.601 Very Small (up to 6m)
177671 MS 075-100 30c U23 £562.14£468.452 Very Small (up to 6m)
172931 QS 30-35150-175 470 R74a £7,317.54£6,097.951 Very Small (up to 6m)
177673 QS 30-35175-200 850 Z01 £5,392.98£4,494.151 Very Small (up to 6m)
173968 Std 25-30300-350 560 U23 £5,551.74£4,626.451 Very Small (up to 6m)
Acer palmatum 'Katsura' Japanese maple

This cultivar is a true delight in spring time. The leaves, as they unfold, are yellowish-orange margined with pink then fading to bright green in summer
and gorgeous orange in autumn. In time this tree will form an up to 4 metres tall and equally wide mound which is very much self maintained. Needs
shelter, light and well drained soil. H6

176232 MS 125-150 35 Wc2 £192.78£160.656 Very Small (up to 6m)
176234 MS 150-175 60 U22 £432.54£360.454 Very Small (up to 6m)
Acer palmatum 'Linearilobum' Japanese maple

This elegant cultivar developes a spectacular, upright, spreading crown bearing bright-green, bamboo-like foliage. In spring as the leaves emerge small red
flowers can be seen turning into highly decorative red samaras as the crown reveals its bright yellow colours in autumn. Plant in moist, neutral to acidic
soil in dappled shade away from drying winds. H6

176010 HS 18-20200-250 200 F05 £1,495.20£1,246.002 Very Small (up to 6m)
176023 MS 150-175 150 W01 £834.30£695.252 Very Small (up to 6m)
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176582 MS 175-200 200 J03 £733.86£611.551 Very Small (up to 6m)
174737 MS 250-300 350 F06 £2,702.16£2,251.801 Very Small (up to 6m)
176009 QS 16-18175-200 150 F04 £1,177.74£981.451 Very Small (up to 6m)
Acer palmatum 'Ornatum' (D) Japanese maple

An old cultivar with beautiful pendulous branches and delicate, lace-like leaves. Mushroom shaped when young, ultimately a dense rounded bush. Leaves
unfold orange-red turning bronze-green in summer and then orange-yellow in autumn. Plant in a sheltered, well drained location. Suitable for containers.
Mature height 1.2-1.8m. H6

175399 HS 30-35150-175 435 V01 £7,196.04£5,996.701 Very Small (up to 6m)
175168 HS 25-30150-175 590 W01 £7,437.42£6,197.851 Very Small (up to 6m)
175169 HS 35-40150-175 860 V02 £9,392.76£7,827.301 Very Small (up to 6m)
173023 QS 12-14075-100 75 U23 £498.96£415.801 Very Small (up to 6m)
Acer palmatum 'Osakazuki' Japanese maple

Many say that this cultivar is the very best if you're looking for intense red autumn colour. But  it also offers nice spring and summer interest. The green
leaves make a beautiful contrast against the red spring flowers and the red summer fruits. For best colour plant in a lime free soil, sheltered from strong
winds and with plently of sun. H6

176235 MS 100-125 35 Wc1 £212.22£176.8511 Very Small (up to 6m)
176082 MS 100-125 25c A05 £260.82£217.354 Very Small (up to 6m)
176236 MS 150-175 60 U14 £532.98£444.151 Very Small (up to 6m)
Acer palmatum 'Sango kaku' Japanese maple

If you want year round enjoyment from your Japanese maple, this is the cultivar to go for. The leaves emerge pinkish-green, turning bright green in
summer and golden yellow with hints of red in autumn. The bright red annual growth provides much desired winter interest. 6 metres tall with a 3 metre
spread. Needs shelter, light and well drained soil. H6

175021 HS 25-30350-400 570 U08 £1,799.82£1,499.851 Very Small (up to 6m)
176237 MS 150-175 35 Wc1 £281.88£234.909 Very Small (up to 6m)
176238 MS 175-200 60 £701.46£584.551 Very Small (up to 6m)
176163 MS 250-300 190 U13 £1,660.50£1,383.751 Very Small (up to 6m)
176079 MS 300-350 200 E04 £1,551.96£1,293.301 Very Small (up to 6m)
176164 MS 140 V03 £1,997.46£1,664.551 Very Small (up to 6m)
175022 MS 400-450 530 Z01 £3,617.46£3,014.551 Very Small (up to 6m)
177683 QS 40-45350-400 620 F04 £4,673.70£3,894.751 Very Small (up to 6m)
Acer palmatum 'Seiryu' Japanese maple

'Seiryu' emerges green in spring accompanied by contrasting red flowers. Each leaf margin is slightly tinged red or pink, fading as they mature. Sometimes
in late summer the colourful margins reappear, but a little more orange. Come autumn, the foliage takes on a pleasing burgandy hue. Plant in a sheltered
location away from cold, drying winds. H6

176240 MS 150-175 35 Wc1 £247.86£206.5510 Very Small (up to 6m)
176007 MS 150-175 150 U14 £839.16£699.301 Very Small (up to 6m)
176008 MS 175-200 220 U21 £1,211.76£1,009.805 Very Small (up to 6m)
174864 MS 175-200 210 W01 £839.16£699.301 Very Small (up to 6m)
Acer palmatum 'Shaina' Japanese maple

Discovered as a witches' broom mutation on the cultivar 'Bloodgood', this dwarf Japanese maple has dark red leaves clumped in masses giving the shrub a
tufted appearance. In autumn the leaves turn a bright, eye-catching red. Brilliant as a garden focal point or a rock garden accent. Plant in a sheltered
location in full sun or dappled shade. H5

170951 MS 125-150 160 U23 £623.70£519.751 Very Small (up to 6m)
Acer palmatum 'Shirazz' Japanese maple

A colourful and fun cultivar which brings interest throughout the season. The deeply lobed leaves emerge in intense scarlet notes, maturing to a lush green,
decorated with a border of white and various shades of pink. In autumn the foliage returns to its scarlet colour, mixed with shades of yellow. Requires acid
to neutral soil. Protect from drying winds. H6

176011 MS 125-150 250 U19 £968.76£807.302 Very Small (up to 6m)
176520 MS 175-200 250 U19 £1,245.78£1,038.151 Very Small (up to 6m)
176521 QS 18-20125-150 200 F04 £1,245.78£1,038.151 Very Small (up to 6m)
Acer palmatum 'Shishigashira' Japanese maple

'Shishigashira' is a superb maple with upright habit and gorgeous, light-green foliage. The deeply lobed leaves grow in tufts along the branches giving a the
tree a very distinc appearance. As autumn approaches the dense foliage turns a striking gold suffused with rose and crimson tones. Elegant, small
reddish-purpe flowers in spring. H5

176241 MS 075-100 35 Wc2 £285.12£237.609 Very Small (up to 6m)
164908 MS 350-400 860 V02 £14,317.56£11,931.301 Very Small (up to 6m)
175070 QS 30-35300-350 680 R74a £5,441.58£4,534.651 Very Small (up to 6m)
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Acer palmatum 'Skeeter's Broom' Japanese maple
This charming cultivar grows with an upright, columnar habit bearing small, deeply lobed leaves. The foliage unfolds bright red in spring, turning deep
purple-red in summer, changing to fire-cracking scarlet-red in autumn. Requires a sheltered location away from drying winds. Lovely on its own, in a
border or in a woodland. Sun to partial shade. H6

176630 HS 06-08125-150 20c A02 £281.88£234.907 Very Small (up to 6m)
Acer palmatum 'Tamukeyama' (D) Japanese maple

An over 300 year old cultivar with a gorgeous, irregular cascading habit. In spring the finely dissected leaves emerge bright red, turning maroon in
summer (can have green tints in very hot locations) then taking on a brilliant scarlet before falling. Requires a moist, acidic to neutral soil which is free
draining and a position away from drying winds. H5

174870 QS 20-25200-250 250 Office £3,912.30£3,260.252 Very Small (up to 6m)
Acer palmatum 'Trompenburg' (M) Japanese maple

A most attractive Japanese maple with an upright habit broadening with age. This cultivar is somewhat larger than most, maturing to 7 meters. The leaves
are beautifully palmate unfolding dark reddish-purple turning reddish-green and bronze in late summer. Lovely crimson red autumn tones. Better than
most at tolerating full sun. Protect from wind. H6

177345 MS 175-200 45c U08 £406.62£338.855 Very Small (up to 6m)
177346 MS 175-200 110c U03 £523.26£436.053 Very Small (up to 6m)
177681 MS 350-400 350 F04 £2,998.62£2,498.851 Very Small (up to 6m)
Acer palmatum 'Tsukasa Silhouette' Japanese maple

A unique Japanese maple with an upright habit and slender outline. The dainty leaves are deeply lobed and palmate, lime-green in spring, maturing to a
slightly darker bright green in summer and turning a vivid, fiery red in autumn. Can reach 6m in height. Requires acid to neutral, well-drained soil away
from drying winds. H5

174861 MS 175-200 170 V02 £829.44£691.201 Very Small (up to 6m)
175512 Std 16-18400-450 200 F05 £1,650.78£1,375.653 Very Small (up to 6m)
Acer palmatum 'Viridis' (D) Japanese maple

The cultivar 'Viridis' has bright green, deeply cut, palmate leaves on arching branches that in time form a 3 meter tall and equally wide mound. The small,
red, spring flowers provide a beautiful contrast to the unfolding leaves. Golden yellow colours with red tints in autumn. Plant in a sheltered, well lit, moist
but well drained postion. H5

177676 HS 16-18175-200 200 Z01 £1,294.38£1,078.651 Very Small (up to 6m)
174287 HS 18-20350-400 300 F06 £3,717.90£3,098.251 Very Small (up to 6m)
174302 HS 20-25175-200 220 V02 £1,406.16£1,171.801 Very Small (up to 6m)
177677 HS 20-25350-400 350 Z01 £2,399.22£1,999.351 Very Small (up to 6m)
176034 HS 25-30200-250 350 Z01 £6,718.14£5,598.451 Very Small (up to 6m)
171232 HS 35-40150-175 700 V01 £11,932.92£9,944.101 Very Small (up to 6m)
176105 MS 250-300 540 F06 £4,365.90£3,638.251 Very Small (up to 6m)
177675 QS 10-12100-125 30c Office £479.52£399.601 Very Small (up to 6m)
176106 QS 30-35250-300 570 U18 £4,365.90£3,638.251 Very Small (up to 6m)
173950 Std 16-18250-300 200 F06 £1,647.54£1,372.951 Very Small (up to 6m)
Acer platanoides 'Columnare' Norway Maple

This 1878 French cultivar has a fastigiate shape but seldome confines itself to a single trunk which is why it is often grafted upon the species. With its
narrow, oval crown this tree is perfect for street or avenue. The crown stays closed even when tree is mature allowing for minimum maintenence. Similar
leaves and colour to that of the species. H7

170227 Std 45-50800-900 970 U16 £2,493.18£2,077.654 Large (18m +)
174952 Std 70-80900-1000 2850 W04 £6,735.96£5,613.302 Large (18m +)
Acer platanoides 'Crimson King' Norway Maple

A vigorous fast-growing tree with a broadly oval to columnar habit, valued for its dark purple-red summer foliage in summer and attractive red autumn
colour. Bears small yellow red tinged flowers in spring which are unexpectedly eye-catching at close distance. French clone from 1937. Shallow rooting tree.
H7

174460 Std 16-18400-450 155 L12 £439.02£365.859 Medium (10-18m)
174461 Std 18-20450-500 120 L10 £498.96£415.803 Medium (10-18m)
Acer platanoides 'Crimson Sentry' Norway maple

'Crimson Sentry' is a distinctive cultivar which arose as a stunted sport on 'Crimson King' in Oregon 1974. Sharing the same vibrant pruplish-red colour
as its parent, 'Crimson Sentry' has smaller leaves, shorter shoots and is much more compact. Trees seldom exceed 9m in height with a fairly narrow outline.
Pollution tolerant. H7

176304 Fth 16-18350-400 110 C03 £707.94£589.953 Small (6-10m)
176128 Fth 12-14400-450 60 C03 £396.90£330.758 Small (6-10m)
176890 Std 12-14350-400 80 L04 £320.76Jul-24 £267.3010 Small (6-10m)
176891 Std 16-18400-450 80 L02 £479.52Jul-24 £399.605 Small (6-10m)
174462 Std 18-20400-450 155 L10 £575.10£479.255 Small (6-10m)
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Acer platanoides 'Drumondii' Norway maple
Medium sized, rounded to broadly columnar tree whose distinctively pale young foliage and rounded crown make this an eye-catching variety late spring
and early summer. Foliage fades to green with pale margins in summer. Prune out reverted branches. Fairly easy to control size with pruning and
pollarding. H7

176768 Std 12-14400-450 80 B03 £315.90Jul-24 £263.2510 Medium (10-18m)
176129 Std 12-14400-450 80 C08 £309.42£257.855 Medium (10-18m)
174095 Std 14-16400-450 150 L13 £372.60£310.501 Medium (10-18m)
174349 Std 16-18450-500 150 L13 £435.78£363.155 Medium (10-18m)
174350 Std 16-18400-450 140 L13 £466.56£388.801 Medium (10-18m)
169052 Std 20-25450-500 200 L13 £451.98£376.651 Medium (10-18m)
175784 Std 20-25500-600 240 L24 £834.30£695.253 Medium (10-18m)
Acer platanoides 'Emerald Queen' Norway Maple

‘Emerald Queen’ is a fast-growing cultivar with an oval-rounded habit. Young leaves flush red and then harden to green over about three weeks. Most
effective when second flushing as the foliage contrasts both green and red. Even though the flowers are small, the greenish-yellow clusters in spring have
ornamental value. Yellow autumn colour. H7

174351 Std 16-18450-500 155 L15 £358.02£298.356 Medium (10-18m)
174464 Std 20-25450-500 155 L15 £537.84£448.204 Medium (10-18m)
176142 Std 25-30500-600 320 L25 £1,245.78£1,038.154 Medium (10-18m)
Acer platanoides 'Fairview' Norway maple

A newcomer to the market of Norway maples, this broadly oval tree offers a delightful spring display with crimson-red leaves and contrasting yellow
flowers. The foliage matures to a lovely dark-green then turning bronze in autumn. Great option for the more narrow space or for street or avenue planting.
Very tolerant of pollution and drought. H5

172141 Std 45-50900-1000 1600 K07 £3,983.58£3,319.652 Medium (10-18m)
Acer platanoides 'Globosum' Norway Maple

This cultivar of Norway Maple was first desribed in Belgium in 1873. It shares the same characteristics as the species but has a stunted growth. When
grafted onto the species it produces a playful, compact small tree suitible for when space is severely restricted. Golden yellow autumn colour. Drought
tolerant and not wind sensitive. H7

176769 Std 12-14300-350 80 B01 £273.78Jul-24 £228.1515 Very Small (up to 6m)
174465 Std 18-20300-350 155 L14 £463.32£386.1011 Very Small (up to 6m)
171204 Std 30-35450-500 860 L25 £908.82£757.351 Very Small (up to 6m)
Acer platanoides 'Mauritz Upright'® Norway Maple

'Mauritz Upright' has a perfectly symmetric columnar shape, creating a narrow, oval crown making it perfect for streets or avenues. As the tree matures
the crown remains closed, requiring minimum maintenence. Akin to the species, the leaves are dark-green in summer, turning golden yellow in autumn.
Greenish-yellow spring flowers. H7

171558 Fth 18-20400-450 200 L06 £497.34£414.454 Medium (10-18m)
Acer platanoides 'Princeton Gold' Norway maple

A medium sized tree that is broadly columnar with bright yellow leaves on red petioles.  A great cultivar for bringing instant colour and contrast to dull,
dark areas, or plant in front of a conifer screen to increase interest. 'Princeton Gold' is reletively drought tolerant and grows well on most soils, including
clay. Shallow rooting. H7

176770 Std 12-14400-450 80 B02 £358.02Jul-24 £298.3520 Medium (10-18m)
174746 Std 14-16400-450 155 L12 £453.60£378.001 Medium (10-18m)
174354 Std 16-18500-600 155 L12 £531.36£442.802 Medium (10-18m)
175733 Std 18-20400-450 190 L11 £808.38£673.654 Medium (10-18m)
175785 Std 20-25500-600 190 L26 £997.92£831.604 Medium (10-18m)
176307 Std 30-35500-600 500 L27 £1,963.44£1,636.202 Medium (10-18m)
Acer platanoides 'Royal Red' Norway Maple

'Royal Red' is very similar to the 'Crimson King' cultivar but is slightly more upright, slower growing and more maroon-purple in colour. As it isn't as
vigorous it is less prone to frost cracks. Bears small yellow red tinged flowers together with the emerging dark foliage in spring. Yellow and orange autumn
colour. H7

176892 Std 12-14350-400 80 L03 £293.22Jul-24 £244.3517 Medium (10-18m)
174347 Std 14-16400-450 150 L07 £353.16£294.301 Medium (10-18m)
174348 Std 16-18400-450 150 L10 £498.96£415.801 Medium (10-18m)
174110 Std 16-18400-450 100 L10 £471.42£392.852 Medium (10-18m)
176816 Std 16-18400-450 110 L01 £479.52Jul-24 £399.6010 Medium (10-18m)
175783 Std 20-25500-600 190 L11 £980.10£816.752 Medium (10-18m)
171796 Std 35-40700-800 750 Y01 £3,014.82£2,512.351 Medium (10-18m)
175213 Std 40-45700-800 900 Y01 £3,978.72£3,315.603 Medium (10-18m)
172995 Std 60-70900-1000 1700 U09 £8,393.22£6,994.351 Medium (10-18m)
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Acer pseudoplatanus 'Bruchem' Sycamore
Named after the Dutch village where it was found, 'Bruchem' is a relatively new cultivar offering an elegant upright and oval crown making it perfect for
streets and avenues. It isn't picky for soil and can even handle a shorter flooding once established. Can stand exposed, including coastal areas. Tolerates
partial paving. H7

175340 Std 18-20450-500 110 L13 £622.08£518.404 Medium (10-18m)
Acer 'Red Flamingo' Snakebark maple

This is a true statement maple, guaranteed to turn heads. The young bark is a bright, strong red, maturing with white striations, creating the familiar
stripy effect of snakebark maples. The leaves are no less dramatic, variegated pink as they emerge, taking on a playful mix of green, dark pink and white
throughout the season. Requires shelter. H5

176046 MS 200-250 200 L31 £839.16£699.302 Very Small (up to 6m)
Acer rubrum Red Maple

First cultivated in Europe 1656 this North American tree can grow up to 40m tall. The red colour is present in the tree all year round - from the winter
twigs to the flowers in early spring and culminating in spectacular red autumn foilage. The grey-green to white leaf underside adding additional pink and
cream autumn dimensions. H7

175894 MS 400-450 420 D01 £1,542.24£1,285.202 Medium (10-18m)
Acer rubrum 'Brandywine' Red maple

Combining the best of two parents (A. rubrum 'October Glory' x A. rubrum 'Autumn Flame') 'Brandywine' bears mid-green leaves which in autumn
shifts to a brilliant scarlet then deepening to a stunning and unique purple-red palette. Colour is intense and more consistent than typically found with the
species. Prefers acidic soils. Shallow roots. H6

175888 MS 450-500 350 GH £2,101.14£1,750.952 Medium (10-18m)
177115 Std 12-14350-400 L06 £358.02Jul-24 £298.355 Medium (10-18m)
Acer rubrum 'October Glory' Red Maple

‘October Glory’ is a female cultivar that, as the cultivar name suggests, is perhaps best noted for its exceptional autumn colour. Attractive red flowers
appear in early spring before the foliage emerges. Glossy dark green leaves with red stems that retain good green colour well into autumn. Orange to red
autumn color for this cultivar is brilliant in most years. H7

175692 Std 12-14400-450 90 L08 £298.08£248.401 Medium (10-18m)
176944 Std 12-14300-350 80 L06 £315.90Jul-24 £263.258 Medium (10-18m)
Acer rubrum 'Redpoint' Red maple

An elegant cultivar prized for its slender, uniform broadly-oval crown, healthy vigorous growth, strong leader and brillliant, bright red autumn colour. Red
flowers emerge on bare branches followed by lustrous mid-green summer foliage. Winged fruits in autumn. Requires neutral to acidic, well-drained soil and
shelter to thrive. Best in full sun. H7

177244 MS 450-500 730 L27 £2,546.64Aug-24 £2,122.202 Medium (10-18m)
Acer rubrum 'Red Sunset' Red maple

'Red Sunset' is an oustanding maple with an upright habit and rounded to oval crown. Emerging new leaves, leafstalks, twigs, flowers, fruit and fall colour
are fire-cracking red or tinged with red making this cultivar one of the best maples when looking for colour effect. Best in acidic, moist, well-drained soils in
full sun to partial shade. H5

176893 Std 12-14350-400 80 L06 £311.04Jul-24 £259.206 Medium (10-18m)
Acer rubrum 'Scanlon' Red maple

'Scanlon' forms a compact conical crown with dense branches surrounding a central leader. It retains this apical dominace into maturity. Red flowers in
spring followed by lush green leaves turning a rich, orange-red in autumn. Best on moist, slightly acid soil. Stunted growth and poor autumn colour on
chalk. Moderate in heavy clay. H6

172584 Std 60-70900-1000 1800 U09 £4,963.68£4,136.401 Medium (10-18m)
Acer saccharinum 'Floriade 2012' Silver maple

An upright and more compact cultivar of the graceful silver maple with elegant upswept branches. The foliage is deeply cut and toothed leaves, green on top
and silvery-white beneath, shimmering in the wind. In autumn the foliage turns yellow with a paler shade on the underside of the leaf. Not for coastal or
windy sites. H7

176266 Std 45-50800-900 1000 K07 £3,866.94£3,222.452 Large (18m +)
Acer shirasawanum 'Aureum' Golden shirasawa maple

This maple is a true eye catcher with its beautiful, yellow, rounded palmate leaves. The purple-red spring flowers and summer fruits make a delightful
contrast to the striking foliage. Excellent red and orange autumn colours. Plant in a sheltered, well drained position, preferably in dappled sunlight. Best as
solitair plant or in a pot. H5

176244 MS 075-100 35 Wc2 £302.94£252.457 Very Small (up to 6m)
Acer triflorum Rough-barked Maple

Originally from Korea and northern China this tree is now very rare in cultivation. It has yellowish-brown exfoliating bark that peels in woody scales
rather than papery pieces like Paperbark Maple. Although this tree has trifoliate leaves the species name refers to the flowers. Foliage is green turning a
beautiful red in autumn. H7
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174395 Std 30-35600-700 860 L26 £2,483.46£2,069.551 Small (6-10m)
Acer x freemanii 'Armstrong' Freeman's maple

'Armstong', which is another great Freeman hybrid, offers a neat, columnar habit making it very suitable for avenues and streets as well as more narrow
locations. Small red flower corymbs decorate the crown prior to the foliage. Colours brilliantly red in autumn after a hot summer. Does best in lime-free,
well-drained soil. Tolerates paving. H7

172967 MS 450-500 150 L04 £660.96£550.807 Medium (10-18m)
172538 Std 50-601000-1100 1200 K07 £4,365.90£3,638.252 Medium (10-18m)
Aesculus chinensis Chinese horse chestnut

Native to the forests and slopes of northern China, this landscape specimen develops a handsome, broadly-round crown with palmate leaves. The foliage
emerges deep red, then matures to a rich green. White flowers borne in 30cm tall panicles in mid-summer, followed by decorative but poisonous nuts. Avoid
dry soils. H7

175974 Std 20-25450-500 180 R55 £1,501.74£1,251.451 Medium (10-18m)
Aesculus flava Sweet buckeye

A broadly conical, large, dense crowned tree with interesting, deeply lobed leaves.  Bears yellow cone-shaped flowers in late spring to early summer followed
by smooth fruit in autumn. Tolerates sun or partial shade. Has a good resistance to bleeding canker though there is no warranty against it. Also resistant to
leaf miner. H5

173161 HS 25-30400-450 280       5.5 R50 £1,346.22£1,121.852 Large (18m +)
175404 Std 18-20350-400 180 R56 £670.68£558.902 Large (18m +)
171490 Std 18-20400-450 180 R56 £670.68£558.904 Large (18m +)
Aesculus flava 'Vestita' Sweet buckeye

Chosen and developed by the Dutch Inspection Service for Horticulture, 'Vestita' offers a handsome broadly conical crown, becoming rounded with age.
The dark-green palmate leaves are 15 cm across, turning a yellow-violate colour in autumn. Pale yellow panicles decorate the tree in May followed by
smooth brown fruits. Tolerates paving well. H6

171809 Std 18-20400-450 130 R55 £970.38£808.653 Medium (10-18m)
Aesculus pavia var. discolor Red buckeye

This natural variety of red buckeye, originally from south-eastern North America, is slightly larger than the species, maturing into a densly rounded habit.
In June, slender yellow-red upright panicles decorate the crown followed by smooth, light-brown fruits. Does well on all well-draining soils, but doesn't
tolerate paving, road salt or wind. H5

171879 QS 20-25175-200 160 Office £1,197.18£997.651 Small (6-10m)
Aesculus turbinata Japanese horse chestnut

Native to Japan, this chestnut is very similar in appearance to our common horse-chestnut but exhibits much slower growth, flowering a few weeks later
and bears pear-like, spineless fruits. Enjoying full sun it serves as a great food source for wildlife. It also tolerates exposures, but does not cope well with dry
soils. Fruit is poisionous. H7

175975 Std 16-18400-450 150 R55 £839.16£699.301 Medium (10-18m)
175976 Std 20-25400-450 120 R55 £996.30£830.251 Medium (10-18m)
Aesculus x carnea 'Briotii' Red horse chestnut

A strong-growing, compact tree with a heavy crown, dark coloured leaves and branches and most recognisable by its deep rose-red flowers set in upright
panicles. Conkers follow in autumn. Red Horse Chestnut is a hybrid between Common Horse Chestnut and Red Buckeye, 'Briotii' being the cultivar with
the brightest flowers. Slow to medium growth rate. H7

175662 Std 12-14300-350 80 R21 £385.56£321.307 Medium (10-18m)
176710 Std 20-25350-400 160 R55 £790.56£658.801 Medium (10-18m)
172792 Std 18-20350-400 160 R55 £670.68£558.902 Medium (10-18m)
174231 Std 20-25400-450 150 R55 £868.32£723.601 Medium (10-18m)
174232 Std 20-25450-500 170 R55 £980.10£816.752 Medium (10-18m)
174233 Std 20-25450-500 185 R13 £1,009.20£841.001 Medium (10-18m)
174234 Std 25-30500-600 365 R55 £1,312.20£1,093.502 Medium (10-18m)
Alnus cordata Italian alder

As the common name suggests, this Alder originates from southern Italy and was introduced to horticulture 1820. It is one of the first trees to awaken in
early spring, and one of the last in leaf in winter. The conical shape and glossy green leaves makes this a very handsome tree. Tolerant of a wide range of
soils and urban pollution. H6

176910 Std 10-12350-400 B29 £189.54Jul-24 £157.952 Medium (10-18m)
176991 Std 12-14350-400 B29 £239.76Jul-24 £199.803 Medium (10-18m)
176186 Std 12-14400-450 80 R21 £238.14£198.453 Medium (10-18m)
Alnus glutinosa Alder

Our native Alder carries the torch for summer throughout the dark days of winter. As early as January shimmering golden catkins appear, quickly joined by
a fresh crop of leaves. In summer it has an airy semi-transparent crown that gives a dappled sunlight effect. A rapid growing, loosely conical tree with a
naturalistic growth habit. H7

174401 MS 400-450 580 L30 £1,077.30£897.751 Medium (10-18m)
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176894 QS 12-14400-450 80 B28 £234.90Jul-24 £195.755 Medium (10-18m)
Alnus glutinosa 'Imperialis' Alder

An incredibly elegant alder with an open pyramidal crown and pendulous tips. The leaves are deeply lobed, creating a soft and graceful appearance. In
winter, the cone-like fruits remain on the tree, creating a lovely display together with the male catkins. This slow grower does well in most locations, but
avoid full shade, paving and dry soils. H6

176830 Fth 12-14350-400 80 B05 £273.78Jul-24 £228.1510 Small (6-10m)
176895 QS 12-14350-400 80 B28 £267.30Jul-24 £222.7510 Small (6-10m)
175774 Std 14-16350-400 120 H03 £387.18£322.653 Small (6-10m)
Alnus incana Grey Alder

A fast growing, broadly conical to columnar tree grown mainly for its pink catkins, which appear in September and decorate the tree all winter and into
spring. Both the pubescent underside of the leaf and the bark are grey hence the name. Tolerant of a wide variety of soils and will be happy in both dry and
wet conditions. H7

168707 MS 450-500 520 L28 £660.96£550.801 Medium (10-18m)
Alnus x spaethii Alder

This is a hybrid between Japanse and Caucasian Alder from 1908. It has the rapid growth of the Caucasian with hybrid vigour and the narrowish leaves of
Japanese Alder, which emerge coppery-purple. The late winter male catkins decorate the tree beautifully. Tolerates a wide variety of soils, including wet
conditions. H6

176951 Std 12-14400-450 80 B31 £252.72Jul-24 £210.608 Medium (10-18m)
176860 Std 35-40500-600 740 K02 £1,796.58Jul-24 £1,497.151 Medium (10-18m)
174472 Std 40-45700-800 600 R31 £2,459.16£2,049.301 Medium (10-18m)
Amelanchier alnifolia 'Obelisk' Alder-leaved serviceberry

An upright, elegant tree with round, alder-like leaves that unfold red tinted, turn dark green in summer and then marvelous red and orange in autumn.
The flowers sit in upright racemes, but with shorter floral stalks than other June berries creating a cluster-like flowering. A very versatile and
unproblematic tree for smaller spaces. H7

176275 Fth 20-25450-500 200 U23 £1,869.48£1,557.902 Very Small (up to 6m)
174913 MS 450-500 425 K01 £2,493.18£2,077.652 Very Small (up to 6m)
174914 MS 500-600 425 K01 £2,732.94£2,277.451 Very Small (up to 6m)
Amelanchier canadensis Serviceberry

A deciduous, moderate-growing tree or shrub producing white and pale-pink flowers in early spring set amongst the emerging foliage. Mid-green in
summer, phasing to yellow, orange and red in autumn. Sweet, purplish-black berries are produced in late summer, enjoyed by birds. Quite tolerant of wet
sites. Great choice for a small garden. H6

173369 MS 075-100 35 C01 £74.52£62.108 Very Small (up to 6m)
177261 MS 100-125 35 V03 £89.10Oct-24 £74.2549 Very Small (up to 6m)
174050 MS 125-150 35 X44 £108.54£90.4518 Very Small (up to 6m)
172110 MS 300-350 320 Q09 £1,436.94£1,197.451 Very Small (up to 6m)
174712 MS 350-400 300 Q09 £1,466.10£1,221.752 Very Small (up to 6m)
175271 Std 12-14350-400 110 J11 £515.16£429.303 Very Small (up to 6m)
176693 Std 14-16350-400 110 J11 £597.78£498.151 Very Small (up to 6m)
172271 Std 35-40600-700 830 U23 £4,916.70£4,097.251 Very Small (up to 6m)
Amelanchier can. RAINBOW PILLAR® Shadblow serviceberry

An American seedling, also known as 'Glenn Form', prized for its dense, upright and symmetrical growth habit. In spring white flowers decorate the tree
followed by purplish-black fruits. The dark-green leaves are unaffected by powdery mildew and turn a lovely mix of bright red and green in autumn. Good
on all well-drained soils in full sun or part shade. H6

177047 MS 175-200 100 R48 £549.18Oct-24 £457.653 Very Small (up to 6m)
Amelanchier lamarckii Juneberry

A versatile small sized tree with a softly arching, sometimes spreading habit. Amelanchier is valued for its subtle blossom in spring and attractive autumn
tints. Leaves emerge bronze, with the flowers, phasing to green in summer. Ideal as a specimen in a small garden, or planted in naturalistic drifts in a
parkland setting. H6.

174515 HS 10-12300-350 70        3.5 J17 £247.86£206.554 Small (6-10m)
174585 HS 12-14350-400 70 J17 £709.56£591.301 Small (6-10m)
169910 HS 30-35300-350 1100 V01 £4,079.16£3,399.301 Small (6-10m)
177048 MS 175-200 150 R44 £542.70Sep-24 £452.2530 Small (6-10m)
176804 MS 200-250 110 R48 £808.38Oct-24 £673.657 Small (6-10m)
176958 MS 300-350 380 J46 £3,236.76Aug-24 £2,697.301 Small (6-10m)
175584 Std 80 J17 £839.16£699.301 Small (6-10m)
176939 Std 16-18450-500 140 J42 £1,067.58Aug-24 £889.651 Small (6-10m)
175809 Std 16-18400-450 80 J12 £925.02£770.851 Small (6-10m)
176940 Std 18-20450-500 200 J41 £1,197.18Aug-24 £997.651 Small (6-10m)
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Amelanchier x grandiflora 'Ballerina' Smooth serviceberry
A vigourous, shrub or tree producing a profuse display of white flowers in spring, set amongst a bronzy foliage. Foliage fades to green in summer, then to a
rich red and purple in autumn. Best autumn colour is achieved in full sun. Small sweet fruits produced in late summer, enjoyed by birds. An ideal choice
for a small garden. H7

174304 Std 12-14400-450 110 J11 £497.34£414.454 Very Small (up to 6m)
174953 Std 12-14450-500 90 J11 £581.58£484.651 Very Small (up to 6m)
176681 Std 14-16450-500 90 J11 £659.34£549.451 Very Small (up to 6m)
176941 Std 16-18450-500 140 J42 £1,067.58Oct-24 £889.657 Very Small (up to 6m)
Amelanchier x grandiflora 'Robin Hill' Serviceberry

A small sized tree of dense, upright habit. Spring blossom is set amongst the bronzy new foliage, pink in bud, opening pale pink, then becoming white.
Foliage phases to rich green in summer, then orange and red in autumn. Produces a light crop of berries in late summer, enjoyed by brids. Ideal for
multi-season interest in a restricted space. H7

175696 Std 10-12300-350 80 J10 £437.40£364.509 Small (6-10m)
177212 Std 10-12300-350 B40 £437.40Oct-24 £364.5020 Small (6-10m)
174301 Std 16-18400-450 135 J10 £1,197.18£997.652 Small (6-10m)
169669 Std 30-35600-700 390 U07 £4,197.42£3,497.851 Small (6-10m)
Aralia elata Japanese angelica tree

An exotic-looking tree or shrub with a lush summer foliage. A vigorous, upright, then spreading tree with stout, spiny stems increasingly spreading with
maturity, ultimately reaching a height of perhaps 6-8 meters. Produces clouds of snowy white flowerheads in late summer and autumn followed by small
black fruits.  Attractive autumn tints. H5

174357 MS 250-300 250 V01 £1,143.72£953.101 Small (6-10m)
Arbutus unedo Strawberry Tree

A slow growing evergreen tree with a dense, rounded though often asymmetric crown. Leaves are small, usually serrated. The rugged bark is reddish,
sometimes shaggy. Ivory-white bells in sprays appear in autumn as last year's yellow 'strawberries' ripen scarlet. May attract leaf spot in humid weather.
Rapid temperature change may cause leaf drop. H5

175741 MS 125-150 45c X43 £268.92£224.101 Small (6-10m)
177278 MS 125-150 150 W05 £516.78Sep-24 £430.652 Small (6-10m)
177280 MS 150-175 150 W02 £753.30Sep-24 £627.7517 Small (6-10m)
176496 MS 150-175 50c X43 £552.42£460.351 Small (6-10m)
177288 MS 250-300 230c S03 £2,140.02£1,783.352 Small (6-10m)
177771 MS 400-450 450c T19 £6,411.96£5,343.303 Small (6-10m)
176709 MS 400-450 660 T16 £6,411.96Aug-24 £5,343.304 Small (6-10m)
177636 Std 14-16300-350 130c A07 £682.02£568.351 Small (6-10m)
177637 Std 16-18300-350 130c A07 £818.10£681.753 Small (6-10m)
177612 Std 20-25 110c S09 £1,773.90Sep-24 £1,478.253 Small (6-10m)
177613 Std 20-25 150c S09 £1,935.90Sep-24 £1,613.251 Small (6-10m)
177638 Std 20-25400-450 180c A07 £1,180.98£984.151 Small (6-10m)
177614 Std 25-30 150c S09 £2,227.50Sep-24 £1,856.251 Small (6-10m)
176583 Std 40-45450-500 375c A01 £7,110.18£5,925.151 Small (6-10m)
Berberis thunbergii Japanese barberry

A very hardy, compact and spiny, deciduous shrub reaching only 1.5m. In spring, as the small green ovate leaves unfold, clusters of yellow flowers appear
followed by elegant, shiny red berries and accompanied by brilliant orange to red autumn colours. Does well on all free-draining soils, sheltered or exposed.
Not for full shade. H7

172823 MS 125-150 230 V01 £458.46£382.051 Very Small (up to 6m)
Berberis x ottawensis 'Superba' Barberry
177263 Shrub 075-100 35 V03 £77.76Aug-24 £64.8010 Very Small (up to 6m)
Betula albosinensis 'Fascination' Chinese red birch

A birch with a warm coppery/pink peeling bark becoming increasingly popular as a sophisticated alternative to the somewhat ubiquitous white stemmed
birch. Leafs out with rich green foliage in early spring and provides a rich golden autumn show. The exceptionally long catkins provide much added
interest. Slow to moderate growth rate. H7

173976 3QS 20-25500-600 350 H41 £899.10£749.251 Small (6-10m)
175496 Fth 14-16350-400 80 G03 £403.38£336.153 Small (6-10m)
173979 Fth 20-25450-500 310 H36 £829.44£691.204 Small (6-10m)
169127 Fth 20-25450-500 430 E01 £746.82£622.351 Small (6-10m)
168516 Fth 25-30500-600 420 E01 £746.82£622.352 Small (6-10m)
175495 HS 14-16350-400 80 C08 £430.92£359.105 Small (6-10m)
172844 HS 20-25400-450 290 H37 £829.44£691.203 Small (6-10m)
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176317 HS 20-25450-500 400 E01 £808.38£673.651 Small (6-10m)
176130 MS 200-250 120 B10 £597.78£498.158 Small (6-10m)
177197 MS 300-350 140 B60 £1,125.90Aug-24 £938.251 Small (6-10m)
177148 MS 300-350 110 H14 £508.68Aug-24 £423.9025 Small (6-10m)
177196 MS 300-350 180 B60 £806.76Aug-24 £672.301 Small (6-10m)
173972 MS 350-400 190 H15 £871.56£726.301 Small (6-10m)
176252 MS 350-400 350 B65 £899.10£749.252 Small (6-10m)
176806 MS 400-450 350 B61 £1,537.38Aug-24 £1,281.155 Small (6-10m)
176807 MS 450-500 310 B61 £1,589.22Aug-24 £1,324.353 Small (6-10m)
173084 MS 500-600 500 B59 £2,614.68£2,178.901 Small (6-10m)
176896 QS 12-14350-400 80 C02 £348.30Aug-24 £290.2525 Small (6-10m)
173978 QS 16-18350-400 80         4 G03 £497.34£414.457 Small (6-10m)
173083 QS 45-50600-700 490 B66 £2,914.38£2,428.651 Small (6-10m)
176771 Std 16-18450-500 150 G03 £542.70Aug-24 £452.2516 Small (6-10m)
177173 Std 18-20450-500 E03 £839.16Aug-24 £699.3010 Small (6-10m)
174903 Std 18-20350-400 130 H35 £586.44£488.701 Small (6-10m)
175091 Std 20-25400-450 170 E01 £839.16£699.302 Small (6-10m)
175896 Std 20-25600-700 195 G03 £997.92£831.601 Small (6-10m)
172883 Std 25-30500-600 300 H42 £1,121.04£934.202 Small (6-10m)
164069 Std 50-60900-1000 1270 D05 £2,885.22£2,404.351 Small (6-10m)
Betula alleghaniensis Yellow birch

The Yellow birch is easily recognized by its yellowish-bronze, exfoliating bark for which it's named.This slow-growing, long-lived tree likes moist,
well-drained soil but also thrives in dryer locations. Quite narrow when young, it broadens with age to establish a wide oval habit. A very decorative, hardy
and highly underrated park tree. H7

175677 Std 16-18500-600 170 H35 £827.82£689.851 Large (18m +)
Betula costata Korean birch

A most attractive species of birch, whose bark has a complex and delicate beauty. The bark itself is primarily fawn coloured, with pale pinkish to orange
hues. The crown is fairly upright and oval in youth, increasingly broadening with age to a rounded or columnar shape.  Bright green leaves with
conspicuous veins; golden autumn tones. H5

172721 HS 25-30450-500 280 B58 £1,155.06£962.551 Medium (10-18m)
173985 MS 400-450 290 B58 £1,213.38£1,011.151 Medium (10-18m)
168938 Std 40-45600-700 1090 V02 £2,493.18£2,077.651 Medium (10-18m)
Betula ermanii 'Holland' Erman's birch

With its gorgeous pink and cream coloured, peeling bark the Erman's Birch is definitely a rival to any other birch species. The ovate, upright crown and the
large green leaves complement the trunk beautifully. 'Holland' is an improved clone with very good winter hardiness and better uniformity. Shallow
rooting with many fibrous roots. H7

174022 Std 40-45600-700 750 D01 £3,134.70£2,612.252 Medium (10-18m)
161378 Std 40-45700-800 850 D05 £1,704.24£1,420.201 Medium (10-18m)
Betula nigra River birch

The River birch is grown for its red-brown shaggy, curling bark becoming black or grey-white on older trees, and its abundance of long golden catkins in
early spring. Its crown matures to a loose, graceful, round shape. Excellent as a multi-stem specimen planted where the details of its bark and catkins can be
appreciated. H7

177319 MS 200-250 50 C01 £207.36Aug-24 £172.805 Medium (10-18m)
177255 MS 350-400 C06 £803.52Aug-24 £669.607 Medium (10-18m)
177267 MS 300-350 C06 £646.38Aug-24 £538.651 Medium (10-18m)
175189 MS 800-900 2000 E02 £4,096.98£3,414.151 Medium (10-18m)
175699 Std 12-14350-400 80 G03 £285.12£237.603 Medium (10-18m)
174494 Std 20-25450-500 300 H41 £866.70£722.251 Medium (10-18m)
171213 Std 30-35800-900 470 E01 £1,006.02£838.351 Medium (10-18m)
164748 Std 40-45700-800 600 B58 £1,738.26£1,448.551 Medium (10-18m)
169076 Std 45-50600-700 660 B58 £1,526.04£1,271.701 Medium (10-18m)
166992 Std 45-50600-700 570 B58 £1,679.94£1,399.951 Medium (10-18m)
Betula nigra 'Black Star' River birch

An excellent cultivar of river birch, offering a striking colour variation in its reddish-brown to pink curling bark. Sightly smaller in stature than the
species, the broadly vase-shaped crown remains neat, showing off elegant catkins in spring, rich dark-green leaves in summer, and buttery-yellow tones in
autumn. Does well on all soils. H7

176189 Std 12-14450-500 80 G04 £333.72£278.1012 Small (6-10m)
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Betula nigra 'Summer Cascade' Weeping river birch
A weeping cultivar of river birch from North Carolina with graceful, cascading branches creating a fountain-like mound reaching a max height of 4.5m or
15 feet. Leaves are dark-green, turning golden yellow in autumn. Very attractive, pink, peeling bark which provides year-round interest. Enjoys waterside
and moist soils but not waterlogged sites. H7

176631 Std 12-14200-250 35c G03 £369.36£307.804 Very Small (up to 6m)
Betula pendula Silver birch

A native, graceful tree with an airy, semi-transparent crown. Branches arch and then droop at the ends to give a soft, semi-weeping effect.  Diamond shaped
leaves provide an uplifting dappled golden light in autumn. Attractive white bark usually develops with age. Thrives in most soils but susceptible to
drought. H7

174191 Fth 25-30400-450 370 H34 £622.08£518.401 Large (18m +)
175933 Fth 25-30500-600 400 H36 £644.76£537.305 Large (18m +)
175839 MS 250-300 200 P07 £367.74£306.453 Large (18m +)
177283 MS 300-350 C06 £479.52Aug-24 £399.6022 Large (18m +)
175713 MS 350-400 200 P08 £542.70£452.258 Large (18m +)
175633 MS 350-400 160 E02 £463.32£386.103 Large (18m +)
173491 MS 700-800 900 D02 £1,678.32£1,398.602 Large (18m +)
176269 MS 800-900 1600 D01 £3,732.48£3,110.401 Large (18m +)
175700 Std 12-14400-450 80 G04 £238.14£198.452 Large (18m +)
176911 Std 12-14400-450 C02 £239.76Aug-24 £199.8045 Large (18m +)
174588 Std 16-18500-600 80 G04 £353.16£294.301 Large (18m +)
174587 Std 16-18500-600 80 G04 £353.16£294.302 Large (18m +)
177049 Std 16-18500-600 E04 £382.32Aug-24 £318.6025 Large (18m +)
177050 Std 18-20450-500 E03 £461.70Aug-24 £384.752 Large (18m +)
173916 Std 20-25400-450 170 E01 £597.78£498.154 Large (18m +)
174518 Std 20-25500-600 250 H35 £667.44£556.201 Large (18m +)
177311 Std 20-25450-500 E03 £554.04Aug-24 £461.7013 Large (18m +)
176601 Std 20-25400-450 130 G01 £584.82£487.352 Large (18m +)
174358 Std 30-35700-800 500 D05 £1,585.98£1,321.653 Large (18m +)
168920 Std 30-35700-800 140 E01 £865.08£720.901 Large (18m +)
176808 Std 30-35900-1000 B57 £1,346.22Aug-24 £1,121.852 Large (18m +)
176868 Std 30-35700-800 B65 £1,595.70Aug-24 £1,329.751 Large (18m +)
174359 Std 35-40800-900 500 D03 £2,151.36£1,792.802 Large (18m +)
167010 Std 35-40800-900 380 B58 £994.68£828.901 Large (18m +)
176809 Std 35-40900-1000 B66 £1,616.76Aug-24 £1,347.303 Large (18m +)
176869 Std 35-40700-800 B65 £1,822.50Aug-24 £1,518.753 Large (18m +)
Betula pendula 'Dalecarlica' Ornäs birch or Swedish birch

This very special birch has its origins in the Swedish municipality of Ornäs where it was discovered in 1767 and from which all Ornäs birch have been
propagated. Its habit is similar to the silver birch but the leaves are deeply indented giving it a very unique appearance. Good on all soils. Not synonymus to
'Crispa' or 'Laciniata'. H7

171734 MS 400-450 270 E01 £834.30£695.255 Large (18m +)
175107 MS 500-600 380 B63 £1,268.40£1,057.002 Large (18m +)
171735 Std 20-25500-600 265 H35 £767.88£639.901 Large (18m +)
174905 Std 20-25500-600 220 E01 £908.82£757.354 Large (18m +)
Betula pendula 'Fastigiata' Silver birch

A handsome form of silver birch with upward winding to spirally twigs creating a neat, erect habit and a most graceful winter silhouette. The leaves and
bark share the same charming characteristics as the species. Perfect for smaller spaces or planted in avenues. Requires very little maintenance and does well
on all free-draining soils. H6

170578 3QS 25-30600-700 400 H44 £704.70£587.252 Small (6-10m)
176131 Fth 14-16400-450 120 H35 £439.02£365.851 Small (6-10m)
Betula pendula 'Fastigiata Joes' Silver birch

Vivid white bark for year-round interest. A small tree with an upright and compact growing habit. Easy to grow and reliable. Rich green deciduous leaves
become yellow or orange in autumn. Will tolerate most soil types, cold and wet climates and harsh winds. Prefers slightly acidic soil if possible. H7

176843 Std 10-12350-400 G04 £298.08Aug-24 £248.404 Small (6-10m)
176864 Std 12-14400-450 G04 £358.02Aug-24 £298.356 Small (6-10m)
Betula pendula 'Laciniata' Cutleaf weeping birch

A tall, slender, graceful birch from Sweden with drooping branchlets and prettily cut leaves turning golden in autumn. Not to be confused with the larger
cultivar 'Dalecarlica' which has wider, more plume-like branches and more deeply cut leaves. 'Laciniata' prefers a loose soil and tolerates cold winters and
fairly dry conditions but dislikes coastal winds. H7
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174112 Fth 25-30400-450 320 H37 £643.14£535.952 Medium (10-18m)
173594 Std 30-35800-900 290 H41 £1,872.72£1,560.601 Medium (10-18m)
Betula pendula 'Obelisk' Silver birch

Silver birches are classic trees, easily recognised by their white and black-patched bark, heart-shaped leaves and delicate branches that sway in the wind.
They are elegant but very large; however, 'Obelisk' offers a more upright and compact form making it highly suitable for street planting or more narrow
locations. Great on all free-draining soils. H6

170515 Fth 40-45800-900 350 B57 £1,380.24£1,150.203 Small (6-10m)
Betula pendula 'Schneverdinger Goldbirke' Golden-leaved birch

An excellent German selection with exquisite golden-yellow spring foliage. Maturing lime-green, and borne in a graceful upright, cascading habit, the
canopy retains a delicate and fresh appearance throughout summer. Buttery autumn colours and lovely silvery bark for winter interest. Best in a light,
neutral to acidic soil in full sun. H7

174894 MS 500-600 250 E02 £656.10£546.751 Small (6-10m)
Betula pendula 'Swiss Glory' Silver birch

Originally from Switzerland (Zwitsers Glorie), this cultivar, though similar is leaf, is much more upright than the species and its white bark is nearly on
par with the Himalayan birch. This combination of shape and form makes 'Swiss Glory' a superb candidate for streets and avenues. Thrives in most soils
but susceptible to drought. H7.

177229 Std 14-16450-500 G03 £317.52Aug-24 £264.605 Medium (10-18m)
170219 Std 30-35800-900 310      6 D04 £771.12£642.601 Medium (10-18m)
175664 Std 35-40900-1000 800 D01 £1,780.38£1,483.655 Medium (10-18m)
166839 Std 45-501000-1100 1300 D04 £2,091.42£1,742.851 Medium (10-18m)
164628 Std 60-701000-1100 1350 D02 £2,988.90£2,490.751 Medium (10-18m)
Betula pendula 'Tristis' Weeping silver birch

'Tristis' is a graceful, tall tree with slender, pendant branches, forming a narrow, symmetrical head. The leaves are exactly like the species and colour well,
to golden yellow, in the autumn. Other similar characteristics are the decorative catkins and the white, peeling bark. Requires plenty of water in warm
weather until established. H7

176352 Std 25-30450-500 320 E01 £1,414.26£1,178.553 Large (18m +)
157216 Std 50-601200-1300 1640 D04 £2,653.56£2,211.301 Large (18m +)
Betula pendula 'Youngii' Young's weeping birch

The ultimate weeping birch and a true character tree. Its small size and beautiful mature dome shape with curtain like branches makes it both pleasing to
the eye and a fun hide-out for children. Beyond its shape and size it shares all its characteristics with its larger relative the Silver birch. Sensitive to
drought. H7

176863 Std 10-12200-250 80 C02 £207.36Aug-24 £172.8010 Very Small (up to 6m)
175563 Std 20-25500-600 220 E01 £754.92£629.105 Very Small (up to 6m)
Betula pubescens Downy birch/White birch

Native to northern Europe and Russia, this handsome birch can withstand even the most bitter cold of the sub-arctic. Similar to the Silver birch but more
upright and uniform in habit. Young twigs are silky hair and smooth to the touch. Lush green foliage turning yellow in autumn. Tolerant of a wide range
of soils, even wet, waterlogged sites. H7

170017 Std 50-60900-1000 1150 D04 £3,562.38£2,968.651 Large (18m +)
Betula 'Royal Frost' Red-leaved birch

A striking cultivar resulting from crossing Betula populifolia 'Whitespire' and Betula 'Crimson Frost'; its burgundy-red leaves contrasting beautifully
against the white bark. Very attractive and showy yellow-orange to red autumn colour. Best in full sun with afternoon shade in hotter areas. Requires
consistently moist soils to thrive. H7

175895 MS 200-250 200 H32 £312.66£260.551 Medium (10-18m)
175710 MS 300-350 200 H32 £369.36£307.805 Medium (10-18m)
175786 Std 16-18450-500 120 G04 £662.58£552.1510 Medium (10-18m)
Betula utilis Birch

Deciduous. A conical to oval tree with a pale, peeling bark which contrasts nicely with its dark green leaves.  More formal and denser in habit than the
native silver birch, but sharing the golden yellow autumn tones.  Yellow-brown catkins in spring. 3-4m tall at 10 years. Hardy. Prefers moist, well-drained
soil. H7

173766 3QS 20-25450-500 320 H42 £716.04£596.701 Medium (10-18m)
171485 HS 25-30600-700 390 E01 £839.16£699.301 Medium (10-18m)
175887 MS 350-400 280 B60 £1,174.50£978.754 Medium (10-18m)
168115 MS 500-600 680 B63 £2,266.38£1,888.651 Medium (10-18m)
168944 QS 25-30500-600 320 E01 £839.16£699.301 Medium (10-18m)
173218 Std 20-25500-600 450 H43 £743.58£619.651 Medium (10-18m)
173220 Std 25-30700-800 350 E01 £1,054.62£878.851 Medium (10-18m)
171291 Std 25-30500-600 280 H40 £957.42£797.855 Medium (10-18m)
171292 Std 25-30600-700 310 H39 £957.42£797.858 Medium (10-18m)
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168257 Std 25-30700-800 390 E01 £1,054.62£878.851 Medium (10-18m)
168251 Std 25-30600-700 520 E01 £902.34£751.951 Medium (10-18m)
168250 Std 25-30700-800 390 E01 £1,054.62£878.851 Medium (10-18m)
167812 Std 25-30700-800 310 E01 £1,054.62£878.852 Medium (10-18m)
168256 Std 30-35700-800 320 E01 £1,292.76£1,077.302 Medium (10-18m)
Betula utilis 'Doorenbos' Himalayan birch

'Doorenbos' is one of the most dramatic of the white-stemmed birches, whose ethereal bark peels to reveal a pale orange beneath. More formal, sturdy and
upright in habit than the native Silver birch, with dark green leaves that give golden autumn tones. The bark can, ever so gently, be scrubbed to restore its
brilliant white colour. H7

177147 MS 250-300 100 H08 £455.22Aug-24 £379.3525 Medium (10-18m)
176165 MS 300-350 160 E03 £763.02£635.853 Medium (10-18m)
174787 Std 14-16450-500 100 E02 £474.66£395.551 Medium (10-18m)
176047 Std 14-16450-500 100 G03 £481.14£400.951 Medium (10-18m)
174266 Std 16-18400-450 260 H37 £571.86£476.552 Medium (10-18m)
164068 Std 45-50900-1000 1650 D05 £1,676.70£1,397.251 Medium (10-18m)
Betula utilis 'Grayswood Ghost' Himalayan birch

'Grayswood Ghost' is one of the best white stemmed birches. Its white, almost luminescent, bark is superb together with the rich, green, glossy leaves.
Conspicuous yellow catkins decorate the tree in early spring. If needed the bark can, ever so gently, be scrubbed to restore its brilliant white colour. H7

177116 MS 350-400 G01 £1,436.94Aug-24 £1,197.453 Medium (10-18m)
177117 MS 350-400 G01 £1,615.14Aug-24 £1,345.954 Medium (10-18m)
177733 MS 350-400 G01 £1,859.76Aug-24 £1,549.801 Medium (10-18m)
Betula utilis var. jacquemontii Himalayan birch

The jacquemontii variety is renowned for its startlingly white bark, providing multi-season interest but is particularly effective in winter when set against
rich dark evergreens. Its dark green leaves contrast beautifully with the white bark in summer and turn rich golden tones in autumn. Yellow-brown catkins
in spring. Prefers moist, well-drained soil. H6

175497 3QS 10-12350-400 80 G02 £302.94£252.451 Medium (10-18m)
176756 3QS 12-14400-450 80 C08 £364.50£303.752 Medium (10-18m)
175449 3QS 14-16400-450 80         4 G02 £447.12£372.603 Medium (10-18m)
175697 3QS 14-16400-450 80 G04 £419.58£349.658 Medium (10-18m)
176760 3QS 14-16400-450 110       4 C08 £442.26£368.551 Medium (10-18m)
176761 3QS 16-18400-450 110       4 C08 £531.36£442.803 Medium (10-18m)
171522 3QS 35-40700-800 800 D03 £2,676.24£2,230.201 Medium (10-18m)
175413 3QS 40-45800-900 870 D02 £2,946.78£2,455.651 Medium (10-18m)
173915 Fth 14-16400-450 110 E02 £469.80£391.5015 Medium (10-18m)
175521 HS 10-12400-450 80 G03 £302.94£252.451 Medium (10-18m)
177296 HS 10-12400-450 80 C04 £302.94Aug-24 £252.457 Medium (10-18m)
175522 HS 12-14350-400 80 G02 £358.02£298.351 Medium (10-18m)
177297 HS 12-14400-450 80 C04 £358.02Aug-24 £298.359 Medium (10-18m)
176831 HS 12-14300-350 80 C02 £358.02Aug-24 £298.3524 Medium (10-18m)
173239 HS 14-16450-500 80         4 G01 £447.12£372.601 Medium (10-18m)
177298 HS 14-16400-450 C06 £429.30Aug-24 £357.755 Medium (10-18m)
171731 HS 16-18450-500 70        3.5 E03 £536.22£446.851 Medium (10-18m)
170083 HS 25-30600-700 280 H44 £1,317.06£1,097.551 Medium (10-18m)
175414 HS 40-45700-800 530 D03 £2,946.78£2,455.652 Medium (10-18m)
172846 HS 40-45800-900 870 D02 £2,946.78£2,455.656 Medium (10-18m)
176133 MS 200-250 120 R41 £531.36£442.801 Medium (10-18m)
176577 MS 300-350 130 G03 £605.88£504.901 Medium (10-18m)
176250 MS 350-400 160 G01 £670.68£558.904 Medium (10-18m)
176251 MS 500-600 340 B59 £1,660.50£1,383.752 Medium (10-18m)
169466 MS 600-700 750       7.5 D04 £2,567.70£2,139.751 Medium (10-18m)
177118 QS 10-12400-450 80 C04 £302.94Aug-24 £252.4510 Medium (10-18m)
175698 QS 12-14400-450 80 E03 £358.02£298.3511 Medium (10-18m)
175498 QS 12-14400-450 80 E03 £358.02£298.351 Medium (10-18m)
177294 QS 12-14400-450 80 C04 £358.02Aug-24 £298.3521 Medium (10-18m)
177295 QS 14-16400-450 C06 £429.30Aug-24 £357.756 Medium (10-18m)
172842 QS 16-18400-450 110       4 E03 £531.36£442.801 Medium (10-18m)
170084 QS 30-35700-800 410 E01 £1,287.90£1,073.253 Medium (10-18m)
177213 Std 10-12350-400 C06 £289.98Aug-24 £241.6540 Medium (10-18m)
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171859 Std 12-14400-450 200 H40 £408.24£340.201 Medium (10-18m)
176759 Std 16-18400-450 110       4 C08 £531.36£442.801 Medium (10-18m)
176758 Std 16-18450-500 70        3.5 C08 £536.22£446.851 Medium (10-18m)
176757 Std 16-18450-500 80         4 C08 £495.72£413.104 Medium (10-18m)
176870 Std 16-18400-450 E04 £644.76Aug-24 £537.3015 Medium (10-18m)
176871 Std 20-25500-600 E06 £800.28Aug-24 £666.903 Medium (10-18m)
176774 Std 20-25500-600 230 E06 £913.68Aug-24 £761.4015 Medium (10-18m)
171480 Std 25-30600-700 230 E01 £954.18£795.151 Medium (10-18m)
165922 Std 25-30600-700 250 E01 £957.42£797.851 Medium (10-18m)
164848 Std 50-601000-1100 2130 D04 £3,018.06£2,515.051 Medium (10-18m)
Broussonetia papyrifera (Female) Paper Mulberry

An excellent summer tree for a smaller space bearing lush foliage with just the right density to create dappled shade. Dainty orange flowers are followed by
curious little orange-red to brown fruits. This is the female form of the species, if fruit is desired then a nearby male is required. The male form is also
attractive, producing drooping catkins in spring. H4

174608 Std 20-25400-450 100 H11 £746.82£622.351 Small (6-10m)
Buxus sempervirens (Topiary) Common box

Box remains a very popular garden plant as it can be trained and clipped into virtually any shape. If regularly clipped the small, dark-green, evergreen
leaves form a dense canopy which can be enjoyed all year round. Does well in any well-draining soil, alkaline as well as acidic. May be sheltered or exposed,
as long as it's not planted in full sun. H5

169640 Character 14-16150-175 90 Z01 £1,007.64£839.701 Clip to Size
169641 Character 18-20175-200 130 Z01 £1,234.44£1,028.701 Clip to Size
Callicarpa bodinieri v. giraldii 'Profusion' Beautyberry

Unlike the species, 'Profusion' doesn't need nearby plants to produce its famous fruit. Come mid-autumn, large clusters of violet bead-like berries decorate
the shrub which linger into November. Leaves purple-tinted when young, turning rosy-pink in autumn. Does well on all well-drained soils. Tolerates
exposure. H7

177320 MS 100-125 30 V03 £95.58Aug-24 £79.6520 Very Small (up to 6m)
177321 MS 125-150 30 V03 £111.78Aug-24 £93.1520 Very Small (up to 6m)
Callicarpa dichotoma f. albifructa Beautyberry
177264 Shrub 100-125 35 V03 £95.58Aug-24 £79.6510 Very Small (up to 6m)
Callistemon 'Red Clusters' Bottlebrush tree

An elegant evergreen with rounded habit and slender aromatic foliage emerging silvery pink, maturing to mid-green. Produces very attractive bright red,
15cm long, bottlebrush-like flowers from spring to autumn. Reaches 2-2.5m in height. Requires light, acid to neutral soil and full sun. Only suitable for
mild areas, or with good micro-climate. H3

177652 QS 45-50300-350 500c GH £3,215.70£2,679.751 Very Small (up to 6m)
Camellia 'Black Lace' Japanese camellia

A stunning reticulata x williamsii hybrid producing perfect, dark-red, formal double flowers in spring. The habit is dense and upright bearing beautifully
glossy leaves. Excellent in a semi-shady border,as a loose hedge or as an accent plant in a container. Prune after flowering if needed. Needs moist,
well-draining acidic soil. H5

177442 MS 125-150 35c R74a £358.02£298.351 Very Small (up to 6m)
Camellia 'Dr. Clifford Parks' Hybrid camellia

An American reticulata x japonica hybrid producing gorgeous 15cm large, semi-double scarlet-red flowers in peony-form with yellow anthers in spring.
Upright, dense habit with handsome, glossy, dark-green leaves. Requires neutral to acidic, free-draining soil in a sheltered position protected from morning
sun. Reacts well to pruning. H5

173836 MS 350-400 680 T19 £8,365.68£6,971.401 Very Small (up to 6m)
Camellia japonica Japanese camellia

The species has lush, polished evergreen leaves set in a rigid and formal, pyramidal crown; flowers are seldom any less than perfect, appearing in February
to April. Needs moist, acid, well-drained soils and partial shade.Too much or too little sun results in depressed flowering. Shelter from cold. Prune right
after flowering to stimulate growth. H5

165399 3QS 16-18300-350 100 R64 £887.76£739.802 Very Small (up to 6m)
169989 HS 25-30200-250 180c T15 £1,406.16£1,171.801 Very Small (up to 6m)
Camellia japonica 'Doctor Burnside' Japanese camellia

'Dr Burnside' produces flowers in semi-double or peony-form, in a fiery scarlet. Slow growing, upright to spreading shrub or very small tree with age.
Oval, glossy, evergreen leaves and profuse winter to spring blooming flowers in milder climates.  Plant in free-draining, acid soil in dappled light, avoiding
cold winds and early morning sun. H5

177445 MS 250-300 450c Office £4,032.18£3,360.151 Very Small (up to 6m)
Camellia japonica 'Drama Girl' Japanese camellia
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Camellia japonica 'Drama Girl'
Upright, evergreen plant with large, semi-double, dark salmon-rose blooms streaked with pale pink unfolding in spring. Leaves are glossy dark-green and
very attractive. Excellent in borders, pots or ornamental woodlands. Take care to avoid cold, drying winds or morning sun when flowering. Requires moist,
acidic, humous-rich, well-drained soil. H5

176453 QS 400-450 850 R73 £4,547.34£3,789.451 Very Small (up to 6m)
Camellia japonica 'Dr King' Camellia

'Dr King' offers an eye-catching display of large rosy-red, semi-double flowers with proment bright yellow stamens in the centre. The dark-green glossy
foliage providing the perfect backdrop. Upright and dense attractive habit. Requires a sheltered location away from cold, drying winds. Plant in acidic to
neutral soil. Full to partial shade. H4

177449 MS 250-300 450c U23 £6,134.94£5,112.451 Very Small (up to 6m)
Camellia japonica 'Grand Prix' Japanese camellia

A vigorous, upright evergreen with pendulous branches. 'Grand Prix' has very large, bright red semi-double flowers unfolding in later winter to early
spring. Handsome, dark-green, glossy leaves. Perfect in borders, pots or training as an espalier. Protect from cold winds and morning sun. Requires moist,
acidic, humous-rich, well-drained soil. H5

173819 MS 175-200 130 S10 £745.20£621.001 Very Small (up to 6m)
173820 MS 300-350 300 T15 £2,248.56£1,873.801 Very Small (up to 6m)
Camellia japonica 'Kingyo-tsubaki' Fishtail camellia

An old Japanese cultivar, dating back to the 18th century, the name meaning goldfish camellia, an apt description of the unique 3 tipped leaves, reminiscent
of a fishtail. The rose-pink flowers have an elegant narrow shape with a distinc cluster of yellow stamens. Requires neutral to acidic, free-draining soil.
Shelter from morning sun. H5

173837 MS 400-450 570 R73 £5,794.74£4,828.951 Very Small (up to 6m)
Camellia japonica 'Lavinia Maggi' Japanese camellia

Beginning early in the season, 'Livinia Maggi' puts forth formal double flowers in white, with handsome outward-going streaks of crimson and fuchsia.
These are contrasted beautifully against the oval, glossy, dark-green leaves. Habit is upright to spreading developing into shrub or small tree with age.
Requires acidic soil and semi shade. H5

173826 MS 250-300 420 T15 £1,997.46£1,664.551 Very Small (up to 6m)
Camellia japonica 'Pink Perfection' Japanese camellia

As the name suggests, 'Pink Perfection' produces equisite pink, rose-form to formal double flowers unfolding in late winter to early spring. The glossy,
dark-green, evergreen leaves provide lovely year-round colour. Great in borders or a solitair specimen piece. Requires shelter, dappled sunlight and moist,
acidic to neutral, well-drained soil. H5

173818 MS 250-300 250 T15 £2,005.56£1,671.301 Very Small (up to 6m)
Camellia japonica 'White Nun' Japanese camellia

'White Nun' produces enormous, semi-double flowers in a crystaline white with gold stamens. Slow growing, upright to spreading shrub or very small tree
with age. Oval, glossy, leaves and profuse winter-to-spring blooming flowers in milder climates. Plant in a humous-rich acid soil in a dappled light position
with shelter from cold winds. H5

175475 MS 100-125 75 S10 £374.22£311.851 Very Small (up to 6m)
177444 MS 200-250 230c A05 £1,775.52£1,479.601 Very Small (up to 6m)
Camellia j. 'Professore Giovanni Santarelli' Japanese camellia

An Italian cultivar dating back to 1860 bearing beautifully formed variegated double flowers, opening white and pink, sometimes striped or streaked; the
pink shades often maturing to crimson. Attractive upright habit with elegant dark-green, glossy foliage. Shelter from cold, drying winds. Plant in acidic to
neutral soil. Full to partial shade. H4

177448 MS 400-450 2160 S02 £11,986.38£9,988.651 Very Small (up to 6m)
Camellia sasanqua 'Cherilyn' Japanese camellia

A great winter cultivar producing semi-double informal to peony-shaped scented flowers with decorative yellow anthers. 'Cherilyn' tolerates more sun than
most other cultivars and can be trained as a hedge, espalier or a small tree. Handsome, glossy, dark-green leaves provide year-round interest. Requires
neutral to acidic, free-draining soil. H5

173857 QS 25-30250-300 370 T15 £2,493.18£2,077.651 Very Small (up to 6m)
Camellia sasanqua 'Cleopatra' Japanese camellia

'Cleopatra' offers a profusion of single, pale-pink, fragrant flowers from October to December, contrasting beautifully against the dark-green, glossy foliage.
Attractive dense and upright habit which can be clipped. Best sheltered with dappled sunglight. Needs well-drained, moist, acidic soil. Flowers sensitive to
frost. Reacts well to pruning. H5

173840 MS 150-175 30c GH £372.60£310.501 Very Small (up to 6m)
173843 MS 175-200 130c S06 £996.30£830.251 Very Small (up to 6m)
177450 MS 200-250 180c A01 £1,598.94£1,332.451 Very Small (up to 6m)
176456 MS 250-300 150c U23 £1,786.86£1,489.051 Very Small (up to 6m)
177451 MS 350-400 790 R72 £11,759.58£9,799.651 Very Small (up to 6m)
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Camellia sasanqua 'Eleonora Genoni' Japanese camellia
'Eleonora Genoni' is a fabulous versatile camellia, its dense vigorous habit lending itself to creating hedges, espalier or any type of training. Produces
numerous, bright pink, fragrant flowers in equisite double peony-form throughout winter. React well to pruning and does well in sun or part shade.
Requires neutral to acidic, free-draining soils. H5

173846 MS 175-200 30c GH £372.60£310.501 Very Small (up to 6m)
173847 MS 300-350 500 T15 £2,990.52£2,492.101 Very Small (up to 6m)
Camellia sasanqua 'Hinode-gumo' Japanese camellia

A stunning selection featuring single white, fragrant flowers with delicately blushed petals. Decorating the plant from October to December, they contrast
beautifully against the dark-green, glossy foliage. Best in a sheltered location with dappled sunglight. Needs well-drained, moist, acidic soil. Flowers
sensitive to frost. Reacts well to pruning. H5

175480 MS 150-175 220 S10 £1,913.22£1,594.352 Very Small (up to 6m)
175479 MS 175-200 200 S10 £1,177.74£981.453 Very Small (up to 6m)
Camellia sasanqua 'Kanjiro' Japanese camellia

An elegant winter-flowering camellia producing rich cerise, scented, semi-double flowers, each petal with a delicate touch pale pink, and gorgeous yellow
stamens. Reacts well to pruning and can easily be trained as a decorative hedge, espalier or a small tree. Handsome, glossy, dark-green leaves. Requires
neutral to acidic, free-draining soil. H5

173855 MS 250-300 480 T15 £3,508.92£2,924.101 Very Small (up to 6m)
Camellia sasanqua 'Narumigata' Camellia

'Narumigata' is perhaps not as dramatic as some camellias, but sometimes beauty is found in simplicity. Deep pink buds open up to single, fragrant white
flowers, revealing a delicate rounded cluster of yellow stamens. Dense habit with handsome, glossy, dark-green leaves throughout the year. Flowers
sensitive to frost. Needs acidcs soil. H5

175482 MS 150-175 30c GH £477.90£398.251 Very Small (up to 6m)
Camellia sinensis Tea plant

The tea plant is an attractive evergreen, bearing glossy, mid-green leaves and fragrant, white flowers with golden stamens in autumn. The young leaves can
be picked in spring and dried to make your own tea. Requires at least partial shade, protected from cold, drying winds, and moist, acidic soil. Avoid strong
morning sunlight. H4

177439 MS 050-075 20c R73 £106.92£89.102 Very Small (up to 6m)
Camellia 'Valley Knudsen' Hybrid camellia

An American seedling of C. saluenensis x C. reiculata 'Buddha' producing large, semi-double flowers in loose peony form, deep orchid-pink with yellow
anthers in spring. Compact, upright growth with glossy, dark-green foliage. Requires neutral to acidic, free-draining soil in a sheltered position protected
from morning sun. H5

173835 QS 20-25200-250 300 T15 £1,997.46£1,664.551 Very Small (up to 6m)
Camellia x williamsii 'Mary Phoebe Taylor' Camellia

Highly valued Camellia with adorable, rose-pink, peony-form flowers unfolding in late winter to early spring. Handsome, upright to spreading habit with
lustrous, dark-green, evergreen foliage. Provides excellent structure to borders and winter colour. Shelter from cold, drying winds and strong sunlight.
Needs moist, acidic, well-drained soil. H5

173830 MS 200-250 180 S10 £1,245.78£1,038.151 Very Small (up to 6m)
173833 MS 200-250 200 S10 £1,747.98£1,456.651 Very Small (up to 6m)
177447 MS 350-400 1000 U16 £8,001.18£6,667.651 Very Small (up to 6m)
Carpinus b. 'Albert Beeckman' (Pleached) Hornbeam

A handsome cultivar of hornbeam representing a good middleground between the species, Carpinus betulus, and the very upright 'Fastigiata'; its neat habit
making it easy to train. Unfussy, tolerates paving well. Interesting double-serrated leaves. Good golden autumn colour. Prune twice a year to retain a good,
dense, crisp shape. H7

170753 (P)HS 25-30350-400 390 C01 £1,134.00£945.001 Clip to Size
Carpinus betulus Common hornbeam

One of Britain's big native species, keeping company with beech and oak. A magnificent specimen tree with wide spreading lateral branches which provide a
delightful dappled light through three seasons. Spring foliage is a fresh lime green, maturing to a mid green in summer, finally phasing to a luminous
honey amber glow in autumn. H7

176921 HS 12-14 80 Y35 £268.92Aug-24 £224.1010 Large (18m +)
173229 HS 20-25400-450 200 Y42 £605.88£504.902 Large (18m +)
174001 HS 50-60600-700 1380 Y05 £3,236.76£2,697.301 Large (18m +)
176874 MS 175-200 200 X01 £448.74Aug-24 £373.953 Large (18m +)
174519 MS 300-350 250 L01 £716.04£596.701 Large (18m +)
176875 MS 300-350 220 X01 £644.76Aug-24 £537.304 Large (18m +)
177051 MS 350-400 250 V03 £806.76Aug-24 £672.303 Large (18m +)
176113 MS 450-500 560 Q06 £1,508.22£1,256.853 Large (18m +)
166127 MS 500-600 1250 R74a £1,850.04£1,541.701 Large (18m +)
18700 MS 500-600 690 K14 £3,366.36£2,805.301 Large (18m +)
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174671 MS 600-700 800 P07 £4,041.90£3,368.251 Large (18m +)
174844 MS 700-800 3100 V01 £10,798.92£8,999.101 Large (18m +)
176817 Std 12-14350-400 80 Y41 £257.58Aug-24 £214.6520 Large (18m +)
176190 Std 12-14400-450 80 Y32 £268.92£224.108 Large (18m +)
174114 Std 16-18400-450 170 Y42 £498.96£415.808 Large (18m +)
176818 Std 16-18450-500 120 Y39 £419.58Aug-24 £349.6515 Large (18m +)
173494 Std 18-20400-450 120 Y33 £589.68£491.405 Large (18m +)
176621 Std 18-20400-450 130 Y38 £588.06£490.056 Large (18m +)
176620 Std 20-25400-450 120 Y33 £644.76£537.301 Large (18m +)
176191 Std 30-35600-700 630 Y04 £2,187.00£1,822.5010 Large (18m +)
174290 Std 40-45600-700 1200 K14 £3,345.30£2,787.752 Large (18m +)
172726 Std 40-45350-400 520 Y10 £1,344.60£1,120.501 Large (18m +)
176392 Std 40-45800-900 1000 Y03 £2,964.60£2,470.501 Large (18m +)
176607 Std 45-50900-1000 580 K13 £3,588.30£2,990.251 Large (18m +)
175977 Std 45-50900-1000 1050 Y03 £3,345.30£2,787.753 Large (18m +)
176413 Std 50-60900-1000 2800 W05 £5,893.56£4,911.303 Large (18m +)
176409 Std 50-60900-1000 2800 W01 £6,721.38£5,601.155 Large (18m +)
175665 Std 60-70900-1000 3750 Y02 £7,735.50£6,446.251 Large (18m +)
176527 Std 60-70900-1000 2800 W07 £7,735.50£6,446.252 Large (18m +)
176975 Std 80-90700-800 3400 W03 £10,787.58Aug-24 £8,989.651 Large (18m +)
177310 Std 80-90800-900 3700 W03 £10,197.90Aug-24 £8,498.251 Large (18m +)
Carpinus betulus 'Albert Beeckman' Hornbeam

A handsome cultivar of hornbeam representing a good middleground between the species, Carpinus betulus, and the very upright 'Fastigiata'; its neat
crown, small size and fruitless nature making it an exceptional city tree. Unfussy, tolerates paving and exposure well. Interesting double-serrated leaves.
Good golden autumn colour. H7

175586 Std 40-45800-900 1150 K11 £3,118.50£2,598.751 Small (6-10m)
Carpinus betulus (Box Head) Hornbeam

A sophisticated box-pleach form of our native Hornbeam. The foliage is superb, phasing through three seasons from lime to green to golden yellow, with
dense branches and a strong structure for winter interest.  Deep rooting, seldom poses a problem with paving or drains, and tolerant of a wide range of soil
types. Prune annually to maintain shape. H7

173580 (P)Std 25-30250-300 240 Y41 £1,513.08£1,260.902 Small (6-10m)
175493 (P)Std 30-35300-350 400 R74b £1,616.76£1,347.3010 Small (6-10m)
175515 (P)Std 30-35300-350 350 X End £1,642.68£1,368.904 Small (6-10m)
171986 (P)Std 35-40350-400 390       6 R74b £2,174.04£1,811.702 Small (6-10m)
175530 (P)Std 35-40300-350 700 R74b £2,102.76£1,752.306 Small (6-10m)
168168 (P)Std 35-40400-450 800 R74b £2,057.40£1,714.505 Small (6-10m)
Carpinus betulus 'Columnaris' Hornbeam

A truly compact hornbeam with a dense, upright, oval habit when young, broadening slightly with age but maxing out at 8m tall and 4m wide. Attractive
winged fruit and handsome mid-green leaves with distinc ribbing turning buttery yellow in autumn. Perfect for avenues, but does not tolerate paving.
Slow-growing. H7

176247 Fth 25-30350-400 500 X End £1,093.50£911.253 Small (6-10m)
Carpinus betulus 'Fastigiata' Hornbeam

A form of our native hornbeam differing mainly in its tightly ascending branching habit, which lends strong architectural structure to a landscape. The tree
also offers an airy spring foliage and rich honey autumn tones, as consistent with the species. The species is ideal for clay or chalky soils. Suitable and
effective for wide avenues. H7

176281 Fth 20-25500-600 530 Y10 £1,508.22£1,256.8510 Medium (10-18m)
176319 Fth 600-700 850 Y09 £2,081.70£1,734.751 Medium (10-18m)
168675 Fth 60-70700-800 1300 Y06 £3,356.64£2,797.201 Medium (10-18m)
176922 HS 12-14300-350 80 Y38 £257.58Aug-24 £214.6530 Medium (10-18m)
167585 QS 45-50600-700 900 K14 £3,024.54£2,520.451 Medium (10-18m)
167366 QS 60-70600-700 1850 Y12 £3,170.34£2,641.951 Medium (10-18m)
176819 Std 12-14400-450 80 Y40 £262.44Aug-24 £218.7020 Medium (10-18m)
173917 Std 14-16450-500 80         4 Y32 £369.36£307.802 Medium (10-18m)
175616 Std 14-16400-450 100 Y50 £390.42£325.356 Medium (10-18m)
175588 Std 16-18450-500 100 Y49 £623.70£519.7512 Medium (10-18m)
174106 Std 16-18450-500 80         4 Y32 £435.78£363.153 Medium (10-18m)
175573 Std 20-25600-700 180 Y30 £996.30£830.256 Medium (10-18m)
173487 Std 20-25450-500 130 Y30 £1,116.18£930.151 Medium (10-18m)
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171559 Std 20-25500-600 280 Y32 £639.90£533.251 Medium (10-18m)
168686 Std 25-30450-500 400 Y16 £1,171.26£976.051 Medium (10-18m)
176953 Std 25-30600-700 Y14 £1,099.98Aug-24 £916.656 Medium (10-18m)
173483 Std 30-35500-600 740 Y16 £1,430.40£1,192.002 Medium (10-18m)
173151 Std 30-35700-800 450 K13 £1,589.22£1,324.351 Medium (10-18m)
167381 Std 30-35500-600 500 Y16 £2,178.90£1,815.751 Medium (10-18m)
176954 Std 30-35600-700 Y14 £1,537.38Aug-24 £1,281.151 Medium (10-18m)
174910 Std 30-35500-600 760 K13 £2,350.62£1,958.852 Medium (10-18m)
175079 Std 35-40500-600 900 K10 £3,167.10£2,639.251 Medium (10-18m)
173741 Std 35-40600-700 600 K12 £3,019.68£2,516.402 Medium (10-18m)
167371 Std 35-40600-700 500 Y17 £3,089.34£2,574.451 Medium (10-18m)
177510 Std 35-40600-700 Y14 £1,877.58Aug-24 £1,564.651 Medium (10-18m)
175587 Std 40-45800-900 800 K12 £3,463.56£2,886.301 Medium (10-18m)
176609 Std 40-45600-700 600 K10 £3,345.30£2,787.752 Medium (10-18m)
176608 Std 40-45500-600 900 K10 £3,345.30£2,787.752 Medium (10-18m)
175339 Std 45-50500-600 1150 K14 £3,594.78£2,995.651 Medium (10-18m)
168964 Std 45-50800-900 740 Y17 £3,298.32£2,748.601 Medium (10-18m)
175811 Std 45-50800-900 1000 K08 £4,155.30£3,462.752 Medium (10-18m)
170466 Std 50-60700-800 1300 Y03 £4,173.12£3,477.601 Medium (10-18m)
175915 Std 70-801000-1100 3300 Y02 £9,715.14£8,095.951 Medium (10-18m)
Carpinus betulus 'Fastigiata' (Pleached) Hornbeam

The tightly ascending branches of 'Fastigiata' provides an ideal dense canopy for various trained forms, great for screening or as a fun architectural piece.
The tree also offers an airy spring foliage and rich honey autumn tones, as consistent with the species. Ideal for clay or chalky soils. Prune once a year to
retain a healthy and attractive framework. H7

175517 (P)Std 30-35350-400 500 C01 £1,882.44£1,568.707 Clip to Size
169357 Roof 20-25200-250 170 B46 £795.42£662.851 Clip to Size
Carpinus betulus 'Frans Fontaine' Hornbeam

A very tidy and attractive columnar form of our beloved native Hornbeam ideal for restricted spaces. Unlike the more ubiquitous 'Fastigiata' form, the
dutch clone 'Frans Fontaine' preserves the attractive lateral boughs of the species and retains its columnar habit throughout its life. Finely toothed, mid
green leaves turning golden yellow in autumn. H6

176923 3QS 12-14300-350 80 Y36 £257.58Aug-24 £214.6520 Medium (10-18m)
172696 3QS 40-45700-800 800 Y17 £3,424.68£2,853.901 Medium (10-18m)
167700 3QS 45-50700-800 1000 Y16 £4,114.80£3,429.001 Medium (10-18m)
175558 QS 12-14350-400 80 Y34 £358.02£298.3532 Medium (10-18m)
176924 Std 16-18450-500 100 Y48 £531.36Aug-24 £442.8020 Medium (10-18m)
175574 Std 20-25500-600 180 Y49 £997.92£831.604 Medium (10-18m)
176427 Std 20-25500-600 280 Y29 £997.92£831.601 Medium (10-18m)
173442 Std 25-30500-600 350 Y11 £1,111.32£926.106 Medium (10-18m)
176499 Std 30-35500-600 280 Y32 £1,176.12£980.102 Medium (10-18m)
167384 Std 40-45700-800 800 Y17 £3,358.26£2,798.551 Medium (10-18m)
175678 Std 60-701100-1200 3380 Y02 £9,535.32£7,946.102 Medium (10-18m)
Carpinus betulus (Hedging) Hornbeam Hedging

A classic, native hedging choice.  New leaves emerge a fresh lime green, turning mid green in summer, then a warm golden yellow in autumn.  Dry leaves
often retained through winter. Top leader at desired hedge height. H7

177248 Hdg 100-125 35 X22 £79.38Aug-24 £66.1569 Clip to Size
175721 Hdg 125-150 35 X20 £81.00£67.502 Clip to Size
174047 Hdg 125-150 35 Y05 £81.00£67.502 Clip to Size
167626 Hdg 150-175 40 Y07 £98.82£82.351 Clip to Size
175602 Hdg 200-250 35 X16 £95.58£79.65113 Clip to Size
176885 Hdg 200-250 35 X28 £95.58Aug-24 £79.65101 Clip to Size
Carpinus betulus 'Lucas' Hornbeam

An upright and tidy Belgian cultivar similar to 'Frans Fontaine' but with slightly denser habit forming a handsome oval crown with age. Adding its
tolerance for sun and shade, paving and all soils it becomes a most versitile tree, suitable for streets, screening as well as specimen planting. Pleasing golden
autumn colours. H7

176933 HS 12-14300-350 80 Y36 £257.58Aug-24 £214.6510 Small (6-10m)
175513 Std 30-35500-600 480 Y18 £2,185.38£1,821.156 Small (6-10m)
Carpinus betulus 'Monumentalis' (Topiary) Dwarf hornbeam
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Carpinus betulus 'Monumentalis' (Topiary)
This interesting cultivar is a natural, slow-growing dwarf form of hornbeam.The foliage is similar to the species but, due to the short internodes, grows in a
much more dense fashion making it perfect for topiary. Prune at least once a year to maintain a crisp shape. Good yellow autumn colour. Does well on all
well-draining soils. H7

166297 Cloud 350-400 410 Y02 £3,457.08£2,880.901 Clip to Size
Carpinus betulus 'Orange Retz' Hornbeam

An excellent French selection, much smaller and more compact than the species, reaching up to 6m developing an elegant broadly-oval habit. Leaves emerge
tinted bronze, maturing to lime green. Come autumn, it errupts in a stunning and unique display of fiery orange. Site, soil and characteristics as the
species. H7

177198 MS 350-400 £954.18Aug-24 £795.153 Very Small (up to 6m)
Carpinus betulus 'Pendula' Weeping hornbeam

A weeping form of the popular landscape tree useful as a specimen tree. Most dramatic when its leaves flare yellow and then orange in autumn, but the
fresh lime-green foliage and dancing catkins also make this tree unexpectedly eye-catching in spring. Deep rooting, grows well on any soil, but best of all on
heavy clay. H7

176978 Std 50-60500-600 1000 V02 £8,075.70Aug-24 £6,729.751 Very Small (up to 6m)
Carpinus betulus (Pleached) Common Hornbeam

An elegant form of hornbeam lending structure and airy three-season screening. Foliage has a lush, cascading habit and phases from lime green in spring to
mid green in summer to golden yellow in autumn. Frame shape is easily controlled with seasonal pruning. Deep rooting and tolerant of a wide range of soil
types. H7

173233 (P)HS 18-20200-250 110 R20 £665.82£554.851 Clip to Size
175457 (P)HS 25-30350-400 330 C01 £1,676.70£1,397.255 Clip to Size
170846 (P)HS 25-30350-400 455 C01 £3,316.14£2,763.451 Clip to Size
170178 (P)HS 25-30350-400 635 C01 £1,639.44£1,366.204 Clip to Size
157462 (P)Low 45-50200-250 400 W08 £1,284.66£1,070.551 Clip to Size
170158 (P)Low 300-350 415 C01 £1,111.32£926.103 Clip to Size
176660 (P)Low 350-400 415 C01 £1,189.08£990.902 Clip to Size
159936 (P)Low 350-400 1050 W09 £3,076.38£2,563.653 Clip to Size
176573 (P)QS 18-20250-300 90c R20 £622.08£518.405 Clip to Size
176484 (P)QS 18-20250-300 80c R20 £622.08£518.406 Clip to Size
174665 (P)QS 20-25250-300 80c R20 £746.82£622.351 Clip to Size
175148 (P)Std 16-18250-300 90 J23 £711.18£592.6522 Clip to Size
172949 (P)Std 16-18250-300 90 J26 £902.34£751.951 Clip to Size
172810 (P)Std 16-18300-350 120 J26 £902.34£751.952 Clip to Size
174899 (P)Std 16-18250-300 100 J23 £824.58£687.153 Clip to Size
174591 (P)Std 18-20250-300 100 J26 £873.18£727.651 Clip to Size
170633 (P)Std 20-25350-400 200 J26 £1,121.04£934.201 Clip to Size
171137 (P)Std 20-25350-400 260 J26 £1,511.46£1,259.552 Clip to Size
176873 (P)Std 20-25300-350 200 W02 £1,130.76Aug-24 £942.3020 Clip to Size
174025 (P)Std 25-30300-350 230       5.5 J26 £1,492.02£1,243.352 Clip to Size
176963 (P)Std 25-30350-400 370 C01 £2,097.90Aug-24 £1,748.2515 Clip to Size
173127 (P)Std 35-40350-400 550       7 R74c £1,942.38£1,618.652 Clip to Size
167026 (P)Std 35-40350-400 800 R74b £2,080.08£1,733.406 Clip to Size
171157 (P)Std 40-45350-400 475 R74c £2,122.20£1,768.501 Clip to Size
157955 (P)Std 40-45400-450 800 R74b £2,279.34£1,899.452 Clip to Size
171620 Roof 30-35250-300 480 B47 £2,050.92£1,709.101 Clip to Size
Carpinus betulus 'Purpurea' Purple hornbeam

An excellent cultivar, smaller and slower growing than the species with a handsome, broadly-oval habit and gorgeous reddish-purple spring growth. In
summer and autumn, the foliage matures to match that of the common hornbeam although it does retain purple hints along the leaf veins. Can handle
periods of drought and is suitable for paving. H7

174225 Std 40-45600-700 1150 K01 £3,081.24£2,567.702 Medium (10-18m)
174226 Std 45-50600-700 1150 K13 £3,184.92£2,654.101 Medium (10-18m)
174129 Std 45-50600-700 1200 K01 £3,186.54£2,655.456 Medium (10-18m)
Carpinus betulus 'Rockhampton Red' Hornbeam

This is one of the best hornbeams for autumn colour. Whilst sharing all the fantastic traits of the species, instead of the characteristic golden yellow, the
leaves turn an impressive fiery red and orange in autumn. Green catkins in spring followed by clusters of winged fruit in summer.Tolerates exposure. Great
on all well-drained soils. H7

177232 Std 10-12350-400 75 Y35 £289.98Aug-24 £241.653 Medium (10-18m)
177573 Std 12-14350-400 75 Y35 £345.06Aug-24 £287.5513 Medium (10-18m)
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Carpinus betulus (Topiary) Hornbeam
Thanks to its great structure and attractive growth the hornbeam has long been used for all types of topiary. Sphere, cube, cloud or spiral, the possibilities
are practically endless. Regardless of shape, the crisp, playful yet sophisticated look provides an eye-catching specimen worthy of the spotlight. Clip at least
once a year to maintain shape. H7

167912 Ball 100-125 360 V01 £1,514.70£1,262.251 Clip to Size
169876 Block 30-35250-300 340 Z01 £1,679.94£1,399.951 Clip to Size
173105 Cloud 200-250 480 V01 £2,914.38£2,428.652 Clip to Size
169262 Cloud 25-30250-300 380 V01 £1,832.22£1,526.851 Clip to Size
167915 Cylinder 175-200 460 Z01 £1,451.52£1,209.601 Clip to Size
167914 Pyramid 200-250 250 Z01 £1,547.10£1,289.251 Clip to Size
Carpinus caroliniana American hornbeam

A slow-growing tree, native to Missouri with a beautiful broadly-round crown and smooth, grey bark. Older limbs often exibit a distinctive and handsome
muscle-like fluting. Being a natural understory tree, this species does well in full to part shade. Clusters of winged nutlets in summer. Respectable orange,
red and yellow autumn colours. H6

175679 Std 16-18400-450 170 Y44 £824.58£687.151 Small (6-10m)
176551 Std 16-18400-450 170 Y44 £824.58£687.151 Small (6-10m)
175680 Std 20-25500-600 220 Y44 £1,145.34£954.451 Small (6-10m)
176553 Std 20-25500-600 220 Y43 £1,245.78£1,038.152 Small (6-10m)
Carpinus fargesiana Chinese/Vietnamese hornbeam

Native to the mountain valleys of China and Vietnam, and rarely seen in production, this broadly-oval hornbeam is nearly as large as our native species,
with elegant weeping branch tips and long decorative, hop-like seed clusters. The young foliage emerges bronze-purple, maturing to rich green, turning an
impressive orange-red in autumn. H7

174956 Std 16-18400-450 180 Y34 £980.10£816.752 Large (18m +)
174957 Std 18-20400-450 165 Y34 £1,176.12£980.102 Large (18m +)
Carpinus japonica Japanese hornbeam

Introduced from Japan in 1879 this tree offers many exciting characteristics. The crown is spreading and graceful with distinctly veined leaves. These
unfold in an attractive burgandy before turning darker green. The bark is also noteworthy. The best attraction are the stunning, green and pale brown,
hop-like catkins. H6

174610 3QS 20-25350-400 245 Y36 £578.34£481.951 Small (6-10m)
Carpinus japonica (Pleached) Japanese hornbeam

Introduced from Japan in 1879 this tree offers many exciting characteristics. The crown is elegantly spreading, making it perfect for training, with
distinctly veined leaves. These unfold in an attractive burgandy before turning darker green. The bark is also noteworthy. The best attraction are the
stunning, green and pale brown, hop-like catkins. H6

170737 (P)Std 16-18300-350 95 J26 £597.78£498.151 Clip to Size
Carpinus turczaninowii Turczaninow hornbeam

A smaller and very elegant hornbeam, developing an open, rounded crown with slightly pendulous tips. The foliage is smaller than our native with
prominent veins, emerging red becoming dark-green in summer, then orange in autumn. Very conspicuous, large, hop-like, pendulous fruit. Does well in
all free-draining soils. Sun to partial shade. H6

176973 HS 70-80700-800 1150 Y01 £10,559.16Aug-24 £8,799.301 Small (6-10m)
Castanea sativa Chestnut - Sweet

A large long-living majestic tree suitable for parks, avenues or screens. Fast-growing with rich glossy foliage, producing pretty yellow catkins in July
followed by edible sweet chestnuts which are encased in spiny husks. Best in slightly acid, loamy soil. Roots are deep, generally unproblematic given
adequate space for growth. H6

177119 HS 10-12200-250 80 B36 £298.35Sep-24 £298.352 Large (18m +)
177306 HS 12-14350-400 80 B23 £357.75Sep-24 £357.751 Large (18m +)
177120 HS 12-14200-250 80 B36 £357.75Sep-24 £357.755 Large (18m +)
Catalpa bignonioides Indian bean tree

Picturesque tree with a wide spreading crown and lush, mid-green, large heart-shaped leaves. White flowers are borne in upright panicles in mid-summer,
followed by curious long, slender, pendulous pods. Catalpas are tolerant of a wide variety of soils but prefer moist loams. Good polution tolerance. Avoid
windy sites. H6

176139 Std 35-40500-600 480 R43 £1,676.70£1,397.251 Medium (10-18m)
176412 Std 60-70700-800 2100 V01 £9,982.44£8,318.701 Medium (10-18m)
Catalpa bignonioides 'Aurea' Golden catalpa

A magnificent tree with a broad, wide spreading crown and soft, greenish-gold leaves. In early summer the thin leaves filter the sunlight bathing everything
below in golden light. Come mid-summer the crown is covered by panicles of white flowers followed by pendulous, green bean pods. Tolerates polution,
prefers moist fertile loams. H6

177149 MS 200-250 170 R48 £748.44Aug-24 £623.7010 Small (6-10m)
177639 Std 12-14250-300 80c J35 £320.76£267.302 Small (6-10m)
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177640 Std 14-16250-300 80c J35 £354.78£295.657 Small (6-10m)
177664 Std 16-18250-300 80c J35 £390.42£325.353 Small (6-10m)
176305 Std 20-25450-500 250 R45 £1,074.00£895.001 Small (6-10m)
176531 Std 25-30500-600 250 R45 £1,289.52£1,074.602 Small (6-10m)
170580 Std 30-35500-600 270 R43 £1,266.84£1,055.701 Small (6-10m)
165395 Std 60-70450-500 1050 Office £5,558.22£4,631.851 Small (6-10m)
Catalpa bungei Manchurian catalpa

Native to North China, this rare tree is often confused with Catalpa bignoniodes 'Nana'. The pyramidal to round crown bears dark-green leaves often
scalloped and glabrous when mature. The flowers are rose-pink to white with purple and yellow markings borne in handsome corymbs in summer, later
followed by 30-50cm long capsular fruit. H5

176347 Std 25-30350-400 360 R45 £670.68£558.901 Small (6-10m)
176348 Std 30-35350-400 530 R45 £822.96£685.801 Small (6-10m)
Catalpa speciosa Catawba

Originally from midwestern United States, this species is closely related to C. bignonioides but has a more upright growing habit. The big, heart-shaped
leaves are slightly thicker and the purple-spotted, trumpet-shaped white flowers, although less profuse, are larger followed by remarkably long seed pods.
Needs shelter and full sun. H6

174992 Std 25-30450-500 190 R43 £1,171.20£976.001 Large (18m +)
Catalpa x erubescens 'Purpurea' Purple Catalpa

This hybrid has young leaves and shoots that are dark purple, almost black, gradually becoming a luxurious jade green with purple blush in summer.
Produces impressive upright 'candles' of white flowers with hints of orange and purple in summer. Requires a a spacious (grows to 8m wide) and sheltered
position in full sun. Avoid heavy soils. H6

171669 MS 600-700 880 R74a £2,235.60£1,863.001 Medium (10-18m)
Cedrus atlantica Atlas cedar

A picturesque ornamental conifer, pyramidal in youth, whose spreading branches create a characterful draping effect as it matures. The Atlas cedar has
considerably more rapid growth when young. Bluish-green needles, but can vary from light green to silvery blue. Green cones that mature to brown over
two years. Heat tolerant. H6

172233 Fth 80-901000-1100 3100 U14 £22,179.42£18,482.851 Large (18m +)
173221 Fth 80-90900-1000 2650 U15 £25,770.96£21,475.801 Large (18m +)
173343 Std 110-1201100-1200 4100 U14 £37,310.22£31,091.852 Large (18m +)
Cedrus atlantica 'Fastigiata' Atlas cedar

A magnificent upright form of the stately Atlas cedar bearing impressive, errect branches creating an unmissable vertical accent. The habit remains
elegantly compact and conical as it matures, requiring little to no maintenance. Needles can vary in colour from a deep green to a silvery blue. Green cones
that mature to brown over two years. H5

173481 Fth 50-60700-800 1100 U13 £7,043.76£5,869.801 Medium (10-18m)
173302 Fth 50-60700-800 1200 U12 £7,340.22£6,116.851 Medium (10-18m)
Cedrus atlantica 'Glauca' Blue Atlas cedar

Renowned for its magnificent size, expansive boughs and vivid blue foliage, the blue Atlas Cedar is an excellent choice for a large garden or parkland.
Narrowly conical in youth, increasingly broadening as it matures. Considerably more rapid growth when young. Green cones that mature to brown over
two years. Heat tolerant. H6

175509 3QS 50-60500-600 1390 T13 £6,959.52£5,799.601 Large (18m +)
175489 3QS 50-60600-700 1270 T13 £7,860.24£6,550.201 Large (18m +)
167248 Fth 25-30450-500 280 X66 £970.38£808.651 Large (18m +)
176793 Fth 60-70800-900 3000 U13 £27,337.50Sep-24 £22,781.255 Large (18m +)
173346 Fth 50-60800-900 1150 U14 £10,816.74£9,013.951 Large (18m +)
175488 Std 45-50500-600 740 T20 £6,959.52£5,799.601 Large (18m +)
175510 Std 50-60600-700 760 T13 £6,300.18£5,250.151 Large (18m +)
Cedrus deodara Deodar cedar

A large, spreading ornamental conifer whose branches droop gracefully at the tips. The blue-green foliage provides a soft, luxurious texture through all
seasons but is especially appreciated in the bleak mid-winter. Bluish barrel-shaped cones mature to reddish brown. Is considered by some to be the most
graceful of the ceders. H6

173357 Fth 25-30400-450 90 X57 £996.30£830.251 Large (18m +)
173242 Fth 50-60500-600 1000 U12 £6,520.50£5,433.752 Large (18m +)
173062 Fth 50-60800-900 1450 U12 £9,653.58£8,044.651 Large (18m +)
174686 Fth 60-70900-1000 2300 U12 £12,887.10£10,739.252 Large (18m +)
Cedrus deodara 'Aurea' Golden deodar

Excellent specimen evergreen due to its extremely graceful and pendulous habit. The cultivar shares its characteristics with the species except leaf colour.
The needle-like leaves are golden when young, becoming greenish-yellow with age giving the tree a dramatic depth. Green cones turning reddish brown. 10'
in 10 years. Deeply rooting. H6
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174181 Fth 10-12175-200 65 T05 £537.84£448.201 Medium (10-18m)
176764 Fth 60-70800-900 3000 U14 £24,907.50Sep-24 £20,756.251 Medium (10-18m)
Cedrus deodara 'Feelin' Blue' Deodar cedar

This intriguing plant is a dwarf from of deodar cedar; its spreading, blue-green branches weeping in a playful fashion. Normally the cultivar only grows to
1 meter in height but it can also be grafted onto the species to provide a more cascading effect. Perfect as an accent or ground cover. Enjoys a postion in full
sun, sheltered or exposed. H6

164990 Fth 18-20200-250 140 K01 £745.20£621.001 Very Small (up to 6m)
Cedrus deodara 'Robusta Glauca' Deodar cedar

A blue-green variation of 'Robusta' sharing the characteristic lateral branches which droop at the ends, its habit becoming increasingly open and wider as it
matures. The long needles give a soft, billowy texture. Barrel-shaped cones provide additional seasonal interest. A deep rooting tree which requires sun to
light shade and neutral to acidic soil. H7

176763 Fth 60-70800-900 3000 U14 £25,902.18Sep-24 £21,585.151 Medium (10-18m)
176792 Fth 60-70800-900 3000 U13 £29,156.76Sep-24 £24,297.302 Medium (10-18m)
Cedrus libani Cedar of Lebanon

Perhaps the most iconic tree of churches, cathedrals, and other heritage spaces. Conical when young, but developing over many years into an imposing,
flat-topped, wide-spreading tree of open habit. Foliage is green or greyish-green. A deep rooting species which tolerates most types of soil, provided they are
free-draining. H6

175535 Fth 25-30350-400 300 X57 £1,960.20£1,633.501 Large (18m +)
174651 HS 60-70800-900 2050 U11 £15,655.68£13,046.401 Large (18m +)
Cercidiphyllum japonicum Katsura Tree

The broadly-columnar habit of this tree is most pleasing; its upswept branches radiate grace and tidiness. Leaves are beautifully jade-green and
heart-shaped, creating a dappled light-effect in summer, turning pale yellow or smoky-pink in autumn. With the change in colour a sweet scent arises
reminiscent of burned sugar or caramel. H5

177281 Fth 10-12300-350 100 J41 £565.38Aug-24 £471.158 Medium (10-18m)
177282 Fth 10-12350-400 100 J40 £644.76Aug-24 £537.302 Medium (10-18m)
176050 MS 250-300 180 D03 £774.36£645.302 Medium (10-18m)
175151 MS 300-350 230 P10 £1,398.00£1,165.001 Medium (10-18m)
177052 MS 300-350 280 C01 £834.30Aug-24 £695.2510 Medium (10-18m)
176114 MS 300-350 180 D03 £834.30£695.251 Medium (10-18m)
169454 MS 600-700 1400 P02 £2,418.66Jul-24 £2,015.551 Medium (10-18m)
176897 QS 08-10200-250 50 J39 £288.36Aug-24 £240.308 Medium (10-18m)
176898 QS 10-12250-300 50 J39 £322.38Aug-24 £268.652 Medium (10-18m)
175608 Std 16-18400-450 150 F06 £839.16£699.301 Medium (10-18m)
165093 Std 60-70800-900 1900 R39 £4,412.88£3,677.401 Medium (10-18m)
165407 Std 60-70800-900 1500 R39 £4,412.88£3,677.401 Medium (10-18m)
Cercis canadensis North American redbud

A small sized tree with a rounded to spreading crown. Valued for its light pink to magenta flowers borne in April-May on bare grey stems, and also for its
attractive heart-shaped summer foliage turning yellow in autumn. Suitable for calcareous soils, fertile but not too wet. Prefers a sheltered sunny position.
Shallow rooting. H6.

175415 3QS 10-12175-200 70 V01 £547.56£456.301 Small (6-10m)
177452 QS 18-20250-300 110c F04 £639.90£533.252 Small (6-10m)
Cercis canadensis 'Appalachian Red' Eastern redbud

Discovered growing along a road in Maryland, USA, this cultivar boasts with a profusion of fuchia-pink to red, pea-like flowers on bare branches in April.
The handsome, heart-shaped foliage quickly follows suit, maturing to blue-green in summer then turning a golden yellow in autumn. Best in moderately
fertile soils with consistent moisure. H7

174268 Std 14-16350-400 140 F04 £835.92£696.601 Small (6-10m)
174269 Std 16-18350-400 130 F03 £954.18£795.151 Small (6-10m)
176673 Std 18-20350-400 130 F03 £1,043.28£869.401 Small (6-10m)
Cercis canadensis 'Forest Pansy' Redbud

A graceful spreading tree originally from south and east North America and North-east Mexico. In late spring it produces clusters of deep magenta flowers
on dark, bare stems. Heart-shaped foliage emerges in warm bronze tones, darkens to deep reddish-purple in summer and turns yellow in autumn. NOTE:
No warranty on heavy soils. H5

177347 MS 100-125 30 V03 £189.54Sep-24 £157.9510 Small (6-10m)
177322 MS 100-125 30 Wc2 £160.38Sep-24 £133.6520 Small (6-10m)
176201 MS 125-150 35 Wc2 £197.64£164.705 Small (6-10m)
175629 MS 150-175 80 E06 £555.66£463.052 Small (6-10m)
171898 MS 150-175 125 W01 £374.22£311.851 Small (6-10m)
177268 MS 175-200 110 K02 £597.78Sep-24 £498.151 Small (6-10m)
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176019 MS 200-250 210 Y04 £839.16£699.301 Small (6-10m)
174920 MS 200-250 200 B30 £805.14£670.951 Small (6-10m)
177269 MS 200-250 175 K02 £714.42Sep-24 £595.357 Small (6-10m)
175238 QS 20-25175-200 180 B24 £839.16£699.301 Small (6-10m)
177262 Std 16-18350-400 170 J32 £1,287.90Sep-24 £1,073.252 Small (6-10m)
Cercis canadensis 'Lavender Twist' Eastern redbud

A delightful cultivar with a dense, umbrella-shaped crown and arching to pendulous branches. In spring lavender-pink, pea-like flowers unfold in the bare
crown creating a fountain of colour. The deep blue-green, heart-shaped leaves soon follow turning yellow in autumn. Requires well drained soil and shelter.
H6

176522 3QS 10-12175-200 90 C09 £659.34£549.451 Very Small (up to 6m)
174927 HS 10-12150-175 90 W01 £494.10£411.751 Very Small (up to 6m)
Cercis canadensis 'Red Force' Eastern redbud

A graceful spreading tree originally from south and east North America and North-east Mexico. In late spring it produces clusters of deep magenta flowers
on dark, bare stems. Heart-shaped foliage emerges in warm bronze tones, darkens to deep reddish-purple in summer and turns yellow in autumn. NOTE:
No warranty on heavy soils. H5

175042 MS 250-300 210 B End £1,273.32£1,061.101 Very Small (up to 6m)
Cercis canadensis 'Texas White' White redbud

As the name suggests, this dainty redbud puts forward a profusion of white, pea-like, flowers on bare branches in April to May. The leaves, which soon
follow, are more rounded than the species, bright green with an elegant glossy sheen. Good yellow autumn colour. Best in full sun or part shade, does well
in any well-drained soil. H6

175995 HS 16-18200-250 130 C09 £873.18£727.652 Very Small (up to 6m)
176523 HS 18-20200-250 130 C09 £1,051.38£876.152 Very Small (up to 6m)
Cercis canadensis 'The Rising Sun' Eastern redbud

Whilst the branches are still bare, pea-like flowers open in early spring, enveloping the canopy in a gorgeous hue of magenta. The heart-shaped leaves are
next in turn, emerging in shades of apricot and yellow, maturing to lime green in summer, then later becoming bright yellow in autumn. NOTE: No
warranty on heavy soils. H5

177348 MS 075-100 30 V03 £157.14Sep-24 £130.955 Very Small (up to 6m)
Cercis chinensis 'Avondale' Chinese redbud

In the midst of spring this delicate tree puts on a show to remember. Deep-pink, pea-like, flowers unfold on bare branches in March to April lighting up
even the most overcast day. Rich-green, heart-shaped leaves soon follow, turning buttery-yellow as autumn draws near. Avoid applying artificial plant feed
after planting. H5

174074 MS 050-075 50 D01 £157.14Jun-24 £130.951 Very Small (up to 6m)
177349 MS 075-100 30 V03 £157.14Sep-24 £130.955 Very Small (up to 6m)
175745 MS 100-125 35 GH £144.18£120.151 Very Small (up to 6m)
177253 MS 100-125 35 V03 £150.66Sep-24 £125.5510 Very Small (up to 6m)
175996 MS 175-200 250 Y04 £1,492.02£1,243.352 Very Small (up to 6m)
176342 MS 175-200 130 X05 £1,087.02£905.851 Very Small (up to 6m)
176524 QS 25-30200-250 250 Y04 £1,492.02£1,243.351 Very Small (up to 6m)
Chionanthus retusus Chinese fringetree

A rare and most attractive species with a broad, wide-spreading habit and lustrous, bright-green leaves which are downy-white beneath. Clusters of
fragrant white flowers with fringe-like petals bloom in May-June followed by blueish-black berries enjoyed by birds. Good yellow autumn colour and lovely
peeling bark. H6

174764 MS 450-500 650 J03 £2,476.98£2,064.151 Small (6-10m)
Chitalpa tashkentensis 'Pink Dawn' Chitalpa

A fascinating hybrid between Catalpa bignonoides and Chilopsis linearis from Uzbekistan in 1964. The species is fast growing, tolerant of wind and
manages dry soil very well. Large, decorative clusters of pink flowers with yellow and purple detailing, unfold in May-June and last until the frost without
producing the messy seed pods of the parents. H5

176167 MS 250-300 110 C09 £788.94£657.451 Small (6-10m)
Cladrastis kentukea Yellow Wood

A broadly spreading tree grown for its unusual pendant, intensely fragrant, white pea-like flowers in spring or early summer and bright yellow foliage in
autumn. Flowers give way to flat, brown seed pods. Excellent in an open, but not exposed position. Prune only in summer as cuts made in winter or spring
may bleed considerably. H6

175542 MS 250-300 170 H42 £1,114.56£928.801 Medium (10-18m)
174835 QS 20-25350-400 200 A01 £1,542.24£1,285.201 Medium (10-18m)
174023 Std 400-450 370 H04 £1,670.22£1,391.851 Medium (10-18m)
Clerodendrum bungei Glory flower
177258 Shrub 075-100 35 V03 £79.38Aug-24 £66.1510 Very Small (up to 6m)
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Cornus alba Red barked dogwood
A bushy deciduous shrub with small creamy-white flowers in spring. Succeeds in wet or dry soils. Forms a thicket of stems up to 3m high, the young
branches are rich red in winter. Colours well in autumn. Leaves are broadly margined and mottled white. Very hardy in exposed or sheltered positions in
slightly acidic soil. H7

175782 MS 125-150 35 U07 £121.50£101.2515 Very Small (up to 6m)
Cornus controversa Giant dogwood

Picturesque tree with tiered, horizontal branches. Clusters of creamy white flowers decorate the tree in May-June followed by dark purple fruit. Come
autumn the leaves of Cornus controversa can turn purple, matching the shoots of the tree, before falling off for winter. Requires full sun or partial shade
and moist, well-drained soil. H5

175549 Std 20-25400-450 300 F03 £1,132.38£943.653 Medium (10-18m)
Cornus controversa 'Variegata' Table dogwood

A very ornamental, small shrub or tree, retaining its horizontal branching. 'Variegata' was introduced in 1890 and is more slow-growing with striking
cream-margined leaves that turn red-purple in autumn. Numerous, small creamy-white summer flowers are produced in up to 18 cm wide, flattened cymes,
followed by blue-black fruit. H5

177653 3QS 10-12250-300 65c F03 £479.52£399.601 Medium (10-18m)
177350 Fth 10-12200-250 100 U23 £889.38Aug-24 £741.155 Medium (10-18m)
177323 MS 125-150 30 V03 £208.98Aug-24 £174.1510 Medium (10-18m)
176203 MS 150-175 100 H32 £497.34£414.452 Medium (10-18m)
176204 MS 175-200 130 H34 £672.30£560.252 Medium (10-18m)
176205 MS 200-250 120 H34 £913.68£761.401 Medium (10-18m)
177654 Std 10-12250-300 70c F03 £625.32£521.101 Medium (10-18m)
177662 Std 12-14250-300 70c F03 £672.30£560.251 Medium (10-18m)
Cornus 'Eddie's White Wonder' Dogwood

Developed in the 1950s, this hybrid (C. florida x C. nuttallii) is more narrow than its parents, displaying a tiered, pyramidal habit. In spring, the branches
are smothered in white flowers with exceptionally large bracts (10cm across). These are followed by decorative, orange to red-coloured fruits accompanied by
beautiful red autumn leaves. Best in full sun. H5

177351 Fth 04-06175-200 70 U22 £341.82Aug-24 £284.851 Very Small (up to 6m)
177352 MS 04-06200-250 70 U22 £401.76£334.804 Very Small (up to 6m)
177546 MS 400-450 300c T01 £4,199.04Aug-24 £3,499.201 Very Small (up to 6m)
175823 Std 16-18350-400 300 F03 £1,508.22£1,256.851 Very Small (up to 6m)
Cornus florida f. rubra Flowering dogwood

Flowering dogwoods put on a sensational spring flower show. Developed in autumn the previous year, the flowers unfold 10 cm wide, displaying the
remarkable large bracts. The forma rubra is a naturally occuring pink-coloured version brought into cultivation in 1889. Thrives in strong sunshine but
enjoy cool, shaded soil. H6

176206 MS 125-150 35 H £393.66£328.057 Very Small (up to 6m)
Cornus kousa Kousa dogwood

The kousa dogwood is a deciduous tree of upright habit native to eastern Asia. The tree is extremely showy when in bloom in late spring. Tiny flowers are
surrounded by showy white bracts then followed by sweet, edible, pinkish-red globular fruits. Resistant to dogwood anthracnose disease. Not for poor,
shallow, chalk soils. H6

174672 MS 200-250 75 H28 £714.42£595.351 Very Small (up to 6m)
Cornus kousa 'China Girl' Dogwood

A wonderful improved form of the well-known Cornus kousa var. chinensis bearing a glorious mass of elegant creamy-white flower bracts in June. After a
hot summer, flowers are followed by lovely strawberry-like fruits. Leaves are dark-green turning rich bronze and crimson in autumn. Not for poor, shallow,
chalk soils. H5

177353 MS 150-175 50 U21 £369.36Aug-24 £307.806 Very Small (up to 6m)
Cornus kousa 'Milky Way' Dogwood

A very popular cultivar renowned for its profuse flowering and showy fruits. Flower bracts are creamy white, borne en masse in June followed by large, red,
edible berries. The foliage is rich, dark-green in summer then turning orange-red to scarlet in autumn. Best in full sun to part shade in organically rich,
acidic soil with consistant moisture. H5

174076 MS 175-200 50 H26 £477.90£398.254 Very Small (up to 6m)
177354 MS 175-200 60 U22 £464.94Aug-24 £387.456 Very Small (up to 6m)
174762 MS 250-300 260 R40 £1,569.78£1,308.151 Very Small (up to 6m)
174763 MS 300-350 350 R40 £1,952.10£1,626.751 Very Small (up to 6m)
Cornus kousa var. chinensis Chinese dogwood

The showy "flowers", which are in fact bracts, unfold white in late spring then turning blush pink to red before they fall. The flowers are followed by edible,
pinkish red, strawberry-shaped fruits. The polished dark green leaves turn beautiful shades of reddish purple to scarlet in autumn. Not for poor, shallow,
chalk soils. H6

175268 HS 20-25400-450 400 V03 £1,837.08£1,530.901 Small (6-10m)
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177324 MS 100-125 30 V03 £127.98Aug-24 £106.6510 Small (6-10m)
174761 MS 300-350 370 R40 £1,908.36£1,590.305 Small (6-10m)
177008 Std 10-12300-350 100 F05 £563.76Aug-24 £469.802 Small (6-10m)
177009 Std 12-14350-400 100 F05 £711.18Aug-24 £592.652 Small (6-10m)
175267 Std 18-20350-400 200 F04 £1,662.12£1,385.103 Small (6-10m)
Cornus kousa var. chinensis 'PVG' Dogwood

An upright form, 2-3m in height and up to 1.5m wide, with cream coloured bracts, slightly longer and more narrow than the species. Unfolding in
May-June, these are followed by pinkish red, strawberry-shaped fruits. The polished dark green leaves turn beautiful shades of reddish purple to scarlet in
autumn. H6

176208 MS 175-200 80 H28 £455.22£379.351 Small (6-10m)
Cornus kousa 'Wolf Eyes' Dogwood

An award-winning cultivar with a handsome variegated leaf, mid-green in colour with a consistent wavy margin of cream, turning pink in autumn.
Flowers surrounded by showy white bracts decorate the tree in early summer followed by attractive red, strawberry-like fruits. Requires acidic to neutral,
well-drained soil and shelter. H5

177355 MS 075-100 50 U20 £221.94Aug-24 £184.955 Very Small (up to 6m)
Cornus mas Cornelian cherry

Despite its common name this species isn't a cherry but belongs to the dogwood family. In February the naked crown unveils a remarkable display of small,
yellow flowers. Come autumn these are followed by bright red, coffee bean-like edible fruits. Excellent for preserves. Elegant habit with rich, green leaves
turning reddish-purple. H7

177231 MS 200-250 190 K02 £398.52Aug-24 £332.103 Very Small (up to 6m)
176981 Std 60-70400-450 1200 V01 £6,358.50Aug-24 £5,298.751 Very Small (up to 6m)
Cornus mas (Pleached) Cornelian cherry

Despite its common name this species isn't a cherry but belongs to the dogwood family. In February the naked crown unveils a remarkable display of small,
yellow flowers. Come autumn these are followed by bright red, coffee bean-like edible fruits. Excellent for preserves. Very elegant with rich, green leaves
turning reddish-purple in autumn. H7

174028 (P)QS 20-25175-200 120 W01 £1,287.90£1,073.255 Clip to Size
171621 (P)QS 30-35175-200 200       5.5 W01 £1,372.14£1,143.451 Clip to Size
Cornus 'Norman Hadden' Dogwood

An award-winning hybrid with ascending then arching branches, creating a dome-like habit. The decorative cream-coloured bracts are large, 8cm across,
emerging in early summer, turning pink as they mature. Flowers followed by strawberry-like fruit. Red to pink autumn colours. Retains foliage in milder
climates. Good on all well-drained soils. H5

177356 MS 200-250 90 U21 £434.16Aug-24 £361.805 Small (6-10m)
Cornus officinalis 'Robin's Pride' Japanese cornel

This lovely little tree is a true spring delight. Clusters of small yellow flowers emerge on bare on naked twigs in February to March. Lush. dark-green
summer foliage gives way to a dazzling display of yellow to reddish-purple come autumn. Red, edible fruits complete the look. Beautiful, reddish-brown
peeling bark. Prefers calciferous soil. H7

174959 Std 12-14400-450 120 F06 £672.30£560.251 Very Small (up to 6m)
176688 Std 14-16400-450 120 F06 £740.34£616.951 Very Small (up to 6m)
Cornus sanguinea 'Midwinter Fire' Dogwood

'Midwinter Fire' is at its prime during winter and if it's frosty, even better! This spreading shrub offers gorgeous orange-red stems, the colour becoming
even more vibrant in colder temperatures. Their dark-green leaves also colour beautifully in autumn, offering soft shades from yellow to deep orange. Great
in all well-drained soils. H7

175754 MS 100-125 35 U09 £121.50£101.2518 Very Small (up to 6m)
Cornus sericea 'Flaviramea' Golden-twig dogwood

An outstanding dogwood with bright, golden-green stems which light up the winter garden. Large corymbs of white flowers in May-June, followed by
attractive white berries. Gorgeous, red to orange to gold autumn colours. Pair with evergreens or other dogwoods. Best colour in full sun. Tolerates wet
soils. Great for wildlife. H7

175736 Shrub 075-100 35 U05 £110.16£91.8019 Very Small (up to 6m)
Corylus avellana Hazel

An easy-to-grow, very traditional, native species with a broadly vase-shaped, multi-stemmed crown and soft, mid-green, heart-shaped leaves. Pendulous
catkins are produced very early in spring, followed by edible nuts in autumn. Does well on most well-drained soils in full sun or partial shade. Good yellow
autumn colours. H6

175546 HS 10-12250-300 80 B44 £257.85£257.8520 Very Small (up to 6m)
175214 MS 250-300 390 Y End £1,397.25£1,397.258 Very Small (up to 6m)
174841 MS 500-600 1000 P04 £3,877.20£3,877.201 Very Small (up to 6m)
Corylus avellana 'Contorta' Corkscrew hazel
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Corylus avellana 'Contorta'
This curious species of hazel was found in a hedgerow in Frocester, Gloucestershire in 1863. It is easily spotted from afar with its twisting, curly branches
and leaves. Undoubtedly best in winter and early spring when the branches are bare and can be admired together with the decorative catkins. Attractive and
quirky shrub growing well in any soil. H6

177743 MS 150-175 180c £425.25£425.254 Very Small (up to 6m)
177274 MS 175-200 150 W02 £579.15Aug-24 £579.152 Very Small (up to 6m)
175036 MS 200-250 185 U03 £687.15£687.154 Very Small (up to 6m)
176976 MS 200-250 280 W03 £1,599.75Aug-24 £1,599.753 Very Small (up to 6m)
177275 MS 200-250 150 W02 £670.95Aug-24 £670.951 Very Small (up to 6m)
171882 Std 35-40300-350 350 Y10 £2,020.95£2,020.951 Very Small (up to 6m)
Corylus avellana (Hedging) Hazel

Hazel is a component of ancient forest growing in an multi-stemmed shrubby habit. This native, easy to grow species is particularly suited to chalky soils.
Showy late winter catkins.

177256 Hdg 100-125 35 X20 £66.15Aug-24 £66.1533 Clip to Size
Corylus avellana 'Medusa' Corkscrew hazel

A more compact form of the well-known 'Contorta', with twisting, curly branches and leaves, reaching 3m. Undoubtedly best in winter and early spring
when the branches are bare and can be admired together with the decorative catkins, but also boasts with good yellow-orange autumn colours. Grows well in
any well-drained soil. H6

177325 MS 100-125 30 V03 £93.15Aug-24 £93.1510 Very Small (up to 6m)
Corylus avellana 'Pendula' Weeping hazel

Hazels are part of our beautiful English landscape but are perhaps not considered as garden plants. However, this stunning weeping cultivar certainly
deserves a place in the spotlight. Trained into an attractive shape the branches cascade down creating a most attractive, lush canopy. Decorative catkins are
produced on bare branches in spring. H6

168022 Std 30-35250-300 350 V02 £1,397.25£1,397.251 Very Small (up to 6m)
Corylus avellana 'Red Majestic' Red corkscrew hazel

The cultivar 'Red Majestic' is very similar to 'Contorta' with curiously contorted branches. However, as the name suggests this cultivar has beautiful, deep
purple leaves. Pink/purple catkins decorate the tree in late winter and early spring. Normally grows into a dense 3m shrub but can be grafted onto a trunk
to create an quirky, interesting tree. H6

176354 MS 150-175 130 Y02 £558.90£558.902 Very Small (up to 6m)
Corylus avellana 'Rouge de Zeller' Hazel

A handsome cultivar with a broadly vase-shaped habit bearing red catkins in early spring followed by eye-catching maroon-coloured spring foliage. The
leaves fade to a greenish-red in summer, creating the perfect background for the attractive and edible red nuts. Harvest in October. Does well on all
well-draining soils in full sun or part shade. H6

174179 MS 300-350 160 X End £349.65£349.652 Very Small (up to 6m)
Corylus colurna Turkish hazel

Turkish hazel is the largest species of hazel. Its crown has an attractive, pyramidal shape with soft, hairy, rich green leaves. The bark is pale grey-buff, with
a thick, corky texture. Produces edible hazelnuts in deeply fringed husks in autumn. Pendant yellow catkins in late winter to early spring. Very tolerant of
difficult urban growing conditions. H6

176899 Std 12-14300-350 80 B28 £228.15Aug-24 £228.159 Medium (10-18m)
153674 Std 60-70700-800 1600 Y03 £2,119.50£2,119.501 Medium (10-18m)
Corylus maxima 'Purpurea' (Hedging) Purple-leaved filbert

A very small upright tree or large shrub producing purple-tinged catkins in late winter, followed by deep purple, heart-shaped foliage in summer with
curious and striking purple tinged fruit husks in late summer which ripen to edible hazelnuts by autumn. Ideal for chalky soils or sunny gardens with
limited space; exposed or sheltered. H6

174052 Hdg 125-150 35 X11 £76.95£76.951 Very Small (up to 6m)
177721 Hdg 100-125 X19 £70.20Aug-24 £70.2033 Very Small (up to 6m)
175762 Hdg 150-175 35 X11 £91.80£91.801 Very Small (up to 6m)
Cotinus coggygria 'Dusky Maiden' Smoke bush

A compact cultivar offering a dramatic splash of colour with its leaves emerging deep purple, maturing to dark blue-green then turning orange-red in
autumn. The oval leaves are also pleasantly undulated. Tiny yellow flowers are produced in summer in large, airy pink panicles, like puffs of smoke. Great
in all well-drained soils. H5

176052 MS 150-175 200 X01 £497.34£414.453 Very Small (up to 6m)
176540 MS 175-200 200 X01 £646.38£538.654 Very Small (up to 6m)
176541 MS 250-300 200 V04 £824.58£687.151 Very Small (up to 6m)
Cotinus coggygria 'Golden Spirit' Smoke bush
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Cotinus coggygria 'Golden Spirit'
A true show-stopper with luminous, golden yellow circular foliage, tinted red when young, taking on fiery purple, orange and red tones in autumn.
Flowers born in decorative, large pink plumes in late summer. Perfect in large borders or as a stand alone specimen. Does well in all well-drained soils.
Tolerates exposure. Best in full sun. H5

177326 MS 075-100 30 V03 £95.58Aug-24 £79.6520 Very Small (up to 6m)
175744 MS 125-150 35 GH £134.46£112.052 Very Small (up to 6m)
Cotinus coggygria 'Royal Purple' Smoke tree

This colourful cultivar bears deep purple leaves which take on a lovely red tone in autumn. The tiny yellow flowers are at closer inspection quite attractive
but it's the billowy hairs of spent flower stalks which turn smoky pink to purplish pink that give plant its classic appearance. Does well on all well-drained
soils as well as exposed sites. H5

177327 MS 100-125 30 V03 £111.78Aug-24 £93.1520 Very Small (up to 6m)
176548 MS 250-300 300 B End £1,513.08£1,260.902 Very Small (up to 6m)
175804 MS 250-300 300 B47 £1,279.80£1,066.502 Very Small (up to 6m)
172833 MS 300-350 400       6.5 V01 £2,015.28£1,679.401 Very Small (up to 6m)
175756 Shrub 125-150 35 GH £134.40£112.002 Very Small (up to 6m)
Cotoneaster apiculatus 'Blackburn' Cranberry cotoneaster

A delightful shrub or trained tree with elegant arching branches, attractive cascading appearance. As typical of the genus, the leaves are small and glossy
dark-green. Small, pinkish-white flowers open from deep pink buds in May-June followed by an abundance of eye-catching red berries. Good red to orange
autumn colour. H6

177097 HS 08-10125-150 30c A02 £178.20£148.505 Very Small (up to 6m)
Cotoneaster 'Cornubia' Tree cotoneaster

A more vigourous form of Cotoneaster growing upwards of 6 meters, bearing cymes of tiny white flowers in late spring to summer, followed by an
adundance of bright red, berry-like fruits which weigh down the branches to create a graceful arching effect. Often retains its leaves through the winter in
sheltered positions. H6

175559 Std 14-16400-450 180 F02 £659.34£549.4516 Small (6-10m)
Crataegus laevigata 'Paul's Scarlet' Midland hawthorn

A large shrub or small tree which produces double scarlet flowers in May which are set amongst the leaves. This little tree is adaptable and tolerates both
dryness and excessive moisture. Perhaps 4-5 meters tall at 10 years. Roots are generally deep and unproblematic. H7

176192 Std 14-16400-450 80 J18 £473.04£394.201 Small (6-10m)
Crataegus monogyna Common hawthorn

The Common hawthorn is extensively planted in the UK as hedging, and increasingly as a shrub or tree in schemes which call for native planting. Flowers
emerge in May along with the leaves, and are white and strongly fragrant. In autumn its branches are laden with glossy red fruits. Roots are usually deep
and unproblematic. H7

176834 Std 10-12300-350 80 B17 £273.78Jul-24 £228.159 Small (6-10m)
Crataegus monogyna (Hedging) Hawthorn

The Common hawthorn is extensively planted in the UK as hedging. In autumn its branches are laden with red fruits, haws. Flowers are white and
strongly fragrant. Very hardy.

175881 Hdg 35 X02 £90.72£75.6013 Clip to Size
175880 Hdg 125-150 35 X02 £90.72£75.605 Clip to Size
176886 Hdg 150-175 35 X34 £71.28Aug-24 £59.4066 Clip to Size
Crataegus monogyna 'Stricta' Hawthorn

An architectural form of Hawthorn with tightly ascending branches which form a columnar crown in youth, ultimately spreading in maturity. Yellow
autumn colour, with white flowers in May, set against the fresh green foliage. Suitable for narrow streets and small gardens. Ideal for exposed and coastal
sites. Does well on most soils. H6

176321 Std 20-25300-350 130 J18 £834.30£695.253 Small (6-10m)
Crataegus succulenta 'Jubilee' Hawthorn

An American cultivar with a compact habit bearing elegant white flowers in May to June followed by clusters of large, red edible berries from October
onwards. The leaves are a lovely rich green in summer, taking on a brilliant orange to red colour in autumn. Good on all soils, urban areas and resistant to
drought and fire blight. H7

175824 Std 18-20400-450 280 J18 £818.10£681.751 Very Small (up to 6m)
Crataegus x lavalleei Hybrid cockspur thorn

A dense-headed tree, distinguished by its glossy dark-green leaves, forming a billowy, cloud-like crown with age. Creamy-white flowers in late spring are
followed by orange-red fruits persisting throughout the winter. Excellent scarlet, orange and yellow autumn colours. Does well on all sites with
free-draining soils. Great for wildlife. H7

175308 Std 25-30500-600 350 J19 £908.82£757.351 Small (6-10m)
Crataegus x lavalleei 'Carrierei' Hybrid Cockspur thorn
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Crataegus x lavalleei 'Carrierei'
A compact, elegant little tree with thorny branches and shiny ovate leaves. The flowers emerge in mid-summer and produces 2 cm shiny red haws which
stay on well into winter. This is not a fussy tree, it will gladly grow in coastal, exposed, polluted and damp sites. It is also very popular with wildlife. Good
autumn colours and nice exfoliating bark. H7

176820 Std 10-12300-350 80 B06 £320.76Jul-24 £267.306 Small (6-10m)
176968 Std 12-14300-350 80 B06 £385.56Jul-24 £321.309 Small (6-10m)
177214 Std 12-14350-400 B37 £390.42Jul-24 £325.358 Small (6-10m)
175636 Std 14-16400-450 100 J18 £471.42£392.851 Small (6-10m)
176678 Std 16-18400-450 100 J18 £565.38£471.152 Small (6-10m)
Crataegus x persimilis Hawthorn

A broad-headed, naturally occuring hybrid ideally providing multi-season interest and particularly notable for its persistent, showy fruits and polished oval
leaves which colour richly in autumn. A deeply rooting species which is unlikely to cause problems with drains or foundations. Grows well in most soils in
full sun or partial shade. H7

175825 Std 20-25450-500 230 J18 £1,051.38£876.152 Small (6-10m)
Crataegus x persimilis 'Prunifolia Splendens' Broad-leaved cockspur thorn

A splendid garden tree with a compact rounded outline and broad, ovate, shiny leaves. Clusters of white flowers appear in spring followed by scarlet haw
berries. Together with the fiery autumn leaves they make a fantastic colourful display. This is a tree for open spaces in full sun, a feature plant of
outstanding quality for late spring and autumn. H7

177238 MS 250-300 320 C01 £1,616.76Jul-24 £1,347.301 Small (6-10m)
176821 Std 10-12300-350 80 B07 £320.76Jul-24 £267.3011 Small (6-10m)
176969 Std 12-14300-350 80 B07 £385.56Jul-24 £321.304 Small (6-10m)
174115 Std 14-16350-400 90 J18 £497.34£414.452 Small (6-10m)
176423 Std 40-45800-900 1200 K04 £5,506.38£4,588.651 Small (6-10m)
Cupressocyparis leylandii Leyland cypress

This large and noble species is a hybrid between Chamaecyparis nootkatensis (Nootka cypress) and Cupressus macrocarpa (Monterey cypress). The tree has
a dense, columnar habit and is extremely vigorous in growth. Leaves dark green with a paler yellow-green underside. Makes excellent screening or hedge.
Skin irritant. H6

173894 Fth 800-900 1150 U12 £2,110.86£1,759.051 Large (18m +)
Cupressocyparis leylandii (Hedging) Cypress - Leyland

Arguably the fastest growing and most economical choice for screening. Can put on 3 ft plus growth per year. Suitable as tall hedge with regular trimming
(2-3 times per year), or untrimmed where very largescale screening is required. Provides exceptional contrast for spring blossom or autumn colour. Skin
irritant. H6

176559 Hdg 250-300 30c GH £194.40£162.001 Clip to Size
169966 Hdg 450-500 250 X55 £586.44£488.703 Clip to Size
Cupressus sempervirens Italian cypress

The Italian cypress is a tree native to the warm temperate world, cultivated for its fragrant wood, moth repellent timber and ornamental value. Narrow,
columnar habit with dark green evergreen foliage and horizontal branches. Tolerates lime soils. Requires full sun and shelter from cold, dry winds. H5

175320 Fth 350-400 90c GH £832.68£693.903 Medium (10-18m)
Cupressus sempervirens Stricta Group Italian cypress

Pencil-thin and conical, this cultivar is highly valued for the ascending, spire-like effect it can bring to a restricted space, or a space where shade is not
desired. Although wildly popular with garden designers this species is not entirely hardy in the British Isles. For best results take care to plant in full sun,
sheltered from cold, drying winds. Tolerates lime soils. H3

176561 Fth 450-500 210c T06 £1,145.34£954.451 Medium (10-18m)
176471 Fth 450-500 180c T06 £1,145.34£954.453 Medium (10-18m)
Cupressus sempervirens 'Totem' Italian cypress

Smaller and less vigorous than the species, 'Totem' offers a consistently tight, errect habit with attractive, emerald green foliage and decorative, small
brown spherical cones. A striking lateral feature, either on its own or combined. Does well in all well-drained soils, but requires warmer, drier climates and
shelter to thrive. 8-12m depending on location. H4

177655 Fth 200-250 25c Office £259.20£216.0016 Medium (10-18m)
Cydonia oblonga 'Bereczki Birnenquitte' Quince

A popular variety of quince from the 19th century with impressively 7cm large and beautiful blush-white flowers. The fruit is large and pear-shaped, its
golden yellow skin initially furry then becoming shiny when fully ripe, providing a picturesque sight in the autumn garden. Pick in late October to
November. Does well on all well-drained soils. Sun or partial shade. Requires shelter. H5

176994 QS 35-40350-400 Z01 £2,455.65Jun-24 £2,455.651 Very Small (up to 6m)
Cydonia oblonga 'Vranja' Quince
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Cydonia oblonga 'Vranja'
This cultivar of quince bears decorative pale pink flowers in April/May followed by large fragrant golden fruit ready in October.The green leaves have a
soft, downy underside turning a beautiful yellow in autumn. Quince are self fertile, long-lived, like moist soil, will flourish near water. Flowers feed
beneficial insects & the fruit is relished by wildlife. H6

177416 3QS 08-10200-250 R11 £172.80Aug-24 £172.801 Very Small (up to 6m)
177514 3QS 10-12200-250 R11 £206.55Aug-24 £206.552 Very Small (up to 6m)
Davidia involucrata Handkerchief tree

Despite the wide variety of flowering trees, the Handkerchief tree has always attracted and fascinated people. Referred to as flowers are in facts bracts, a
showy reconstruction of a leaf. The leaves are a vivid green and are heart-shaped with a fine point at the tip. The flowers emerge in May, followed by dark
green fruit turning purple. H5

177121 Fth 300-350 280 C01 £1,197.18Aug-24 £997.653 Medium (10-18m)
176209 MS 125-150 35 X12 £247.86£206.558 Medium (10-18m)
176977 MS 450-500 700 V02 £8,399.70Oct-24 £6,999.751 Medium (10-18m)
174767 MS 700-800 1000 P03 £6,557.76£5,464.801 Medium (10-18m)
174765 Std 35-40500-600 400 J04 £3,270.78£2,725.651 Medium (10-18m)
Davidia involucrata 'Sonoma' Handkerchief Tree

Normally one would have to wait a good many years to see a younger handkerchief tree in flower. However, the rare cultivar 'Sonova' indulges its onlooker
with large showy bracts on trees as young as 2-3 years old! Characteristic heart-shaped green leaves with distinct veins and gently serrated edge. Protect
from wind, avoid frost pockets. H5

176587 Fth 10-12175-200 45c A07 £413.10£344.251 Medium (10-18m)
Deutzia x magnifica

An excellent French hybrid between D. scabra x D. vilmoriniae, noted for its spectacular sprays of double white flowers in May-June. Very attractive,
broadly vase-shaped habit with up- and outwards cascading branches. Small, dark-green, lanceolate leaves. Does well on all well-drained soils. Best in full
sun. Prune out dead shoots after flowering. H5

175735 MS 075-100 35 Wc1 £82.62£68.859 Very Small (up to 6m)
177251 MS 075-100 35 V03 £77.76Aug-24 £64.8010 Very Small (up to 6m)
Diospyros lotus Date plum

This perfectly hardy small deciduous tree has shiny, leathery oval shaped leaves. It flowers in July and the edible, yellow berries ripen October till
November. The juicy flesh has a very rich flavour when ripe. It is highly valued for its stature; when grown for its fruit it requires a sunny, sheltered
position. H5

176287 HS 20-25250-300 180 R04 £695.25£695.253 Small (6-10m)
175218 MS 350-400 170 R19 £1,244.70£1,244.703 Small (6-10m)
170191 Std 20-25500-600 380 R51 £673.65£673.651 Small (6-10m)
170536 Std 25-30450-500 500 R51 £808.65£808.651 Small (6-10m)
164764 Std 25-30500-600 380 R51 £808.65£808.651 Small (6-10m)
176736 Std 25-30500-600 380 R51 £816.75£816.752 Small (6-10m)
175916 Std 25-30500-600 300 R49 £1,120.50£1,120.502 Small (6-10m)
Edgeworthia chrysantha 'Grandiflora' Paperbush

The paperbush, with its attractive papery, cinnamon-coloured bark, is a remarkable plant. In winter to early spring the tips of the branches reveal silky,
hair-covered inflorescences bearing clusters of fragrant, yellow flowers. 'Grandiflora' impresses with larger flowers, leaves and stouter stems. Not for the
very cold or frosty gardens. Max 1.5m x 1.5m; H4

174077 MS 075-100 120 GH £622.08£518.401 Very Small (up to 6m)
Edgeworthia chrysantha 'Winter Liebe' Paperbush

The paperbush, named so after its attractive papery, cinnamon-coloured bark, takes centre stage in winter to early spring. The tips of the branches unfold to
reveal silky, silvery-white hair-covered inflorescences bearing clusters of fragrant, yellow flowers. Pleasant mid-green summer foliage. Protect from cold and
frost. Max 1.5m x 1.5m; H4

176212 MS 100-125 120 Office £312.66£260.551 Very Small (up to 6m)
Elaeagnus umbellata Autumn oleaster/Autumn olive

A prolific plant which can grow in a variety of conditions due to its ability to fixate nitrogen. Clusters of small, greeenish-white flowers fill the air with
sweet scent in May-June followed by edible red berries. The lush bright green ovate leaves contrast beautifully against the dark wood. Established plants are
very drought resistant. H5

170504 MS 250-300 440 V01 £1,153.44£961.201 Very Small (up to 6m)
Elaeagnus x ebbingei Ebbinge's silverberry

Although normally a shrub, here the elaeagnus has been grafted onto a trunk to create a decorative tree. The young, leathery leaves are beautifully silvery;
with age the surface turns lustrous green but remains silvery grey beneath. Cream coloured flowers appear in late autumn. May drop leaves in severe
winters. H5

176704 MS 175-200 55c U01 £319.14£265.951 Very Small (up to 6m)
177599 Std 08-10250-300 35c R69 £434.16£361.8029 Very Small (up to 6m)
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175044 Std 10-12250-300 30c R64 £497.34£414.451 Very Small (up to 6m)
177000 Std 20-25350-400 130c S11 £908.82£757.351 Very Small (up to 6m)
Elaeagnus x sub. 'Limelight' (Pleached) Oleaster

A resilient evergreen with beautiful silvery young leaves maturing to reveal lustrous yellows and creams with an irregular dark green edge.
Cream-coloured, scented flowers appear in late autumn. Trim twice a year to maintain a crisp, dense shape. May drop leaves in severe winters. Drought
resistant. Requires light, well-drained soils. H5

177656 (P)Std 08-10250-300 35c R74a £583.20£486.0010 Clip to Size
Eriobotrya japonica Loquat

A fast growing plant best grown in a sunny location -ideal against a sunny wall. Large leaved foliage gives a tropical effect. Clusters of strongly fragrant
hawthorn-like flowers after a hot summer followed by (if another tree is close by) unique edible orange or yellow fruits. May drop leaves in severe winters.
H4

177641 3QS 08-10200-250 20c R64 £259.20£259.204 Small (6-10m)
177745 HS 18-20250-300 110c £797.85£797.853 Small (6-10m)
Eriobotrya japonica 'Coppertone' Loquat

A fast growing plant best grown in a sunny location -ideal against a sunny wall. Large leaved foliage (emerging with a coppery tint) gives a tropical effect.
Clusters of strongly fragrant pink, early spring flowers after a hot summer followed by (if another tree is close by) edible orange or yellow fruits. May drop
leaves in severe winters. H4

176564 HS 12-14150-175 30c GH £194.40£194.401 Very Small (up to 6m)
Eucalyptus camaldulensis River red gum

One of Australia's beautiful native trees with a large spreading habit, grey-green leaves and gorgeous white, grey and pinkish-brown multi-coloured bark.
This species is highly adaptable, tolerant to both drought and soil salinity but can only be grown the milder areas of Britain. May drop leaves during severe
winters. H4

177779 Fth 25-30500-600 150c G01 £1,482.30£1,235.251 Large (18m +)
177772 Std 20-25500-600 150c G01 £1,352.70£1,127.255 Large (18m +)
177778 Std 25-30500-600 150c G01 £1,482.30£1,235.253 Large (18m +)
Eucalyptus gunnii Cider gum

A fast -growing broad-leaved evergreen with an airy -semi-transparent crown and a highly ornamental white green bark, whichs peels in sheets in late
summer. Leaves are grey-green and round. One of the hardiest of the Eucalyptus cultivars and one of the best suited to the British climate but may drop
leaves in severe winters. H5

176705 MS 150-175 30c GH £223.56£186.302 Large (18m +)
176706 MS 150-175 55c GH £298.08£248.401 Large (18m +)
Eucalyptus gunnii 'Azura' Cider gum

An eye-catching evergreen with blue-green-grey, lance-shaped foliage; the new leaves emerging round and with a conspicuous silvery hue. As the
silvery-grey bark ages, it peels away revealing patches of cream, olive-green, pink and reddish-brown. Fluffy white, fragrant flowers in summer to autumn
followed by small green fruit on older trees. H5

177661 Std 08-10350-400 35c GH £291.60£243.005 Very Small (up to 6m)
Eucommia ulmoides Hardy rubber tree or Guttapercha tree

A vigorous and ornamental tree reaching up to 9m or more, establishing a broadly-round to domed crown with large, leathery, and glossy, elm-like leaves.
It is the only hardy tree known to produce rubber and widely used for medical purposes in China. Winged fruits on female plants. Excellent in all
well-drained soil. H7

177010 Std 14-16400-450 100 J40 £806.76Aug-24 £672.303 Medium (10-18m)
Euonymus alatus Winged spindel tree

In spring and summer it might be seen as inconspicuous, but as autumn approaches this shrub steals the show. The green, ovate, finely toothed leaves turn
brilliant red accompanied by purple seed pods, cracking open to reveal bright orange seeds. The bark is also attractively winged, hence its name. Excellent
on alkaline soils. H6

175594 MS 125-150 65c S10 £447.12£372.604 Very Small (up to 6m)
175124 MS 125-150 130 U17 £531.36£442.802 Very Small (up to 6m)
175526 MS 200-250 280 W09 £4,210.38£3,508.651 Very Small (up to 6m)
Euonymus alatus 'Compactus' Winged spindle tree

Except for its compact, petite size (1m tall, 3m wide) this cultivar shares all its attributes with the species. The green, ovate, finely toothed leaves turn
brilliant scarlet red accompanied by purple seed pods, cracking open to reveal bright orange seeds. The bark is also attractively winged, hence its name.
Excellent on alkaline soils. H6

177146 3QS 12-14250-300 C09 £766.26Aug-24 £638.553 Very Small (up to 6m)
175874 3QS 12-14250-300 90 C09 £766.26£638.559 Very Small (up to 6m)
177328 MS 050-075 30 V03 £110.16Aug-24 £91.8010 Very Small (up to 6m)
175628 MS 100-125 100 E05 £183.06£152.5518 Very Small (up to 6m)
174330 Shrub 80         4 S01 £234.90£195.751 Very Small (up to 6m)
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Euonymus europaeus (Hedging) Spindle
A spreading shrub with narrow, ovate, dark-green leaves, and tiny yellow flowers. Few rival its fiery autumn colours and decorative bright-pink seed pods
with bright orange seeds. H5

175743 Hdg 125-150 35 X08 £92.34£76.9524 Clip to Size
173342 Hdg 150-175 35 X07 £95.58£79.6512 Clip to Size
174044 Hdg 150-175 40 X09 £92.34£76.957 Clip to Size
176744 Hdg 150-175 80 X09 £98.82£82.351 Clip to Size
Euonymus wilsonii Spindle

Native to China, this evergreen spindle is similar in habit to our own native species, bearing narrow, lance-shaped, dark-green leaves. Greenish-yellow
flowers emerge in spring, followed by decorative, pendulous, yellow fruits covered in spikes, reminiscent of little hedgehogs. May drop its leaves during
severe winters. H5

176625 Std 14-16300-350 80c R64 £738.72£615.601 Very Small (up to 6m)
176632 Std 14-16350-400 90c R64 £646.38£538.654 Very Small (up to 6m)
176651 Std 16-18350-400 90c R64 £738.72£615.601 Very Small (up to 6m)
Fagus orientalis Oriental beech

Native to Eurasia and south-eastern Europe, the oriental beech is very similar to our own native species but has larger leaves and much more upright when
young. The juvenile shoots and underside of the leaves are also covered in silky hairs, and the cupules have leaf-like appendages. Good, yellow autumn
colour. Does well on all free-draining soils. H7

177174 QS 50-60600-700 1800 V01 £8,399.70Sep-24 £6,999.751 Large (18m +)
Fagus syl. Purpurea Group (Pleached) Copper beech

The Purpurea Group is a collective name for beech selections with purple to copper coloured leaves. The colour intensity can vary depending on seed,
growing conditions and weather. It is often more vivid in spring, and may fade to a coppery green over summer. Will tolerate any well-drained soil except
heavy clay. Best in full sun. H6

175516 (P)3QS 25-30350-400 400 W08 £2,120.58£1,767.153 Clip to Size
175518 (P)3QS 30-35300-350 400 W08 £2,264.76£1,887.304 Clip to Size
171623 (P)3QS 35-40400-450 700 W08 £2,115.72£1,763.104 Clip to Size
174030 (P)HS 35-40200-250 515 P10 £1,318.68£1,098.901 Clip to Size
175529 (P)Std 20-25300-350 320 W08 £2,178.90£1,815.756 Clip to Size
176964 (P)Std 20-25300-350 370 C01 £2,016.90Sep-24 £1,680.7511 Clip to Size
Fagus sylvatica Common beech

Rivalled only by the English Oak in heritage and stature, our native Beech matures to a magnificant specimen tree with a smooth grey muscular bark and a
stately domed crown of branches that arch out and over, often to the ground. Leaves are glossy, light green in spring, rich dark green in summer, turning
warm orange and gold in autumn. H6

177715 Fth 250-300 Y45 £639.90Sep-24 £533.251 Large (18m +)
177139 Fth 300-350 100 Y45 £806.76Sep-24 £672.304 Large (18m +)
176925 Fth 10-12300-350 60 Y46 £419.58Sep-24 £349.6520 Large (18m +)
175081 Fth 30-35500-600 720 Y21 £2,334.42£1,945.354 Large (18m +)
174263 Fth 35-40600-700 800 Y21 £2,732.94£2,277.453 Large (18m +)
174090 Fth 45-50700-800 1200 Y19 £3,983.58£3,319.655 Large (18m +)
172926 Fth 50-60700-800 920 U10 £4,435.56£3,696.303 Large (18m +)
174101 Fth 80-90800-900 1870 U05 £7,236.54£6,030.451 Large (18m +)
176401 Fth 70-80800-900 1500 X/Y £10,272.42£8,560.351 Large (18m +)
174521 MS 450-500 480 Q03 £1,177.74£981.452 Large (18m +)
176658 QS 08-10200-250 50 X14 £116.64£97.203 Large (18m +)
172615 QS 35-40250-300 380 V01 £996.30£830.251 Large (18m +)
175777 Std 14-16350-400 150 Y44 £547.56£456.3016 Large (18m +)
173520 Std 18-20450-500 135 Y44 £941.22£784.351 Large (18m +)
175186 Std 25-30600-700 380 Y25 £1,492.02£1,243.351 Large (18m +)
176955 Std 30-35500-600 Y15 £1,822.50Sep-24 £1,518.751 Large (18m +)
176852 Std 30-35500-600 Y15 £2,399.22Sep-24 £1,999.353 Large (18m +)
174262 Std 40-45700-800 850 Y24 £2,860.92£2,384.101 Large (18m +)
175346 Std 60-70400-450 1400 Y01 £12,658.68£10,548.901 Large (18m +)
174770 Std 60-70400-450 1400 U04 £12,658.68£10,548.901 Large (18m +)
174100 Std 60-70800-900 1750 U05 £7,437.42£6,197.851 Large (18m +)
172263 Std 60-70900-1000 2450 U07 £12,459.42£10,382.851 Large (18m +)
172990 Std 60-70700-800 2650 U04 £11,325.42£9,437.851 Large (18m +)
175547 Std 70-80900-1000 2500 U07 £10,664.46£8,887.051 Large (18m +)
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Fagus sylvatica 'Asplenifolia' Cut-leaf beech
A variation of the traditional native beech exhibiting the classic smooth gray bark, stately habit, and gorgeous colour phases of the species, but whose leaves
are deeply lobed, giving a soft, fluttery fern-like texture. Grows well in sun or shade and is tolerant of any well drained soil including chalk, with the
exception of heavy clay. Shallow rooting. H6

173999 Fth 25-30500-600 450 Y18 £1,929.42£1,607.856 Medium (10-18m)
174003 HS 25-30450-500 360 Y25 £1,616.76£1,347.305 Medium (10-18m)
173998 MS 450-500 800 Y50 £2,901.42£2,417.852 Medium (10-18m)
177032 Std 10-12300-350 80 Y47 £479.52Sep-24 £399.602 Medium (10-18m)
Fagus sylvatica 'Dawyck' Dawyck beech

A form of beech with an erect, pyramidal to columnar habit which brings interest and structure to a planting scheme. Quite narrow as a young tree but
broadening with age. Foliage is a fresh light green in spring, deepening to a dark green in summer, with warm autumn tones. Suits well-drained soil,
including chalk, but avoid heavy clay. H6

169147 Fth 25-30450-500 470       6.5 Y16 £970.38£808.651 Large (18m +)
171900 Fth 30-35600-700 700 Y22 £1,513.08£1,260.904 Large (18m +)
171727 Fth 30-35600-700 280 Y16 £1,339.74£1,116.452 Large (18m +)
157210 MS 40-45900-1000 1650 Y12 £4,192.56£3,493.802 Large (18m +)
Fagus sylvatica 'Dawyck Gold' Dawyck golden beech

A form of beech with an erect, pyramidal to columnar habit which brings interest and structure to a planting scheme. The new spring foliage of 'Dawyck
Gold' emerges a luminous bright yellow in spring, deepening to a dark green in summer, with warm autumn tones.  Will grow well in chalk, but avoid wet
and/or heavy clay soils. H6

164768 Fth 70-801000-1100 2000 W03 £6,428.16£5,356.801 Large (18m +)
172512 Fth 35-40700-800 750 V03 £2,912.76£2,427.305 Large (18m +)
166120 Fth 40-45700-800 730 Y12 £3,089.34£2,574.451 Large (18m +)
169272 Fth 40-45900-1000 1200 Y02 £3,855.60£3,213.001 Large (18m +)
Fagus sylvatica 'Dawyck Purple' Dawyck purple beech

Narrow and upright form of beech with deep purple foliage which phases to red and orange tones in autumn. Very useful for bringing interest and
structure to a planting scheme, especially when planted in repetition. For best colour grow in full sun. Tolerant of a wide range of well drained soils
including chalk, but excluding heavy clay. H6

176324 Fth 500-600 410 Y34 £1,660.50£1,383.754 Large (18m +)
174614 Fth 35-40700-800 900 Y22 £3,147.60£2,623.002 Large (18m +)
172850 Fth 30-35700-800 550       7 Y22 £3,701.70£3,084.751 Large (18m +)
Fagus sylvatica (Hedging) Beech

A classic, native species with glossy  light-green in spring, rich dark green in summer, turning warm orange and gold in autumn. With increasing density
of branch structure, the dry foliage will be retained through the winter in sheltered areas. Excellent screening. H6

177317 Hdg 150-175 X £111.78Sep-24 £93.1530 Clip to Size
176887 Hdg 200-250 35 X36 £116.64Sep-24 £97.20201 Clip to Size
Fagus sylvatica 'Pendula' Weeping beech

An elegant and dramatic cultivar of beech, its limbs arching outwards then bending down, creating a cascade of weeping branches. Its leaves and bark are
just like the common beech, but the hight and appearance can vary greatly with some being more wide and short and others slim and tall. Does well on all
free-draining soils. H6

174310 3QS 20-25350-400 135 Y45 £996.30£830.251 Medium (10-18m)
174309 HS 16-18300-350 165 Y46 £839.16£699.303 Medium (10-18m)
Fagus sylvatica (Pleached) Common Beech

A pleached form of the native beech, providing the same glossy green foliage and orange-gold autumn foliage but in a more compact and structured form.
Any well-drained soil except heavy clay. With increasing density of branch structure, the dry foliage will be retained through the winter in sheltered areas.
Excellent screening. H6

164272 (P)3QS 30-35350-400 570 W09 £1,890.54£1,575.451 Clip to Size
161427 (P)3QS 40-45350-400 630 W09 £2,493.18£2,077.651 Clip to Size
161381 (P)HS 35-40250-300 415 P10 £2,188.62£1,823.851 Clip to Size
161216 (P)HS 50-60450-500 1240 W09 £2,752.38£2,293.654 Clip to Size
173558 (P)Low 200-250 350 P10 £1,660.50£1,383.7519 Clip to Size
172490 (P)MS 350-400 370 W08 £2,152.98£1,794.154 Clip to Size
174611 (P)Std 14-16300-350 100 J23 £719.28£599.403 Clip to Size
174034 (P)Std 25-30400-450 360 W08 £2,621.16£2,184.3010 Clip to Size
Fagus sylvatica 'Purple Fountain' Weeping beech

A delightful cultivar with a narrow, pendulous habit creating a dramatic curtain of gorgeous, glossy purple leaves in summer, turning coppery-gold in
autumn. Perfect for beds, borders or why not as a focal point. For best colour grow in full sun but can also manage partial shade. It does well on any soil as
long as it's free draining. H5
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171901 Fth 45-50700-800 1200 Y23 £3,223.80£2,686.502 Small (6-10m)
Fagus sylvatica Purpurea Group Copper beech

The Purpurea Group is a collective name for beech selections with purple to copper coloured leaves. The colour intensity can vary depending on seed,
growing conditions and weather. It is often more vivid in spring, and may fade to a coppery green over summer. Will tolerate any well-drained soil except
heavy clay. Best in full sun. H6

175812 3QS 60-70800-900 1500 U06 £9,645.48£8,037.902 Large (18m +)
173919 Fth 18-20350-400 160 Y34 £571.86£476.554 Large (18m +)
174227 Fth 40-45600-700 850 Y20 £3,197.88£2,664.904 Large (18m +)
174103 Fth 35-40600-700 760 Y24 £3,024.54£2,520.451 Large (18m +)
174104 Fth 40-45600-700 650 Y20 £3,698.46£3,082.051 Large (18m +)
173091 Fth 40-45600-700 710 Y23 £2,619.54£2,182.951 Large (18m +)
175827 Fth 50-60800-900 2000 W06 £8,639.46£7,199.551 Large (18m +)
175279 MS 450-500 530 Q02 £1,268.46£1,057.051 Large (18m +)
174612 MS 450-500 530 Q02 £1,177.74£981.452 Large (18m +)
173112 MS 700-800 2700 Y01 £14,967.18£12,472.651 Large (18m +)
176858 QS 14-16300-350 70 Y45 £406.62Sep-24 £338.8510 Large (18m +)
177033 Std 14-16400-450 120 Y47 £597.78Sep-24 £498.158 Large (18m +)
176775 Std 16-18350-400 110 Y37 £597.78Sep-24 £498.158 Large (18m +)
175978 Std 16-18500-600 200 Y38 £787.32£656.101 Large (18m +)
176543 Std 18-20500-600 200 Y38 £915.30£762.751 Large (18m +)
175294 Std 35-40500-600 730 Y24 £2,731.32£2,276.102 Large (18m +)
173157 Std 35-40500-600 510 X70 £2,998.62£2,498.851 Large (18m +)
173113 Std 40-45900-1000 900 Y24 £4,858.38£4,048.651 Large (18m +)
171657 Std 45-50900-1000 1000 Y24 £4,602.42£3,835.351 Large (18m +)
176417 Std 45-50800-900 1700 U08 £8,877.60£7,398.001 Large (18m +)
172279 Std 50-60900-1000 1650 U06 £9,130.32£7,608.601 Large (18m +)
176414 Std 50-60900-1000 1400 U08 £10,606.14£8,838.451 Large (18m +)
172262 Std 60-70800-900 3600 U04 £15,075.72£12,563.101 Large (18m +)
176411 Std 60-70800-900 2800 U07 £9,937.08£8,280.905 Large (18m +)
176420 Std 60-70700-800 2700 U08 £11,409.66£9,508.051 Large (18m +)
Fagus sylvatica Purpurea Group (Hedging) Copper beech

The Purpurea Group is a collective name for beech selections with purple to copper coloured leaves. It is often more vivid in spring, and may fade to a
coppery green over summer. Will tolerate any well-drained soil except heavy clay. Best in full sun. H6

176659 Hdg 150-175 35 X42 £82.62£68.851 Clip to Size
173177 Hdg 200-250 35 X42 £119.88£99.901 Clip to Size
173761 Hdg 200-250 70 Y34 £285.12£237.601 Clip to Size
176888 Hdg 200-250 35 X31 £139.32Sep-24 £116.10150 Clip to Size
170872 Hdg 200-250 390 X71 £667.44£556.203 Clip to Size
157706 Hdg 30-35300-350 390 Y39 £908.82£757.353 Clip to Size
173154 Hdg 350-400 190 Y34 £424.44£353.701 Clip to Size
Fagus sylvatica 'Red Obelisk' Beech

This less common cultivar bears dissected leaves similar to 'Rohanii' emerging dark red-purple, often mixed with a sprinkling of even lighter margined
leaves throughout creating a very appealing textural effect. The upright, pyramidal to columnar habit is very pleasing and lends well to locations with
limited lateral space. Best colour in full sun. H7

169568 QS 20-25400-450 100 X71 £643.14£535.953 Medium (10-18m)
Fagus sylvatica 'Rohanii' Beech

A particularly beautiful variety of beech, with wavy margined leaves which phase from deep purple and jade with flashes of pink in late spring, to deep
purple, jade and black, then phasing to deep green and maroon in late summer and producing very attractive seed pods late summer to autumn. Does best
in deep, fertile, well-drained soils. H6

173079 Fth 30-35400-450 290 Y24 £1,121.04£934.201 Large (18m +)
177175 QS 45-50400-450 Y15 £1,551.96Sep-24 £1,293.301 Large (18m +)
Fagus sylvatica 'Rohan Obelisk' Purple beech

A stunning cultivar of purple beech reaching 12-14m with a narrow, columnar habit. The reddish-purple leaves have a curiously wavy margin, adding
interest. Beautiful as a park tree or as a statement solitair. Good bronze-purple autumn colours. Best in acid to neutral, well-drained soils in full sun. H6

175979 Fth 25-30600-700 350 Y22 £3,291.84£2,743.203 Medium (10-18m)
Fagus sylvatica 'Rotundifolia' Beech
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Fagus sylvatica 'Rotundifolia'
A grand, sculptural specimen tree with branches to the ground, the European beech has smooth grey bark and exposed roots. 'Rotundifolia' has small,
almost round, closely set shiny dark-green, deciduous leaves. Turns a magnificent harvest gold in autumn. Slower growing than the species and likes
well-drained humus rich soil. H6

168734 3QS 40-45700-800 550 Y12 £2,319.84£1,933.201 Large (18m +)
Fagus sylvatica 'Swat Magret' Purple beech

'Swat Margret' is a cultivar of our native beech with which it shares common characteristics such as its muscular, silvery bark, stately domed crown and
leaf shape. However, the leaves unfold burgandy, turning dark purple in summer and then back again to a rich burgandy in autumn. A most attrative
accent tree. H6

176947 Std 45-50500-600 Y15 £2,515.86Sep-24 £2,096.552 Large (18m +)
Fagus sylvatica 'Tricolor' Tricolor beech

An extremely attractive cultivar with a broadly round, slightly weeping habit and striking, variegated leaves. In spring time, as the new leaves emerge, the
tree projects a rose-like colour; fully unfolded leaves are green with an irregular pinkish-cream border. Bronze-gold autumn tones. Stunning accent-tree.
Foliage may shorch if planted in full sun. H6

175167 Fth 60-70800-900 1500 Y20 £6,629.04£5,524.201 Medium (10-18m)
Fargesia murieliae 'Simba' Umbrella bamboo

A lower-growing, clump-forming and well-behaved variety. Neat, vertical yellow or lime green canes support masses of small evergreen leaves. Lovely in a
smaller garden or for mixed planting. Will grow well in clay and loam soil in damp or even poorly drained conditions. May drop its leaves during severe
winters. H5

167002 Bamb 200-250 130c GH £435.78£363.151 Very Small (up to 6m)
Fargesia nitida 'Great Wall' Fountain bamboo

'Great Wall' is a fantastic clump forming bamboo which makes a perfect standalone specimen or an excellent evergreen screen. The green and greyish-blue
striped canes quickly ascend from the base, bending gracefully, creating a cascading effect. Enjoys sunny or partially shady locations with moist soil but not
for coastal or waterlogged sites. H5

176565 Bamb 175-200 45c GH £302.94£252.453 Very Small (up to 6m)
Ficus carica Fig

Figs are native trees of Syria and Persia, and have been grown in Britain since Roman times. This highly ornamental tree has large, glossy, palmate leaves.
It is best grown against a south or south-west facing wall, where, in long, hot summers it will produce an abundant crop of brown, pear-shaped fruit with
red flesh. Hardy, but may need coverage in winter. H4

177767 HS 50-60200-250 600c R01 £4,642.65£4,642.651 Small (6-10m)
177768 HS 60-70200-250 800c R01 £4,993.65£4,993.651 Small (6-10m)
Fraxinus angustifolia 'Raywood' Claret ash

A broadly round-headed tree with narrow leaves which give a billowy, soft-focus texture. The claret ash lives up to its name in autumn, when this
goblet-shaped tree turns a rich claret red. A quick growing, very vigorous, easy to grow tree which brings immediate structure and beauty to an open space.
Ideal town tree. Deep rooting. H5

177266 MS 200-250 110 K04 £635.04Aug-24 £529.203 Medium (10-18m)
176018 MS 400-450 550 P03 £1,318.68£1,098.901 Medium (10-18m)
176835 Std 12-14300-350 80 B17 £289.98Aug-24 £241.6510 Medium (10-18m)
175138 Std 30-35600-700 450 R52 £1,317.06£1,097.553 Medium (10-18m)
176737 Std 35-40800-900 450 R52 £1,579.50£1,316.251 Medium (10-18m)
Fraxinus mandshurica Japanese ash or Manchurian ash

Native to Japan and parts of mainland Asia, this is an impressive ash reaching 30m in height. The large pinnate leaves are dark-green, turning a delightful
mix of red and yellows in autumn. An excellent landscape tree for moist, sunny conditions. Highly tolerant of pollution. Not suitable for areas which
experience late spring frost. H5

175981 Std 20-25450-500 190 R51 £1,121.04£934.201 Large (18m +)
Ginkgo biloba Maidenhair tree

This is the only surviving species of the plant order Ginkgoales, which dominated the tree flora 150-200 million years ago. It is deciduous tree with bright
green, duck's feet-shaped leaves that turn brilliant gold in autumn. Attractive, corky bark. Ginkgos are highly valued street trees due to their high tolerance
of pollution and geographic climate range. H6

175897 Std 12-14350-400 90 H02 £419.58£349.652 Large (18m +)
175917 Std 14-16400-450 90 H02 £575.10£479.257 Large (18m +)
175157 Std 45-50800-900 1320 R38 £6,225.60£5,188.001 Large (18m +)
176382 Std 45-50700-800 1000 R38 £4,547.34£3,789.451 Large (18m +)
175212 Std 50-60900-1000 1700 R38 £6,718.14£5,598.452 Large (18m +)
Ginkgo biloba 'Fastigiata' Maidenhair tree
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Ginkgo biloba 'Fastigiata'
The Ginkgo biloba isn't just an intregueing 'living fossil', it's also a highly valued for it's beauty, high tolerance of pollution and geographic climate range.
Leaves are emerald-green and distinctively fan-shaped, turning a luminous saffron-yellow in November. The cultivar 'Fastigiata' provides a neat narrow
habit, maturing to 4-8m wide. H6

173793 Fth 18-20250-300 200 L03 £646.38£538.651 Medium (10-18m)
174333 Std 50-60600-700 1000 R38 £4,793.58£3,994.651 Medium (10-18m)
Ginkgo biloba 'Fastigiata Blagon' Maidenhair tree

The Ginkgo biloba isn't just an intregueing 'living fossil', it's also a highly valued for it's beauty, high tolerance of pollution and geographic climate range.
Leaves are emerald-green and distinctively fan-shaped, turning a luminous saffron-yellow in November. 'Fastigiata Blagon' is much more narrow than the
species, maturing to 2-3m wide. H6

173794 Fth 35-40300-350 800c L24 £1,317.06£1,097.551 Medium (10-18m)
176325 Std 14-16400-450 120 H10 £643.14£535.952 Medium (10-18m)
Ginkgo biloba 'Mariken' Maidenhair tree

This cultivar, often graften upon a standard, is a dwarf form of the Maidenhair Tree. With it's compact, slightly weeping crown it's very suitable for small
gardens. In addition to its unique leaves and gorgeous, luminous yellow autumn colour, Ginkgos are also very tolerant of various soil types and conditions,
saline, air pollution and heat. H6

174331 Std 45-50500-600 800 R38 £3,366.36£2,805.302 Very Small (up to 6m)
Ginkgo biloba 'Tit' Maidenhair tree

Although arguably not the best named tree, this cultivar is simly magnificent. Compared to the species, which is rather large and varied in its structure,
'Tit' is neat, narrow and compact, reaching only 6-8m tall with a 2m spread. With this in mind, and its ability to thrive is any well-drained soil, it's a
brilliant choice for smaller gardens and streets. H6

176326 Fth 18-20400-450 250 H09 £1,132.38£943.653 Small (6-10m)
Gleditsia triacanthos 'Rubylace' Honey locust

A loosely round tree with a fairly open crown bearing finely divided leaves emerging dark bronze-red becoming dark bronze-green by midsummer then
turning golden-yellow in autumn. Stems are usually spiny. Insignificant flowers are followed by seeds only after hot summers. Requires full sun, very
suitable for planting near paving. Avoid wet soils. H5

175807 3QS 40-45500-600 800 U04 £9,315.00£7,762.501 Small (6-10m)
Gleditsia triacanthos 'Skyline' Honey locust

Fine, almost fernlike leaves emerge bright yellow before becoming dark green. This pretty, airy tree gives a lovely dappled light effect and is particularly
effective when backlit by the sun. The lateral branches of 'Skyline' angle upwards, giving the tree an upright, ascending character without being rigidly
fastigiate. A deep rooting system. H7

164676 Std 35-40600-700 510 R46 £2,075.22£1,729.351 Medium (10-18m)
Gleditsia triacanthos 'Sunburst' Honey locust

A delicate yet sturdy tree which is utterly enchanting when backlit by the sun. Its dainty foliage emerges luminous yellow, gradually ripening to yellow
green by end of summer, then warming again to golden tones through the autumn. Gleditsia is fast-growing, thornless, deep rooting and tolerant of air
pollution and hot dry conditions. H6

176327 MS 200-250 100 H29 £494.10£411.753 Small (6-10m)
176260 MS 200-250 130 H29 £497.34£414.451 Small (6-10m)
175860 MS 200-250 200 X01 £644.76£537.301 Small (6-10m)
177140 MS 250-300 280 L28 £801.90Aug-24 £668.256 Small (6-10m)
177142 MS 300-350 280 L28 £968.76Aug-24 £807.306 Small (6-10m)
175991 MS 300-350 200 V04 £1,002.78£835.651 Small (6-10m)
176900 Std 10-12300-350 80 B25 £322.38Aug-24 £268.6510 Small (6-10m)
175113 Std 12-14300-350 50 H01 £471.42£392.851 Small (6-10m)
176971 Std 12-14300-350 80 B26 £387.18Aug-24 £322.6510 Small (6-10m)
175789 Std 16-18450-500 120 H13 £690.12£575.104 Small (6-10m)
174256 Std 18-20400-450 140 H13 £798.66£665.551 Small (6-10m)
171537 Std 20-25500-600 200 R46 £1,148.58£957.153 Small (6-10m)
170540 Std 25-30500-600 220 R46 £1,318.68£1,098.901 Small (6-10m)
175918 Std 25-30600-700 300 R46 £1,326.78£1,105.653 Small (6-10m)
176270 Std 30-35600-700 690 R42 £2,016.90£1,680.752 Small (6-10m)
171673 Std 35-40600-700 560 R46 £2,122.20£1,768.501 Small (6-10m)
167264 Std 35-40600-700 700 R46 £2,122.20£1,768.501 Small (6-10m)
176271 Std 35-40600-700 680 R42 £2,306.88£1,922.401 Small (6-10m)
171675 Std 45-50600-700 920 R33 £3,361.50£2,801.251 Small (6-10m)
Halesia carolina Snowdrop tree
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Halesia carolina
A large shrub or occasionally small, spreading tree, very beautiful in spring when the branches are draped with white, nodding, bell-shaped flowers in
clusters of 3 or 5. The fruits are pear-shaped and 4-winged, often lasting well into winter. Finely toothed yellowish-green leaves turn yellow in autumn.
Best in rich, well-drained acidic soil. H5

175821 Std 14-16450-500 300 F03 £1,164.78£970.651 Small (6-10m)
175822 Std 16-18500-600 300 F03 £1,294.38£1,078.652 Small (6-10m)
Hamamelis mollis Witch Hazel - Chinese

The Chinese witch hazel has large, softly hairy, rounded leaves which turn a soft yellow in autumn. It is a bushy deciduous shrub growing up to 4 metres
in height. Throughout winter it has clusters of large, sweetly fragrant, golden-yellow flowers from December to March. Prefers a sheltered position in
slightly acidic soil. H5

177547 Std 12-14300-350 85c A03 £892.62Aug-24 £743.851 Very Small (up to 6m)
177724 Std 14-16300-350 85c A03 £996.30Aug-24 £830.252 Very Small (up to 6m)
Hamamelis x intermedia 'Westerstede' Witch Hazel

Named after the German town where it was first introduced, 'Westerstede' is noted for its yellow, ribbon-like flowers which are straight rather than the
more common crinkly appearance. Appearing on bare branches in late winter to early spring the scent is sweet but not overpowering. Broad-oval, green
leaves turn bright yellow in autumn. H6

176216 MS 125-150 50 Office £268.92£224.101 Very Small (up to 6m)
Heptacodium miconioides Seven son flower of Zhejiang

Multistemmed shrub or small tree with attractive peeling bark. Produces panicles of small, white flowers in late summer followed by long lasting, rose-pink
to purple, fruits. Leaves midgreen, purple-tinged autumn colours. Fast-growing, very shade tolerant and grows well in wide variety of soils. Attracts
butterflies. H7

176170 MS 150-175 80 E06 £612.36£510.302 Very Small (up to 6m)
177236 MS 150-175 140 R50 £612.36Sep-24 £510.302 Very Small (up to 6m)
177151 MS 175-200 150 R52 £644.76Sep-24 £537.305 Very Small (up to 6m)
176810 MS 175-200 130 R50 £688.50Sep-24 £573.7510 Very Small (up to 6m)
176118 MS 200-250 180 E05 £1,508.22£1,256.852 Very Small (up to 6m)
177237 MS 200-250 140 R50 £788.94Sep-24 £657.453 Very Small (up to 6m)
175802 MS 300-350 300 B End £2,016.90£1,680.753 Very Small (up to 6m)
175985 Std 16-18400-450 110 H08 £808.38£673.652 Very Small (up to 6m)
176393 Std 16-18400-450 110 H08 £1,111.32£926.101 Very Small (up to 6m)
176544 Std 16-18400-450 110 H08 £996.30£830.251 Very Small (up to 6m)
174962 Std 18-20350-400 130 H25 £1,061.10£884.253 Very Small (up to 6m)
171551 Std 20-25350-400 200 H25 £1,155.06£962.552 Very Small (up to 6m)
174557 Std 30-35500-600 570 F04 £2,178.90£1,815.751 Very Small (up to 6m)
Hippophae rhamnoides 'Leikora' Sea buckthorn

A very hardy species, capable of tolerating rough maritime conditions and drought. Normally it grows into an impenetrable thorny shrub but can also be
trained as a tree. 'Leikora' is renowned for its abundance of bright orange berries which contrast beautifully against the silvery-grey leaves. Requires male
plant to produce fruit. Not for shade. H7

171994 QS 25-30300-350 520 L28 £895.86£746.551 Very Small (up to 6m)
Hydrangea quercifolia Oak-leaved hydrangea

As the name suggests, this North American native bears oak-like leaves producing excellent burgandy to orange-red autumn colours. Large white
cone-shaped flower panicles decorate the shrub's spreading, cascading branches from July to September. Enjoys full sun or partial shade. Prefers neutral to
acidic soil. H4

177330 MS 075-100 30 V03 £105.30Aug-24 £87.7510 Very Small (up to 6m)
Hydrangea quercifolia 'Alice' Oak-leaved hydrangea

A vigorous deciduous shrub developing into a broadly-round habit. Large white cone-shaped flowers decorate the shrub from July to September maturing to
pink. Excellent burgandy to orange-red autumn colours. Place in a sunny position and prune back in spring to encourage more flowers. Prefers neutral to
acidic soil. H5

177329 MS 075-100 30 V03 £111.78Aug-24 £93.1510 Very Small (up to 6m)
Ilex aquifolium English holly

The native form of English Holly, grown for its versatility, resiliency, and natural beauty.  Ilex aquifolium will succeed in many conditions, sun or shade,
even industrial and coastal areas, and is easy to grow.  It makes a splendid hedge, shrub or tree, but does benefit from regular pruning as its natural growth
habit can be a bit leggy. Male and female plants. H5

177144 HS 400-450 470 X70 £2,016.90Sep-24 £1,680.751 Medium (10-18m)
177145 HS 400-450 470 X70 £2,386.26Sep-24 £1,988.551 Medium (10-18m)
173745 MS 300-350 240 S02 £662.58£552.151 Medium (10-18m)
173742 QS 250-300 190 S02 £662.58£552.152 Medium (10-18m)
173759 QS 35-40350-400 740 T05 £1,445.04£1,204.201 Medium (10-18m)
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Ilex aquifolium (Hedging) Holly
The native form of English Holly, grown for its versatility, resiliency, and natural beauty.  Ilex aquifolium will succeed in many conditions, sun or shade,
even industrial and coastal areas, and is easy to grow.  It makes a splendid hedge, shrub or tree, but does benefit from regular pruning as its natural growth
habit can be a bit leggy. H6

176356 Hdg 100-125 35 X48 £66.42£55.35151 Clip to Size
176407 Hdg 125-150 35 X47 £103.68£86.4036 Clip to Size
Ilex aquifolium 'Limsi' Holly

A Dutch seedling, discovered by chance, which soon became a much popular choice thanks to its handsome, pyramidal habit, glossy dark-green leaves and
good cold tolerance. 'Limsi' will also, being female, bear lovely red berries in autumn if a male plant is nearby. Best in full sun but does tolerate some shade.
Good in all well-drained soils. H6

170751 Fth 30-35400-450 860 T11 £3,956.04£3,296.701 Very Small (up to 6m)
172530 Fth 50-60600-700 3750 V01 £8,381.88£6,984.901 Very Small (up to 6m)
172531 MS 250-300 530 X71 £2,384.64£1,987.201 Very Small (up to 6m)
175162 Std 35-40350-400 830 X71 £4,040.28£3,366.901 Very Small (up to 6m)
Ilex crenata 'Green Hedge' (Pleached) Japanese holly

An excellent cultivar with a dense habit and leaves nearly identical to boxwood making it an outstanding cultivar for topairy and pleaching. The small
white flowers emerge in June followed by handsome black berries in autumn. To maintain a nice dense shape, clip at least twice a year in April and July.
Avoid alkaline soils. H6

173674 (P)HS 10-12250-300 35c R70 £497.34£414.452 Clip to Size
Ilex crenata 'Hetzii' Japanese holly

A noteworthy female selection of Japanese holly which grows into a tidy, rounded mound 1-2 meters tall. The foliage, similar to that of the species, is deep
glossy green akin to box, thereof its synonym box-leaved holly. White flowers in late spring followed by (if pollinated by a male plant) by berry like drupes.
Prefers light, moist acidic well-drained soil. H6

173167 MS 200-250 460 W06 £1,132.38£943.651 Very Small (up to 6m)
Ilex koehneana 'Chestnut Leaf' Chestnut-leaf holly

A soft-leaved, female holly with a rich emerald green, chestnut-like spiny foliage on downward sweeping branches. Small white flowers in spring followed
by masses of red berries in autumn (if male plant nearby) which arrive later than most and thus last longer. An old french selection. Best in free-draining,
humus-rich soil in full sun or part shade. Non-invasive roots. H5

177289 Std 12-14 90 R61 £646.38Sep-24 £538.6513 Small (6-10m)
174198 Std 16-18350-400 240 M05 £1,558.44£1,298.701 Small (6-10m)
177011 Std 16-18400-450 190 R61 £929.88Sep-24 £774.901 Small (6-10m)
177012 Std 18-20400-450 190 R61 £1,116.18Sep-24 £930.151 Small (6-10m)
175818 Std 18-20450-500 350 M05 £1,513.08£1,260.901 Small (6-10m)
177014 Std 20-25450-500 190 R61 £1,375.38Sep-24 £1,146.155 Small (6-10m)
175883 Std 20-25400-450 450 M05 £1,553.58£1,294.653 Small (6-10m)
Ilex koehneana 'Chestnut Leaf' (Pleached) Chestnut-leaf holly

A soft-leaved, female holly with a rich emerald green, chestnut-like spiny foliage, here beautifully trained into an attractive pleach. Small white flowers in
spring followed by masses of red berries in autumn (if male plant nearby). Best in free-draining, humus-rich soil in full sun or part shade. Prune 1-2 times
a year to retain shape. Non-invasive roots. H5

173795 (P)Std 14-16300-350 35c T20 £981.72£818.101 Clip to Size
Ilex 'Nellie R. Stevens' Holly

Perhaps the best choice where a quintessential holly is desired. Jolly emerald green foliage with the characteristic spines, and providing a reliable and long
lasting heavy crop of red to orange berries (unless the birds discover them!). A very robust American variety which is easy to grow. Does well on all
well-drained soils. Very good wind resistance. H6

177643 Cone 175-200 65c R66 £354.78£295.655 Very Small (up to 6m)
177357 Cone 175-200 110 M03 £354.78Sep-24 £295.6520 Very Small (up to 6m)
175376 Fth 200-250 120c R66 £521.64£434.702 Very Small (up to 6m)
171903 HS 18-20175-200 45c R64 £646.38£538.651 Very Small (up to 6m)
176328 HS 20-25200-250 80c Office £716.04£596.702 Very Small (up to 6m)
176594 HS 20-25200-250 180c R64 £996.30£830.253 Very Small (up to 6m)
177746 Std 10-12250-300 35c M02 £320.76£267.3012 Very Small (up to 6m)
177600 Std 14-16300-350 120 S09 £801.90Sep-24 £668.255 Very Small (up to 6m)
177734 Std 16-18300-350 120 S07 £968.76Sep-24 £807.301 Very Small (up to 6m)
173863 Std 18-20350-400 170 S02 £1,245.78£1,038.151 Very Small (up to 6m)
177601 Std 18-20300-350 110c S09 £1,018.98£849.156 Very Small (up to 6m)
176064 Std 18-20350-400 220 M06 £1,245.78£1,038.151 Very Small (up to 6m)
175249 Std 20-25350-400 230c S11 £1,553.58£1,294.651 Very Small (up to 6m)
177002 Std 20-25350-400 270 R60 £1,498.50Sep-24 £1,248.759 Very Small (up to 6m)
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177602 Std 20-25350-400 160 S07 £1,281.42Sep-24 £1,067.857 Very Small (up to 6m)
177603 Std 20-25350-400 240 S07 £1,423.98Sep-24 £1,186.657 Very Small (up to 6m)
177642 Std 20-25350-400 130c S11 £1,498.50£1,248.752 Very Small (up to 6m)
176593 Std 20-25350-400 180c R64 £1,514.70£1,262.251 Very Small (up to 6m)
177309 Std 25-30400-450 300 R61 £1,649.16Sep-24 £1,374.301 Very Small (up to 6m)
Ilex 'Nellie R Stevens' (Hedging) Holly

An excellent, very traditional looking holly with highly glossed, dark green leaves and producing an abundance of orange-red holly berries in autumn
which persist into winter.  Self pollinating.  Maximum height unpruned approx 7 meters. H6

174083 Hdg 100-125 35 X46 £95.58£79.6533 Clip to Size
174790 Hdg 175-200 55c R64 £333.72£278.101 Clip to Size
Ilex 'Nellie R Stevens' (Pleached) Holly

Perhaps the best choice where a quintessential holly is desired. Jolly emerald green foliage with the characteristic spines and familar red berries providing
all-year-round screening in pleached form. A very robust variety which is easy to grow. Prune twince a year for a sharp, smart look or once a year for a
looser, more flowing screen. H6

177781 (P)3QS 300-350 45c J12 £589.68£491.4010 Clip to Size
175387 (P)3QS 12-14250-300 35c R67 £622.08£518.405 Clip to Size
175354 (P)3QS 18-20200-250 45c R70 £716.04£596.701 Clip to Size
175461 (P)HS 12-14200-250 35c R70 £670.68£558.908 Clip to Size
Ilex x meserveae 'Blue Angel' (Topiary) Holly

The small leaves and dense habit of 'Blue Angel' lends itself beautifully for topiary. The foliage is very neat and glossy with a deep bluish-green colour, the
nearly black branches amplifying this dark hue. In contrast, white flowers emerge in spring followed by bright red berries. Trim twice during the growing
season to main a crisp shape. H7

169838 Ball 150-175 850       7.5 V01 £1,598.94£1,332.451 Clip to Size
Ilex x meserveae 'Blue Maid' (Hedging) Holly

A dense holly with exquisitely glossy, dark-green spineless leaves, hinting at a touch of blue. Bears an abundance of small white flowers in spring followed
by clusters of attractive red berries which are loved by birds. This is a female cultivar so in order to produce fruit it will need a male holly nearby. Best in
moist, slightly acidic, well-draining soil. H7

176995 Hdg 200-250 150 M07 £413.10Sep-24 £344.2525 Clip to Size
Juglans nigra Black walnut

The black walnut was introduced to Britain by John Tradescant around 1656. Originally from eastern North America this 30-40m tree produces deep
chocolate-brown wood of very high quality. Its name is derived from this dark wood but also the dark bark and the fragrant dark fruits. Grow in any
well-drained soil in full sun. H6

176836 Std 12-14300-350 80 B19 £240.30Sep-24 £240.303 Large (18m +)
176837 Std 14-16300-350 80 B19 £287.55Sep-24 £287.552 Large (18m +)
171500 Std 18-20450-500 150 R45 £392.85£392.851 Large (18m +)
176856 Std 20-25500-600 360 R53 £672.30Sep-24 £672.301 Large (18m +)
176857 Std 25-30500-600 360 R53 £739.80Sep-24 £739.802 Large (18m +)
176360 Std 45-50900-1000 950 U19 £3,993.30£3,993.301 Large (18m +)
Juglans regia Common walnut

A large, fairly slow to moderate growing tree prized for its edible nuts, aromatic leaves and imposing crown, which is more irregular and rounded than its
cousin the black walnut. Long male catkins are produced after the arrival of the leaves each spring. Produces tasty, edible walnuts after fifteen years of age.
Best on well-drained lime-rich soil. H6

176194 3QS 12-14350-400 80 R56 £240.30£240.303 Large (18m +)
176144 MS 350-400 230 R37 £758.70£758.701 Large (18m +)
176849 Std 16-18400-450 R24 £560.25Sep-24 £560.251 Large (18m +)
176985 Std 18-20400-450 R24 £616.95Sep-24 £616.952 Large (18m +)
175987 Std 25-30500-600 220 R47 £1,038.15£1,038.152 Large (18m +)
176394 Std 25-30500-600 220 R47 £1,038.15£1,038.154 Large (18m +)
175898 Std 35-40600-700 800 R42 £2,492.10£2,492.101 Large (18m +)
Juglans regia 'Axel' Walnut

An impressive cultivar from Axel in southern Netherlands which produces huge, 5-6 cm wide nuts. The tree itself has a pleasing, broadly-oval habit and the
typical pinnate leaves and handsome smooth grey bark of the species. Best eaten fresh as they don't store very well due to their lower fat content. Good on all
well-drained soils, best in full sun. H6

174254 Std 35-40500-600 550 R42 £2,968.65£2,968.651 Medium (10-18m)
Juglans regia 'Franquette' Walnut

The walnut is a delightful fruit tree with handsome habit and attractive, aromatic leaves but does require space as it can reach over 15m tall and just as
wide. 'Franquette' bears fruit at an early age, producing large tasty nuts the middle of October. Does well on all free-draining soils and exposed sites but
must have sunlight. H6
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174488 3QS 12-14300-350 80         4 C09 £311.85£311.851 Large (18m +)
176288 HS 16-18250-300 150 R04 £575.10£575.101 Large (18m +)
176498 HS 18-20250-300 150 R04 £695.25£695.254 Large (18m +)
174696 MS 250-300 300 B50 £1,341.90£1,341.901 Large (18m +)
176936 Std 30-35500-600 550 R53 £1,740.15Sep-24 £1,740.151 Large (18m +)
Juglans regia 'Jupiter' Walnut

'Jupiter' is a very rich bearing cultivar producing large, high quality nuts. The imposing crown reaches up to 20m in height and 15m in width, elegant in
shape with stout, curving twigs and large, aromatic, shiny green leaves. Produces the best harvest if planted in a sunny, welldrained location, but also does
do well in partial shade. Pollinaties well with 'Mars'. H6

175644 Std 20-25500-600 220 R47 £830.25£830.254 Large (18m +)
Juglans regia 'Mars' Walnut

A very beautiful and rich-bearing cultivar from the Czech Republic which can bear well in colder regions with late night frosts. Produces large nuts with
wonderful flavour, which also store well. Imposing tree with an elegant, upswept crown and attractive aromatic leaves. Largely self-pollinating, but does
best with a pollinating partner like 'Jupiter'. H6

175646 Std 18-20450-500 220 R47 £695.25£695.252 Large (18m +)
175647 Std 20-25450-500 220 R47 £830.25£830.252 Large (18m +)
Juglans regia 'Parisienne' Walnut

The walnut is a delightful fruit tree with handsome habit and attractive, aromatic leaves but does require space as it can reach over 15m tall and just as
wide. 'Parisienne', cultivated in Isère, Vercors, produces large tasty nuts the middle of October. Does well on all free-draining soils and exposed sites but
must have sunlight. H6

174177 Std 12-14300-350 80         4 C09 £310.50£310.502 Large (18m +)
176738 Std 14-16350-400 80         4 C09 £372.60£372.601 Large (18m +)
Juniperus virginiana 'Hetzii' Pencil cedar

A very artistic, slow-growing conifer with a vase-like spreading habit and elegant blue-green foliage, retaining good colour throughout winter. Highly
ornamental blueish-purple berry-like cones. Can reach a max height and width of 4.5m, but more commonly 1.5-3m tall. Does well on all well-drained soils.
Tolerates salt. H6

176670 Shrub 025-050 40c Office £196.02£163.352 Very Small (up to 6m)
Juniperus x pfitzeriana 'Wilhelm Pfitzer' Pfitzer juniper

An elegant conifer with strong architectural features, its horizontally tiered branches spreading wide creating a low, statement piece or foundation planting
with a maximum size of 2m tall and 3m wide. Handsome gray-green foliage with young shoots slightly pendulous. Great on all well-draining soils, exposed
as well as coastal sites. H6

176671 Shrub 025-050 40c T15 £196.02£163.352 Very Small (up to 6m)
Koelreuteria paniculata Golden rain tree

This Asian species is particularly valued for its golden-yellow mid-summer flowers. A very attractive, broad-headed tree, with pinnate leaves. The large
panicles are followed by conspicuous bladder-like fruits. Leaves turn vivid yellow in autumn. Likes full sun, plenty of moisture, and some shelter. H5

176182 HS 25-30350-400 450 Q01 £1,508.22£1,256.851 Medium (10-18m)
177300 MS 250-300 620 L28 £801.90Sep-24 £668.251 Medium (10-18m)
177789 MS 250-300 620 L28 £1,012.50Sep-24 £843.751 Medium (10-18m)
177301 MS 300-350 700 L32 £1,197.18Sep-24 £997.651 Medium (10-18m)
177790 MS 300-350 700 L32 £1,598.94Sep-24 £1,332.451 Medium (10-18m)
176075 MS 350-400 450 Q01 £1,592.46£1,327.051 Medium (10-18m)
176181 QS 35-40350-400 450 Q01 £1,430.46£1,192.052 Medium (10-18m)
175989 Std 16-18450-500 160 H11 £996.30£830.252 Medium (10-18m)
176395 Std 16-18400-450 130 H12 £497.34£414.451 Medium (10-18m)
172100 Std 25-30450-500 230 R56 £1,511.46£1,259.551 Medium (10-18m)
174563 Std 35-40500-600 700 R42 £2,935.44£2,446.201 Medium (10-18m)
174703 Std 40-45500-600 700 R42 £3,280.50£2,733.751 Medium (10-18m)
Laburnum x watereri 'Vossii' Voss' laburnum

'Vossii' truly is a sight to behold when it flowers in May/June. The tree is literally buried under long, golden yellow pendulous bunches of flowers up to 50
centimeters long. Rich, green, trifoliate leaves. Low seed production. An easy tree to grow which performs well on a wide range of soil types. CAUTION
toxic if eaten. H6

177152 MS 175-200 70 H02 £667.44Sep-24 £556.201 Very Small (up to 6m)
177153 MS 200-250 70 H02 £774.36Sep-24 £645.303 Very Small (up to 6m)
176901 Std 08-10300-350 80 B30 £221.94Aug-24 £184.9511 Very Small (up to 6m)
176902 Std 10-12300-350 80 B30 £265.68Aug-24 £221.4016 Very Small (up to 6m)
176972 Std 12-14300-350 80 B30 £319.14Aug-24 £265.952 Very Small (up to 6m)
Lagerstroemia indica Crape Myrtle
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Lagerstroemia indica
A beautifull shrub or tree with long-blooming lilac-pink flowers opening after a warm, late summer. The lush dark-green foliage and beige-bronze peeling
bark provide much added interest. For best results, plant in a sheltered location against a sunny wall in moist, well-draining soil. Hardy to -5c, but at risk
with prolonged exposure to temps below -5c. H3

176077 MS 250-300 250 GH £1,611.90£1,343.251 Small (6-10m)
176665 MS 300-350 250 GH £1,681.56£1,401.302 Small (6-10m)
Lagerstroemia indica 'Matie Red' Crape myrtle

A beautifull cultivar with long-blooming pink flowers opening after a warm, late summer. The lush dark-green foliage and beige-bronze peeling bark
provide much added interest. For best results, plant in a sheltered location against a sunny wall in moist, well-draining soil. Hardy to -5c, but at risk with
prolonged exposure to temps below -5c. H3

174690 MS 150-175 35c GH £165.24£137.701 Very Small (up to 6m)
Larix decidua European larch

A fast-growing highly ornamental conifer with a rather unpredictable though broadly conical crown. Spectacular in a sunny position in spring when the
light filters through its fresh light green foliage and small cones.  Also interesting in autumn when its needles change from rich green to a warm golden
glow. Deep rooting. H7

176311 Fth 14-16350-400 120 X55 £638.28£531.901 Large (18m +)
176624 Fth 16-18350-400 120 X55 £706.32£588.601 Large (18m +)
Larix kaempferi Japanese larch

A vigorous, large tree with reddish shoots. Withstanding exposure well. The reddish twigs appear to create a purple haze above a plantation on a sunny
afternoon. Deciduous leaves become a golden yellow in late autumn. Intolerant of chalk soils. Excellent as a hedging plant for both sheltered or exposed
positions. H7

176261 Fth 20-25500-600 300 X55 £1,342.98£1,119.152 Large (18m +)
176262 Std 25-30500-600 360 X55 £996.30£830.251 Large (18m +)
Ligustrum japonicum Japanese privet

A compact evergreen tree with camellia-like foliage of shining olive-green which bears large panicles of beautifully scented, white flower in late summer
sometimes followed by shiny black fruit. An ideal tree for garden screening, robust and fast growing. Harmful if eaten. May drop its leaves during
prolonged periods of severe cold. H5

177747 Std 12-14300-350 45c R68 £317.52£264.601 Very Small (up to 6m)
173655 Std 14-16250-300 30c R63 £246.24£205.201 Very Small (up to 6m)
176284 Std 25-30400-450 300 S08 £1,372.14£1,143.455 Very Small (up to 6m)
176285 Std 30-35450-500 500 S08 £1,676.70£1,397.251 Very Small (up to 6m)
176497 Std 35-40450-500 500 S08 £2,016.90£1,680.753 Very Small (up to 6m)
176286 Std 45-50450-500 1000 S10 £2,420.28£2,016.901 Very Small (up to 6m)
Ligustrum luc. 'Excelsum superbum' Chinese privet

Small semi-evergreen tree with glossy, ovate leaves mottled with light green and edged with creamy-yellow. Flowers with cream coloured panicles in late
summer followed by black fruits in autumn. Severe stomach upset if ingested. Grows well in semi-shade or full sun. May drop their leaves during periods of
severe cold. H4

176701 MS 250-300 70c R63 £494.10£411.752 Small (6-10m)
177604 Std 10-12250-300 45c A06 £336.96£280.806 Small (6-10m)
177615 Std 25-30300-350 180c S09 £805.14£670.953 Small (6-10m)
176383 Std 35-40350-400 600 S06 £1,676.70£1,397.254 Small (6-10m)
Ligustrum obtusifolium Border privet

A handsome, fast-growing privet developing a dense, broadly-round habit with arching branches. The smooth, oval leaves are glossy, dark-green often
aquiring an attractive purple hue in autumn. Small white flowers in nodding panicles in July followed by blue-black berries. Loved by wildlife. Great on all
well-drained soils. H7

174280 MS 200-250 140 X47 £575.10£479.252 Very Small (up to 6m)
174655 Std 20-25450-500 390 R56 £1,547.10£1,289.251 Very Small (up to 6m)
175282 Std 25-30450-500 390 R56 £1,726.92£1,439.101 Very Small (up to 6m)
Ligustrum ovalifolium (Hedging) Green privet

A great easy-to-grow and economical semi-evergreen with an upright habit and glossy green, oval leaves. Small, fragrant white flowers in clusters in early
summer. Great for wildlife.Tolerates -10, if lower it may drop leaves. H4

177257 Hdg 125-150 35 X24 £74.52Aug-24 £62.1066 Clip to Size
Liquidambar formosana 'Ellen' Formosa sweetgum

Native to Taiwan and southern and central China, the Formosa sweetgum is similar to its American cousin but is easily identified by its elegant three-lobed
leaves. 'Ellen' is smaller with deep purple-red spring growth, maturing to dark-green in summer then purple again in autumn. Requires shelter and
neutral to acidic sites. H5

176935 HS 10-12300-350 80 C02 £273.78Aug-24 £228.153 Medium (10-18m)
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Liquidambar styraciflua Sweet gum
A beautiful tree with maple-like leaves. The corky bark is attractive but its main glory is in autumn when the leaves turn red, purple and gold, often
sustaining its fiery display into December. Best in acid to neutral soil. Young trees of this species are often caned to prevent breakage. Remove cane 2-3
years after planting. H6.

176029 3QS 25-30450-500 480 P03 £1,279.80£1,066.501 Large (18m +)
175963 Fth 50-60600-700 2000 W01 £5,357.34£4,464.451 Large (18m +)
176465 HS 50-60600-700 1500 R36 £4,362.66£3,635.551 Large (18m +)
176028 MS 450-500 480 P03 £1,913.22£1,594.351 Large (18m +)
175778 QS 12-14250-300 70 H26 £374.22£311.855 Large (18m +)
176926 Std 12-14350-400 80 C02 £315.90Aug-24 £263.2520 Large (18m +)
176333 Std 18-20450-500 240 R45 £716.04£596.701 Large (18m +)
176950 Std C03 £711.18Aug-24 £592.655 Large (18m +)
177037 Std £955.80Aug-24 £796.5010 Large (18m +)
176493 Std 20-25450-500 240 R30 £787.32£656.101 Large (18m +)
173362 Std 30-35500-600 370 R48 £1,164.78£970.651 Large (18m +)
172301 Std 25-30450-500 330 R48 £925.02£770.851 Large (18m +)
170206 Std 30-35500-600 360 R45 £1,164.78£970.651 Large (18m +)
173363 Std 35-40500-600 400 R45 £1,239.30£1,032.751 Large (18m +)
176617 Std 30-35400-450 400 R45 £1,161.54£967.951 Large (18m +)
174715 Std 35-40700-800 1100 R34 £3,060.18£2,550.151 Large (18m +)
175297 Std 40-45700-800 1000 R41 £3,447.36£2,872.804 Large (18m +)
176734 Std 40-45700-800 1100 R34 £3,447.36£2,872.801 Large (18m +)
174930 Std 40-45600-700 800 R36 £3,061.80£2,551.501 Large (18m +)
175440 Std 45-50600-700 800 R36 £3,367.98£2,806.651 Large (18m +)
176713 Std 45-50600-700 800 R36 £3,367.98£2,806.652 Large (18m +)
175962 Std 45-50700-800 1200 R36 £3,654.72£3,045.601 Large (18m +)
176464 Std 50-60800-900 1500 R36 £4,028.94£3,357.451 Large (18m +)
Liquidambar styraciflua 'Andrew Hewson' Sweet Gum

A great cultivar which is similar to the species but with larger, more deeply incised leaves and slightly shorter final height. Its elegant pyramidal crown and
corky bark provides good winter interest but it's the unique autumn display of red, purple and gold that makes this tree a must have for larger gardens. Best
in acidic to neutral soil. Tolerates paving. H6

174295 Std 45-50700-800 870 R41 £3,776.22£3,146.851 Medium (10-18m)
174288 Std 50-60700-800 1800 R34 £4,916.70£4,097.251 Medium (10-18m)
174296 Std 50-60700-800 1500 W04 £4,916.70£4,097.251 Medium (10-18m)
Liquidambar styraciflua (Pleached) Sweet Gum

A beautiful tree with maple-like leaves. The corky bark is attractive but the tree's main glory is in autumn when the leaves turn red, purple and gold, often
sustaining its fiery display into December. Will tolerate a degree in lime, but prefers acid to neutral soil. Best colour in full sun. Prune frame twice a year to
maintain shape. H6.

177782 Roof 14-16200-250 65c GH £652.86£544.058 Clip to Size
Liquidambar styraciflua 'Simone' Sweet gum

A compact selection with an upright habit and a narrow, columnar crown reaching up to a max height of 6m. As the species, 'Simone' bears elegant,
palmate leaves turning brilliant hues of red, purple and gold in autumn, often sustaining its display into December. Protect from wind. Best performance in
acidic to neutral soil. H7

176952 Fth 14-16300-350 C03 £477.90Aug-24 £398.255 Very Small (up to 6m)
Liquidambar styraciflua 'Slender Silouette' Sweet Gum

As the name suggests this graceful tree of narrow habit, only growing to 2 meters in diameter making it for the smaller garden. It shares the maple-like
leaves with the species along with its stunning autumn colours of red, purple and gold often sustaining its fiery display into December. Best performance
aquired in acid to neutral soil. H6

176928 Fth 12-14350-400 80 C04 £314.28Aug-24 £261.909 Medium (10-18m)
176938 Std 35-40500-600 R £1,258.74Aug-24 £1,048.951 Medium (10-18m)
Liquidambar styr. 'Gumball' Sweet gum

This intreguing cultivar is a dwarf form of Sweet gum  and is often seen grafted onto a trunk for a 'lollipop' effect but can also be grown as a shrub. With
its compact, globular crown it's very suitable for small gardens where space is limited. Shares the stunning orange to red to purple autumn colours and
attractive bark of the species. H5

176329 Std 14-16250-300 120 H £586.44£488.702 Very Small (up to 6m)
176330 Std 16-18250-300 120 H £656.10£546.752 Very Small (up to 6m)
176937 Std 30-35300-350 R26 £1,258.74Aug-24 £1,048.955 Very Small (up to 6m)
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Liquidambar styr. 'Kuijk Garden Select' Sweet gum
Named after the Dutch nurseryman Jan van Kuijk, this selection is famed for its deeply fissured bark, even on young trees. The maple-like foliage colours
beautifully in autumn with red, orange, purple and yellow. Decorative burr ball fruits remaining on the tree through winter. Remove any cane support 2-3
years after planting. H6

177054 Std 18-20300-350 £644.76Aug-24 £537.303 Large (18m +)
177055 Std 20-25400-450 £769.50Aug-24 £641.257 Large (18m +)
Liquidambar styr. 'Lane Roberts' Sweet Gum

A beautiful tree with maple-like leaves that turn red, purple and gold, often sustaining its fiery display into December. 'Lane Roberts', much like
'Worplesdon', is a cultivar especially selected for this feature. Young trees can be fragile in the wind, so the leader is caned and should remain for 2-3 years
from date of planting. H6

176903 HS 12-14350-400 C04 £332.10Aug-24 £276.7520 Large (18m +)
175965 Std 25-30500-600 270 R48 £1,514.70£1,262.254 Large (18m +)
Liquidambar styr. 'Worplesdon' Sweet gum

A beautiful tree with maple-like leaves that turn red, purple and gold, often sustaining its fiery display into December. 'Worplesdon' doesn't share the
corky features of the species but its autumn colours are all the more spectacular. Young trees can be fragile in the wind, so the leader is caned and should
remain for 2-3 years from date of planting. H6

175552 Fth 12-14300-350 80 R23 £309.42£257.857 Large (18m +)
175551 HS 12-14300-350 80 R23 £332.10£276.7513 Large (18m +)
176425 MS 350-400 550 B End £871.56£726.302 Large (18m +)
176054 MS 450-500 500 Q02 £1,495.20£1,246.004 Large (18m +)
176929 Std 12-14350-400 100 C04 £364.50Aug-24 £303.7520 Large (18m +)
176930 Std 16-18400-450 100 C04 £549.18Aug-24 £457.6510 Large (18m +)
176948 Std 20-25350-400 C03 £853.74Aug-24 £711.458 Large (18m +)
176949 Std 20-25 £923.40Aug-24 £769.502 Large (18m +)
175283 Std 40-45600-700 700 R36 £3,061.80£2,551.501 Large (18m +)
Liquidambar styr. 'Worplesdon' (Pleached) Sweet Gum

A beautiful tree with maple-like leaves that turn red, purple and gold, often sustaining its fiery display into December. 'Worplesdon' doesn't share the
corky features of the species but its autumn colours are all the more spectacular. Pleached forms are both attractive and interesting alternatives for
screening. Prune once a year to maintain shape. H6

165118 (P)Std 40-45450-500 900 W09 £2,394.36£1,995.306 Clip to Size
Liriodendron chinense Chinese tulip tree

The Chinese tulip tree is similar to its North American relative, but of slightly smaller stature and with larger more deeply lobed leaves, glaucus beneath.
The young leaves and twigs emerge purple, shifting to green as they mature. Brilliant yellow autumn colours. The tulip-shaped flowers are slightly smaller,
appearing only on older trees. H5

177015 Std 20-25500-600 £1,125.90Sep-24 £938.255 Large (18m +)
Liriodendron tulipifera Tulip tree

A stately tree with unique tulip-shaped leaves, which produces an equally unique tulip-shaped greenish yellow flowers in June/July (on older trees). Its
lush, cool foliage and semi-transparent crown make it an ideal summer shade tree, but it is even more spectacular in autumn when the tree turns a golden
yellow. H6

164784 3QS 50-60700-800 1100 R34 £4,294.62£3,578.851 Large (18m +)
177259 Std 10-12300-350 120 J32 £374.22Sep-24 £311.851 Large (18m +)
176904 Std 12-14350-400 B43 £338.58Sep-24 £282.1510 Large (18m +)
177712 Std 12-14300-350 100 J32 £450.36Sep-24 £375.304 Large (18m +)
176861 Std 20-25450-500 R £1,022.22Sep-24 £851.851 Large (18m +)
176932 Std 30-35500-600 £2,363.58Sep-24 £1,969.652 Large (18m +)
174394 Std 40-45600-700 500 R34 £3,184.92£2,654.101 Large (18m +)
175829 Std 45-50800-900 1100 R34 £4,793.58£3,994.651 Large (18m +)
176732 Std 50-60800-900 1100 R34 £5,214.78£4,345.651 Large (18m +)
173005 Std 50-60900-1000 1350 R34 £5,661.90£4,718.251 Large (18m +)
176466 Std 50-60800-900 1500 R35 £5,383.26£4,486.051 Large (18m +)
173006 Std 60-70800-900 1400 R35 £3,701.70£3,084.751 Large (18m +)
166739 Std 70-80900-1000 1800 W07 £4,989.60£4,158.001 Large (18m +)
Loropetalum chinense var. rubrum 'Pearl' Chinese fringe flower

A small, spreading semi-evergreen shrub, reaching up to 1.5m, related to witch hazel, bearing similar tassel-like, scented, bright reddish-pink flowers in late
winter to early spring. Highly attractive dark-purple to purplish-brown oval foliage. Requires acidic to neutral, moist but well-draining soil and shelter.
Best in full sun. H3

177770 MS 125-150 90c U01 £801.90£668.255 Very Small (up to 6m)
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Maackia amurensis Amur maackia
An attractive, broadly-round tree bearing ash-like, handsome, dark-green leaves. In late spring fragrant, white, pea-like flowers are borne in erect, narrow,
spike-like clusters followed by decorative flat seed pods. On older trees the coppery-bronze bark exfoliates beautifully creating year-round interest. Closely
related to the larger yellowwood. H5

167944 Std 20-25450-500 200 J £970.38£808.652 Small (6-10m)
Maclura pomifera Osage orange

This peculiar American native is not related to apples or oranges, as the name might suggest, but belongs to the fig family. The female tree, if pollinated,
will develope 8-14cm large, decorative, textured fruits. Beautifully arching habit with glossy green foliage and orange-brown peeling bark. Lovely yellow
autumn colours. H5

174994 Std 25-30500-600 250 R51 £1,647.54£1,372.953 Medium (10-18m)
Magnolia acuminata Cucumber tree

Deciduous. A vigorous species rapidly growing into a large, spreading tree, conical when young. Flowers appear with the leaves in May and June (not on
young trees) and are greenish metallic-blue and yellow. H6

152309 Std 50-60700-800 1400 K05 £2,854.44£2,378.701 Large (18m +)
Magnolia 'Black Tulip' Magnolia

A gorgeous cultivar from New Zeeland with an upright, broadly-oval habit bearing extravagantly deep-purple, goblet-shaped flowers in May up to 15cm
across. The rounded petals, rarely unfold, retaining a very neat appearance. Lush, mid-green foliage. Requires a sheltered position in acidic to neutral,
well-draining soil. H6

174084 MS 125-150 90 H02 £249.48Jun-24 £207.901 Very Small (up to 6m)
177358 MS 125-150 30 V03 £221.94Sep-24 £184.955 Very Small (up to 6m)
Magnolia 'Brixton Belle' Magnolia

An excellent soulangeana hybrid from New Zealand known for its prolific flowering, even on younger plants.The mother plant supported 67 buds at 5
years from seed! Flowers goblet-shaped, pink on the outside and pale-pink within. May have a second flowering in summer. Requires acid to neutral,
well-drained soil and shelter. H6

177359 MS 175-200 90 W08 £387.18Sep-24 £322.652 Very Small (up to 6m)
177360 MS 200-250 90 W08 £447.12Sep-24 £372.601 Very Small (up to 6m)
Magnolia 'Daphne' Magnolia

Considered to be one of the best yellow cultivars, Daphne flowers at a relatively young age bearing pale-yellow, tulip-shaped blooms in mid to late spring,
often avoiding the worst frosts. The habit is pleasantly upright to conical with attractive mid-green leaves, retaining its form into maturity. Plant sheltered.
H6

176292 MS 300-350 320 K01 £1,197.18£997.651 Very Small (up to 6m)
Magnolia denudata 'Fragrant Cloud' Magnolia

A relatively new Chinese cultivar known also as 'Dan Xin'. True to its name, this elegant magnolia puts forward a profusion of pink buds, maturing to
fragrant, tulip-shaped flowers, pink at the base and creamy white up top, then opening to fully creamy white. Handsome, broadly-vase shaped habit and
glossy, dark-green leaves. Needs acidic soil. H6

177361 MS 175-200 60 W08 £369.36Sep-24 £307.803 Very Small (up to 6m)
Magnolia denudata 'Yellow River' Magnolia

A slow grower with elegant, large, goblet-shaped flowers in rich buttery yellow borne on bare branches in spring, to be followed by green, oval foliage as
flowers fade. Thrives in a sheltered garden free from frost pockets or cold, strong winds. It is best grown in fertile, well-drained soil that is slightly acidic.
H5

172585 HS 30-35400-450 380 Y43 £3,680.64£3,067.201 Small (6-10m)
177362 MS 200-250 60 C01 £461.70Sep-24 £384.758 Small (6-10m)
172287 Std 30-35600-700 640 U01 £3,350.16£2,791.801 Small (6-10m)
Magnolia 'Galaxy' Magnolia

A lovely, small conical tree with striking purple-pink to red slightly fragrant, tulip-shaped flowers that open from darker buds in mid to late spring.
Sometimes followed by fruit. Magnolias don't like wet feet or strong winds, so be sure to plant it in a sheltered and well drained position. H6

176065 HS 18-20175-200 250 A01 £774.36£645.301 Very Small (up to 6m)
174756 MS 300-350 305 K01 £2,289.06£1,907.551 Very Small (up to 6m)
176373 MS 400-450 950 V01 £3,738.96Sep-24 £3,115.801 Very Small (up to 6m)
177226 Std 16-18400-450 90 J44 £780.84Sep-24 £650.703 Very Small (up to 6m)
175844 Std 20-25500-600 300 H06 £1,492.02£1,243.352 Very Small (up to 6m)
Magnolia 'Genie' Magnolia

This exquisite hybrid between M. soulangeana x M. lilliflora is the result of 15 years of breeding. Scented, deep maroon, tulip-shaped flowers open from
black-red buds in late spring and early summer, often followed by a second flowering in mid-summer. Plant in full sun in moist, well-drained, acidic soil.
Avoid windy sites and frost pockets.

177363 MS 175-200 70 W08 £320.76Sep-24 £267.302 Very Small (up to 6m)
Magnolia grand. 'Gallissonnière' Bull bay magnolia
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Magnolia grand. 'Gallissonnière'
A classic ornamental evergreen, valued primarily for its large glossy green leaves which have contrasting russet undersides, and also its large but
sophisticated cream coloured flowers which appear in late summer. Furthermore, the grandiflora species will tolerate dry, alkaline soils. Requires shelter.
May drop leaves in severe winters. H5

173620 Fth 20-25350-400 390c S03 £1,969.92£1,641.604 Medium (10-18m)
177769 Fth 50-60450-500 650c T18 £7,612.38£6,343.654 Medium (10-18m)
177780 Fth 40-45500-600 1120c S01 £7,071.30£5,892.751 Medium (10-18m)
176626 Fth 40-45500-600 1500 R73 £8,096.76£6,747.301 Medium (10-18m)
177086 Std 10-12250-300 35c A01 £390.42£325.356 Medium (10-18m)
177748 Std 12-14350-400 110c G01 £565.38£471.151 Medium (10-18m)
177749 Std 350-400 180c G01 £808.38£673.655 Medium (10-18m)
177750 Std 16-18350-400 180c G01 £1,132.38£943.652 Medium (10-18m)
177751 Std 18-20400-450 230c G01 £1,433.70£1,194.758 Medium (10-18m)
177752 Std 450-500 290c G01 £1,595.70£1,329.751 Medium (10-18m)
177753 Std 20-25400-450 230c G01 £1,906.74Aug-24 £1,588.956 Medium (10-18m)
177776 Std 25-30400-450 290c G01 £2,023.38Aug-24 £1,686.152 Medium (10-18m)
176477 Std 25-30400-450 290c R68 £2,156.22£1,796.851 Medium (10-18m)
177754 Std 30-35500-600 375c G01 £2,357.10£1,964.252 Medium (10-18m)
Magnolia grand. 'Gallissonnière' (Pleached) Magnolia

A form of the classic evergreen magnolia cultivated for planting against walls, to create nature fencelines and garden structure.  Glossy evergreen leaves
with velvety brown undersides, elegant water lilly style alabaster flowers produced sporadically in late summer. May drop leaves during severe winters. H5

173797 (P)Low 250-300 375c S03 £1,615.14£1,345.952 Clip to Size
177657 (P)Std 25-30 230c S11 £1,666.98£1,389.155 Clip to Size
Magnolia grand. 'Goliath' Bull bay magnolia

A less ubiquitous form which differs from 'Gallissonniere' in its hardier, more cold resistant nature and the enormous flowers is produces from an early age.
Leaves are relatively short, broad, dark glossy green above, green beneath. The flowers are white, waxy and cup-shaped, very formal looking. May drop
leaves in severe winters. H5

177291 Fth 500-600 4000 V01 £11,986.38£9,988.651 Medium (10-18m)
176568 Fth 50-60500-600 3700 V01 £11,652.66£9,710.551 Medium (10-18m)
Magnolia grandiflora Bull bay magnolia

A classic ornamental evergreen, valued primarily for its large glossy green leaves which have contrasting russet undersides, and also its large but
sophisticated cream coloured flowers which appear in late summer. Furthermore, the grandiflora species will tolerate dry, alkaline soils. Requires shelter.
May drop leaves in severe winters. H5

177085 3QS 10-12250-300 45c A01 £353.16£294.302 Medium (10-18m)
173679 Fth 14-16200-250 230c S03 £704.70£587.251 Medium (10-18m)
Magnolia grandiflora ALTA® 'TMGH' Magnolia

Developed in the US by Thomas Julian Strickland in 1993, it has a lovely compact, upright habit and very fiberous root system. The leaves are elegantly
glossy dark-green, orange-brown felted beneath and somewhat more narrow than the species. Softly-scented, large white flowers borne throughout summer.
May drop leaves in severe winters. H5

175601 Std 20-25350-400 160c R68 £1,401.30£1,167.754 Very Small (up to 6m)
Magnolia grandiflora 'Little Gem' Bull Bay

An American cultivar with a very handsome, upright and compact habit bearing rich dark-green, evergreen leaves, beautifully felted beneath in coppery
tones. The creamy-white flowers are somewhat smaller than the species but equally fragrant. Perfect for the smaller garden. May drop its leaves during
severe winters. H5

177644 Fth 175-200 110c S03 £511.92£426.602 Very Small (up to 6m)
177645 Fth 200-250 110c R68 £746.82£622.353 Very Small (up to 6m)
177646 Fth 250-300 130c S03 £853.74£711.451 Very Small (up to 6m)
177658 HS 08-10150-175 45c R68 £272.16£226.806 Very Small (up to 6m)
177663 HS 10-12150-175 45c R68 £299.70£249.751 Very Small (up to 6m)
Magnolia 'Heaven Scent' Magnolia

This elegant magnolia is a hybrid using Magnolia x veitchii and Magnolia liliiflora 'Nigra'. The oval crown, which will broaden with age, bears richly
scented, pink, narrowly cup-shaped flower in April-May. The petals are heavily flushed deep pink at the base with a distinct stripe on the back. Needs a
sheltered spot with full sun or light shade. H5

176066 HS 18-20175-200 250 A01 £774.36£645.302 Small (6-10m)
177227 Std 14-16400-450 90 J44 £711.18Sep-24 £592.653 Small (6-10m)
Magnolia kobus Northern Japanese magnolia
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Magnolia kobus
A small tree or shrub that produces a profusion of goblet- to saucer-shaped white flowers on bare stems in April. Pyramidal crown when young, maturing
to dense round. Well worth acquiring a more mature tree, as it does not reach its full flowering potential until 12-15 years old. Performs well on all types of
well drained soils, including chalk and clay. H6

176467 Std 16-18400-450 80 H09 £706.32£588.601 Small (6-10m)
177548 Std 18-20400-450 200 J45 £795.42Sep-24 £662.852 Small (6-10m)
177056 Std 18-20300-350 200 J45 £704.70Sep-24 £587.251 Small (6-10m)
177057 Std 20-25 100 J45 £873.18Sep-24 £727.651 Small (6-10m)
167175 Std 50-60600-700 930 K05 £3,900.96£3,250.801 Small (6-10m)
Magnolia liliiflora 'Nigra' Magnolia

This compact cultivar flowers later than for most magnolias, with the first flush appearing with the emerging leaves in May or June when danger of night
frost has passed.  Flowers are narrow and fluted in bud, deep purple outside, opening to reveal creamy-white stained purple insides. Best in a fairly light,
permeable soil, ideally slightly acidic. H6

175576 HS 40-45350-400 1000 S05 £5,878.98£4,899.151 Very Small (up to 6m)
Magnolia 'Ricki' 'Little Girl' magnolia

Part of the 'Little Girl Series' (like 'Susan'), 'Ricki' is a very hardy magnolia, flowering later than most, reducing the chance of frost damage. Purple-pink,
goblet-shaped blooms, pale pink within, unfold in April to May followed by light-green leaves turning yellow, bronze and red in autumn. Needs acidic to
neutral, well-drained soil and shelter. H6

174757 MS 250-300 270 H03 £980.10£816.751 Very Small (up to 6m)
Magnolia salicifolia 'Wada's Memory' Magnolia

This handsome cultivar has lovely white, scented flowers on bare branches in spring followed by spectacular blackish-green foliage emerging reddish-bronze.
In autumn conspicuous fruits crack open to reveal bright red seeds. Pleasing oval habit with upward sweeping branches. Grow in well-drained, acidic soil.
Tolerates clay. H6

173102 HS 35-40450-500 1200     Net RollS05 £6,612.84£5,510.701 Small (6-10m)
173103 HS 40-45450-500 1200     Net RollR73 £7,450.38£6,208.651 Small (6-10m)
172079 Std 14-16350-400 120       5 H05 £832.68£693.901 Small (6-10m)
172084 Std 25-30500-600 330 H06 £1,726.92£1,439.101 Small (6-10m)
Magnolia 'Sentinel' Magnolia

As the name suggests, 'Sentinel' is a magnolia which rises to claim its place in the garden. The habit is broadly-columnar and matures to a good 10m (30
feet) but has been seen to reach closer to 15m (50 feet). The flowers, emerging in late March, are tulip-shaped, pale pink with a deeper blush on the outer
petal. Plant sheltered in acidic soil. H6

176067 HS 18-20175-200 160 A01 £774.36£645.301 Small (6-10m)
Magnolia stellata Star magnolia

A distinct and charming, slow-growing Japanese shrub forming a compact rounded specimen usually wider than high. Produces pure white, slightly
fragrant, star-shaped flowers in March and April before the mid-green foliage appears. Buds are sensative to frost and morning sun. Tolerant of clay but
dislikes alkaline or chalky soils. H6

177233 MS 125-150 90 W09 £473.04Sep-24 £394.2010 Very Small (up to 6m)
Magnolia stellata 'Rosea' Star magnolia

A distinct and charming, slow-growing Japanese shrub forming a compact rounded specimen usually wider than high. Pink buds, open up to pale-pink
flowers in March to April then fade to white before giving way to lush, mid-green leaves. Buds are sensative to frost and morning sun. Tolerant of clay but
dislikes alkaline or chalky soils. H6

174758 MS 250-300 215 H28 £1,986.12£1,655.101 Very Small (up to 6m)
Magnolia stellata 'Royal Star' Star magnolia

A distinct and charming slow to moderate growing Japanese shrub forming a compact rounded specimen usually wider than high. 'Royal Star' produces
very large flowers which are pink in bud, opening to white, and flowers slightly later than the species, giving it added protection against late night frosts.
Can manage heavy clay, but avoid alkaline soils. H5

177124 HS 12-14250-300 140 J43 £801.90Sep-24 £668.254 Very Small (up to 6m)
Magnolia 'Susan' 'Little Girl' magnolia

'Susan' is a gorgeous magnolia with scented goblet shaped flowers. As spring approaches the buds' protective furry coat cracks open to reveal a lovely deep
reddish-purple bud which later opens to red-purple and pink within. Grow in moist, well-drained, neutral to acid soil. In full sun or partial shade. Shelter
from wind. H6

177222 MS 125-150 80 W09 £473.04Sep-24 £394.2010 Small (6-10m)
177223 MS 175-200 110 W09 £571.86Sep-24 £476.553 Small (6-10m)
Magnolia tripetala Umbrella tree

Native to the Appalachian Mountains, this graceful understory tree bears very large, fresh green leaves; flowers are also large, bowl-shaped, creamy white
produced in June, followed by cone-shaped, purple-red fruits. Best in part shade but tolerates full shade and can also grow in full sun if soil is kept moist.
Prefers slightly acidic, moist loam. H7

174366 MS 200-250 95 H05 £816.48£680.401 Small (6-10m)
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Magnolia x l. 'Leonard Messel' (Pleached) Magnolia
Produces a confetti of fluttery blush-white flowers on bare stems in mid-spring. One of the few magnolias to flower freely from a young age. The flowers are
less susceptible than most magnolias to late night frosts. Unlike many magnolias, this variety succeeds well on all types of soil including clay and chalk.
Clip after flowering to retain size. H6

172028 Roof 20-25250-300 140 B43 £1,801.44£1,501.202 Clip to Size
Magnolia x loebneri 'Mag's Pirouette' Magnolia

A slender magnolia with an upright, narrow habit putting forward incredibly fragrant, semi-double to double, pure white flowers mid-spring. The petals
are similar to other loebneri magnolia, creating a delightful fluttery effect. Does well in most well-drained soils, but avoid a morning sun position as, paired
with frost, this can damage the flowers. H6

177364 MS 125-150 60 W08 £440.64Sep-24 £367.204 Very Small (up to 6m)
177485 MS 150-175 60 W08 £471.42Sep-24 £392.852 Very Small (up to 6m)
Magnolia x loebneri 'Merrill' Magnolia

A petite magnolia producing a confetti of fluttery star-shaped pure white flowers. The outer petals sometimes have a pink to light violet stripe. The flowers
are more resistant to late night frost damage. Merrill is of more upright habit, making it ideal for smaller gardens. It tolerates a wide range of soil, including
clay and chalk. H6

177331 MS 100-125 30 V03 £160.38Sep-24 £133.6510 Very Small (up to 6m)
177228 Std 12-14350-400 90 J44 £618.84Sep-24 £515.702 Very Small (up to 6m)
167686 Std 25-30500-600 250 H06 £1,914.84£1,595.701 Very Small (up to 6m)
172275 Std 45-50600-700 1200 X71 £6,092.82£5,077.351 Very Small (up to 6m)
Magnolia x soulangeana Magnolia

Probably the most widely planted and traditional of the magnolia family. Soulangeana is valued for its large, waxy, goblet-shaped flowers which are white
with a rosy to violet blush and appear before the leaves in April. The tree is usually grown as a wide-spreading multi-stem tree. Not for dry or chalky soils.
Plant in a sunny, sheltered location. H6

177122 3QS 12-14350-400 140 J44 £839.16Sep-24 £699.301 Small (6-10m)
177123 HS 14-16300-350 140 J44 £869.94Sep-24 £724.954 Small (6-10m)
177332 MS 100-125 30 V03 £160.38Sep-24 £133.6520 Small (6-10m)
175903 Std 12-14450-500 80 H08 £659.34£549.452 Small (6-10m)
175904 Std 14-16450-500 80 H07 £808.38£673.652 Small (6-10m)
Magnolia 'Yellow Bird' Magnolia

Originally from Brooklyn Botanical Garden, introduced in 1981, this hybrid magnolia is an upright, conical to pyramidal, tree bearing yellow,
goblet-shaped, flowers in spring as the leaves emerge. Plant in a sheltered location away from strong winds. Avoid frost pockets and direct southern
exposure. Best in rich, acidic soil. Sun to partial shade. Hardy.

172419 Fth 20-25450-500 520 X71 £3,082.86£2,569.051 Small (6-10m)
176255 MS 175-200 70 H07 £479.52£399.601 Small (6-10m)
175776 Std 10-12300-350 70 H07 £643.14£535.954 Small (6-10m)
Mahonia eurybracteata 'Sweet Winter' Oregon grape

A delicate little Mahonia with long narrow glossy dark-green leaves and a compacy bushy habit, reaching just over 1m in height and width. New foliage
emerges rich, metallic-bronze. Highly decorative spires of lightly fragrant yellow flowers in mid-autumn to winter, followed by attractive blue-black berries.
Best in dappled shade and moist, well-drained soil. H5

176036 MS 075-100 70 X43 £302.94£252.451 Very Small (up to 6m)
Mahonia x media 'Charity' Oregon grape

A very handsome hybrid mahonia with an upright habit and glossy, dark green, holly-like, pinnate leaves. The slightly fragrant, deep yellow flowers are
borne in long spreading and ascending racemes, in large terminal clusters during autumn and early winter. Although it prefers shade, it will tolerate sun
as long as the soil remains moist. H5

171830 MS 250-300 300 X End £996.30£830.251 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus baccata 'Street Parade' Crab apple

With its upright, egg-shaped habit, this tree is a great option for streets or small gardens. Fragrant white flowers open from pink buds in May followed by
shiny, purple-red fruits. Leaves unfold pinkish-red, turning dark green in summer and bright yellow in autumn. Requires minimal maintenance.
Mildew-free and good resistance to scab. H7

175865 MS 300-350 320 U17 £873.18£727.652 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus 'Butterball' Crab apple

A very small broadly-round tree whose prettily drooping branches produce an abundance of pink-blushed white blossom in late spring with the leaves.  A
heavy crop of sunny yellow crab apples, approximately 2-3cm in diameter, give a second season of interest in autumn.  An ideal choice for a cottage-style
planting scheme. H6

176823 Std 12-14300-350 95 B09 £301.32Aug-24 £251.106 Very Small (up to 6m)
176146 Std 12-14350-400 80 J10 £302.94£252.455 Very Small (up to 6m)
174370 Std 14-16400-450 160 J10 £346.68£288.901 Very Small (up to 6m)
176970 Std 14-16300-350 95 B09 £358.02Aug-24 £298.354 Very Small (up to 6m)
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176824 Std 16-18350-400 95 B11 £476.28Aug-24 £396.905 Very Small (up to 6m)
174371 Std 18-20400-450 120 J05 £599.40£499.505 Very Small (up to 6m)
171783 Std 20-25500-600 140 J05 £758.16£631.802 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus 'Cardinal' Crabapple

A stunning cultivar noted for its wide-spreading crown, eye-catching colours and excellent disease resistance. The bright red flowers appear in early May
alongside the purple-tinged foliage. Small, glossy, deep-red crabapples follow in September which last well into winter and are loved by birds. Adapts to a
wide range of soils. H6

173108 MS 500-600 2250 C09 £8,354.34£6,961.951 Small (6-10m)
Malus coronaria v. dasycalyx 'Charlottae' American crab apple

'Charlottae' is a very hardy crab apple, developing a wide, spreading crown, up to 8m tall and across depending on conditions. In spring, pale-pink,
semi-double scented flowers fill the canopy, followed by aromatic greenish-yellow fruits in autumn as the leaves turn a brilliant orange-red. Extensive
periods of +30C will affect growth. H6

177736 MS 350-400 300 Q04 £1,022.22Aug-24 £851.851 Small (6-10m)
177202 MS 350-400 300 Q04 £957.42Aug-24 £797.851 Small (6-10m)
177729 MS 400-450 620 Q04 £1,022.22Aug-24 £851.851 Small (6-10m)
Malus d. 'Belle de Boskoop' Dessert apple

A dessert and cooking apple originally from the Netherlands 1856. Firm, juicy sharp flesh, which mellows to resemble Reinette du Canada. Orange red
flush, some red stripes over gold, much russeting. High ornamental value with its beautiful large, spreading crown. Flowering group C, triploid. H6

176716 3QS 16-18250-300 80 R03 £359.10£359.102 Very Small (up to 6m)
174786 Std 25-30400-450 320 R20 £1,235.25£1,235.252 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus d. 'Bramley's Seedling' Cooking apple

A sturdy variety which tolerates a wide range of sites, including wet conditions (not waterlogged soils). Flowers in March with pale pink flowers followed
by large, green, slightly flushed or striped apples with pale, crisp acidic flesh ready for use in November. Flowering group C, triploid. H6

177215 HS 14-16200-250 R06 £248.40Aug-24 £248.401 Small (6-10m)
177511 HS 16-18200-250 R06 £298.35Aug-24 £298.359 Small (6-10m)
Malus d. 'Cox's Orange Pippin' Eating apple

Regarded as the finest of English dessert apples. Fruit is red flush, red stripes over greenish yellow turning gold, little russet in dots or patches. Deliciously
sweet and enticing with rich, intense aromatic flavour and deep cream flesh. Fruits in early October. Flowering group C, partially self-fertile. Rootstock:
'Bittenfelder Seedling' and Malus type 4.

177399 3QS 10-12200-250 R08 £209.25Aug-24 £209.256 Very Small (up to 6m)
177220 HS 12-14175-200 R06 £248.40Aug-24 £248.4012 Very Small (up to 6m)
174969 Std 35-40400-450 580 P01 £2,697.30£2,697.301 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus d. 'Cox's Orange Pippin' (Pleached) Eating apple

Regarded as the finest of English dessert apples. Fruit is red flush, red stripes over greenish yellow turning gold, little russet in dots or patches. Beautifully
trained into a pleached form. Deliciously sweet and enticing with rich, intense aromatic flavour and deep cream flesh. Fruits in early October. Flowering
group C, partially self-fertile.

172363 (P)Std 20-25300-350 170 J25 £1,262.25£1,262.252 Clip to Size
172364 (P)Std 25-30300-350 215 J25 £1,516.05£1,516.051 Clip to Size
177160 Step 050-075 20 R01 £156.60£156.604 Clip to Size
Malus d. 'Elstar' Dessert apple

A Dutch mid 20th century offspring of 'Golden Delicious' + 'Ingrid Marie' producing attractive fruit with an excellent sweet, honeyed flavour balanced
with acidity. Deep red marbled skin on golden yellow. Flesh is sightly crispy, with a lemon-white hue. Ready to pick in Sept-Oct. Flowering group D, not
self-fertile. H5

177216 HS 12-14175-200 R06 £248.40Aug-24 £248.403 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus d. 'Elstar' (Pleached) Dessert apple

A Dutch mid 20th century offspring of 'Golden Delicious' + 'Ingrid Marie' producing attractive fruit with an excellent sweet, honeyed flavour balanced
with acidity. Deep red marbled skin on golden yellow. Flesh is sightly crispy, with a lemon-white hue. Ready to pick in Sept-Oct. Flowering group D, not
self-fertile. H5

176434 Dbl-U 150-175 100 R05 £760.00£760.002 Very Small (up to 6m)
177161 Step 050-075 20 R01 £156.60£156.602 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus d. 'Gloster 69' Eating apple

This vigorous, heavy cropping dessert apple was raised at Jork Fruit Research Station in Germany 1951. The fruit is most attractive, dark red flushed.
Sweet, some balancing acidity, good flavour, crisp flesh. Prone to developing a mouldy core if stored. Flowering group D, partially self-fertile. Rootstock:
'Bittenfelder Seedling' and Malus type 4.

171237 3QS 40-45400-450 700 P01 £2,231.55£2,231.551 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus d. 'Golden Delicious' Apple - Eating
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Malus d. 'Golden Delicious'
A late dessert apple originally from North America, often grown as a pollinator and popular garden tree. Greenish yellow colour turning gold, slight orange
flush with russet freckles. Flesh deep cream. For best flavour, leave until golden with slight flush. Flowering group D, partially self-fertile. Rootstock:
'Bittenfelder Seedling' and Malus type 4. H6

177400 3QS 10-12200-250 R09 £209.25Aug-24 £209.2515 Very Small (up to 6m)
175935 3QS 10-12250-300 80 R02 £251.10£251.107 Very Small (up to 6m)
176714 3QS 14-16250-300 80 R02 £299.70£299.705 Very Small (up to 6m)
176699 HS 16-18250-300 110 R17 £448.20£448.201 Very Small (up to 6m)
176612 HS 18-20250-300 130 R17 £535.95£535.951 Very Small (up to 6m)
176611 HS 18-20250-300 150 R17 £535.95£535.951 Very Small (up to 6m)
176437 HS 18-20200-250 100 R06 £535.95£535.951 Very Small (up to 6m)
176500 HS 18-20200-250 100 R17 £535.95£535.951 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus d. 'Golden Delicious' (Pleached) Eating apple

A late dessert apple originally from North America, often grown as a pollinator and popular garden tree. Greenish yellow colour turning gold, slight orange
flush with russet freckles. Flesh deep cream. For best flavour, leave until golden with slight flush. Flowering group D. Rootstock: 'Bittenfelder Seedling'
and Malus type 4.

176436 Dbl-U 150-175 100 R05 £762.75£762.751 Clip to Size
Malus d. 'Granny Smith' Apple - Eating

An Autralian dessert apple, but more often used in cooking when grown in the UK garden, as this variety needs a long hot summer to produce quality
dessert fruit. Colour bright green, turning greenish yellow, slight brownish flush. The greenish white flesh is crisp and refreshing. Flowering group C,
self-fertile. H5

177401 3QS 10-12200-250 R08 £209.25Aug-24 £209.254 Very Small (up to 6m)
176708 3QS 14-16250-300 80         4 R02 £301.05£301.051 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus d. 'Granny Smith' (Pleached) Eating apple

An Autralian dessert apple, but more often used in cooking when grown in the UK garden, as this variety needs a long hot summer to produce quality
dessert fruit. Colour bright green, turning greenish yellow, slight brownish flush. The greenish white flesh is crisp and refreshing. Flowering group C,
self-fertile.

175953 Cand. 150-175 45c R01 £448.20£448.202 Clip to Size
169527 Y 125-150 40 R20 £382.00£382.001 Clip to Size
Malus d. 'Gravenstein' Apple - Eating

First described in 1797, this old cultivar is still popular in Northern Europe (especially Scandinavia) and North America. This dual purpose apple has a
disctinctive savoury flavour. Waxy yellow-green skin with crimson spots and reddish lines; flesh is juicy, finely grained, and light yellow. Pollination
group A, triploid. H7

176366 HS 45-50350-400 380 R13 £2,077.65£2,077.651 Small (6-10m)
Malus d. 'James Grieve' Eating apple

Culinary and dessert apple raised by James Greive in Edinburgh 1893. Fruit is red flush, stripes over pale green/yellow. Savoury, juicy, crisp yet melting
flesh with strong acidity which later mellows. Early picked fruit makes excellent 'stewed apple'. Flowering group C, partially self-fertile. Rootstock:
'Bittenfelder Seedling' and Malus type 4. H6

177219 HS 12-14175-200 R07 £248.40Aug-24 £248.409 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus d. 'James Grieve' (Pleached) Dessert apple

Culinary and dessert apple raised by James Greive in Edinburgh 1893. Fruit is red flush, stripes over pale green/yellow. Savoury, juicy, crisp yet melting
flesh with strong acidity which later mellows. Early picked fruit makes excellent 'stewed apple'. Flowering group C, partially self-fertile. Rootstock:
Bittenfelder Seedling, Malus type 4.

176538 (P)HS 16-18175-200 80 R01 £700.65£700.651 Clip to Size
176180 (P)QS 16-18175-200 80 R01 £699.30£699.301 Clip to Size
177162 Step 050-075 20 R01 £156.60£156.602 Clip to Size
Malus d. 'Jonagold' Dessert apple

A popular American cross between 'Golden Delicous' and 'Jonathan' with an attractive, red-flushed colour. Flesh is crisp and juicy with a rich, honeyed
flavour. This is a very versitile apple which can be eaten fresh as well as utilised for cooking, juicing and cider. Ready in November, stores well. Flowering
group C, triploid. H5

177424 3QS 10-12200-250 R08 £209.25Aug-24 £209.252 Very Small (up to 6m)
177425 3QS 12-14200-250 R08 £251.10Aug-24 £251.102 Very Small (up to 6m)
177217 HS 14-16175-200 R06 £298.35Aug-24 £298.354 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus d. 'Jonagold' (Pleached) Dessert apple

A popular American cross between 'Golden Delicous' and 'Jonathan' with an attractive, red-flushed colour. Flesh is crisp and juicy with a rich, honeyed
flavour. This is a very versitile apple which can be eaten fresh as well as utilised for cooking, juicing and cider. Ready in November, stores well. Flowering
group C, triploid.

175952 Cand. 150-175 45c R01 £448.20£448.202 Clip to Size
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Malus d. 'Kidd's Orange Red' Desser apple
An outstanding New Zealand cultivar raised by James Hutton Kidd in the early 20th century. The skin is yellow with an extensive orange-red flush. The
flesh creamy-yellow in colour and firm with a predominantly sweet and juicy yet aromatic flavour. Will keep in cold store until Christmas. Flowering
group C, not self-fertile. H5

177505 3QS 25-30300-350 230 R15 £1,024.65Aug-24 £1,024.651 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus d. 'King of the Pippins' Dessert apple

A reliable culinary or dessert apple. Fruit is orange red flush, some red stripes over greenish yellow/gold. Well ripened, quite sweet, plenty of acidity, firm
juicy flesh. Well suited for tarts and cider. Stores well, becoming sweeter the longer it is stored. Flowering group D, partially self-fertile. Rootstock:
'Bittenfelder Seedling' and Malus type 4. H5

174435 HS 45-50300-350 320 R18 £2,077.65£2,077.651 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus d. 'Melrose' Apple - Eating

'Melrose' is a delicious dessert apple raised by Freeman S. Howlett in Ohio, USA, introduced in 1944. Fruits are green with an attractive red blush.
Creamy white, moderately firm, a little coarse-textured, juicy flesh, with a pleasant sweet, subacid, slightly aromatic flavour. Stores until the end of
February. Flowering group C, not self-fertile. H6

177426 3QS 10-12200-250 R09 £209.25Aug-24 £209.255 Very Small (up to 6m)
175936 3QS 12-14250-300 80 R02 £251.10£251.106 Very Small (up to 6m)
174781 Std 45-50400-450 1500 P01 £3,280.50£3,280.501 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus d. 'Melrose' (Pleached) Eating apple

'Melrose' is a delicious dessert apple raised by Freeman S. Howlett in Ohio, USA, introduced in 1944. Fruits are green with an attractive red blush.
Creamy white, moderately firm, a little coarse-textured, juicy flesh, with a pleasant sweet, subacid, slightly aromatic flavour. Stores until the end of
February. Flowering group C, not self-fertile.

175957 Cand. 150-175 45c R01 £448.20£448.201 Clip to Size
Malus d. 'Notarisappel' Dessert apple

A classic Dutch dessert apple raised by Van den Ham in 1890. Large fruits with a yellowish-white base colour, light orange cover tone and red
stripes/mottling. The flesh is of a pale yellow colour, juicy, aromatic yet delicate. Ready to harvest in September to October and will keep until January.
Flowering Group 3; pollinated by 2, 3 and 4. H5

172027 Std 40-45450-500 590 P01 £3,030.75£3,030.751 Very Small (up to 6m)
172098 Std 45-50700-800 880 P01 £4,043.25£4,043.251 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus domestica 'Delbarestivale' Dessert apple

A French dessert cultivar from 1990, also known as 'Delcorf', producing a heavy crop of bright red/green apples with crisp, cream-coloured flesh and sweet,
fresh tangy flavour. Ready to pick between September and October. Does well on most well-drained soils. Best in full sun but tolerate some shade.
Flowering group 3, not self-fertile. H6

175025 HS 40-45200-250 380 R01 £1,660.50£1,660.509 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus domestica 'Fuji' Dessert apple

A late dessert/fresh eating apple raised 1939 in Japan by H. Niitsi, and brought to the market in 1962. A cross between 'Ralls Janet' and 'Delicious'.
Attractive, orange red, flushed. Honeyed sweetness of 'Delicious'. Crips, firm, quite juicy flesh. Tough skin. Fruit keeps very well. Flowering group D, not
self-fertile. H6

177422 3QS 10-12200-250 R08 £209.25Aug-24 £209.259 Very Small (up to 6m)
177423 3QS 12-14250-300 R08 £251.10Aug-24 £251.101 Very Small (up to 6m)
176502 HS 16-18200-250 120 R18 £448.20£448.201 Very Small (up to 6m)
176707 HS 25-30250-300 110 R18 £757.35£757.351 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus domestica 'Starking' (Pleached) Eating apple

A late, dessert/fresh eating apple originally developed in North America in 1870 under the name 'Delicious'. Several sports have arrisen including
'Starking'. Here trained into a pleach shape. Red flush, short red stripes over green/yellow background. Densely sweet, not sickly, lightly aromatic,
glistening cream flesh. Flowering group D, not self-fertile.

175955 Cand. 150-175 45c R01 £448.20£448.201 Clip to Size
Malus domestica 'Worcester Pearmain' Dessert apple

A classic, early-season, English dessert apple from the late 19th century producing small, bright red fruits which are crisp and sweet with notes of
strawberry flavour. The apples are best straight off the tree in mid-September, but can store cold for a month. Also known for its gorgeous spring flowering.
Pollination group C, partially self-fertile. H6

177218 HS 14-16175-200 R07 £298.35Aug-24 £298.355 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus d. 'Red Boskoop' Dessert apple

A dessert and cooking apple with firm, juicy sharp flesh, which mellows to resemble Reinette du Canada. A mutant derived from Belle de Boskoop. Red
flush, some red stripes over gold, much russeting. High ornamental value with its beautiful large, spreading crown. Flowering group C, triploid. H6

176374 HS 16-18200-250 100 R17 £448.20£448.203 Very Small (up to 6m)
176513 HS 18-20200-250 100 R17 £535.95£535.951 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus d. 'Red Boskoop' (Pleached) Dessert apple
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Malus d. 'Red Boskoop' (Pleached)
A dessert and cooking apple with firm, juicy sharp flesh, which mellows to resemble Reinette du Canada. A mutant derived from Belle de Boskoop. Red
flush, some red stripes over gold, much russeting. High ornamental value with its beautiful large, spreading crown. Flowering group C, triploid. H6

176435 Dbl-U 150-175 110 R05 £830.25£830.251 Clip to Size
164989 (P)Std 35-40300-350 420 J25 £1,869.75£1,869.752 Clip to Size
Malus d. 'Reinette du Canada' Apple - Eating

A late dessert/fresh eating and culinary apple that possibly arose in Normandy in 1771. Slight orange flush over greenish, yellow/gold, much russet
patches. Best used early for cooking, when acidity is high. By December sweeter with crumbling flesh, rather like Blenheim Orange. Flowering group D,
triploid. H6

176695 HS 20-25250-300 130 R18 £638.55£638.552 Very Small (up to 6m)
176372 HS 30-35300-350 300 R13 £1,383.75£1,383.751 Very Small (up to 6m)
176515 HS 35-40300-350 300 R13 £1,520.10£1,520.101 Very Small (up to 6m)
176283 Std 35-40400-450 400 P01 £1,679.40£1,679.401 Very Small (up to 6m)
174213 Std 45-50450-500 570 R23 £2,052.00£2,052.001 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus d. 'Royal Gala' Dessert apple

This cultivar is a sport of 'Gala' that was named 'Royal Gala' by McKenzie after a visit from Queen Elizabeth II, who was so impressed with the 'Gala'
apples that she requested more. Colour is bright orange/red flush, red stripes over gold. Cream coloured flesh which is rich, honeyed and juicy. Flowering
group D, partially self-fertile. H6

174821 HS 20-25250-300 130 R17 £638.55£638.551 Very Small (up to 6m)
175180 HS 20-25250-300 130 R17 £638.55£638.551 Very Small (up to 6m)
174684 Std 20-25400-450 310 R20 £830.25£830.251 Very Small (up to 6m)
174685 Std 30-35450-500 230 R20 £1,347.30£1,347.301 Very Small (up to 6m)
174212 Std 30-35400-450 350 R20 £1,344.60£1,344.601 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus 'Evereste' Apple - Crab

'Everest' has a compact, broadly conical, tidy crown making it an excellent choice for smaller gardens. White flowers open from dark pink buds in spring
followed by orange and red blushed crabapples that persist into winter. Leaves emerge green in spring and remain so until autumn when they transform
into orange and yellow. H6

177254 MS 200-250 140 K04 £532.98Aug-24 £444.1510 Very Small (up to 6m)
176825 Std 12-14300-350 95 B08 £289.98Aug-24 £241.6523 Very Small (up to 6m)
176776 Std 16-18350-400 140 J46 £524.88Aug-24 £437.409 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus 'Evereste' (Pleached) Crab apple

A stunning and unusual tree to be seen in pleached form. This sturdy cultivar produces a wall of white flowers in spring, followed by an eye-catching crop
of small, yellow-orange crabapples in autumn. Leaves emerge green in spring and remain so until autumn when they transform into orange and yellow.
Prune twice a year to maintain shape. H6

164406 (P)Std 20-25300-350 185 J29 £1,287.90£1,073.251 Clip to Size
Malus 'Golden Hornet' Crab apple

'Golden Hornet' is a broadly round, deciduous tree bearing a profusion of large, cup-shaped pink-flushed white flowers which open from deep pink buds in
late spring. Small, yellow crab apples follow, and persist well into winter. The display of golden fruit is further enhanced when the dark foliage turns yellow
in autumn. H6

177265 MS 200-250 140 K04 £532.98Aug-24 £444.151 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus hupehensis 'Arie Mauritz' Crab apple

A Dutch cultivar prized for its versatility, good health and attractive habit. Upright when young, the crown widens with age to a broadly-oval shape. White
flowers open from pink buds in May followed by small, red and shiny crab apples. Good yellow autumn colours. Great in all well-drained soils. Tolerates
exposure. Max height 8m. H6

176313 Std 20-25400-450 180 J06 £996.30£830.254 Small (6-10m)
Malus 'Paul Hauber' Crab apple

A German cultivar, similar to 'Mokum', bearing an abundance of single, deep-pink flowers in spring. The new foliage emerges glossy dark-red, turning
dark-green as it matures, whilst the petiole remains red creating a beautiful contrast. Small, dark-red crab apples decorate the tree in autumn lasting well
into winter. Excellent on all well-drained soils. H6

177016 Std 12-14300-350 100 B36 £358.02Aug-24 £298.355 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus 'Prairie Fire' Crab apple

A spectacular crab apple bearing gorgeous dark-pink flowers accompanied by the unfolding purple foliage, later turning dark-green. In summer the flowers
are followed by ovoid, purplish-red crab apples which mature in autumn and persist well into winter. Lovely bark and good orange autumn colour. Very
disease resistant. H5

177017 Std 12-14300-350 100 B37 £358.02Aug-24 £298.355 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus 'Professor Sprenger' Crab apple
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Malus 'Professor Sprenger'
A lovely little crab apple with strongly scented, white flowers opening from dark pink buds in spring. The tree is broadly pyramidal to round with oval to
elongated green leaves. In autumn the golden yellow foliage is accompanied by ovoid orange-yellow to deep orange fruits that remain on the tree until late
December. Prefers a rich, dry soil. Very hardy.

177239 MS 200-250 200 K02 £532.98Aug-24 £444.154 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus 'Red Obelisk' Crab apple

The pale pink flowers of 'Red Obelisk' open in early May accompanied by the lush, youthful bronze-green foliage turning dark-green in summer. In
autumn bunches of shiny, purple-red, conical fruits decorate the tree which may, if weather is mild, persist through winter. Does well in any well draining
soils, as well as paving. H6

176945 Std 14-16300-350 80 B13 £338.58Aug-24 £282.155 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus 'Red Sentinel' Crab apple

In spring the round crown is covered in white, strongly scented flowers accompanied by the unfolding light green foliage. In autumn the leaves remain
green, however there is a show in store. Clusters of round, deep red, glossy fruits now decorate the tree and will do so well into winter. Does well in urban
areas and exposed sites. H6

175863 MS 350-400 430 Q03 £1,454.76£1,212.301 Very Small (up to 6m)
176942 Std 14-16300-350 80 B12 £332.10Aug-24 £276.7520 Very Small (up to 6m)
176314 Std 14-16400-450 130 J06 £479.52£399.603 Very Small (up to 6m)
176196 Std 14-16400-450 80 J07 £366.12£305.1010 Very Small (up to 6m)
175969 Std 20-25500-600 180 J05 £996.30£830.256 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus 'Red Sentinel' (Pleached) Crab apple

In spring the round crown is covered in white, strongly scented flowers accompanied by the unfolding light green foliage. In autumn the leaves remain
green, however there is a show in store. Clusters of round, deep red, glossy fruits now decorate the tree and will do so well into winter. Does well in urban
areas and exposed sites. H6

175648 (P)Std 20-25300-350 300 J27 £1,404.54£1,170.456 Clip to Size
174037 Roof 18-20200-250 220 B43 £1,568.16£1,306.801 Clip to Size
174038 Roof 30-35250-300 350 B17 £2,935.44£2,446.203 Clip to Size
174241 Roof 35-40250-300 380 R41 £3,197.88£2,664.901 Clip to Size
Malus 'Royal Beauty' Apple - Crab

A lovely weeping tree with slender, hanging, reddish-purple stems. Leaves emerge bronze-purple, maturing to deep red in summer. Beautiful, deep
red-purple flowers decorate the crown in spring followed by small, dark red fruits in autumn. These are perfectly accompaned by the  attractive bronze and
yellow foliage. Great in all soils, a perfect small garden tree! H6

176918 Std 10-12200-250 B24 £208.98Aug-24 £174.153 Very Small (up to 6m)
176993 Std 12-14200-250 B24 £251.10Aug-24 £209.2512 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus 'Rudolph' Crab apple

A marvellous little tree with three season interest. Carmine buds open to rose-red flowers together with the unfolding bronze-red foliage. The leaves later
turn dark green, retaining red stalks and veins. The flowers are followed by ovate, orange-yellow, red-blushed fruits which last well into winter. Plant in
full sun for best colour. H6

176946 Std 12-14300-350 80 B13 £280.26Aug-24 £233.5512 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus sargentii Apple - Crab

A delightful shrubby species, up to 2.8m high with ovate, dark-green, 3-lobed leaves. In spring it is smothered with golden anthered, pure white flowers
opening from pink buds. These are followed by small bright red, cherry-like fruits which contrast well against the bright yellow autumn foliage. Fruits are
long lasting but also attractive to birds. H6

173116 MS 350-400 470 U17 £1,942.38£1,618.651 Very Small (up to 6m)
173100 MS 350-400 1000     9 V01 £6,413.58£5,344.651 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus 'Stenström' Crab apple

This Swedish selection bears deep pink flowers en masse in spring which are beautifully accompanied by the emerging red leaves. Whilst the petioles remain
red, the foliage matures to a deep green. In autumn clusters of small red fruits decorate the tree, remaining well after leaf fall. Free from scab and overall
disease resistant. H6

174468 Std 14-16400-450 80         4 H26 £518.40£432.001 Very Small (up to 6m)
176826 Std 14-16350-400 95 B10 £435.78Aug-24 £363.1515 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus 'Sugar Tyme' Crab apple

An American selection prized for its elegant broadly-oval habit, profuse flowering and excellent fruit yield. Fragant white flowers open from pink buds in
May, later followed by an abundance of small red to purple-red crab apples, often remaing on the tree through winter. Good bronze-yellow autumn colour.
Performs well on all well-drained soils. H7

176919 Std 10-12250-300 B25 £208.98Aug-24 £174.159 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus sylvestris European crab apple
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Malus sylvestris
This lovely native can be found growing all across Europe, from Scandinavia to Spain, Greece and south west Asia. In May the crown erupts in a cloud of
white followed by 2-4cm, white, red-blushed apples. The fruits can be used for preserves, jellies and juices. Does well on all types of soils but prefers moist
soil. Attracts wildlife. H7

176605 Std 25-30500-600 240 J08 £1,266.84£1,055.701 Small (6-10m)
Malus toringo Japanese crab apple

An elegant crab apple with fine, arching branches developing a spreading, broadly-rounded crown. Flowers profusely in th spring with small white flowers
opening from pink buds, followed by small red or yellow fruits. Leaves are narrow and lush green turning golden yellow in autumn. Great on all
well-drained sites. H6

174507 Std 14-16350-400 110 J04 £532.98£444.151 Very Small (up to 6m)
174545 Std 18-20450-500 200 J07 £644.76£537.301 Very Small (up to 6m)
176675 Std 18-20500-600 200 J06 £834.30£695.251 Very Small (up to 6m)
175277 Std 20-25450-500 210 J05 £780.84£650.702 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus toringo 'Brouwer's Beauty' Japanese crab apple

The deeply serrated leaves gives the crown a light, airy feature. Masses of fragrant, pale pink flowers open from pink buds in mid-spring, followed by
slender-stalked, small,  red or yellow crab apples in autumn as the leaves turn to bright yellow. Requires regular spraying for scab to keep looking good, so
not ideal for the organic gardener!  H6

171855 MS 350-400 320 C03 £1,828.98£1,524.153 Very Small (up to 6m)
174544 Std 18-20450-500 280 J07 £784.08£653.401 Very Small (up to 6m)
175306 Std 20-25450-500 260 J07 £931.50£776.251 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus toringo 'Scarlett' Japanese crab apple

A new introduction from Denmark with bright shiny purple leaves throughout the growing season, turning dark green as they mature before eventually
turning vivid oranges and reds in the autumn. The rich pink blossoms give way to shiny purple crab apples which contrast well with the autumn foliage
persisting well into winter. H7

176300 Std 14-16350-400 80 J09 £333.72£278.101 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus toringo 'Scarlett' (Pleached) Japanese crab apple

A new introduction from Denmark with bright shiny purple leaves throughout the growing season, turning dark green as they mature before eventually
turning vivid oranges and reds in the autumn. The rich pink blossoms give way to shiny purple crab apples which contrast well with the autumn foliage
persisting well into winter. H7

175649 (P)Std 20-25350-400 300 J29 £1,404.54£1,170.4510 Clip to Size
Malus tschonoskii Chonosuki crab

An attractive, strong-growing tree with conical habit and ovate, green leaves. White flowers open from pink buds followed by yellowish-green fruits with a
reddish-purple tinge. One of the best trees for autumn colour, with its yelow, orange, purple and scarlet foliage. Good for confined spaces. Great on all types
of soil. Tolerates partial shade. H6

175771 HS 16-18350-400 130 J04 £547.56£456.304 Small (6-10m)
175835 MS 300-350 330 Q03 £763.02£635.851 Small (6-10m)
174782 Std 25-30450-500 260 J05 £1,380.24£1,150.201 Small (6-10m)
Malus 'Van Eseltine' Crab apple

This is a gorgeous crab apple with a most pleasing upright habit. Exquisite, double flowers open from crimson buds, covering the tree in a profusion of
blush-pink. These are later followed by glossy, red-tinged, yellow crab apples. Leaves are glossy green throughout the season. Perfect for gardens with
limited space. Low maintenance. H6

177203 MS 350-400 330 Q04 £856.98Aug-24 £714.151 Very Small (up to 6m)
177730 MS 350-400 330 Q04 £931.50Aug-24 £776.251 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus 'White Star' Crab apple

A delightful English crab apple with a compact, broadly upright habit bearing a mass of star-like white, single flowers in spring, followed by medium-sized
golden russeted fruits in autumn. Rich green leaves with good yellow to red autumn colours. Does well in any free-draining soil, disease resistant, provides
spring pollination and food for wildlife. H6

175703 Std 12-14300-350 80 J08 £268.92£224.107 Very Small (up to 6m)
175620 Std 16-18450-500 160 J04 £497.34£414.452 Very Small (up to 6m)
176677 Std 18-20450-500 160 J04 £588.06£490.053 Very Small (up to 6m)
Malus x floribunda Japanese crab apple

Very popular small tree with long, arching branches. Remarkably beautiful when in bloom. Crimson buds open to white or pale blush flowers, smothering
the tree in April-May. These are followed by small red or yellow fruits that persist well into winter. Mid green leaves turn yellow and bronze in autumn.
Pollutions tolerant. Prefers full sun. H6

177018 Std 16-18500-600 140 J45 £575.10Aug-24 £479.255 Small (6-10m)
Mespilus germanica Medlar
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Mespilus germanica
This deciduous shrub or tree, originally from south-east Europe and west Asia, is primarily grown for its fruit. Leaves are dark green and ovate, which turn
a spectacular red in autumn. Typical white, Rosaceae flower in late spring followed by fruit in autumn. Edible after being softened by frost. Self-fertile. H6

175309 HS 20-25250-300 130c R74d £737.10£737.101 Very Small (up to 6m)
174432 HS 20-25300-350 180 R12 £750.60£750.602 Very Small (up to 6m)
174219 HS 20-25300-350 160 R12 £750.60£750.601 Very Small (up to 6m)
176172 MS 250-300 115 R05 £554.85£554.851 Very Small (up to 6m)
175216 MS 300-350 250 R19 £1,225.80£1,225.802 Very Small (up to 6m)
Mespilus germanica 'Westerveld' Medlar

This cultivar, named after the nursery in which it was found in 1975, is appearance wise much like the species with white flowers in spring and dark green,
obovates leaves which turn a spectacular red in autumn. It is, however, slightly larger and bears a much more reliable crop. Edible after being 'bletted' by
frost, or sufficient storage. H6

175524 MS 250-300 380 R02 £2,801.25£2,801.251 Very Small (up to 6m)
174567 Std 25-30400-450 250 R20 £1,063.80£1,063.801 Very Small (up to 6m)
175442 Std 30-35400-450 315 R20 £1,243.35£1,243.351 Very Small (up to 6m)
Metasequoia glyptostroboides Dawn redwood

This tree was thought to be extinct but was rediscovered in China in 1941 when compared to fossils found in Japan the same year. It has a narrow conical
habit with slightly up-swept branches; the deciduous needles are bright green changing to deep golden bronze in autumn. Very lovely ornamental well
suited for larger areas. H7

172104 Std 110-1201100-1200 3100 U15 £11,689.92£9,741.602 Large (18m +)
174681 Std 40-45600-700 850 T07 £1,850.04£1,541.701 Large (18m +)
175920 Std 45-50600-700 1000 T04 £1,966.68£1,638.901 Large (18m +)
175511 Std 50-60800-900 1330 T09 £2,671.38£2,226.152 Large (18m +)
176357 Std 50-60600-700 1000 T09 £2,355.48£1,962.902 Large (18m +)
173903 Std 70-80500-600 1200 U23 £4,628.34£3,856.951 Large (18m +)
Millettia japonica 'Satsuma' Evergreen wisteria

Despite its common name, this semi-evergreen climber, native to South-Eastern Asia, isn't a wisteria, but does indeed display similar habit. It has a
spectacular flowering, bearing large panicles of purple, scented flowers from June into early Autumn. Does well in a planter or trained on a trellis/pergola.
May drop leaves in sub-zero temperatures. H3

176478 Std 14-16250-300 130c GH £733.86£611.551 Very Small (up to 6m)
176479 Std 18-20200-250 130c GH £868.32£723.601 Very Small (up to 6m)
Morus alba 'Pendula' Weeping white mulberry

A striking weeping tree with closely packed, cascading branches trailing to the ground. In time, it can estalish a dramatic mound or a decorative tree if the
crown is lifted. Very ornamental when in full fruit. Heart-shaped, glossy dark green leaves turning yellow in autumn. Requires full sun and shelter. Max
4m in width, height depends on graft placement. H5

176595 Std 08-10200-250 35c A06 £218.70£218.701 Very Small (up to 6m)
Morus nigra Black mulberry

Few trees can claim to be as rewarding in cultivation as this one. It lives for a long time and soon develops an aged appearance. Pleasant picturesque
rounded shape with vivid green, dense foliage and deliciously sweet, blackberry-like, fruits in autumn. Originally brought to England from western Asia in
the early 1500. Responds well to rejuvenating pruning. H6

175796 Std 20-25400-450 200 H10 £716.85£716.851 Small (6-10m)
Nandina domestica Sacred bamboo

An extremely decorative little evergreen reaching 1.5m. Its bamboo-like habit, with laceolate leaflets are tinged purplish-red in spring when young,
becoming dark-green then re-take a purplish hue in winter. Small white flowers in summer are followed by attractive, red berries. May drop its leaves
during periods of severe cold. H5

175732 Shrub 075-100 35 Office £100.44£83.707 Very Small (up to 6m)
177249 Shrub 075-100 35 V03 £100.44Aug-24 £83.7031 Very Small (up to 6m)
Nyssa sylvatica Tupelo

This ornamental tree is praised for its remarkable, fiery red autumn colours (depending on soil type). It is also recognised of particular enviromental value,
providing fruit for birds and nectar for bees. Native to the swampy areas of North America, it tolerates moist soil including temporary waterlogging. Slow
growing, but can develope a 12m wide crown. H6

177125 HS 12-14250-300 140 J41 £639.90Aug-24 £533.253 Medium (10-18m)
176965 MS 300-350 K £2,099.52Aug-24 £1,749.601 Medium (10-18m)
175970 Std 12-14350-400 90 J30 £510.30£425.251 Medium (10-18m)
Nyssa sylvatica (Pleached) Black Gum
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Nyssa sylvatica (Pleached)
This ornamental tree is praised for its remarkable, fiery red autumn colours (depending on soil type). It is also recognised of particular enviromental value,
providing fruit for birds and nectar for bees. Native to the swampy areas of North America, it tolerates moist soil including temporary waterlogging. Clip
annually to maintain desired trained shape. H6

173640 (P)Std 10-12250-300 80 J25 £437.40£364.501 Clip to Size
Osmanthus fragrans Fragrant olive

A highly valued evergreen with remarkably fragrant flowers, often seen as ornamental garden specimens or hedging; its flowers also commonly used in Asia
for tea and cooking. Unfolding in clusters in late summer and autumn, the small white flowers delight passers-by with their sweet scent. May drop leaves
in severe winters. H4

175726 Shrub 100-125 35 S06 £150.66£125.554 Small (6-10m)
Osmanthus heterophyllus Holly olive

An attractive, slow-growing holly-like shrub that does well in almost all soils. Leaves are lustrous, leathery and dark-green. Young leaves ares spiny
gaining a smooth edge as they mature. Flowers appear in the autumn and are small, white and very fragrant. Will withstand heavy pruning. May drop
leaves in severe winters. H5

173622 Fth 175-200 180c GH £636.66£530.551 Very Small (up to 6m)
166427 HS 40-45350-400 350 Q03 £4,140.72£3,450.601 Very Small (up to 6m)
177605 MS 150-175 230 W06 £1,012.50Aug-24 £843.754 Very Small (up to 6m)
177735 MS 175-200 230 W06 £1,255.50Aug-24 £1,046.253 Very Small (up to 6m)
175063 MS 500-600 2700 V03 £8,323.56£6,936.301 Very Small (up to 6m)
175725 Shrub 075-100 35 S05 £150.66£125.556 Very Small (up to 6m)
174641 Std 14-16250-300 140 M13 £856.98£714.152 Very Small (up to 6m)
175867 Std 14-16250-300 220 M13 £1,681.56£1,401.301 Very Small (up to 6m)
174642 Std 18-20250-300 160 R67 £1,281.42£1,067.852 Very Small (up to 6m)
Osmanthus heterophyllus 'Purpureus' Bronze holly olive

'Purpureus' is very similar to the species, sharing it's dense, holly-like appearance; however, the young foliage is tinted a lustrous bronze, giving this
cultivar a unique colour palette in spring. Flowers appear in the autumn and are small, white and very fragrant. Will withstand heavy pruning. May drop
leaves during periods of extreme cold. H5

171286 MS 250-300 660 V01 £4,429.08£3,690.901 Very Small (up to 6m)
Osmanthus x burkwoodii Osmanthus

An attractive, slow-growing holly-like shrub that forms a broadly vase-shaped, cascading shrub but can, if clipped, be shaped into a dense hedge. In mid to
late spring, a profusion of small, white attractive flowers appear which light up even the darkest of corners. Does well in all well-drained soil. May drop
leaves in severe persistant winters. H5

177333 MS 100-125 30 V03 £131.22Aug-24 £109.3530 Very Small (up to 6m)
177276 MS 110 W09 £430.92Aug-24 £359.105 Very Small (up to 6m)
177277 MS 120 W09 £516.78Aug-24 £430.655 Very Small (up to 6m)
175781 Shrub 075-100 35 S06 £134.46£112.053 Very Small (up to 6m)
Osmanthus x fortunei Osmanthus

An attractive, holly-like evergreen with a dense oval crown and lustrous, dark-green leaves. The flowers unfold in autumn, and although not showy, their
jasmin-like scent is simply amazing. It grows well in semi-shade and direct sun and perfers medium levels of water. Adapted to chalk, clay, loam, peat, and
sandy clay soils. Hardiness rating H6.

175870 3QS 16-18300-350 200 M13 £1,176.12£980.104 Very Small (up to 6m)
175871 3QS 18-20300-350 200 M13 £1,279.80£1,066.505 Very Small (up to 6m)
175872 3QS 18-20300-350 220 M13 £1,279.80£1,066.501 Very Small (up to 6m)
Ostrya carpinifolia European hop hornbeam

Closely relatated to the hornbeams (Carpinus), this slow-growing tree comes from southern Europe and Asia Minor. Young trees are broadly conical, later
spreading. Oval, distinctly veined, green leaves turn yellow in autumn. Small drooping clusters of fruit with overlapping papery scales similar to hop
(Humulus). Prefers a warm, sheltered site. H6

174283 MS 350-400 210 L31 £643.14£535.951 Medium (10-18m)
174525 MS 400-450 390 Q01 £900.72£750.601 Medium (10-18m)
167641 MS 450-500 260 Q01 £1,278.18£1,065.152 Medium (10-18m)
174616 MS 500-600 550 P09 £1,605.42£1,337.852 Medium (10-18m)
169583 MS 600-700 540 P02 £1,791.72£1,493.101 Medium (10-18m)
167951 Std 20-25500-600 125 H04 £699.84£583.201 Medium (10-18m)
167953 Std 25-30600-700 170 H04 £899.10£749.251 Medium (10-18m)
168435 Std 40-45800-900 860 Y17 £2,439.72£2,033.101 Medium (10-18m)
Parrotia persica Persian ironwood
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Parrotia persica
One of the best small specimen trees with a fantastic foliage effect. The leaves unfold reddish purple changing to lustrous dark green during summer and
developing yellow to orange to scarlet autumn colour that lasts well into December. In addition the bark of older branches flake, similar to the London plane.
H6

175303 Fth 35-40500-600 800 P07 £2,070.36£1,725.301 Small (6-10m)
174264 Fth 30-35500-600 680 R34 £2,357.10£1,964.251 Small (6-10m)
177334 MS 075-100 30 V03 £111.78Sep-24 £93.1510 Small (6-10m)
177225 MS 150-175 110 R52 £419.58£349.653 Small (6-10m)
177058 MS 175-200 160 R48 £644.76Sep-24 £537.304 Small (6-10m)
177059 MS 200-250 160 R53 £763.02Sep-24 £635.852 Small (6-10m)
176343 MS 250-300 220 Q03 £996.30£830.252 Small (6-10m)
175525 MS 450-500 1500 R/S £10,094.22£8,411.851 Small (6-10m)
174759 MS 800-900 1700 P09 £13,713.30£11,427.751 Small (6-10m)
174760 MS 800-900 4150 V01 £19,815.84£16,513.201 Small (6-10m)
173489 QS 25-30450-500 180 K01 £740.34£616.953 Small (6-10m)
175907 Std 12-14350-400 80 J22 £479.52£399.606 Small (6-10m)
176679 Std 14-16350-400 80 J22 £571.86£476.556 Small (6-10m)
176055 Std 18-20400-450 100 J21 £805.14£670.951 Small (6-10m)
175845 Std 25-30500-600 400 U01 £1,245.78£1,038.157 Small (6-10m)
174560 Std 30-35500-600 300 R56 £1,456.38£1,213.653 Small (6-10m)
175908 Std 35-40700-800 680 R52 £3,317.76£2,764.801 Small (6-10m)
175523 Std 40-45450-500 1100 U03 £6,232.14£5,193.456 Small (6-10m)
162365 Std 70-80600-700 2300 U09 £9,258.30£7,715.251 Small (6-10m)
Parrotia persica 'Bella' Persian Ironwood

Selected for its handsome ascending stems and balanced crown structure, 'Bella' is an excellent choice for larger gardens as well as avenues. It is also very
tolerant of wind, heat, air pollution, drought and road salt making it immensely versitile in urban environments. As the species, it has lovely red buds and
superb autumn colours. H6

176811 Fth 10-12300-350 60 J38 £477.90Sep-24 £398.2510 Small (6-10m)
174091 HS 18-20350-400 80         4 J21 £618.84£515.701 Small (6-10m)
175861 MS 250-300 320 B End £1,654.02£1,378.351 Small (6-10m)
175862 MS 300-350 320 B End £1,819.26£1,516.052 Small (6-10m)
Parrotia persica (Pleached) Persian Ironwood

One of the best small speciment trees with a fantastic foliage effect, trained in pleached form. The leaves unfold reddish purple changing to lustrous dark
green during summer and developing yellow to orange to scarlet autumn colour that lasts well into December. In addition the bark of older branches flake,
similar to the London plane. H6

174031 (P)HS 35-40250-300 410 W08 £1,995.84£1,663.204 Clip to Size
174027 (P)Std 25-30300-350 250 C01 £1,995.84£1,663.204 Clip to Size
175001 Roof 25-30200-250 325 B43 £1,819.20£1,516.002 Clip to Size
Parrotia persica 'Vanessa' Persian Ironwood

One of the best small specimen trees with a fantastic foliage effect. The leaves unfold reddish purple changing to lustrous dark green during summer and
developing yellow to orange to scarlet autumn colour that lasts well into December. 'Vanessa' has an upright form making it suitable for avenues and small
gardens. Fine surface rooting. H6

177235 MS 200-250 110 R52 £494.10Sep-24 £411.755 Small (6-10m)
174754 MS 600-700 800 Z01 £4,955.58£4,129.651 Small (6-10m)
174747 MS 600-700 800 P09 £4,905.36£4,087.804 Small (6-10m)
177176 QS 500-600 R52 £2,399.22Sep-24 £1,999.353 Small (6-10m)
175971 Std 12-14350-400 80 J20 £479.52£399.605 Small (6-10m)
174249 Std 40-45500-600 1000 R52 £3,768.12£3,140.101 Small (6-10m)
174250 Std 45-50500-600 1000 U17 £4,691.52£3,909.601 Small (6-10m)
Parrotiopsis jacquemontiana

Originally from the Himalayas, this interesting and unusual shrub is unfortunately seldom seen in gardens. The habit is upright and broadly oval, bearing
handsome dark-green leaves. White flowers are produced in clusters from April to May then intermittently in summer. The wood is very strong and often
used for handles and walking sticks. H5

170250 Fth 16-18350-400 250 G01 £1,219.86£1,016.551 Very Small (up to 6m)
167688 Fth 16-18350-400 250 G01 £1,218.24£1,015.201 Very Small (up to 6m)
Paulownia fortunei 'Fast Blue' Paulownia
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Paulownia fortunei 'Fast Blue'
Smaller than its well-known relative P. tomentosa, this excellent fast-growing cultivar develops into a pyramidal tree up to 8m tall, bearing large
heart-shaped leaves up to 20cm across. In spring, panicles of fragrant, lilac and white flowers decorate the tree. Good on all well-drained soils. Requires full
sun and shelter. H5

176959 Std 60-70600-700 1600 R35 £4,492.26Sep-24 £3,743.551 Small (6-10m)
Paulownia tomentosa Foxglove tree

By some this is considered the most beautiful flowering tree. If protected from spring frost, this tree will in May display a truely spectacular flowering. The
flowers are rich purple and very similar to the foxglove. The leaves are green, large and hairy. This tree does require both sun, moist ground and protection,
but if met it will most certainly delight. H5

175163 Std 35-40600-700 500 R43 £2,794.50£2,328.751 Medium (10-18m)
176905 Std 40-45450-500 550 R53 £2,541.78Sep-24 £2,118.151 Medium (10-18m)
Phellodendron amurense Amur cork tree

A graceful tree of wide-spreading habit distinguished by its bright-green pinnate leaves and silvery-hairy winter buds. The bark is beautifully cork-like,
closely resembling that of the unrelated cork oak, Quercus suber. On female plants (if pollinated) non-showy, yellow-green flowers give way to persistent,
black drupes. Prefers moist soil. H6

170555 Std 35-40450-500 530 R48 £1,330.02£1,108.351 Medium (10-18m)
172129 Std 40-45600-700 570 R48 £3,196.26£2,663.553 Medium (10-18m)
Philadelphus coronarius Sweet mock-orange

Sweet mock-orange is an old favorite among flowering shrubs. In late spring to early summer the arching branches are covered with sweetly scented,
creamy white flowers. It grows quite happily in sun or shade and isn't fussy about soil type. Reacts very well to rejuvenation pruning. Use in borders or as
a single plant to admire the arching habit. H6

177250 Shrub 125-150 35 V03 £79.38Aug-24 £66.1510 Very Small (up to 6m)
Phillyrea angustifolia Narrow-leaved mock privet

Related to olive, this evergreen Mediterranean native develops into a dense, broadly round shrub reaching 3m. The privet-like leaves are narrow and glossy
dark-green. Small, scented, cream-coloured flowers from late spring to early summer are followed by purplish-black fruit. Needs light, well-drained soil.
Excellent for coastal sites. H5

175254 MS 200-250 180c T07 £905.58£754.652 Very Small (up to 6m)
173474 MS 200-250 290c T17 £1,171.26£976.051 Very Small (up to 6m)
175255 MS 250-300 290c S11 £1,344.60£1,120.501 Very Small (up to 6m)
173473 Shrub 250-300 180c T01 £774.36£645.305 Very Small (up to 6m)
Phillyrea latifolia Mock privet

This Spanish native is tough as old boots, growing in any well-drained soil, sun or shade, developing a very neat, cloud-like crown, reminiscent of broccoli.
But it also clips beautifully, often utilsed for topiary and niwaki; in the 17th century England, they were as common as box, yew and holly! Tolerates
exposure but not coastal planting. H6

176035 MS 175-200 120 M12 £414.72£345.608 Small (6-10m)
Photinia x fraseri 'Pink Marble' Photinia

An exciting American sport of the more common 'Red Robin' with variegated cream and green leaves. In spring, when the new shoots arrive, this
variegated characteristic produces a most colourful red and pink marbled effect. Does well in most moist, well-drained soils, although prefers neutral to
acidic conditions. Sun or part shade. H5

177616 Std 12-14300-350 45c A02 £646.38£538.655 Very Small (up to 6m)
177617 Std 14-16300-350 45c R69 £743.58£619.652 Very Small (up to 6m)
Photinia x fraseri 'Red Robin' Photinia

A vigorous evergreen shrub from Asian and North America with dark glossy green leaves and brilliant red young growths. Quite quick-growing up to
about about 4 metres. Ideal for a small garden or ground floor screening. Clip regularly for best colour and to keep foliage dense.  Avoid deep shade. Very
hardy, but new shoots are frost sensitive. H5

177659 3QS 08-10200-250 30c A05 £239.76£199.8035 Very Small (up to 6m)
176641 3QS 08-10200-250 45c A03 £328.80Jun-24 £274.005 Very Small (up to 6m)
177091 HS 10-12125-150 15c A03 £178.20£148.503 Very Small (up to 6m)
177755 MS 250-300 180c R65 £665.82£554.857 Very Small (up to 6m)
175472 Std 08-10300-350 35c R63 £346.68£288.901 Very Small (up to 6m)
177607 Std 10-12350-400 R71 £413.10Jun-24 £344.2510 Very Small (up to 6m)
177756 Std 10-12350-400 45c R62 £413.10Jul-24 £344.2526 Very Small (up to 6m)
177757 Std 10-12300-350 80c R66 £445.50£371.257 Very Small (up to 6m)
177003 Std 10-12300-350 45c A03 £346.68£288.901 Very Small (up to 6m)
176642 Std 10-12300-350 60c A05 £346.68£288.902 Very Small (up to 6m)
176570 Std 10-12350-400 40c A06 £413.10£344.252 Very Small (up to 6m)
174803 Std 10-12300-350 35c R63 £419.58£349.651 Very Small (up to 6m)
176480 Std 10-12300-350 35c R71 £413.10£344.251 Very Small (up to 6m)
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177292 Std 12-14300-350 70c R69 £646.38£538.651 Very Small (up to 6m)
177004 Std 14-16300-350 140 R59 £633.42Sep-24 £527.851 Very Small (up to 6m)
177307 Std 16-18300-350 170 R59 £758.16Sep-24 £631.802 Very Small (up to 6m)
177005 Std 16-18350-400 160 R58 £834.30Sep-24 £695.257 Very Small (up to 6m)
177308 Std 18-20350-400 160 R59 £1,002.78Sep-24 £835.6517 Very Small (up to 6m)
177006 Std 20-25350-400 160 R60 £1,213.38Sep-24 £1,011.159 Very Small (up to 6m)
177007 Std 20-25400-450 260 R57 £1,454.76Sep-24 £1,212.3018 Very Small (up to 6m)
176643 Std 30-35400-450 375c S04 £3,366.36£2,805.301 Very Small (up to 6m)
176644 Std 35-40400-450 375c S04 £3,638.52£3,032.103 Very Small (up to 6m)
Photinia x fraseri 'Red Robin' (Hedging) Photinia

A large vigorous evergreen shrub with dark glossy green leaves and brilliant red young growths. Makes a highly ornamental, colourful hedge or natural
screen. Avoid deep shade and trim regularly for best effect.  Max height unchecked approx. 5 meters. H5

177606 Hdg 125-150 30c R71 £95.58£79.6510 Clip to Size
Photinia x fras. 'Red Robin' (Pleached) Photinia

A quick-growing evergreen from Asia and North America with glossy green leaves and eye-catching, bright red new growth. This pleached form of Photinia
'Red Robin' is an ideal and economical choice for year-round screening. Clip regularly for best colour and to keep foliage dense.  Avoid deep shade. H5

177660 (P)3QS 10-12250-300 65c R74a £583.20£486.009 Clip to Size
177783 (P)HS 08-10200-250 30c J09 £413.10£344.2520 Clip to Size
177784 (P)HS 10-12200-250 60c J09 £532.98£444.1510 Clip to Size
175464 (P)HS 12-14200-250 45c R70 £670.68£558.901 Clip to Size
176485 (P)HS 12-14200-250 45c R66 £670.68£558.904 Clip to Size
177632 (P)Std 10-12250-300 35c R74a £583.20£486.0021 Clip to Size
176575 (P)Std 10-12300-350 40c R67 £740.34£616.953 Clip to Size
177633 (P)Std 12-14250-300 35c R74a £667.44£556.2015 Clip to Size
Phyllostachys aurea Fish-pole bamboo

A fast-growing running bamboo with tall and graceful canes, bright green at first, maturing to pale creamy-yellow; its swollen internodes providing high
ornamental value. The narrow and tapered, mid-green, evergreen foliage offers year-round interest. Great as a stand alone speciment or as screening. Edible
young shoots in spring. Shelter from cold winds. Rootbarrier installment is recommended. H5

169852 Bamb 300-350 70c GH £202.50£168.751 Very Small (up to 6m)
176999 Bamb 400-450 70c A07 £413.10£344.252 Very Small (up to 6m)
Physocarpus opulifolius 'Diabolo' Ninebark

Closely related to Spiraea, the ninebark is noted for its exfoliating bark (on mature branches) which peels in strips to reveal several layers of reddish to light
brown inner bark which creates lovely winter interest. Pale pink corymbs are followed by drooping clusters of reddish fruit. Attractive dark-purple leaves,
may go green in hot summers. H7

177649 Std 250-300 30c R65 £234.90£195.7510 Very Small (up to 6m)
Picea abies Norway spruce

Norway spruce is a large, fast-growing evergreen coniferous tree growing to 35-55m. The mature crown is broadly conical with pendulous shoots on slighly
upturned branches with 1-2cm long, straight and dark green needles. The cones are large (9-17cm long), pendulous, green or reddish maturing brown.
Tolerates acidic soils well. H7

177200 Fth 250-300 470 X64 £1,180.98Oct-24 £984.151 Large (18m +)
177201 Fth 350-400 470 X64 £1,702.62Oct-24 £1,418.851 Large (18m +)
Picea omorika Serbian spruce

A highly decorative, fast-growing conifer with a slender, conical outline and straight trunk. Its limbs arch downward then curve shaply upward, creating a
most graceful appearance. Dark-green needles with two white stripes beneath. Bright, purplish-red flowers in May followed by purple cones turning brown.
Great on all well-drained soils. Max 4m wide. H7

177431 Fth 200-250 170 X66 £443.88Oct-24 £369.902 Large (18m +)
177515 Fth 250-300 170 X66 £479.52Oct-24 £399.601 Large (18m +)
Picea pungens Colorado spruce

Colorado spruce, also known as Blue spruce, is a broadly conical conifer with horizontal branches sweeping the ground. Native to the Rocky Mountains,
this attractive landscape tree bears short, sharp, blue-green to silver-blue needles and light-brown, cylindrical cones. Best in acidic, rich, moist, well-drained
soil and full sun. H7

171702 Fth 12-14150-175 55c T08 £497.34£414.451 Medium (10-18m)
177206 Fth 300-350 740 X64 £1,871.10Oct-24 £1,559.251 Medium (10-18m)
170985 Fth 25-30350-400 350 X57 £1,845.18£1,537.652 Medium (10-18m)
177312 Fth 350-400 610 T12 £1,893.78Oct-24 £1,578.151 Medium (10-18m)
177207 Fth 350-400 740 X64 £2,264.76Oct-24 £1,887.302 Medium (10-18m)
174577 Fth 30-35400-450 580 X57 £2,264.76£1,887.301 Medium (10-18m)
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171172 Fth 25-30400-450 330 X57 £1,914.84£1,595.701 Medium (10-18m)
177716 Fth 400-450 610 T12 £2,264.76Oct-24 £1,887.303 Medium (10-18m)
177313 Fth 450-500 600 T12 £2,493.18Oct-24 £2,077.651 Medium (10-18m)
177717 Fth 500-600 610 T12 £2,739.42Oct-24 £2,282.851 Medium (10-18m)
Picea pungens 'Blue Diamond' Colorado spruce

A lovely Dutch cultivar of Colorado spruce offering eye-catching silvery-blue needles, brown cones and a handsome, dense, conal habit - a true focal point.
Furthermore, as it remains below 6m in height, it's perfect for smaller gardens where space is limited. Does well in all free-draining soils. Best in full sun.
Does not tolerate wet conditions. H7

174086 Fth 08-10125-150 80 W01 £306.18£255.152 Very Small (up to 6m)
177375 Fth 10-12150-175 90 X End £315.90Oct-24 £263.256 Very Small (up to 6m)
Picea pungens 'Fat Albert' Colorado spruce

Named after Bill Cosby's fictional character 'Fat Albert' this Colorado spruce cultivar is outstanding. The habit is a dense, broad pyramidal shape with
ascending and closely-spaced branches. This strong architectural feature along with its steel-blue needles gives this tree a most dramatic appearance.
Light-brown cones. Enjoys full sun and rich moist soils. H7

175382 Fth 400-450 1150 T02 £4,981.50£4,151.252 Very Small (up to 6m)
Picea pungens 'Hoopsii' Colorado spruce

Native to the Rocky Mountains, Colorado spruce is a narrow, pyramidal conifer with horizontal branching to the ground. ‘Hoopsii’ is a dense pyramidal
cultivar that is most noted for the excellent silvery-blue color of its needles. Pendulous seed cones emerge magenta-purple. Prefers acidic, medium moisture,
well-drained soils in full sun. H7

174188 Fth 16-18250-300 180 X58 £1,036.80£864.001 Medium (10-18m)
171788 Fth 16-18250-300 200       5.5 X58 £1,276.56£1,063.802 Medium (10-18m)
176276 Fth 18-20250-300 220 X58 £959.04£799.202 Medium (10-18m)
174190 Fth 18-20300-350 180 X58 £1,111.32£926.102 Medium (10-18m)
Pinus mugo 'Mughus' Dwarf mountain pine

A splendid selection of the mountain pine which develops into a compact, broadly-round mound reaching max 2m. Its small size makes it an excellent
choice for smaller spaces or rock gardens, but also for planters and bonzai work. Handsome emerald-green needles and small brown cones. Does well in any
well-drained soil. Tolerates exposure. H7

177376 MS 075-100 110 T20 £251.10Oct-24 £209.258 Very Small (up to 6m)
Pinus nigra 'Pyramidalis' Austrian pine

'Pyramidalis' offers a compact and neat habit which retains its conical form into old age whilst still developing a similar height as the species. Long and
stout, dark-green needles. With age it develops a beautifully fissured bark. Green cones ripen to greyish-brown in autumn. Excels in dry, exposed sites
including coastal. H7

177377 Fth 10-12175-200 100 X End £358.02Oct-24 £298.353 Large (18m +)
Pinus nigra ssp. nigra Austrian pine

This large coniferous evergreen tree is native to Italy, Austria and the Balkans. It usually has a rounded conic form, that becomes irregular with age. The
leaves are almost straight, about 10cm long, stiff and sharply pointed. With age it develops a beautifully fissured bark. Green cones ripen to greyish-brown
in autumn. Excels in dry, exposed sites. H7

175108 Fth 250-300 260 X62 £873.18£727.651 Large (18m +)
170620 Fth 30-35350-400 360 X56 £1,281.42£1,067.851 Large (18m +)
170325 Fth 40-45450-500 760 T03 £2,958.12£2,465.101 Large (18m +)
174619 HS 25-30300-350 200 X56 £839.16£699.301 Large (18m +)
176813 MS 300-350 400 X62 £1,391.58Oct-24 £1,159.657 Large (18m +)
176814 MS 350-400 400 X62 £1,764.18Oct-24 £1,470.151 Large (18m +)
168124 QS 50-60500-600 670 T14 £3,359.88£2,799.901 Large (18m +)
175579 Std 90-100700-800 2400 T02 £10,006.74Oct-24 £8,338.951 Large (18m +)
Pinus strobus 'Macopin' Dwarf eastern white pine

Named after the New Jersey town where it was discovered as a witch's broom in 1979, this slow-growing dwarf remains very small, forming an irregular,
compact habit. Soft, silvery blue-green needles as the species. Numerous 10-20cm long brown cones from an early age. Needs full sun. Tolerates exposure.
Acid to neutral, well-drained soils. H7

174888 MS 200-250 630 X71 £2,242.08£1,868.401 Very Small (up to 6m)
Pinus sylvestris Scots pine

A large relatively fast-growing conifer notable for its steely blue/green foliage and rugged character. Lovely orange, peeling bark on young trees. Ideal for
poor or exposed sites to provide a windbreak, shelterbelt, or woodland planting. Best in full sun and well drained soil and very tolerant of chalk. Deep
rooting. H7

175109 Fth 18-20250-300 240 X59 £873.18£727.654 Large (18m +)
175533 Fth 25-30350-400 480 T02 £2,140.02£1,783.351 Large (18m +)
175532 Fth 35-40350-400 710 T02 £2,523.96£2,103.302 Large (18m +)
175534 Fth 25-30450-500 450 T03 £2,140.02£1,783.351 Large (18m +)
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175706 HS 20-25300-350 150 X60 £670.68£558.906 Large (18m +)
175718 HS 20-25300-350 150 X60 £670.68£558.903 Large (18m +)
174182 HS 20-25200-250 270 X59 £873.18£727.651 Large (18m +)
176686 HS 20-25350-400 200 X56 £652.86£544.051 Large (18m +)
173777 Std 40-45500-600 730 T07 £2,980.80£2,484.002 Large (18m +)
176141 Std 40-45 850 T05 £4,035.42£3,362.853 Large (18m +)
173519 Std 45-50600-700 1000 T05 £3,591.54£2,992.951 Large (18m +)
175287 Std 50-60450-500 760 T07 £3,236.76£2,697.301 Large (18m +)
Pinus sylvestris (Topiary) Scots pine

Trained trees offer a unique display of architectural enjoyment, and with an evergreen such as the Scots pine this feature can be enjoyed year round. The
signature orange, peeling park and steely blue-green needles only adds to its appeal. To maintain shape, pinch back new growth in half during spring. Best
in full sun , chalk tolerant. H6

168092 Cloud 200-250 790 V01 £4,986.36£4,155.301 Clip to Size
Pinus sylvestris 'Watereri' Blue Scots pine

This interesting cultivar of Scots pine was originally found on Horsell Common, Surrey in 1865. The young tree has a flat-topped pyramidal character but
matures, albeit very slowly, into a more rounded form. Gorgeous blue-grey needles. Final height may vary but reaches seldom over 6m making it an
excellent coniferous choice for the smaller garden. Plant in full sun. H7

175452 MS 150-175 345 U16 £3,009.96£2,508.305 Very Small (up to 6m)
174847 QS 25-30200-250 330 X71 £887.76£739.801 Very Small (up to 6m)
Pinus wallichiana Himalayan pine

An elegant, large, broad-headed conical tree, retaining its lowest branches when isolated. Long, soft, blue-green, needles give a dreamy billowing texture
and very large pine cones provide a seasonal interest. Smooth grey bark becoming darker and cracked with age. Not recommended for shallow chalk or for
cold or exposed sites. H6

166445 Fth 25-30300-350 190 X56 £873.18£727.651 Large (18m +)
175801 Fth 35-40450-500 660 T03 £5,051.16£4,209.301 Large (18m +)
Pistacia chinensis Chinese pistachio

Native to China, Taiwan and the Philippines, the Chinese pistachio is an excellent city tree, celebrated for its intense scarlet autumn colour and high
tolerance for harsh urban conditions. Handsome blue fruits on female trees if pollinated. Attractive peeling bark on older specimens. Requires full sun and
shelter. Native 25m, but smaller in cultivation. H3

175873 HS 35-40400-450 500 GH £2,496.42£2,080.351 Large (18m +)
Platanus orientalis f. digitata Oriental plane

The digitata form is similar to the species, maturing to a large, stately tree with a wide spreading head of branches. It differs by its deeply incised, palmate
leaves; hence the name digitata meaning hand-like. Pendulous bristly fruits are borne in clusters of 3-6 which often remain through winter. Very attractive
dappled and cream-coloured, flaking bark. H6

175684 Std 45-50700-800 1200 R39 £2,860.92£2,384.101 Large (18m +)
Platanus orientalis 'Minaret' Oriental plane

A handsome cultivar of oriental plane selected for its compact column-shaped crown and dense branching. Young twigs bear an attractive reddish-purple
hue. Dark-green palmate leaves, flaking bark and spherical pendulous fruit, characteristic of the species. Does well in all well-drained soils with good
tolerance for paving and wind exposure. H6

175556 MS 400-450 800 K01 £2,096.28£1,746.901 Small (6-10m)
Platanus x hispanica London plane

A vigorous tree which will quickly provide a significant structure without being too heavy in crown. Recognisable by its smooth, marbled grey bark, large
leaves, and bauble-like fruits which persist through winter and into spring. The London plane provides an uplifting, cathedral-effect canopy,
semi-transparent and enveloping. H6

175023 QS 50-60500-600 1000 Z01 £5,992.38£4,993.651 Large (18m +)
176838 Std 12-14400-450 80 B20 £247.86Sep-24 £206.5515 Large (18m +)
174374 Std 16-18500-600 80 R22 £358.02£298.352 Large (18m +)
176777 Std 16-18500-600 120 R28 £366.12Sep-24 £305.105 Large (18m +)
176847 Std 20-25500-600 300 R49 £743.58Sep-24 £619.655 Large (18m +)
174901 Std 20-25500-600 250 R49 £654.48£545.403 Large (18m +)
174292 Std 25-30500-600 250 R49 £829.44£691.202 Large (18m +)
176865 Std 25-30600-700 630 R54 £1,242.54Sep-24 £1,035.451 Large (18m +)
176986 Std 25-30500-600 300 R49 £797.04Sep-24 £664.205 Large (18m +)
176866 Std 30-35600-700 630 R54 £1,313.82Sep-24 £1,094.858 Large (18m +)
176987 Std 35-40600-700 730 R54 £1,449.90Sep-24 £1,208.251 Large (18m +)
174255 Std 50-60900-1000 2000 W05 £5,506.38£4,588.652 Large (18m +)
172115 Std 70-801100-1200 1600 W05 £6,855.84£5,713.201 Large (18m +)
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Platanus x hispanica (Pleached) London plane
The London plane is a vigorous tree, recognisable by its smooth, marbled grey bark, large leaves, and bauble-like fruits which persist through winter and
into spring. Since it quite happily reshoots from old wood, it makes an excellent choice for training. Prune in early spring to rejuvenate and in summer to
maintain shape. H6

155196 (P)QS 45-50300-350 700 P10 £1,919.70£1,599.753 Clip to Size
Platanus x hispanica (Pollarded) London plane

The London plane is a vigorous tree, recognisable by its smooth, marbled grey bark, large leaves, and bauble-like fruits which persist through winter and
into spring. Since it quite happily reshoots from old wood, it makes an excellent choice for training. Prune in early spring to rejuvenate and in summer to
maintain shape. H6

176974 HS 50-60300-350 570 V01 £3,199.50Sep-24 £2,666.252 Clip to Size
171680 Std 60-70700-800 1350 U16 £5,331.42£4,442.851 Clip to Size
168346 Std 60-70700-800 1600 U16 £5,331.42£4,442.851 Clip to Size
Populus alba 'Nivea' White poplar

Silvery toned branches and leaves which are exceptionally striking in spring when the young foliage emerges covered in white, shimmering felt. The leaves
mature to a dark glossy green, but retain the felted underside. 'Nivea' is extra tolerant of calcerous, dry soils; great for open areas or windbreaks with its
strong, wide-spreading roots. H7

175751 Std 14-16400-450 90 H13 £319.14£265.9510 Large (18m +)
Populus nigra 'Italica' Lombardy poplar

This impressively fast growing male clone, selected in Lombardy in northern Italy in the 17th century, has a compact, narrow crown with mid-green,
birch-like, leaves. Trees often exceed 30m in height providing a fantastic windbreak for crops or a stunning focal point in a large garden or park. Tolerates
all soils, including waterlogged. H7

176960 Fth 20-25500-600 260 R53 £659.34Jul-24 £549.455 Large (18m +)
Populus tremula Aspen

A robust, quick growing native tree tolerant of wide variety of conditions, but especially at home around water. The leaves are prominently toothed,
fluttering characteristically in the slightest breeze; mid-green in summer then turning a clear butter-yellow in autumn. Long grey catkins drape the
branchlets in winter. Note: this tree suckers freely. H6

176906 Std 16-18400-450 80 B29 £320.76Jul-24 £267.305 Large (18m +)
Populus tremula 'Erecta' Aspen

This is a very vigorous, fast growing plant. 'Erecta' is, as the name suggests, more upright than the species. It also tends to sucker less. Leaves unfold red
turning green and then yellow in autumn. Excellent windbreakers and partial screening. Do not plant to close as the tree will drop shaded branches.
Invasive roots. Male clone, i.e. no seed fluff. H7

175921 HS 30-35800-900 300 R43 £925.02£770.854 Large (18m +)
Prunus 'Accolade' Ornamental cherry

A dreamy little tree probably at its best as a multistem but also grown as a standard.  Semi-double pale pink flowers opening from dark pink buds in early
spring. Breathtakingly luminous on the dull days of March, and again in autumn when its foliage glows yellow and orange. Excellent as part of an
ornamental woodland or as a specimen. H6

177135 MS 200-250 320 Q07 £698.22Aug-24 £581.853 Small (6-10m)
177136 MS 250-300 320 Q07 £839.16Aug-24 £699.302 Small (6-10m)
177737 MS 300-350 450 Q06 £959.04Aug-24 £799.201 Small (6-10m)
177191 MS 300-350 450 Q06 £801.90Aug-24 £668.251 Small (6-10m)
177738 MS 450-500 540 Q06 £1,650.78Aug-24 £1,375.651 Small (6-10m)
177192 MS 450-500 540 Q06 £1,498.50Aug-24 £1,248.751 Small (6-10m)
177020 Std 20-25500-600 240 H29 £711.18Aug-24 £592.654 Small (6-10m)
175922 Std 20-25500-600 210 C05 £743.58£619.651 Small (6-10m)
175909 Std 30-35600-700 770 C07 £1,832.22£1,526.854 Small (6-10m)
175813 Std 35-40700-800 850 U21 £3,099.06£2,582.551 Small (6-10m)
175885 Std 40-45700-800 1150 U20 £3,724.38£3,103.651 Small (6-10m)
174709 Std 50-60500-600 670 U21 £4,877.82£4,064.851 Small (6-10m)
Prunus 'Amanogawa' Apple blossom cherry

The Japanese name means 'celestial river', which aptly describes this rigidly narrow upright tree. When covered with clusters of pale pink, fragrant flowers
in spring the analogy becomes very plausible. Leaves unfold bronze, turning green in summer and red to orange in autumn. A very appropriate tree for
restricted spaces. H6

175753 Fth 12-14300-350 150 H24 £571.86£476.5512 Small (6-10m)
174318 Fth 16-18400-450 140 H24 £699.84£583.203 Small (6-10m)
176779 QS 10-12350-400 80 B49 £239.76Jul-24 £199.8019 Small (6-10m)
Prunus avium Ornamental cherry
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Prunus avium
Our native wild cherry. Picturesque bowl-shaped white blossoms in mid-spring, followed by red fruit from May and giving good autumn colour.  A
rounded to conical broad-headed tree increasingly spreading with age. Avium is a reference to birds, which are attracted to the fruit. Good on chalk. Easy to
grow. H6

168447 MS 600-700 1550 P08 £2,561.22£2,134.351 Medium (10-18m)
175082 MS 800-900 1850 D02 £7,273.80£6,061.501 Medium (10-18m)
176912 Std 12-14350-400 80 B46 £239.76Jul-24 £199.8020 Medium (10-18m)
174528 Std 25-30450-500 300 C07 £643.14£535.954 Medium (10-18m)
174529 Std 25-30450-500 300 C07 £699.84£583.203 Medium (10-18m)
175334 Std 40-45700-800 600 U23 £2,310.12£1,925.101 Medium (10-18m)
175207 Std 40-45600-700 600 U21 £2,930.58£2,442.152 Medium (10-18m)
177302 Std 45-50700-800 1000 U19 £2,279.34Aug-24 £1,899.451 Medium (10-18m)
174908 Std 80-90900-1000 1950 W06 £7,280.28£6,066.901 Medium (10-18m)
Prunus avium 'Bigarreau Burlat' Sweet cherry

'Bigarreau Burlat' is one of the most popular cherry cultivars in France. The tree is very reliable and highly productive. From middle of May and onwards
it delivers a healthy crop of beautiful, glossy, dark red fruits. The flesh is dark, juicy and sweet. Plant in well drained and sunny position. Flowering group
B, not self-fertile. H6

177408 3QS 12-14200-250 R10 £251.10Jul-24 £251.105 Small (6-10m)
177409 3QS 14-16200-250 R10 £311.85Jul-24 £311.853 Small (6-10m)
177410 3QS 16-18200-250 R10 £375.30Jul-24 £375.302 Small (6-10m)
176387 HS 16-18200-250 100 R03 £448.20£448.201 Small (6-10m)
Prunus avium 'Bigarreau Napoléon' Sweet cherry

A popular English cultivar also known as Naps, originally from Kent. Fruit is large, golden yellow with a red blush where it has been facing the sun. Flesh
is pale, firm, sweet and full bodied. Crops late July to early August. Plant in a sunny and well drained position. Requires a partner to bear fruit. Flowering
group E, not self-fertile. H5

177414 3QS 10-12175-200 R10 £209.25Jul-24 £209.251 Small (6-10m)
177415 3QS 14-16200-250 R10 £311.85Jul-24 £311.851 Small (6-10m)
170911 HS 25-30300-350 250 R18 £602.10£602.101 Small (6-10m)
175194 Std 50-60500-600 1700 P01 £4,087.80£4,087.801 Small (6-10m)
Prunus avium 'Hedelfingen' Sweet cherry

An old German variety producing a reliable crop of dark black-red, sweet and juicy cherries with a soft skin less prone to cracking. Fruit is ready for picking
in late season, delicious off the tree or used in pies, tarts, jams, and preserves. Beautiful white spring bloom. Great on all well-drained soils. Flowering
group 5, not self-fertile. H6

175200 3QS 40-45400-450 1300 P01 £2,938.95£2,938.951 Very Small (up to 6m)
Prunus avium 'Kordia' (Pleached) Sweet cherry

A relatively new cultivar from the Czech Republic which has risen in popularity due to its beautiful fruit and fantastic flavour. The charming white spring
display is followed by large, glossy, deep-red, almost black fruits which are incredibly sweet and juicy. This cultivar is also resistant to splitting. Flowering
group D, not self-fertile. H6

175450 (P)QS 25-30200-250 115 R74d £886.95£886.951 Clip to Size
170837 (P)QS 25-30200-250 90         4 R74d £805.95£805.951 Clip to Size
Prunus avium 'Lapins' Sweet cherry

A popular Canadian cultivar from the second half of the 20th century, also known as 'Cherokee'. The white spring flowers, beautiful in their own right,  are
followed by a heavy crop of large, dark-red, juicy cherries with a mild flavour. Enjoys a warmer climate so plant in a sheltered position with full sun.
Flowering group B, self-fertile. H6

177411 3QS 12-14200-250 R10 £251.10Jul-24 £251.105 Small (6-10m)
175948 3QS 12-14250-300 80 R03 £251.10£251.102 Small (6-10m)
177412 3QS 14-16250-300 R10 £311.85Jul-24 £311.853 Small (6-10m)
177516 3QS 16-18250-300 R10 £375.30Jul-24 £375.301 Small (6-10m)
177413 3QS 18-20250-300 R10 £446.85Jul-24 £446.851 Small (6-10m)
176388 HS 16-18200-250 120 R03 £448.20£448.203 Small (6-10m)
176697 HS 18-20200-250 100 R18 £535.95£535.951 Small (6-10m)
176749 Std 25-30350-400 260 R20 £695.25£695.251 Small (6-10m)
Prunus avium 'Plena' Double white cherry

One of the most picturesque of all flowering trees with masses of double white flowers in spring. A broad headed, spreading tree with bronze leaves when
young, turning green in summer then red in autumn. The cultivar 'Plena' is sterile and does not produce fruit making it very suitable for car parks and
avenues. Tolerates heavy clay soils. H6

176827 Std 12-14300-350 80 B48 £239.76Jul-24 £199.8020 Medium (10-18m)
176828 Std 14-16350-400 80 B47 £301.32Jul-24 £251.104 Medium (10-18m)
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174713 Std 20-25450-500 250 C05 £716.04£596.701 Medium (10-18m)
174316 Std 20-25400-450 170 C05 £699.84£583.201 Medium (10-18m)
176655 Std 20-25400-450 170 C05 £631.80£526.501 Medium (10-18m)
177022 Std 25-30500-600 320 K09 £1,125.90Aug-24 £938.255 Medium (10-18m)
177303 Std 50-60700-800 930 U19 £3,167.10Aug-24 £2,639.251 Medium (10-18m)
Prunus avium 'Sweet Heart' Sweet cherry

'Sweet Heart' is a fairly new cultivar, originally from Canada 1990. The best feature with this tree is that the fruit doesn't ripen all at once making
harvesting easier. Fruit is glossy bright red with lovely sweet flesh with just a hint of refreshing acidity. Fruiting may be improved by nearby cherry trees.
Flowering group C, self-fertile. H5

177403 3QS 10-12200-250 R09 £209.25Jul-24 £209.255 Small (6-10m)
177404 3QS 12-14200-250 R09 £251.10Jul-24 £251.106 Small (6-10m)
177405 3QS 14-16250-300 R09 £311.85Jul-24 £311.854 Small (6-10m)
175941 3QS 16-18250-300 100 R04 £376.65£376.651 Small (6-10m)
177406 3QS 18-20250-300 220 R16 £538.65Aug-24 £538.651 Small (6-10m)
177407 3QS 20-25250-300 200 R16 £596.70Aug-24 £596.701 Small (6-10m)
Prunus avium 'Van' Sweet cherry

A Canadian cultivar from the first half of the 20th century bearing glossy, bright red fruits with firm, juicy flesh. The flavour of these cherries is nothing
short of superb but they don't keep for more than 1-2 days; they are at their best straight off the tree. Resistant to splitting. Requires full sun and
well-drained soil. Flowering group C, not self-fertile. H5

171322 QS 35-40250-300 525 R13 £897.75£897.751 Small (6-10m)
Prunus cerasifera 'Nigra' Ornamental plum

This popular garden and street tree has dark purple-brown leaves and blackish-purple shoots. The single flowers, which appear in early spring, are deep
blush-pink and occasionally followed by plum-like yellow or red fruit. A stunning tree that is very easy to grow and tolerates almost any kind of soil. H6

177154 MS 200-250 90 H04 £534.60Aug-24 £445.5010 Small (6-10m)
177608 MS 300-350 220 Q08 £607.50Aug-24 £506.2510 Small (6-10m)
174692 MS 350-400 440 R74a £696.60£580.501 Small (6-10m)
176778 Std 12-14400-450 80 B51 £320.76Jul-24 £267.3017 Small (6-10m)
176800 Std 14-16400-450 80 B51 £385.56Jul-24 £321.307 Small (6-10m)
176788 Std 16-18450-500 135 H23 £581.58Aug-24 £484.6510 Small (6-10m)
174553 Std 20-25450-500 250 C07 £839.16£699.301 Small (6-10m)
176504 Std 30-35500-600 300 C07 £1,245.78£1,038.151 Small (6-10m)
Prunus d. 'Hauszwetsche' Plum - Damson

This prune-plum tree produces an abundance of fabulous bluish-black damsons which are suitable for cooking and eating purposes. Grow in moist well
drained soil in a sunny position. Late season. Semi-clingstone. Excellent flavour when dried. Rootstock: Prunus ceracifera. Flowering group D, self-fertile.
H6

173884 Std 25-30450-500 300 R20 £978.75£978.751 Very Small (up to 6m)
Prunus d. 'Hauszwetsche' (Pleached) Plum - Damson

This prune-plum tree produces an abundance of fabulous bluish-black damsons which are suitable for cooking and eating purposes. Grow in moist well
drained soil in a sunny position. Late season. Semi-clingstone. Excellent flavour when dried. Rootstock: Prunus ceracifera. Flowering group D, self-fertile.
H6

172959 (P)QS 18-20200-250 115 R74d £780.30£780.302 Clip to Size
Prunus d. 'Mirabelle de Nancy' Plum - Eating

Originally from Asia Minor, mirabell plums are a specialty of France in the region of Lorraine. This particular cultivar, grown in Nancy, produces small,
dark-yellow fruits in August which are sweet and firm; great for fresh eating but is primarily used for jellies and pies. Flowering group C, self-fertile. H6

177427 3QS 12-14200-250 R11 £251.10Jul-24 £251.107 Small (6-10m)
177517 3QS 14-16200-250 R11 £311.85Jul-24 £311.853 Small (6-10m)
174699 HS 18-20200-250 100 R18 £535.95£535.951 Small (6-10m)
176729 HS 20-25200-250 100 R18 £638.55£638.552 Small (6-10m)
Prunus domestica 'Stanley' Dessert plum

This North American classic is one of the most reliable and flavourful of the plums. As it blooms fairly late the flowers are less likely to be ruined by frost.
Fruit is smooth with dark blackish-blue skin and orange-yellow firm flesh. Excellent for fresh eating, canning or drying. Flowering group C, self-fertile. H5

177478 HS 18-20200-250 110 R16 £535.95Aug-24 £535.953 Very Small (up to 6m)
177723 HS 20-25200-250 R16 £638.55Aug-24 £638.551 Very Small (up to 6m)
Prunus d. 'Reine Claude Verte' Greengage plum

Greengages are a selection of plums famous for their green skin and deliciously sweet, pale-green flesh; the finest amongst dessert plums. Introduced long
ago from Persia, 'Reine Claude Verte' is the cultivar which stays true to its heritage. Best in humous-rich, free draining conditions. Flowering group C,
self-fertile. H5
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177482 HS 14-16175-200 60 R16 £345.60Aug-24 £345.603 Very Small (up to 6m)
177483 HS 18-20175-200 60 R16 £498.15Aug-24 £498.151 Very Small (up to 6m)
174688 HS 20-25300-350 130 R18 £638.55£638.551 Very Small (up to 6m)
176730 HS 25-30300-350 130 R18 £757.35£757.353 Very Small (up to 6m)
Prunus 'Kanzan' Ornamental cherry

This tree has been popular in Europe ever since it was introduced from China in 1913. It becomes an urn-shaped 6-10m plant with upright branches and a
wide top. In mid to late spring it is wreathed in large double pink flowers that open from crimson buds. Coppery-brown young foliage turning green in
summer. Good autumn colours. H6

177131 MS 200-250 300 Q08 £698.22Aug-24 £581.854 Small (6-10m)
177720 MS 200-250 300 Q08 £0.00Aug-24 £0.001 Small (6-10m)
172970 MS 400-450 280 Q06 £1,232.82£1,027.351 Small (6-10m)
176627 MS 450-500 520 Q06 £1,811.16£1,509.301 Small (6-10m)
176780 Std 12-14350-400 80 B52 £289.98Jul-24 £241.6517 Small (6-10m)
176781 Std 16-18400-450 135 H24 £524.88Jul-24 £437.4014 Small (6-10m)
172950 Std 20-25450-500 240 C05 £704.70£587.251 Small (6-10m)
175910 Std 20-25450-500 170 C07 £699.84£583.201 Small (6-10m)
177024 Std 25-30500-600 270 H31 £959.04Aug-24 £799.205 Small (6-10m)
Prunus 'Kiku-shidare-zakura' Weeping cherry

The Japanese name means 'weeping chrysanthemum cherry'. The analogy is seen in the 3cm deep pink, double flowers in dense clusters ranged all along the
sinous arching branches. Trees are usually trained to 2-4m but can also be grafted for more height. If the branches are left to grow the tree will form a
delightful 'tent' of spring flowers. H6

177428 HS 10-12125-150 C09 £267.30Jul-24 £222.752 Very Small (up to 6m)
176876 Std 16-18350-400 200 H28 £434.16Aug-24 £361.801 Very Small (up to 6m)
176877 Std 18-20400-450 200 H28 £477.90Aug-24 £398.251 Very Small (up to 6m)
176879 Std 20-25400-450 270 H28 £644.76Aug-24 £537.302 Very Small (up to 6m)
176878 Std 20-25350-400 250 H28 £581.58Aug-24 £484.651 Very Small (up to 6m)
Prunus laur. 'Caucasica' (Hedging) Cherry laurel

A classic, versatile, quick-growing screening solution. Unpruned, will quickly gain height and spread to form a naturalistic screen.  Prune regularly to
create a sturdy hedge. 'Caucasica' is a more upright-growing variety with slightly narrower leaves. H6

177314 Hdg 100-125 30 N06 £89.10Aug-24 £74.25152 Clip to Size
174051 Hdg 125-150 35 N18 £108.54£90.4557 Clip to Size
174058 Hdg 125-150 35 N09 £108.54£90.45107 Clip to Size
175731 Hdg 150-175 35 N19 £124.74£103.957 Clip to Size
173371 Hdg 150-175 35 S08 £116.64£97.202 Clip to Size
Prunus laur. 'Caucasica' (Pleached) Cherry laurel

Cherry laurels are a decorative and handsome evergreen. The cultivar 'Caucasica' is  more vigorous than the species making it suitable for pleach training.
White, fragrant flowers in April followed by red fruit turning black in autumn. Leaves are dark green, oblong and glossy. Tolerates shade well. NOTE:
Entire plant is poisonous. H5

174130 (P)Std 25-30350-400 480 T20 £1,995.84£1,663.201 Clip to Size
170418 (P)Std 25-30300-350 110       4 R67 £1,111.32£926.101 Clip to Size
172352 (P)Std 30-35350-400 380 T20 £1,932.66£1,610.551 Clip to Size
Prunus laur. 'Novita' (Pleached) Cherry laurel

'Novita' is a fairly new cherry laurel cultivar. It is similar in habit to the species but has been found to be far more resilient in cold weather. The evergreen
leaves provide excellent screening in this pleached form. The flowers are fragrant, appearing in April then followed by black, glossy fruit. Tolerates shade
well. NOTE: Entire plant is poisonous. H5

175466 (P)3QS 14-16250-300 85 R67 £706.32£588.6010 Clip to Size
175465 (P)HS 14-16200-250 35c R72 £670.68£558.901 Clip to Size
175364 (P)HS 14-16175-200 35c R72 £659.34£549.4517 Clip to Size
173689 (P)HS 14-16175-200 35c R72 £670.68£558.904 Clip to Size
177634 (P)Std 12-14250-300 35c R74a £625.32£521.101 Clip to Size
177785 (P)Std 12-14250-300 70c S11 £639.90£533.2550 Clip to Size
173994 (P)Std 14-16350-400 150 T20 £806.76£672.304 Clip to Size
173990 (P)Std 16-18300-350 150 T20 £957.42£797.853 Clip to Size
173995 (P)Std 16-18350-400 170 T20 £957.42£797.851 Clip to Size
173991 (P)Std 14-16300-350 150 T20 £993.06£827.551 Clip to Size
173992 (P)Std 20-25300-350 130 T20 £1,346.22£1,121.851 Clip to Size
173997 (P)Std 20-25350-400 180 T20 £1,346.22£1,121.852 Clip to Size
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Prunus laurocerasus 'Caucasica' Cherry laurel
Cherry laurels are a decorative and handsome evergreen. The cultivar 'Caucasica' is larger and more vigorous than the species, with more erect branches.
White, fragrant flowers in April followed by red fruit turning black in autumn. Leaves are dark green, oblong and glossy. Tolerates shade well. NOTE:
Entire plant is poisonous. H6

177106 3QS 10-12300-350 30c B10 £283.50£236.251 Very Small (up to 6m)
177108 3QS 12-14350-400 30c M01 £341.82£284.852 Very Small (up to 6m)
176056 HS 12-14350-400 80 M09 £419.58£349.657 Very Small (up to 6m)
175033 MS 250-300 460 X72 £766.26£638.558 Very Small (up to 6m)
175034 MS 300-350 500 X54 £996.30£830.251 Very Small (up to 6m)
172505 MS 450-500 1500 V02 £4,278.42£3,565.351 Very Small (up to 6m)
174131 Std 25-30400-450 520       7 S08 £1,726.92£1,439.106 Very Small (up to 6m)
176398 Std 30-35450-500 530 S10 £1,935.90£1,613.254 Very Small (up to 6m)
174456 Std 35-40400-450 550       7 S06 £2,350.62£1,958.854 Very Small (up to 6m)
173298 Std 35-40400-450 550 S04 £2,088.18£1,740.151 Very Small (up to 6m)
174458 Std 40-45350-400 700       7.5 S08 £2,768.58£2,307.151 Very Small (up to 6m)
Prunus laurocerasus 'Genolia' (Hedging) Cherry laurel

This interesting cultivar from Switzerland offers a beautiful upright shape, maintaining its compact, strict structure from youth to maturity with minimal
pruning. Leaves are most handsome; more elongated than the species retaining the familiar glossy and dark-green nature. Discrete flowering limits any
fruit mess in autumn. Good in all well drained soils. H7

175730 Hdg 150-175 35 G02 £124.74£103.9515 Clip to Size
Prunus laurocerasus 'Novita' Cherry laurel

'Novita' is a fairly new cherry laurel cultivar. It is similar in habit to the species but has been found to be far more resilient in cold weather. The evergreen
obovate leaves and mid green and very glossy. The flowers are fragrant, appearing in April then followed by black, glossy fruit. Tolerates shade well.
NOTE: Entire plant is poisonous. H6

175259 HS 14-16175-200 55c A04 £477.90£398.258 Very Small (up to 6m)
177725 Std 14-16300-350 70 L16 £537.84Aug-24 £448.20170 Very Small (up to 6m)
177156 Std 14-16300-350 45c M02 £477.90£398.2548 Very Small (up to 6m)
174340 Std 20-25400-450 220       5.5 R74b £1,344.60£1,120.501 Very Small (up to 6m)
174342 Std 20-25400-450 290       5.5 R74a £1,548.72£1,290.601 Very Small (up to 6m)
174343 Std 25-30400-450 290       5.5 R74b £1,595.70£1,329.751 Very Small (up to 6m)
174202 Std 25-30450-500 390 S10 £1,676.70£1,397.251 Very Small (up to 6m)
176745 Std 25-30400-450 290       5.5 R74b £1,595.70£1,329.758 Very Small (up to 6m)
175841 Std 25-30450-500 550 S10 £1,850.04£1,541.705 Very Small (up to 6m)
174248 Std 40-45500-600 590 S06 £2,752.38£2,293.655 Very Small (up to 6m)
174247 Std 40-45450-500 560 S04 £2,752.38£2,293.651 Very Small (up to 6m)
Prunus laurocerasus 'Rotundifolia' Round leaf laurel

The classic laurel widely used for both naturalistic and formal screening.  'Rotundifolia' has a slightly rounder leaf shape but shares the glossy rich colour
of the species.  Attractive white flower spikes appear in spring with careful timing of pruning.  Harmful if eaten. May go chlorotic (turn slightly yellow) in
chalk soils, usually only until well established. H5

177109 3QS 12-14350-400 30c M14 £419.58£349.652 Very Small (up to 6m)
177252 Fth 250-300 X54 £766.26Aug-24 £638.5510 Very Small (up to 6m)
176058 HS 14-16350-400 80 M09 £479.52£399.603 Very Small (up to 6m)
175739 MS 300-350 250 Y11 £908.82£757.351 Very Small (up to 6m)
176062 MS 350-400 500 Y16 £1,164.78£970.654 Very Small (up to 6m)
177111 Std 14-16350-400 30c M01 £479.52£399.601 Very Small (up to 6m)
Prunus laur. 'Rotundifolia' (Hedging) Round-leaf laurel

A glossy leaved evergreen which quickly forms a naturalistic screen or formal hedge.  'Rotundifolia' has rounder leaves.  Great in deep shade.  Easy to grow
but harder to establish on alkaline or chalk soils. Harmful if eaten.

176578 Hdg 100-125 30 G02 £46.98£39.1544 Clip to Size
173178 Hdg 125-150 35 S07 £115.02£95.855 Clip to Size
177383 Hdg 125-150 50 N01 £105.30Aug-24 £87.75200 Clip to Size
173523 Hdg 150-175 40 N18 £127.98£106.653 Clip to Size
173244 Hdg 175-200 85 N18 £285.12£237.604 Clip to Size
172652 Hdg 175-200 70 N £285.12£237.602 Clip to Size
Prunus lusitanica Portuguese laurel

A lovely evergreen shrub or tree with oval dark green leaves on carmine red stalks. Small white, fragrant flowers on long racemes in June often followed by
red fruits turning dark glossy purple. Brilliant for hedging or screening. Does well on chalk soils. NOTE: Fruit is harmful if eaten. H5

175416 3QS 50-60350-400 620 S04 £3,844.26£3,203.551 Small (6-10m)
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174245 3QS 50-60350-400 620 S04 £3,837.78£3,198.152 Small (6-10m)
174246 Fth 300-350 1070 S01 £2,692.44£2,243.704 Small (6-10m)
167654 MS 200-250 300 V02 £1,059.48£882.901 Small (6-10m)
174244 MS 250-300 450       6.5 R74a £1,816.02£1,513.352 Small (6-10m)
175069 MS 400-450 1350 V02 £3,564.00£2,970.001 Small (6-10m)
175840 Std 30-35400-450 550 S10 £2,003.94£1,669.951 Small (6-10m)
173332 Std 45-50450-500 930 X71 £3,076.38£2,563.652 Small (6-10m)
Prunus lusitanica 'Brenelia' (Pleached) Portuguese laurel

'Brenelia' is a relatively new cultivar, similar to 'Myrtifolia' in habit, bearing somewhat larger leaves with a delightful, undulated margin. The maroon
characteristic of the stems is even more prominent, and maintains the colour throughout most of the year. Blooms in late April to early June with sweetly
scented white racemes, followed by shiny black berries. H5

175467 (P)3QS 10-12250-300 45c R73 £622.08£518.406 Clip to Size
177786 (P)3QS 10-12200-250 45c M19 £639.90£533.2515 Clip to Size
175391 (P)3QS 12-14250-300 45c R73 £670.68£558.907 Clip to Size
174668 (P)HS 14-16200-250 35c R73 £670.68£558.902 Clip to Size
Prunus lusitanica 'Myrtifolia' Portuguese laurel

The Portugese laurel is a beautiful small tree with ovate, dark green leaves on red stalks. The numerous narrow flower spikes rise up like elegant candles and
are often followed by pointed red berries that turn purple with age. 'Myrtifolia' is thought by some to be better for finely honed topiary. Can be grown on
chalk. Prefers light shade. H5

175128 MS 400-450 2800 V02 £6,612.84£5,510.701 Small (6-10m)
175201 MS 450-500 2600 V02 £4,910.22£4,091.851 Small (6-10m)
175202 MS 500-600 2750 X71 £6,595.02£5,495.851 Small (6-10m)
177703 Std 08-10250-300 25c B12 £239.76£199.8025 Small (6-10m)
177155 Std 10-12300-350 45c M14 £419.58£349.652 Small (6-10m)
177304 Std 25-30350-400 420 S05 £2,021.76£1,684.8020 Small (6-10m)
174906 Std 25-30300-350 180 S06 £1,385.10£1,154.251 Small (6-10m)
Prunus lusitanica 'Myrtifolia' (Hedging) Portuguese laurel

A smaller leafed variety ideal for tightly clipped, formal hedging. Prefers a well drained soil in sun or shade. Up to 5m left untrimmed. Harmful if eaten.
Officially only frost hardy to -5c, but proves to do fine in all but the coldest regions in Britain. H5

176579 Hdg 100-125 30 N26 £50.22£41.852 Clip to Size
176889 Hdg 100-125 35 N32 £79.38Aug-24 £66.15202 Clip to Size
174722 Hdg 125-150 35 X42 £105.30£87.7594 Clip to Size
176721 Hdg 150-175 80 N37 £158.76Jul-24 £132.3050 Clip to Size
177384 Hdg 150-175 50 N26 £115.02Aug-24 £95.85200 Clip to Size
173058 Hdg 175-200 35 M03 £134.40£112.003 Clip to Size
174723 Hdg 175-200 55 M03 £204.12£170.106 Clip to Size
175030 Hdg 200-250 160 M12 £497.34£414.451 Clip to Size
177487 Hdg 200-250 £246.24£205.2012 Clip to Size
176996 Hdg 200-250 150 M08 £413.10Aug-24 £344.2549 Clip to Size
175808 Hdg 200-250 150 M12 £497.34£414.453 Clip to Size
Prunus lusitanica (Topiary) Portuguese laurel

A lovely evergreen with oval dark-green leaves on carmine red stalks; its dense habit making it perfect for creative topiary. Small white, fragrant flowers on
long racemes in June often followed by red fruits turning dark glossy purple. Prune twice a year to maintain a crisp shape. Does well on chalk soils. NOTE:
Fruit is harmful if eaten. H5

167907 Dome 250-300 1250 V02 £3,358.26£2,798.552 Clip to Size
Prunus lusitanica 'Variegata' Variegated Portuguese laurel

A two-toned version of the classic Portuguese laurel, ovate leaves bearing a tasteful, narrow margine of creamy-white. As with the species, the petioles are
carmine and small white, fragrant flowers on long racemes in June often followed by red fruits turning dark glossy purple. Great on all well-drained soils.
NOTE: Fruit is harmful if eaten. H5

175729 Fth 150-175 130 M03 £186.30£155.252 Very Small (up to 6m)
177315 MS 175-200 140 M01 £672.30Aug-24 £560.254 Very Small (up to 6m)
177316 MS 200-250 160 M03 £808.38Aug-24 £673.656 Very Small (up to 6m)
Prunus maackii Manchurian cherry

Native to Mandchuria, eastern Russia and Korea, this tree bears may similarities to our native bird cherry. The flowers unfold into white, 6-8cm long
racemes accompanied by the emerging lime-green, maturing into mid-green foliage. What sets this species apart is its marvelous. shiny cinnamon-coloured
bark. Requires well-drained soil. H7

171571 Std 20-25400-450 220 C07 £576.72£480.603 Medium (10-18m)
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Prunus maackii 'Amber Beauty' Manchurian cherry
An ornamental cherry prized for its bark rather than its spring blossom.  'Amber Beauty' takes its name from its glossy golden bark which can be used to
great effect when set against evergreens in winter, or to accentuate warm golden tones in garden timber.  Broadly pyramidal crown. Small, single white
flowers appear late April. H7

170806 Std 40-45600-700 660 K10 £1,798.20£1,498.501 Small (6-10m)
Prunus padus Bird cherry

This British native offers an impressive habit of slender upswept branches, creating a broadly-oval crown. The almond-scented white flowers, unfolding in
May, are borne in pendulous racemes, followed by bitter black berries which are loved by birds. Good yellow and bronze autumn colours. Great on all
well-draining soils. Tolerates exposed sites. H6

175831 Std 40-45700-800 950 U20 £3,024.54£2,520.451 Medium (10-18m)
Prunus padus 'Tiefurt' Bird cherry

A German cultivar with an upright branching habit, developing into a handsome, uniform broadly-oval head. Pleasing white flowers in arching racemes in
April/May followed by pea-sized black fruits which are loved by birds. Good autumn yellow to red autumn colours. Great on all well-drained soils. Perfect
for rural areas and roadside planting. H6

173925 Std 20-25400-450 160 C08 £537.84£448.201 Medium (10-18m)
Prunus 'Pandora' Ornamental cherry

A hybrid between Prunus subhirtella 'Ascendens Rosea' and Prunus x yedoensis. It has the upright habit of the former and the flexible shoot tips of the
latter. Flowers in a profusion of single white flowers with a hint of pink. Leaves emerge green in spring and turn pale yellow in autumn. Bark of young
trees is lustrous brown. H6

175672 Std 14-16350-400 80 C03 £417.96£348.301 Very Small (up to 6m)
177021 Std 20-25500-600 210 H30 £759.78Aug-24 £633.1510 Very Small (up to 6m)
172518 Std 40-45600-700 320 K10 £2,295.54£1,912.951 Very Small (up to 6m)
Prunus 'Royal Burgundy' Cherry - Ornamental

Eye-catching purple leaves mark 'Royal Burgundy' out as a little more unusual than the many green-leaved flowering cherries. In the garden, this cultivar
makes a wonderful small tree with a roundish-shape and in spring carries, double, shell-pink coloured flowers which set against the purple leaves make a
very attractive end result. Best in full sun. H6

176880 MS 175-200 140 H02 £419.58Aug-24 £349.655 Small (6-10m)
174891 MS 350-400 140 P01 £704.70£587.253 Small (6-10m)
177025 Std 14-16450-500 100 H31 £479.52Aug-24 £399.602 Small (6-10m)
177381 Std 16-18450-500 100 H31 £526.50Aug-24 £438.753 Small (6-10m)
Prunus sargentii Sargent's cherry

Probably the best large pink cherry in cultivation. In spring it produces a great unmistakeable cloud of brilliant rose-pink single flowers. In the autumn the
whole tree becomes a ball of fiery red and orange foliage. It is also one of the few flowering cherries that regularly produces some fruit: gems of glossy yellow,
orange, red and purple-black. H6

174974 Std 20-25450-500 220 C05 £996.30£830.253 Medium (10-18m)
176600 Std 25-30450-500 420 C07 £1,177.74£981.451 Medium (10-18m)
177727 Std 30-35500-600 K09 £1,990.98Aug-24 £1,659.152 Medium (10-18m)
174393 Std 35-40500-600 730 U20 £2,677.86£2,231.551 Medium (10-18m)
177195 Std 35-40500-600 640 U19 £1,990.98Aug-24 £1,659.151 Medium (10-18m)
175814 Std 35-40600-700 850 U21 £3,076.38£2,563.651 Medium (10-18m)
176656 Std 35-40600-700 850 K02 £3,099.06£2,582.551 Medium (10-18m)
Prunus sargentii 'Charles Sargent' Sargent's cherry

A most elegant cherry with a distinctly broad, vase-shaped habit. Rose-pink, single flowers decorate the crown in early spring. The new, dark copper-red
leaves, contrast beautifully against the profusion of pink. 'Charles Sargent' is renowned  for having exceptionally dramatic autmn colours with vivid shades
of orange to red. Glossy, chestnut-brown bark. H7

173279 Std 18-20350-400 160 C05 £555.60£463.001 Small (6-10m)
173280 Std 18-20350-400 160 C07 £555.60£463.001 Small (6-10m)
Prunus sargentii 'Rancho' Sargent's cherry

This American cultivar is much like the species but is smaller in size and has an upright, vase-shaped crown. Leaves emerge coppery-brown, turning green
in summer. The autumn colours are a most pleasing fiery red and orange. In mid April pink flowers cover the tree, sometimes followed by glossy orange,
red, and purple-black fruit. H6

175102 MS 700-800 1100 P08 £3,636.90£3,030.752 Small (6-10m)
Prunus serrula Ornamental cherry

A small but sturdy tree prized for its shiny, mahogany coloured bark. The tree is particularly effective when positioned to contrast dark evergreens in
winter, or under planted with a delicate bed of summer perennials. Leaves are narrow, willow-like. Flowers are small and white in late April. Good autumn
tones. H6

177158 MS 200-250 120 H23 £534.60Aug-24 £445.5015 Small (6-10m)
174532 MS 250-300 230 P03 £716.04£596.702 Small (6-10m)
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175851 MS 350-400 500 C09 £1,245.78£1,038.154 Small (6-10m)
177242 MS 350-400 360 Q06 £959.04Aug-24 £799.2015 Small (6-10m)
175689 Std 12-14350-400 80 C08 £408.24£340.208 Small (6-10m)
174495 Std 14-16400-450 130 C03 £471.42£392.853 Small (6-10m)
175269 Std 16-18400-450 130 C03 £498.96£415.801 Small (6-10m)
175773 Std 16-18300-350 130 C03 £554.04£461.703 Small (6-10m)
175270 Std 18-20350-400 130 C03 £571.86£476.551 Small (6-10m)
175656 Std 20-25400-450 250 C03 £829.44£691.203 Small (6-10m)
173286 Std 20-25350-400 130 C03 £756.54£630.451 Small (6-10m)
176653 Std 20-25400-450 250 C05 £829.44£691.201 Small (6-10m)
172097 Std 30-35500-600 450 C05 £1,893.78£1,578.152 Small (6-10m)
177240 Std 30-35500-600 640 U19 £2,264.76Aug-24 £1,887.303 Small (6-10m)
163370 Std 50-60500-600 1200 P04 £3,743.82£3,119.851 Small (6-10m)
Prunus serrulata 'Fugenzo' Ornamental cherry

'Fugenzo' developes an impressive, broadly vase-shaped crown bearing pale pink, double flowers in May opening from rosy-pink buds. The young foliage
emerges coppery-bronze, maturing to dark-green in summer then taking on rich golden colours in autumn. Does well on all well-drained soils. Not suitable
for paved areas. H6

175686 Std 18-20400-450 120 C08 £583.20£486.001 Small (6-10m)
175923 Std 20-25500-600 210 C03 £743.58£619.653 Small (6-10m)
Prunus serrulata 'Pink Perfection' Ornamental Cherry

An elegant cherry with a broadly vase-shaped canopy of ascending and outward arching branches. Pendulous clusters of pale-pink, double flowers open
from deep-pink buds, accompanied by the bronze-tinted foliage turning rich green in summer. Does well on all well-drained soils. Tolerates paving and
exposed sites. H6

173317 Std 20-25450-500 190 C05 £745.20£621.001 Small (6-10m)
Prunus 'Shimidsu Sakura' Ornamental Cherry

This small but wide-spreading cherry, also known as 'Blushing Bride', puts forward a breathtaking display of blush, semi-double flowers opening from deep
pink buds held in gorgous, pendulous clusters. The foliage emerges bronze, turning green in summer then changes to red and orange in autumn. (Not to be
confused with 'Shogetsu') H5

173158 Std 30-35400-450 380 C05 £1,735.02£1,445.851 Very Small (up to 6m)
Prunus 'Shirofugen' Ornamental cherry

This is a vigorous tree up to 8m wide and almost as tall. The flowers begin pale pink in bud, become pure white, and turn back to pale purplish-pink just
before the petals fall. This is a good garden tree, tolerant of a wide range of soil types. Its white flowers and deep bronze young leaves make it an ideal lawn
specimen. H6

176296 MS 300-350 440 Q04 £1,065.96£888.301 Small (6-10m)
175848 MS 300-350 460 Q04 £968.76£807.303 Small (6-10m)
176782 Std 12-14350-400 80 B56 £289.98Jul-24 £241.6514 Small (6-10m)
176783 Std 14-16350-400 80 B56 £385.56Jul-24 £321.307 Small (6-10m)
176784 Std 20-25400-450 200 H25 £711.18Jul-24 £592.6510 Small (6-10m)
174391 Std 35-40600-700 840 U22 £3,338.82£2,782.355 Small (6-10m)
169751 Std 50-60600-700 900 U21 £6,215.94£5,179.951 Small (6-10m)
Prunus 'Shirotae' Mount Fuji cherry

Introduced to Britain around 1900, this tree is ideal where great height is not required but there is plenty of room for it to spread sideways. Clusters of 5
cm, scented, semi-double, white flowers cover the tree in mid-spring, representing the snow on Mount Fujiyama. The leaves are 12 cm long, deeply incised,
and colour well in the autumn. H6

175708 3QS 12-14350-400 80 C07 £247.86£206.551 Small (6-10m)
176785 Std 12-14350-400 80 B55 £289.98Jul-24 £241.6512 Small (6-10m)
176801 Std 14-16350-400 80 B54 £343.44Jul-24 £286.207 Small (6-10m)
176881 Std 18-20400-450 210 H27 £558.90Aug-24 £465.751 Small (6-10m)
176882 Std 20-25400-450 250 H27 £644.76Aug-24 £537.306 Small (6-10m)
176662 Std 25-30450-500 160 C07 £871.56£726.301 Small (6-10m)
174707 Std 35-40500-600 710 U23 £2,694.06£2,245.051 Small (6-10m)
176619 Std 40-45500-600 710 U23 £3,236.76£2,697.301 Small (6-10m)
170794 Std 45-50600-700 925 U22 £3,717.90£3,098.251 Small (6-10m)
Prunus 'Shogetsu' Japanese cherry

This widespreading tree with delicate, arching branches is one of the later cherries, flowering alongside cultivars such as 'Shirofugen' and 'Kanzan'. The
double, pendulous flowers, pink-tinted in bud, open to pure white, creating an impressive display. In autumn, the vibrant red and orange leaf tones set the
tree ablaze before falling. H6

173457 Std 20-25400-450 150 C05 £644.76£537.309 Very Small (up to 6m)
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Prunus 'Sunset Boulevard' Ornamental cherry
This fairly new cultivar, from Belgium in 1988, is a narrow, conical tree with coppery young foliage becoming green then yellow-orange in autumn. The
single flowers are white with a pink flush. Due to its neat, upright crown and that it doesn't produce any fruit this tree is an excellent choice for streets,
avenues or car parks. Requires well drained soil. H6

174008 3QS 18-20400-450 130 C07 £622.08£518.404 Medium (10-18m)
174009 3QS 18-20400-450 160 C07 £622.08£518.406 Medium (10-18m)
177134 MS 200-250 260 Q07 £698.22Aug-24 £581.852 Medium (10-18m)
177204 MS 450-500 1000 K08 £2,217.78Aug-24 £1,848.151 Medium (10-18m)
175849 MS 450-500 480 Q04 £1,364.04£1,136.702 Medium (10-18m)
177739 MS 500-600 1000 K08 £2,075.22Aug-24 £1,729.351 Medium (10-18m)
177740 MS 500-600 1000 K08 £2,567.70Aug-24 £2,139.751 Medium (10-18m)
176786 Std 12-14350-400 80 B50 £267.30Jul-24 £222.7510 Medium (10-18m)
173930 Std 18-20400-450 160 C05 £515.16£429.305 Medium (10-18m)
169090 Std 25-30450-500 180 C05 £639.90£533.252 Medium (10-18m)
164114 Std 25-30600-700 220 C07 £741.96£618.301 Medium (10-18m)
171850 Std 30-35500-600 300 C05 £954.18£795.151 Medium (10-18m)
169352 Std 30-35500-600 300 C05 £937.98£781.651 Medium (10-18m)
Prunus 'Taihaku' Great white cherry

This tree was thought to be extinct for centuries when in 1923 a magnificent specimen was found in Sussex. From this single plant, gardens world over
have been restocked. It is without a doubt the finest snow-white cherry. It has low spreading branches with clusters of faintly scented flowers and
bronze-red unfolding leaves in spring. Undemanding. H6

177193 MS 350-400 540 Q06 £1,158.30Aug-24 £965.252 Small (6-10m)
174718 MS 450-500 1000 P08 £2,771.82£2,309.851 Small (6-10m)
176787 Std 12-14350-400 80 B54 £289.98Jul-24 £241.6516 Small (6-10m)
176802 Std 14-16350-400 80 B54 £348.30Jul-24 £290.253 Small (6-10m)
175817 Std 45-50600-700 1000 K04 £4,467.96£3,723.301 Small (6-10m)
Prunus 'Umineko' Japanese cherry

The name 'Umineko', which is Japanese for seagull, is reflected in the pure white blossoms that cover the tree in mid to late April. The leaves emerge during
the flowering giving light green hints in the sea of white. In autumn the tree puts on a fiery display with colours of orange, red and purple. Best in full sun
and moist fertile loam. H6

168803 HS 45-50300-350 530 C09 £2,136.78£1,780.651 Small (6-10m)
175853 MS 350-400 400 Q03 £774.36£645.301 Small (6-10m)
174711 MS 700-800 1100 P08 £2,946.78£2,455.651 Small (6-10m)
176907 Std 12-14300-350 80 B46 £272.16Jul-24 £226.8013 Small (6-10m)
176883 Std 18-20350-400 200 H26 £545.94Aug-24 £454.957 Small (6-10m)
176967 Std 20-25350-400 250 H27 £630.18Aug-24 £525.153 Small (6-10m)
174708 Std 45-50500-600 875 U21 £3,614.22£3,011.851 Small (6-10m)
176614 Std 45-50500-600 875 U21 £3,614.22£3,011.851 Small (6-10m)
Prunus virginiana 'Shubert' Purple-leaved chokecherry

A handsome ornamental cherry with pyramidal habit, reaching up to 10m with bright green spring foliage turning dark-purple by early summer. White
clusters of flowers in spring give way to clusters of reddish fruit in summer, maturing to dark-purple. Great for preserves and loved by wildlife. Good on all
well-drained soils. Best in full sun. H6

174416 Std 16-18500-600 120 C08 £536.22£446.851 Small (6-10m)
174417 Std 18-20500-600 120 C08 £639.90£533.251 Small (6-10m)
Prunus x incam 'Okamé' Ornamental cherry

A gorgeous broadly-round tree with masses of carmine-rose flowers, luminous against the dark bark, decorating the branches throughout March. Foliage is
lush, mid-green through summer then taking on a stunning blaze or orange and red before falling in autumn. Does well on all well-draining soils. Prefers
full sun. Tolerates an exposed site. H6

175850 MS 350-400 400 Q05 £1,098.36£915.301 Very Small (up to 6m)
172214 Std 50-60500-600 1100 U21 £3,470.04£2,891.701 Very Small (up to 6m)
Prunus x subhirtella 'Autumnalis' Winter-flowering cherry

A very small, dainty tree with semi-double blush-to-white flowers through winter and offering good autumn colour.  Its natural habit is somewhat
spreading with a light semi-transparent crown.  Often seen as a mop head which gives a more uniform round crown in leaf, but can be less attractive in
winter. Tolerant of most soils. H6

173288 Std 20-25450-500 200 C05 £617.22£514.352 Very Small (up to 6m)
172296 Std 50-60450-500 1060 C05 £3,423.06£2,852.551 Very Small (up to 6m)
Prunus x subhirtella 'Autumnalis Rosea' Rosebud cherry
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Prunus x subhirtella 'Autumnalis Rosea'
A dainty tree with semi-double shell-pink flowers blooming repeatedly from November until March and offering good autumn colour. Its natural habit is
somewhat spreading with a light semi-transparent crown. Often seen as a mop head which gives a more uniform round crown in leaf, but can be less
attractive in winter. Tolerant of most soils. H6

171538 MS 450-500 380 C07 £1,474.20£1,228.502 Very Small (up to 6m)
Prunus x subhirtella 'Pendula Rubra' Pink weeping cherry

A lovely, slender, weeping tree with graceful arching branches. Pink flowers open from redder buds in late March to early April, creating a delightful
cascade of colour in spring. This display takes on a second act later in autumn, when the canopy turns from lush green to fiery red. Good on all
well-drained soils, and on exposed sites. H6

177402 HS 20-25150-175 C09 £358.02Jul-24 £298.352 Very Small (up to 6m)
Prunus x yedoensis Yoshino cherry

A graceful, early flowering tree with upright, spreading branches, highly valued for its profusion of almond-scented, blush-white flowers in late March and
early April. The green summer foliage turns yellow in autumn, creating a beautiful contrast to the shiny, black fruits. Plant sheltered in full sun in
well-drained soil for best results. Drought-sensitive. H6

174006 3QS 16-18400-450 130 C07 £451.98£376.656 Small (6-10m)
177132 MS 200-250 500 Q07 £698.22Aug-24 £581.852 Small (6-10m)
177133 MS 250-300 500 Q07 £839.16Aug-24 £699.303 Small (6-10m)
177190 MS 500-600 1000 K08 £2,340.90Aug-24 £1,950.751 Small (6-10m)
175188 MS 600-700 900 P08 £2,493.18£2,077.651 Small (6-10m)
174429 Std 16-18400-450 160 C07 £453.60£378.001 Small (6-10m)
175924 Std 20-25500-600 250 C07 £743.58£619.651 Small (6-10m)
173538 Std 45-50600-700 810 U21 £2,651.94£2,209.951 Small (6-10m)
175076 Std 45-50700-800 1000 U22 £3,452.22£2,876.851 Small (6-10m)
175444 Std 50-60700-800 1000 U22 £4,019.22£3,349.351 Small (6-10m)
Prunus x yedoensis 'Ivensii' Weeping Yoshino cherry

An elegant, weeping tree with long, tortuous branches and long, slender, drooping branchlets, which in late March to early April, turn into snow-white
cascades of delicately fragrant blossom. Foliage emerges beautifully bronze, maturing to dark-green in summer then fiery red in autumn. Polution tolerant.
Great on all well-drained soils bar chalk. H6

174975 Std 25-30450-500 250 C05 £1,023.84£853.201 Very Small (up to 6m)
Pseudotsuga menziesii Douglas fir

Native to the coastal and mountainous regions of British Columbia down to California this conifer, if given space, quickly develops into an impressive
pyramidal tree. The dark-green needles and deeply-ridged bark are very attractive but it's the cones with their conspicuous, lynx-like tufts (bracts) that
truly set it apart. H7

176124 Fth 25-30500-600 300 T03 £1,989.36£1,657.802 Large (18m +)
Ptelea trifoliata Common hoptree

An attractive North American native developing a broadly-round crown with arching branches and glossy dark-green leaves, each with a handsome
constrasting pale-green midrib and petiole. Inconspicuous flowers are followed by decorative clusters of pale-green, winged fruit. All parts are very
aromatic. Great in all well-drained soils. H6

177707 Std 40c B12 £458.40£382.003 Small (6-10m)
Pyracantha 'Navaho' Firethorn

Firethorns are brilliant plants, frequently used as wall or specimen shrubs but also grafted into an attractive tree. Masses of hawthorn-like flowers are borne
in early summer followed by dense clusters of orange to orange-red berries. Tolerant of all exposure and pollution, thriving in all kinds of fertile soil. Very
resitant to fireblight. Hardiness rating H7.

176702 MS 150-175 90c U02 £592.92£494.103 Very Small (up to 6m)
Pyrus cal. 'Chanticleer' Ornamental pear

An ornamental pear which produces blush to white flowers with black stamens in late spring, then offers a glossy green foliage through the summer before
phasing to a strong red in autumn, with the colour often persisting to Christmas. Small brown fruits sometimes produced in late summer.  An upright tree
when young, broadening with age. H6

176751 HS 14-16400-450 80         4 J19 £346.68£288.901 Medium (10-18m)
176931 Std 12-14300-350 80 B32 £288.36Aug-24 £240.3020 Medium (10-18m)
175625 Std 14-16400-450 90 J36 £430.92Aug-24 £359.101 Medium (10-18m)
174320 Std 14-16400-450 80         4 J19 £408.24£340.201 Medium (10-18m)
176754 Std 14-16400-450 100 J19 £430.92£359.101 Medium (10-18m)
176752 Std 14-16400-450 110 J19 £430.92£359.101 Medium (10-18m)
176753 Std 16-18350-400 80         4 J19 £497.34£414.451 Medium (10-18m)
176682 Std 16-18350-400 80         4 J19 £497.34£414.451 Medium (10-18m)
177026 Std 20-25500-600 180 J36 £792.18Sep-24 £660.159 Medium (10-18m)
176685 Std 25-30500-600 160 J19 £1,091.88£909.901 Medium (10-18m)
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174869 Std 40-45600-700 680 K03 £2,097.90£1,748.252 Medium (10-18m)
175230 Std 45-50600-700 675 K03 £2,507.76£2,089.801 Medium (10-18m)
Pyrus cal. 'Chanticleer' (Pleached) Ornamental Pear

An interesting alternative to the usual pleached options, this ornamental pear produces blush to white flowers with the leaves in late spring, provides a
glossy green foliage through the summer, then phases to a strong red in autumn, often persisting to Christmas. Small brown fruits sometimes produced in
late summer. Pollution tolerant. H6

172497 (P)Std 30-35350-400 400 J28 £1,953.72£1,628.105 Clip to Size
158968 (P)Std 30-35350-400 480 J28 £1,908.36£1,590.302 Clip to Size
165116 (P)Std 35-40350-400 550 R74c £1,892.16£1,576.803 Clip to Size
Pyrus calleryana 'Redspire' Ornamental pear

'Redspire' is an excellent American selection similar to the popular 'Chanticleer' but remaining slightly more narrow into maturity and excels in autumn
colour. A profusion of white spring flowers is followed by lush, glossy, dark-green foliage turning orange and red in autumn. Perfect for smaller sites or
streets, performing well on all well-drained sites. H7

176934 Std 12-14300-350 80 B33 £288.36Aug-24 £240.305 Small (6-10m)
Pyrus c. 'Doyenne du Comice' (Pleached) Dessert pear

A popular dessert pear introduced from France in 1849 with fine flavour, similar to 'Conference'. Fruits are produced in early winter.  Pick in October
while fruit is still firm and store until November before eating. The variety ‘Concorde’ makes a good pollination partner. Well-drained soil, full sun.
Flowering group D, not self-fertile. H6

174214 (P)HS 30-35200-250 200       5.5 R74d £1,397.25£1,397.251 Clip to Size
170399 (P)QS 80-90250-300 510 R74d £2,355.75£2,355.752 Clip to Size
Pyrus com. 'Beurré Hardy' Dessert pear

‘Beurré Hardy’ is a strong tree with regular heavy crops of large, conical fruit with shiny, yellowish green skin and russet dots. The flesh is white to pale
pink, very juicy and sweet, with an aroma reminiscent of rosewater. It was raised in Boulogne, France in about 1820. Ready in October. Pick while fruit is
hard. Pollination Group D, not self-fertile. H6

177417 3QS 10-12200-250 R11 £209.25Aug-24 £209.253 Small (6-10m)
174153 3QS 12-14250-300 80         4 R04 £249.75£249.751 Small (6-10m)
177418 3QS 12-14200-250 R11 £251.10Aug-24 £251.101 Small (6-10m)
177221 HS 10-12200-250 R07 £206.55Aug-24 £206.552 Small (6-10m)
177512 HS 12-14200-250 R07 £248.40Aug-24 £248.403 Small (6-10m)
174270 Std 18-20300-350 150 R12 £637.20£637.201 Small (6-10m)
173143 Std 20-25400-450 175 R12 £658.80£658.803 Small (6-10m)
Pyrus com. 'Beurré Hardy' (Pleached) Dessert pear

‘Beurré Hardy’ is a strong tree with regular heavy crops of large, conical fruit with shiny, yellowish green skin and russet dots. The flesh is white to pale
pink, very juicy and sweet, with an aroma reminiscent of rosewater. It was raised in Boulogne, France in about 1820. Ready in October. Pick while fruit is
hard. Pollination Group D, not self-fertile. H6

177379 Cand. 175-200 110c V03 £785.70£785.701 Clip to Size
175960 Cand. 175-200 110c R01 £785.70£785.703 Clip to Size
Pyrus com. 'Clapps Favourite' Dessert pear

Often referred to simply as ''Clapp Pears'' this is one of the earliest pears of good quality available. An attractive medium to large, pear with greenish
yellow skin complemented with a red blush. Very juicy, sweet & flavourful. Great for bottling or fresh eating, ripens well on the tree. Flowering group D,
not self-fertile.

173431 Std 20-25400-450 190 R20 £784.35£784.351 Small (6-10m)
Pyrus com. 'Conference' Dessert pear

A dessert/fresh eating pear first introduced in Hertfordshire 1885 at the National British Pear Conference, hence the name. Fruits are yellowish green,
tinged golden russet. The flesh is white, firm and of a pleasant flavour. Good pollinator. Ready in October and November. Flowering group C, self-fertile.
H6

177419 3QS 10-12200-250 R11 £209.25Aug-24 £209.253 Small (6-10m)
173906 QS 60-70200-250 285c R02 £1,768.50£1,768.502 Small (6-10m)
173145 Std 18-20400-450 130 R12 £548.10£548.101 Small (6-10m)
Pyrus com. 'Conference' (Pleached) Dessert pear

A dessert/fresh eating pear first introduced in Hertfordshire 1885 at the National British Pear Conference, hence the name. Fruits are yellowish green,
tinged golden russet. The flesh is white, firm and of a pleasant flavour. Good pollinator. Ready in October and November. Flowering group C, self-fertile.
H6

175961 Cand. 150-175 45c R01 £448.20£448.203 Clip to Size
174087 (P)QS 40-45250-300 260       5.5 R74d £1,560.60£1,560.605 Clip to Size
174088 (P)QS 60-70200-250 770 R74d £2,049.30£2,049.305 Clip to Size
Pyrus com. 'Doyenne du Comice' Dessert pear
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Pyrus com. 'Doyenne du Comice'
A popular dessert pear introduced from France in 1849 with fine flavour, similar to 'Conference', which rarely grows taller than two metres. Fruits are
produced in early winter.  Pick in October while fruit is still firm and store until November before eating. The variety ‘Concorde’ makes a good pollination
partner. Flowering group D, not self-fertile. H6

177421 3QS 08-10200-250 R11 £174.15Aug-24 £174.153 Medium (10-18m)
175806 QS 60-70250-300 470c Office £2,660.85£2,660.851 Medium (10-18m)
174271 Std 18-20300-350 130 R12 £533.25£533.252 Medium (10-18m)
176718 Std 20-25300-350 130 R12 £638.55£638.551 Medium (10-18m)
Pyrus com. 'Williams' Dessert pear

One of the worlds top produced dessert/fresh eating pears. Large, golden yellow skin, brownish red blush, classic shape with smooth, white flesh. Pick when
mature, but before ripened. Let ripen in a dry, shady place. Original cultivar name: 'Williams' Bon Chrétien' from France. Plant south or west facing.
Pollination Group C, partially self-fertile. H6

177420 3QS 10-12200-250 R11 £209.25Aug-24 £209.253 Small (6-10m)
174152 3QS 12-14250-300 80         4 R04 £249.75£249.751 Small (6-10m)
173433 Std 16-18400-450 160 R05 £469.80£469.802 Small (6-10m)
174272 Std 18-20300-350 170 R12 £533.25£533.252 Small (6-10m)
176719 Std 20-25300-350 170 R12 £638.55£638.554 Small (6-10m)
Pyrus elaeagnifolia Oleaster-leafed pear

An elegant wild pear grown for its attractive silvery-grey foliage. The name refers to the similarity of its foliage to that of Elaeagnus angustifolia. Although
not known for showy spring bloom the crown does bear pretty clusters of white flowers followed by small rounded fruits in autumn. Handles hard pruning
very well. Very drought tolerant. H7

154563 Std 45-50500-600 820 K06 £2,156.22£1,796.851 Very Small (up to 6m)
Pyrus salicifolia 'Pendula' Willow-leaved pear

An elegant tree with slender weeping branches and narrow, willow-like, silvery leaves. Creamy-white flowers, opening from pink-tipped buds, cover the tree
in April and May followed by small, inedible brownish fruits. Does very well on all types of soils but requires full sunlight to thrive. Can be cut back and
trimmed after flowering. H6

175925 Std 12-14350-400 80 J20 £497.34£414.453 Very Small (up to 6m)
175928 Std 14-16450-500 120 J20 £908.82£757.352 Very Small (up to 6m)
176683 Std 16-18250-300 145 J20 £588.06£490.052 Very Small (up to 6m)
176684 Std 18-20250-300 145 J20 £670.68£558.901 Very Small (up to 6m)
Quercus cerris Turkey oak

As an ornamental tree this species is fast-growing and attractive on a grand scale. The silvery-grey bark is roughly cracked and broken into small squarish
plates. Leaves are rich, lustrous green. The 3-4cm long acorns, which take two years to mature, are held in cups that are thickly covered with long whiskery
and twisted scales. H6

167158 Std 40-45600-700 660 R30 £2,491.56£2,076.301 Large (18m +)
161105 Std 40-45500-600 550 R30 £1,942.38£1,618.651 Large (18m +)
175434 Std 45-50600-700 550 R30 £2,937.06£2,447.551 Large (18m +)
166048 Std 45-50700-800 660 R30 £3,236.76£2,697.301 Large (18m +)
162600 Std 45-50900-1000 770 R30 £2,063.88£1,719.901 Large (18m +)
175555 Std 70-80900-1000 1900 R35 £10,084.50£8,403.751 Large (18m +)
Quercus dentata 'Carl Ferris Miller' Daimio oak

An interesting, rare oak named after a former US soldier who founded the Chollipo Arboretum in Korea. It's upright habit is very handsome but it's its
large, leathery leaves which make this tree truly unique. Pleantly glossy green in summer, the foliage turns a mix of red, orange and yellow in autumn,
often remaining on the tree through winter. H6

177177 QS 25-30350-400 R27 £1,861.38Oct-24 £1,551.152 Very Small (up to 6m)
Quercus frainetto 'Trump' Hungarian oak

This excellent Dutch selection offers a much more upright and tidy habit. The large, dark-green and boldly lobed leaves and rugged bark, cracking into an
attractive platelet pattern, are characteristic of the species. Does well in all well-drained soils although it prefers acidic. Tolerates paving and exposed sites.
Golden brown autumn colours. H7

177179 QS 20-25 R28 £1,602.18Oct-24 £1,335.151 Large (18m +)
177178 Std 18-20450-500 R27 £850.50Oct-24 £708.751 Large (18m +)
177180 Std 30-35500-600 R27 £2,152.98Oct-24 £1,794.151 Large (18m +)
Quercus ilex Holm oak

A large tree with attractive, corrugated bark and leathery evergreen leaves. It takes its name from holm, an ancient name for holly. The leaves are glossy,
dark green above and pale whitish-grey with dense short hairs below. Edible acorns in autumn. Thrives in all well-drained soils and particularly valuable
for coastal planting. H4

175500 Std 10-12350-400 110 M14 £665.82£554.855 Large (18m +)
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Quercus ilex (Pleached) Holm oak
An attractive evergreen with leathery leaves, here in pleached form. It takes its name from holm, an ancient name for holly. The leaves are glossy, dark green
above and pale whitish-grey with dense short hairs below. Edible acorns in atumn. Thrives in all well-drained soils and particularly valueble for coastal
planting. H6

174811 (P)HS 14-16200-250 35c R70 £672.30£560.251 Clip to Size
176741 (P)HS 18-20200-250 35c R70 £808.38£673.652 Clip to Size
176742 (P)HS 20-25200-250 35c R70 £895.86£746.551 Clip to Size
170198 (P)Std 16-18300-350 90 T20 £1,224.72£1,020.601 Clip to Size
168511 (P)Std 18-20250-300 140 T20 £1,446.66£1,205.551 Clip to Size
170199 (P)Std 20-25300-350 90 T20 £1,514.70£1,262.251 Clip to Size
167224 (P)Std 20-25300-350 130 T20 £1,513.08£1,260.901 Clip to Size
168510 (P)Std 25-30250-300 140 T20 £1,595.70£1,329.751 Clip to Size
Quercus palustris Pin oak

Few oaks can withstand flooding and wet ground as well as this species. The bark is smooth and dark grey become pale like Red oak for many years, then
eventually becoming lightly fissured. The smooth leaves are glossy green in summer turning rich brown or fiery-red in autumn. Acorns are 1.2cm and
almost round, in thin black cups. H6

177182 Std R27 £806.76Oct-24 £672.304 Large (18m +)
177183 Std R27 £968.76Oct-24 £807.302 Large (18m +)
177184 Std R27 £1,245.78Oct-24 £1,038.152 Large (18m +)
177185 Std 20-25 R27 £1,449.90Oct-24 £1,208.252 Large (18m +)
176615 Std 25-30600-700 310 R27 £1,346.22Aug-24 £1,121.851 Large (18m +)
177665 Std 25-30 R27 £1,854.90Oct-24 £1,545.752 Large (18m +)
177126 Std 60-70800-900 2700 V02 £9,391.14Oct-24 £7,825.951 Large (18m +)
Quercus pontica Armenian oak, Pontine oak

This charming oak is a rare species originating from northern Turkey, Armenia and adjacent areas of Russia. Somewhat reminiscent of sweet chestnut the
Armenian oak is a slow growing shrub or tree with a broadly-round habit maturing to 6-10m. The mid-green, leathery leaves are distinctly veined and most
attractive. Acorns in clusters in autumn. H6

165167 QS 50-60300-350 1250 V01 £3,275.64£2,729.701 Small (6-10m)
Quercus robur English oak

Grown for its characterfully rugged silhouette and abundance of acorns, the English Oak is usually a lowland species, growing on a range of soils from clay
to gravel, but not peat. Attractive, though not intense, golden yellow in autumn.  A large, spreading, slow grower which can live for centuries. H6

177127 QS 14-16400-450 R29 £641.52Oct-24 £534.605 Large (18m +)
177187 QS 18-20 R28 £1,130.76Oct-24 £942.301 Large (18m +)
177128 Std 10-12350-400 R29 £510.30Oct-24 £425.252 Large (18m +)
177230 Std 10-12300-350 B41 £320.76Oct-24 £267.3038 Large (18m +)
177731 Std 12-14350-400 R29 £644.76Oct-24 £537.306 Large (18m +)
177129 Std 14-16400-450 R29 £740.34Oct-24 £616.954 Large (18m +)
177732 Std 16-18400-450 R29 £856.98Oct-24 £714.155 Large (18m +)
177186 Std 16-18350-400 R28 £941.22Oct-24 £784.351 Large (18m +)
177188 Std R28 £1,602.18Oct-24 £1,335.151 Large (18m +)
177189 Std 25-30500-600 R28 £2,195.10Oct-24 £1,829.252 Large (18m +)
177742 Std 30-35500-600 R28 £2,637.36Oct-24 £2,197.802 Large (18m +)
Quercus robur 'Fastigiata Koster' Cypress oak

This cultivar of our native english oak is a most handsome tree with firm, upright branches giving it a dense, columnar shape. Excellent choice for formal
avenues, tall hedging or a garden focal point. Tolerant of urban air pollution and a wide range of soils but prefers deep moist soils. Leaves and acorns
similar to the species. Deep rooting. H6

176711 Fth 14-16350-400 120 R21 £740.34£616.951 Large (18m +)
174124 Fth 14-16400-450 120 R21 £832.68£693.901 Large (18m +)
Quercus robur (Pleached) English oak

Our beloved English oak, here in an exciting, trained form offering a unique screening option for a wide range of soils from clay to gravel, except for peat.
Rich, green summer colours with attractive, golden-brown tones in autumn. Decorative, brown acorns. The species' natural slow growth requires far less
pruning to maintain an attractive frame. H7

165402 (P)Low 300-350 270 C01 £1,033.56£861.301 Clip to Size
Quercus shumardii Shumard oak

Benjamin Franklin Shumard, the State geologist of Texas, was commemorated in the name of this North American tree in 1860. Starts growing in a vase
shape but later becomes broad and round. Turns a vibrant orange/red in autumn. Foliage is glossy green, fairly large, deeply lobed leaves. Tolerates strong
winds but not maritime exposure. H6

164306 Std 50-60800-900 1200 R30 £2,567.70£2,139.751 Large (18m +)
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Quercus suber Cork oak
The cork oak, native to southern Europe and North Africa, was in cultivations long before its introduction to the wine industry. Its bark has been used for
fishing buoys and sandals. This is a slow grower that, if conditions are favorable, can reach 250 years of age. Spiny, evergreen leaves decorate twisted
branches. H4

173890 Std 100-110900-1000 3300 T19 £11,526.30£9,605.251 Medium (10-18m)
Rhamnus cathartica (Hedging) Purging buckthorn

The cork oak, native to southern Europe and North Africa, was in cultivations long before its introduction to the wine industry. Its bark has been used for
fishing buoys and sandals. This is a slow grower that, if conditions are favorable, can reach 250 years of age. Spiny, evergreen leaves decorate twisted
branches. H4

175882 Hdg 35 X12 £100.44£83.7026 Clip to Size
Salix alba var. vitellina 'Britzensis' Coral bark willow

This colourful cultivar of willow is a wondeful firecracker in the winter garden, its young twigs strikingly orange-red to pure red, giving it an almost
luminous appearance. Pleasing bark with deep ridges. Does well in most areas, including paved and exposed sites. Can withstand temporary flooding once
established. Reacts very well to pruning. H7

175715 MS 1000-1100 2800 V01 £13,386.00£11,155.001 Medium (10-18m)
Salix babylonica 'Tortuosa' Dragon's claw willlow

An intriguing upright, female clone with much-twisted and contorted branches and twigs. Handsome in season but undoubtebly best in winter when the
fascinating habit can truly be appriciated. Leaves long and narrow, green above, bluish grey beneath. Slender catkins appear with the young leaves in
spring. Best in full sun and moist soils. H5

177260 MS 250-300 150 V01 £694.98Jul-24 £579.152 Medium (10-18m)
176031 MS 400-450 750 V01 £1,819.26£1,516.051 Medium (10-18m)
Salix x sepulcralis 'Chrysocoma' Golden weeping willow

This is probably the most popular and widely grown willow. The 'x' means it's a hybrid betwen to different willows namely S. alba 'Vitellina-Tristis' and
S. babylonica 'Babylon'. 'Chrysocoma' is both architecturally stunning with its golden weeping habit as well as very hardy and develops beautifully
fissured bark with age. Does not cope well with dought. H7

176913 Std 14-16350-400 150 Y28 £320.76Jul-24 £267.3028 Medium (10-18m)
175711 Std 16-18450-500 145 Y27 £401.76£334.801 Medium (10-18m)
176789 Std 30-35600-700 400 Y26 £1,130.76Jul-24 £942.309 Medium (10-18m)
175567 Std 40-45600-700 1000 U18 £4,187.70£3,489.751 Medium (10-18m)
175568 Std 45-50600-700 1000 U18 £4,793.58£3,994.652 Medium (10-18m)
175799 Std 50-60600-700 1000 U19 £5,473.98£4,561.651 Medium (10-18m)
176982 Std 70-801000-1100 850 U15 £11,986.38Jul-24 £9,988.651 Medium (10-18m)
Sambucus nigra 'Black Tower' Elderberry

A handsome, purple-leaved selection with a neat, upright, columnar habit. Pale-pink flowers, borne in large flat umbrells throughout summer, contrast
beautifully against the dark foliage. May be followed by purple-black berries. Loved by wildlife. Great on all free-draining soils. Prefers a sunny spot, but
manages partial shade. Tolerates exposure. H6

175131 MS 250-300 200 V01 £957.42£797.852 Very Small (up to 6m)
Sambucus nigra f. porphyrophylla 'Eva' Elderberry

'Eva', also known as 'Black Lace', is a stunning elderberry with deeply dissected purplish-black leaves, giving it a lace-like appearance. Pale pink flowers,
borne in large flat umbrells throughout summer, contrast beautifully against the dark foliage. May be followed by purple-black berries. Loved by wildlife.
Great on all free-draining soils. H6

177635 3QS 08-10250-300 30c R65 £312.66£260.553 Very Small (up to 6m)
Sassafras albidum Sassafras

Native to North America, and with long culinary significance, the sassafras is an upright tree with a loose, broadly-oval crown. The 3-lobed leaves are
attractively glossy green and colour well in autumn with gold and red tones. Small yellow flowers emerge with the leaves in spring. Best in well-drained,
acidic to neutral clay or loam. Suckers freely. H5

177027 Std 10-12450-500 125 F03 £578.34Aug-24 £481.952 Medium (10-18m)
177380 Std 12-14450-500 125 F03 £672.30Aug-24 £560.251 Medium (10-18m)
175005 Std 14-16400-450 150 J £643.14£535.951 Medium (10-18m)
Sciadopitys verticillata 'Beauty Green' Umbrella pine

A dwarf selection of this intreguing evergreen bearing whorls of dark-green needles at the end of its branchlets, like the spokes of an umbrella. The brown
cones are very attractive as well as the reddish-brown exfoliating bark. Max heigh: 3m. Best grown in moist, rich, slightly acidic, well-drained soils in full
sun. Shelter from strong winds. H6

177378 Fth 06-08075-100 V03 £239.76£199.803 Very Small (up to 6m)
Sequoiadendron giganteum Mammoth tree

An evergreen conifer with a dense conical habit in youth, ultimately forming a tall fairly narrow tree with down swept branches.  This is an excellent tree
for achieving a 'spire' effect, but be sure to give it plenty of room as it ultimately attains a very large size. Deeply furrowed, reddish-brown outer bark.
Leaves are awl-shaped, 6-12mm long. H6
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175459 3QS 60-70500-600 1750 T15 £8,726.94£7,272.451 Large (18m +)
177045 QS 50-60400-450 T10 £4,197.42Oct-24 £3,497.851 Large (18m +)
177382 QS 60-70450-500 T10 £4,694.76Oct-24 £3,912.301 Large (18m +)
175454 Std 70-80500-600 2100 T14 £9,258.30£7,715.251 Large (18m +)
175451 Std 80-90500-600 1800 T15 £9,838.26£8,198.552 Large (18m +)
175460 Std 90-100500-600 1800 T15 £10,175.22£8,479.351 Large (18m +)
Sequoia sempervirens Coast redwood

For drama it is hard to beat the Coast redwood. The fissured, red-brown bark, narrow, sky-scraping habit and downward sweeping branches provide a regal
spire effect. Leaves are beautifully green above and greenish-white beneath. Ultimately a long lived, huge tree so give it plenty of room to reach its full
magnificence. Flat far-reaching roots. H6

177143 MS 600-700 T11 £6,591.78Oct-24 £5,493.151 Large (18m +)
174647 MS 700-800 2400 U11 £10,021.32£8,351.101 Large (18m +)
174648 MS 900-1000 4400 V02 £21,857.04£18,214.201 Large (18m +)
175877 MS 900-1000 4700 S09 £16,671.42£13,892.851 Large (18m +)
176542 MS 900-1000 5800 U15 £18,508.50£15,423.751 Large (18m +)
Sophora japonica Pagoda tree (Styphnolobium japonicum)

The pagoda tree is native to China but for a long time has been cultivated and naturalised in Japan, from where the species was originally described. It
grows into a lofty tree 10-20m tall with an equal spread, and produces a fine, dark brown timber. A popular ornamental tree grown for its white flowers,
however only in 30-40 year old trees. H5

176272 Std 30-35500-600 630 R50 £1,914.84£1,595.701 Large (18m +)
Sorbus auc. 'Sheerwater Seedling' Mountain ash

A medium sized tree with an upright habit. It has fine, compound leaves that are blue-green, turning to yellow in autumn. Creamy-white spring flowers
and clusters of orange-red autumn fruit that turn bright red with age. As garden trees they prefer sandy slightly acid soils. Note: Fruit, if swallowed, may
cause stomach upsets. H6

175709 Std 16-18350-400 90 J15 £401.76£334.808 Medium (10-18m)
174542 Std 16-18450-500 80         4 J12 £537.84£448.201 Medium (10-18m)
173289 Std 20-25500-600 150 J12 £738.72£615.601 Medium (10-18m)
Sorbus aucuparia Mountain ash

The Rowan is an attractive slender tree with greyish downy winter buds that open to dark green leaves, turning red or yellow in autumn. Clusters of
creamy-white flowers in late spring are followed by brilliant orange to scarlet autumn berries. Thrives best away from hot dry conditions. Both flowers and
berries attract wildlife. H6

175859 MS 350-400 400 Q03 £1,469.34£1,224.451 Medium (10-18m)
174479 MS 450-500 355 Q03 £1,731.78£1,443.151 Medium (10-18m)
Sorbus aucuparia 'Asplenifolia' Cut-leaf mountain ash

With its fern-like serrated leaves, 'Asplenifolia' offers the perfect balance between a rugged native and a delicate garden tree. Upright when young, it
matures to a distinguished broadly-oval habit. Signiture white panicles in spring followed by clusters of red berries in autumn. Brilliant red autumn
colours. H6

175930 Std 20-25500-600 180 J15 £1,090.26£908.552 Small (6-10m)
Sorbus aucuparia 'Autumn Spire' Mountain ash

A very handsome mountain ash with upright branches forming a neat, columnar habit. In spring, clusters of white flowers decorate the tree, later followed
by yellow berries, perfectly accentuated by the striking burgandy autumn foliage. Great for the smaller garden with limited space. Great on all well-drained
soils. Tolerates exposure. H6

177060 MS 175-200 60 C01 £401.76Sep-24 £334.805 Very Small (up to 6m)
Sorbus commixta Japanese rowan

Compact, broadly conical shaped tree with long tapered, glossy dark green leaves. Small white flowers, set in corymbs, unfold in spring followed by
orange-red berries. The foliage turns lovely shades of yellow, red or purple in autumn. This small tree is ideal for any sized garden and it can tolerate most
soils, including clay. H6

174323 Std 12-14350-400 80         4 J14 £346.68£288.903 Small (6-10m)
176691 Std 14-16350-400 80         4 J12 £413.10£344.251 Small (6-10m)
Sorbus commixta 'Belmonte' Japanese rowan

A lovely cultivar with a neat, broadly oval crown. The delicate, pinnate leaves emerge slightly curled but open up to a lush green colour, slightly blue-green
beneath. Creamy white flowers in corymbs decorate the tree in May-June, followed by bright red berries. Stunning yellow, orange and scarlet autumn
colours. H6

174380 Std 20-25450-500 190 J15 £957.42£797.855 Small (6-10m)
Sorbus incana Silver whitebeam
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Sorbus incana
This Scandinavian whitebeam is still relatively unknown but certainly worthy of more recognition. The compact, broadly-oval habit is perfect for smaller
spaces and the absence of berries keeps the ground tidy. Leaves unfold beautifully silvery-grey then shedding to dark-green in summer. Does very well on all
well-draining soils. H6

176415 MS 500-600 850 P03 £2,656.80£2,214.001 Small (6-10m)
Sorbus intermedia 'Brouwers' Swedish whitebeam

An excellent selection of Swedish whitebeam which has more ascending branches than the species resulting in a more uniformly ovoid crown making it an
excellent street tree. Beautiful dark-green leaves with white felt-like underside complements the smooth dark bark. Creamy white flowers are followed by
orange-red fruits that remain until October. H6

176943 Std 12-14300-350 80 B31 £306.18Aug-24 £255.156 Medium (10-18m)
173506 Std 16-18450-500 120       5 J13 £599.40£499.502 Medium (10-18m)
Sorbus 'Joseph Rock' Mountain ash

Originally collected from Yundshi Mountain in Yunnan 1932, this erect tree remains fairly small with light, mid-green, airy foliage and amazing red,
orange, copper and purple autumn colours. Clusters of white flowers appear in spring and are followed in autumn by small amber berries that will decorate
the tree well after the leaves have fallen. H6

176692 Std 14-16400-450 80         4 J12 £349.92£291.601 Small (6-10m)
173507 Std 18-20450-500 150 J12 £644.76£537.301 Small (6-10m)
176690 Std 20-25450-500 150 J12 £774.36£645.302 Small (6-10m)
Sorbus 'Lombart's Golden Wonder' Mountain ash

A strong, fast-growing mountain ash with an upright habit when young, developing into a neat, broadly-pyramidal tree. White flowers in spring are
followed by decorative golden-yellow berries in autumn. The elegant pinnate leaves, emerald green in summer, also delight with a radiant symphony of gold
and orange. Tolerates exposure. H6

173434 Std 18-20450-500 150 J12 £662.58£552.151 Medium (6-12m)
Sorbus scalaris Ladder leaf rowan

An attractive rowan native to western Sichuan and Yunnan in China bearing delicate, compound leaves made up with numerous, long, narrow dark-green
leaflets turning exquisite shades of orange, purple and red in autumn. Large, flat-topped white flower heads are followed by bright red, small fruits.
Excellent on all acidic to neutral, well-draining soils. H6

177028 Std 12-14300-350 80 B33 £474.66Sep-24 £395.555 Small (6-10m)
Sorbus 'Sunshine' Rowan

This delightful tree is a seedling from 'Joseph Rock' hence many characteristics are similar such as the juvenile upright, later broadening habit and the
handsome autumn colour display. The most significant difference are the spectacular, bright yellow berries appearing in late summer to early autumn and
persist well into winter. Best in full sun. H6

174382 Std 14-16400-450 150 J12 £495.72£413.103 Small (6-10m)
176676 Std 16-18400-450 150 J12 £588.06£490.054 Small (6-10m)
Sorbus torminalis Wild service tree

Native to England and Wales, the wild service tree is an impressive species developing a broadly-rounded habit and generous height. The pinnately lobed
leaves are rich green, created a lovely backdrop for the white summer flowers. Come autumn, these are followed by reddish-brown fruit as the canopy turns a
warm mix of red to bronze. H6

175912 Std 12-14400-450 70 J15 £531.36£442.801 Large (18m +)
176362 Std 14-16400-450 90 J15 £638.28£531.901 Large (18m +)
Sorbus ulleungensis 'Olympic Flame' Ulleung Island rowan

A handsome rowan with an upright, culumnar habit and lush, dark-green, pinnate leaves. Creamy-white flowers open in late spring followed by lustrous
red berries in autumn. The berries are accompanied by a stunning canopy of vibrant reds and oranges. Does well on all soils (except chalk) in sun or partial
shade. Can be planted on an exposed site. H6

176917 3QS 12-14250-300 B21 £320.76Aug-24 £267.3025 Small (6-10m)
176341 3QS 14-16250-300 110 J17 £479.52£399.602 Small (6-10m)
176494 3QS 16-18250-300 110 J17 £588.06£490.053 Small (6-10m)
174005 HS 12-14250-300 80         4 J17 £364.50£303.752 Small (6-10m)
176646 MS 150-175 75c A06 £335.34£279.454 Small (6-10m)
174470 Std 12-14300-350 80         4 J17 £364.50£303.753 Small (6-10m)
176197 Std 12-14300-350 80 J15 £364.50£303.755 Small (6-10m)
176315 Std 16-18400-450 140 J13 £576.72£480.603 Small (6-10m)
174629 Std 16-18450-500 100 J13 £588.00£490.001 Small (6-10m)
176316 Std 18-20500-600 140 J13 £656.10£546.753 Small (6-10m)
176422 Std 25-30500-600 400 F01 £2,172.42£1,810.351 Small (6-10m)
176461 Std 30-35800-900 500 F01 £3,236.76£2,697.304 Small (6-10m)
Sorbus x arnoldiana 'Golden Wonder' Hybrid rowan
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176844 Std 12-14250-300 80 B18 £314.28Aug-24 £261.9020 Small (6-10m)
Stewartia pseudocamellia Japanese stewartia

A somewhat tropical looking tree producing creamy-white flowers over several weeks in July and August, giving way to firm red glossy fruits. Stunning,
flaking bark and attractive ovate leaves which turn rich orange to red in autumn. Requires semi-shade and a moist, loamy, acidic soil. They resent
disturbance and once planted are best left alone. H5

175437 Fth 14-16300-350 205 V02 £2,182.14£1,818.451 Large (18m +)
177335 MS 100-125 30 V03 £142.56Sep-24 £118.8010 Large (18m +)
173169 MS 300-350 280       5.5 P03 £1,816.02£1,513.351 Large (18m +)
174831 MS 300-350 205 V02 £2,182.14£1,818.451 Large (18m +)
174840 MS 600-700 670 V01 £5,992.38£4,993.651 Large (18m +)
Stewartia rostrata Stewartia

An attrative Stewartia with an upright to spreading habit bearing gorgeous, white, single flowers with bright yellow stamens in May-June framed by
colourful maroon bracts. The glossy dark-green foliage takes on a superb reddish-purple glow in autumn. Performs at its best in a moist, well drained, acidic
to neutral sandy loam. Perfect in woodlands. H5

169757 Fth 18-20250-300 160 W07 £1,556.82£1,297.351 Small (6-10m)
174036 HS 16-18300-350 290 V01 £1,841.94£1,534.951 Small (6-10m)
Stewartia sinensis Chinese stewartia

An elegant tree with upright, arching branches and gorgeous peeling, papery brown and purple bark. In summer beautiful, single and scented, camellia-like
flowers unfold, 4-5cm across. Leaves are ovate, dark-green in summer turning a flaming red in autumn. Superb for informal or cottage gardens. Grow in
acidic, humus-rich, well-drained soil. H5

172257 HS 30-35450-500 480 V01 £4,809.78£4,008.151 Medium (10-18m)
174833 MS 500-600 800 P07 £4,505.22£3,754.352 Medium (10-18m)
Styrax japonicus Japanese snowbell

Japanese snowbell is a compact, deciduous flowering tree with horizontal branching and a rounded crown. Pure white, fragrant, pendent flowers appear in
late spring and summer followed by greenish-brown olive-shaped drupes. Gray bark fissures on older branches to reveal orange inner bark which can be
attractive in winter. H5

177365 Fth 125-150 70 C01 £234.90Sep-24 £195.751 Small (6-10m)
177454 Fth 300-350 150c £959.04£799.201 Small (6-10m)
173740 HS 30-35350-400 220 Q08 £1,111.32£926.101 Small (6-10m)
177366 MS 175-200 70 C01 £281.88Sep-24 £234.901 Small (6-10m)
176119 MS 175-200 180 J03 £834.30£695.251 Small (6-10m)
177367 MS 200-250 70 C01 £338.58Sep-24 £282.154 Small (6-10m)
177711 MS 200-250 C01 £413.10Sep-24 £344.251 Small (6-10m)
173645 MS 250-300 430 J01 £1,398.00£1,165.001 Small (6-10m)
177453 MS 250-300 110c F04 £806.76£672.302 Small (6-10m)
176604 Std 25-30400-450 H04 £1,582.74£1,318.951 Small (6-10m)
167096 Std 30-35600-700 530 F01 £1,869.48£1,557.901 Small (6-10m)
Styrax japonicus 'June Snow' Japanese snowbell

An exceptional Dutch cultivar with upright branching, creating an elegant broadly-oval habit, perfect for smaller spaces. Pure white, fragrant,
snowdrop-like flowers appear in abundance in late spring and summer followed by greenish-brown olive-shaped drupes. Loved by wildlife. Requires moist,
acidic soil, preferably protected from drying winds. H6

174108 Fth 10-12300-350 125 W05 £834.30£695.251 Small (6-10m)
Styrax japonicus 'Pendulus' Japanese snowbell

A weeping form developing a more narrow habit with graceful cascading branches. Pure white, fragrant, pendent flowers appear in late spring and summer
followed by greenish-brown olive-shaped drupes. The grey bark fissures on older branches to reveal orange inner bark which can be attractive in winter. Best
in acidic soil. H5

177368 Fth 08-10175-200 100 H01 £424.44Sep-24 £353.703 Very Small (up to 6m)
Styrax japonicus 'Pink Chimes' Japanese snowbell

A slightly more unusual Japanese snowbell where the spreading branches bear pink flowers instead of white. The small bell-shaped blooms emerge in late
May to June, dangling beneath the canopy like precious jewels, giving off a pleasant mild scent. Attractive cracking bark and good autumn colours.
Requires acidic soil. H5

177369 MS 100-125 V03 £238.14Sep-24 £198.455 Very Small (up to 6m)
Styrax japonicus 'Snowcone' Japanese snowbell

This cultivar is the perfect choice for those who admire the white, bell-shaped flowers and handsome foliage of the snowbell but have been held back by its
irregular character. 'Snowcone' offers a neat, broadly-oval habit with a strong central leader. It also displays significantly less dieback, providing a much
fuller crown. Brilliant yellow autumn colour. H5

177370 MS 175-200 80 H01 £406.62Sep-24 £338.855 Small (6-10m)
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Styrax obassia Fragrant snowbell
A most elegant tree with a slightly upright habit becoming broadly round with age. The smooth grey branches with their numerous twists, turns and
sinuations are most attractive. In May to June white flowers peak out from under the dark-green foliage developing into 20cm long, fragrant, highly
decorative, pendulous racemes. H6

174777 MS 300-350 160 R73 £1,398.06£1,165.052 Small (6-10m)
175972 Std 14-16350-400 100 J20 £664.20£553.502 Small (6-10m)
176396 Std 16-18350-400 130 J21 £821.34£684.452 Small (6-10m)
175973 Std 18-20400-450 180 J21 £1,177.74£981.452 Small (6-10m)
Sycoparrotia semidecidua Sycoparrotia

A semi-evergreen hybrid between persian ironwood (Parrotia) and Chinese fighazel (Sycopsis) which produces clusters of flowers on bare branches in spring
with very showy red anthers. The spreading habit and oblong leaves creates a handsome summer scenery, with foliage turning yellow to purple in autumn.
Avoid chalky/alkaline soils. H6

176120 MS 250-300 280 X07 £1,618.38£1,348.653 Very Small (up to 6m)
174837 MS 700-800 2400 U06 £6,706.80£5,589.001 Very Small (up to 6m)
Sycopsis sinensis Chinese fighazel

A semi-evergreen conical shrub, native to central China, with dark green, leathery leaves. In spring, dense clusters of creamy white flowers develop from
chocolate-brown buds. Grow in moist, well drained, neutral to acid soil in full sun/part shade. Shelter from cold drying winds. H3

175275 Fth 20-25500-600 600 P01 £2,736.18£2,280.152 Very Small (up to 6m)
162723 Std 35-40500-600 360 R36 £1,845.18£1,537.651 Very Small (up to 6m)
174769 Std 40-45500-600 800 K10 £4,968.54£4,140.451 Very Small (up to 6m)
Syringa josikaea Hungarian lilac

Native to Hungary, Romania and Ukraine, this sweet lilac may look delicate but it actually prefers cooler climates and is fully hardy down to -30°C! The
scented pink flowers, unfolding from purple buds in May, are less clustered than S. vulgaris. The leaves are also smaller, giving the plant an elegant and
dainty appearance. Not for acid soil. H7

172042 Std 35-40400-450 700 R30 £2,276.10£1,896.751 Small (up to 6m)
Syringa vulgaris 'Katherine Havemayer' Lilac

A handsome cultivar with upright habit, spreading with age, putting forth large, upright panicles of fragrant, double lavender-purple flowers, fading to
lilac-pink in spring. Leaves are lush, green and heart-shaped, accenting the flowers. If needed, prune out any excessive branches after flowering. Tolerates
renovation pruning. Loved by wildlife. H6

177272 MS 075-100 V03 £118.26Aug-24 £98.555 Very Small (up to 6m)
Syringa vulgaris 'Madame Lemoine' Lilac

This cultivar is one of the olders and most reliable. It flowers profusely with dense panicles of beautifully scented, brilliant white flowers opening from
creamy-yellow buds in May. Leaves are lush, green and heart-shaped, accenting the flowers. If needed, prune out any excessive branches after flowering.
Tolerates renovation pruning. H6

177271 MS 075-100 V03 £118.26Aug-24 £98.5510 Very Small (up to 6m)
174056 MS 100-125 95 Y36 £140.94£117.451 Very Small (up to 6m)
176256 MS 200-250 180 J02 £670.68£558.902 Very Small (up to 6m)
Syringa vulgaris 'Michel Buchner' Lilac

Along with 'Charles Joly', this is one of the more common lilacs bearing large, fragrant panicles of double, rose-lilac, white centered flowers opening in
May. After their 3-4 week blooming period the plants can be pruned if needed. Responds well to hard winter pruning too. Good in all soils but best in
well-drained, fertile, neutral to alkaline soil. H6

174054 MS 100-125 95 Y36 £140.94£117.453 Very Small (up to 6m)
Syringa vulgaris 'Président Grévy' Lilac

A reliable lilac, treasured for its extremely fragrant, double, light blue flowers unfolding in upright panicles in late spring. Handsome, upright habit,
reaching 2.5-4 meters tall and 1-2 meters wide. Leaves are lush, green and heart-shaped, accenting the flowers. If needed, prune out any excessive branches
after flowering. Tolerates renovation pruning. H6

174057 MS 100-125 100 Y36 £140.94£117.452 Very Small (up to 6m)
Syringa vulgaris 'Princesse Sturdza' Lilac
177273 MS V03 £118.26Aug-24 £98.555 Very Small (up to 6m)
Syringa vulgaris 'Prince Wolkonsky' Lilac

'Prince Wolkonsky' is the perfect choice for those wanting a colourful addition to their garden. In May to June panicles of dark pink buds open up to,
sweetly scented, purple-pink, star-shaped flowers with beautifully cupped petals. The heart-shaped foliage, lush, mid-green foliage is pleasing throughout
the season. Good in all free-draining soils. H6

177270 MS 075-100 V03 £118.26Aug-24 £98.555 Very Small (up to 6m)
Taxodium distichum Bald cypress or Swamp cypress
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Taxodium distichum
This deciduous conifer was introduced to Europe from eastern North America in 1640 where is grows in various wetlands. Although it thrives in very wet
conditions it will grow perfectly well on dryer sites. Soft, pale green needles emerge in spring. In autumn these turn through brick red to golden-brown
before falling. Young trees vulnerable to frost. H7

175992 Fth 250-300 270 U23 £597.78£498.151 Large (18m +)
176549 Fth 300-350 270 T18 £699.84£583.201 Large (18m +)
175932 Std 20-25450-500 190 X57 £756.54£630.453 Large (18m +)
177691 Std 20-25450-500 X61 £1,571.40Sep-24 £1,309.508 Large (18m +)
176361 Std 25-30450-500 220 X57 £908.82£757.351 Large (18m +)
Taxodium distichum 'Pévé Minaret' Swamp cypress

A slow-growing cultivar of swamp cypress which reaches no more than 4m tall. Ascending branches form a handsome narrow conical habit, bearing soft,
flat green leaves emerging bright green in spring, darkening slightly, then errupting in a fantastic rust-orange colour in autumn. Enjoys moist, acidic to
neutral soil. Ideal for waterside planting. H7

176032 QS 20-25200-250 220 T18 £788.94£657.451 Very Small (up to 6m)
176550 QS 25-30200-250 270 T18 £834.30£695.251 Very Small (up to 6m)
Taxus baccata English yew

A hardy, slow-growing, dignified and extremely long-lived conifer with short, deep green needles and an adundance of soft, red, decorative berries in late
summer. Very easy to shape and topiarise over time for a dramatic, stately effect. Tolerant of shade, dry soils and a wide range of soils including chalk and
limestone. NOTE: Entire plant is toxic! H6

176403 Fth 400-450 830 Z01 £1,811.16£1,509.301 Large (18m +)
173899 MS 350-400 1000 T18 £7,280.28£6,066.901 Large (18m +)
169138 MS 350-400 1100 T20 £4,595.94£3,829.951 Large (18m +)
167908 MS 400-450 1100 T18 £4,709.34£3,924.451 Large (18m +)
176059 MS 600-700 3000 V01 £22,767.48£18,972.901 Large (18m +)
175068 MS 600-700 2400 T11 £11,213.64£9,344.701 Large (18m +)
Taxus baccata 'Dovastoniana' Dovaston's yew

Although shorter than the species, this cultivar develops an impressively wide crown. Usually short-trunked or sometimes with multiple trunks, the
branches span outwards carrying pendulous branchlets of blackish-green needles. Very attractive brownish-red, peeling back. Good wind and shade
tolerance. Not for paved areas. H6

168286 MS 250-300 1200 V03 £6,232.14£5,193.451 Very Small (up to 6m)
175165 Std 50-60500-600 2150 T19 £6,658.20£5,548.501 Very Small (up to 6m)
Taxus baccata 'Fastigiata Aurea' Yew

'Fastigiata Aurea' is, as the name suggests, upright and golden. The older needles are glossy dark green, but the new growth is tinted gold, giving the
shrub a striking luminescent appearance. Yews are not very fussy, they tolerate most soils and do well in full sun as well as shade. The entire plant is toxic,
especially the seeds. H5

175053 Shrub 200-250 190 M18 £831.06£692.553 Small (6-10m)
177609 Shrub 200-250 210 V01 £798.66Sep-24 £665.553 Small (6-10m)
Taxus baccata (Hedging) English yew

A hardy, slow-growing, dignified and extremely long-lived conifer with short, deep green needles and producing soft red berries which look luscious but
MUST NOT be eaten!  6' in 10 years. Very easy to shape and topiarise over time. Prefers nutrient-rich, calcerous soils, but does well on poor, mildly acid
soils. Tolerates urban sites and wind. H6

174725 Hdg 075-100 35 X45 £79.38£66.1522 Clip to Size
173180 Hdg 100-125 35 X44 £123.12£102.601 Clip to Size
176997 Hdg 175-200 130 M05 £451.98Sep-24 £376.6523 Clip to Size
176725 Hdg 350-400 290 X70 £1,423.98Sep-24 £1,186.655 Clip to Size
176720 Hdg 075-100 X45 £277.02Sep-24 £230.854 Clip to Size
Taxus baccata 'Summergold' English yew

A variegated yew with dark-green needles edged with golden yellow forming a bushy mound roughly 1.5m tall and wide. A tough plant which provides an
excellent pop of colour for year round interest and does well in all well-drained soils. Tolerates partial shade, but best in full sun, enhancing the bright
yellow-green of the new foliage. H6

176666 Shrub 050-075 30c W08 £123.12£102.6018 Very Small (up to 6m)
Taxus baccata (Topiary) English yew

Taxus have long been used in formative pruning creating everything from seamless, flowing hedging to elaborate, centre-piece sculptures. Topiary is a great
way of adding a formal or playful touch to a garden. They can be places in borders or displayed in an elegant pot. Prune 1-2 times a years to retain a crisp
shape. NOTE: Plant is toxic. H6

176726 Ball 075-100 250 Z01 £565.38Sep-24 £471.151 Clip to Size
176722 Beehive 075-100 260 Z01 £633.42Sep-24 £527.852 Clip to Size
176723 Beehive 125-150 230 Z01 £887.76Sep-24 £739.802 Clip to Size
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175543 Block 250-300 V03 £1,676.70£1,397.251 Clip to Size
167906 Block 250-300 700 Z02 £3,925.20£3,271.004 Clip to Size
169690 Cylinder 200-250 1100 V01 £2,694.00£2,245.001 Clip to Size
176041 Spiral 220 V03 £1,121.04£934.201 Clip to Size
Taxus bac. 'Fastigiata Robusta' (Hedging) Yew

This cultivar is similar to its parent 'Fastigiata' but with a slightly more firm upright shape. The needles are dark green, glossy, evergreen and longer than
on the species. Decorative red berries. Yews are not very fussy, they tolerate most soils and do well in full sun as well as shade. The entire plant is toxic,
especially the seeds. H5

175052 Hdg 250-300 205 M18 £1,166.40£972.004 Clip to Size
Taxus x media 'Hicksii' Yew

Yews are commonly seen as formal topiary, hedging or free growing trees. Here the lower branches are removed to produce an exciting 'legged up' specimen
retaining its gorgeous free flowing crown; a playful mix between natural and formal. Does well in sun as well as shade. Prefers acidic soil. NOTE: Seeds
highly toxic. Hardiness rating H7.

176664 MS 350-400 390 X65 £2,187.00£1,822.501 Very Small (up to 6m)
175064 MS 400-450 390 X65 £2,316.60£1,930.502 Very Small (up to 6m)
175067 MS 500-600 880 X65 £4,293.00£3,577.501 Very Small (up to 6m)
Tetradium daniellii Bee-bee tree

Related to Citrus and Skimmia, the bee-bee tree is as elegant as it is practical. Beautiful, long (up to 40cm) long pinnate leaves are borne in a broadly round
crown with clusters of white, scented flowers decorating the tree in late summer. Does well in almost all soils and requires little to no formative pruning.
Avoid strong winds. H7

177336 MS 175-200 60 C01 £174.96Sep-24 £145.805 Medium (10-18m)
177130 MS 250-300 260 Q05 £1,070.82Sep-24 £892.355 Medium (10-18m)
177299 MS 500-600 820 L24 £2,266.38Sep-24 £1,888.652 Medium (10-18m)
177788 MS 500-600 820 L24 £2,493.18Sep-24 £2,077.651 Medium (10-18m)
176961 Std 20-25450-500 310 R53 £1,498.50Sep-24 £1,248.751 Medium (10-18m)
175011 Std 20-25500-600 300 £1,649.16£1,374.301 Medium (10-18m)
176962 Std 30-35500-600 310 R53 £1,798.20Sep-24 £1,498.501 Medium (10-18m)
Thuja plicata 'Atrovirens' Western Red Cedar

A moderately growing ornamental conifer with soft, fragrant, dark green foliage and beautiful reddish-brown, shredding bark. May acheive a height of 5-7
meters in ten years left unchecked, or control with seasonal pruning.  Good choice for chalk soils. Grow in moist but well-drained soil. Protect from drying
winds especially when young. H6

176957 Fth 500-600 830 X69 £2,395.98Sep-24 £1,996.6515 Large (18m +)
Thuja plicata 'Atrovirens' (Hedging) Western Red Cedar

Evergreen. A moderately growing ornamental conifer with soft, feathery, very dark green foliage. May acheive a height of 5-7 meters in ten years left
unchecked, or control with seasonal pruning. Makes a splendid hedge of 1.8m +.  Good choice for chalk soils.

176727 Hdg 300-350 120 M24 £403.38Sep-24 £336.1560 Clip to Size
Thuja plicata 'Excelsa' Western red cedar

A fast-growing, incredibly hardy evergreen conifer with a loose, pyramidal form and bright-green, soft-textured foliage turning bronze-green in winter.
Excellent for hedges in formal or semi-formal plantings and screens. Also attractive as groupings or planted as single landscape specimen. Performs best in
moist, rich, well-drained soil in full sun. H6

172609 Std 70-80800-900 1480 T10 £6,220.80£5,184.001 Large (18m +)
Thuja plicata 'Excelsa' (Hedging) Western Red Cedar

An extremely hardy, evergreen conifer with a dense, billowing habit and attractive texture.  A moderate grower that is fairly easy to control if trimmed in
spring and late summer.  Best in full sun and sheltered from cold drying winds. H6

176998 Hdg 175-200 50 M21 £137.70Oct-24 £114.7572 Clip to Size
177385 Hdg 350-400 200 M14 £579.96Sep-24 £483.3049 Clip to Size
Thuja plicata 'Martin' Western red cedar

'Martin' is a fast growing selection of Western red cedar perfectly suited for screening. Its new growth reacts beautifully to pruning, forming a dense
hedge, but thanks to its neat columnar habit and elegant sprays of glossy, emerald-green foliage, it's equally attractive planted free-standing. Performs well
on all well-drained soils. H6

176920 Fth 700-800 T04 £4,613.76Sep-24 £3,844.8020 Large (12-20m)
Tilia americana 'Nova' American linden or American basswood
176846 Std 20-25400-450 R24 £716.04Aug-24 £596.703 Large (18m +)
Tilia cordata 'Greenspire' Small-leaved lime

The species, Tilia cordata, dates back thousands of years and is considered a heritage tree in England. The cultivar 'Greenspire' has upright branches and
narrower crown than the species. Leaves are heart-shaped and rich green with a paler underside. Clusters of scented, yellow flowers in June. Great for urban
sites. Tolerates shade very well. H6
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176914 Std 14-16300-350 B26 £239.76Aug-24 £199.8020 Medium (10-18m)
176829 Std 16-18400-450 120 B22 £429.30Aug-24 £357.7520 Medium (10-18m)
170240 Std 30-35500-600 350       6 R33 £1,085.40£904.501 Medium (10-18m)
176351 Std 45-50700-800 1000 R32 £3,167.10£2,639.259 Medium (10-18m)
168535 Std 50-60450-500 800 R31 £1,594.08£1,328.401 Medium (10-18m)
Tilia cordata 'Greenspire' (Topiary) Small-leaved lime

A magnificent strong growing tree that is not particular as to soil type or pH. The natural density of the species' crown allows for a superb pleached form.
Leaves are dark green and  heart-shaped (cordate), turning brilliant gold in the Autumn. Scented flowers in early summer. Requires regular pruning.
Pollution tolerant. H6

168646 Block 45-50450-500 680 R74d £2,467.26£2,056.052 Clip to Size
Tilia cordata 'Winter Orange' Small-leaved lime

Discovered as a seedling in the wild, 'Winter Orange' offers a striking display of colourful orange-red twigs, providing excellent winter interest. A
handsome, broadly-oval habit bearing rich dark-green heart-shaped leaves, turning golden-yellow in autumn. Fragrant, white flowers in June followed by
felted fruits. Tolerates exposure once established. H7

176908 Std 12-14300-350 80 B27 £311.04Aug-24 £259.205 Small (6-10m)
Tilia henryana Henry's lime

Deciduous. A very rare, medium-sized tree with big, broadly ovate leaves - edged with bristle-like teeth. Very slow growing in cultivation. H5
176859 Std 20-25400-450 R25 £892.62Aug-24 £743.851 Medium (10-18m)
Tilia platyphyllos (Pleached) Large-leaved lime

The large-leaved lime is the rarest of our native limes, here trained into a attractive formal screen. Its handsome heart-shaped leaves creating good density
with fragrant flowers in June providing a great source of nectar for wildlife. New shoots take on a reddish flush in sunlight, offering good winter interest.
Prune to desired size. Not for paved sites. H6

174012 (P)Std 35-40350-400 540 W09 £1,618.38£1,348.6520 Clip to Size
176884 Roof 50-60400-450 810 V01 £12,556.62Aug-24 £10,463.851 Clip to Size
Tilia platyphyllos 'Rubra' Red-twigged lime

An attractive cultivar of the large-leaved lime, offering the same stately broadly-oval habit, large heart-shaped leaves as the species but with added interest
of colourful orange-red winter twigs. Leaves also emerge red-tinted before turning dark-green. Fragrant flowers in June followed by winged fruits. Great
nectar source for wildlife. Not for paved sites. H6

175436 Std 25-30450-500 180 R44 £808.38£673.651 Medium (10-18m)
176731 Std 30-35450-500 180 R44 £980.10£816.751 Medium (10-18m)
Tilia platyphyllos 'Zelzate' Lime
176855 Std 20-25450-500 R25 £806.76Aug-24 £672.305 Medium (10-18m)
Tilia tomentosa 'Brabant' Silver lime

A handsome large tree of stately habits. Strong persistant stem and erect branches that often are pendulous at the tips. It's called 'Silver' because of its
white-backed leaves and felted shoots. Dark-green leaves turn yellow in autumn. Clusters of fragrant, cream-coloured flowers bloom in summer.
Aphid-resistant. H6

167285 Std 40-45500-600 800 R31 £1,448.28£1,206.901 Large (18m +)
Tilia x euchlora Crimean lime

This hybrid is thought to originiate from the Crimea in southern Ukraine around 1860. It is an unmistakable tree with brilliant glossy deep green leaves
and pendulous lower branches. Creamy-yellow, fragrant, flowers in drooping clusters appear in mid-summer. Sometimes grafted onto Common lime. Aphid
resistant. Shelter from strong winds. H6

176839 Std 12-14300-350 80 B15 £251.10Aug-24 £209.2517 Medium (10-18m)
176988 Std 14-16300-350 B15 £302.94Aug-24 £252.453 Medium (10-18m)
176158 Std 14-16400-450 80 R22 £302.94£252.456 Medium (10-18m)
176159 Std 16-18450-500 80 R22 £374.22£311.8511 Medium (10-18m)
169160 Std 25-30450-500 250 R31 £617.22£514.351 Medium (10-18m)
176854 Std 20-25400-450 R24 £798.66Aug-24 £665.558 Medium (10-18m)
171619 Std 25-30450-500 230 R31 £670.68£558.901 Medium (10-18m)
168530 Std 25-30500-600 250 R31 £733.86£611.551 Medium (10-18m)
176989 Std 25-30400-450 R24 £921.78Aug-24 £768.152 Medium (10-18m)
173882 Std 35-40500-600 630 R40 £2,187.00£1,822.508 Medium (10-18m)
176712 Std 40-45500-600 630 R40 £2,452.68£2,043.901 Medium (10-18m)
Tilia x europaea 'Pallida' Kaiserlinde

Kaiserlinde is German meaning Emperor's lime which aptly fits this attractive tree. Due to its tidy, broadly conical crown and good reaction to pollarding
this has become one of the most common street trees. Leaves are pale green with a yellowish underside. Yellow, scented, blossoms in early summer. Tolerant
of most soils. Wind resistant.  ADVISORY:  this tree is densely suckering, so requires regular pruning at the base to keep tidy. H7

176840 Std 14-16350-400 80 B14 £289.98Aug-24 £241.6520 Large (18m +)
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176848 Std 20-25400-450 R25 £788.94Aug-24 £657.456 Large (18m +)
176990 Std 25-30400-450 R25 £866.70Aug-24 £722.254 Large (18m +)
174240 Std 40-45500-600 800 R37 £2,279.34£1,899.456 Large (18m +)
Tilia x euro. 'Pallida' (Pleached) Kaiserlinde

With its quick growth and lush, cascading foliage this tree makes a fantastic pleach. Foliage phases from luminous lime green, to green, to buttery yellow in
autumn. Tolerant of most soils and wind resistant. Avoid sites near cars/windows as sticky honeydew is dropped in late summer. Requires regular pruning
to keep its shape. H7

167331 (P)3QS 60-70350-400 680 R74a £2,188.62£1,823.851 Clip to Size
176350 (P)Std 30-35300-350 450 W09 £1,513.08£1,260.908 Clip to Size
172783 (P)Std 60-70450-500 1200 R74b £2,426.76£2,022.301 Clip to Size
159529 (P)Std 60-70500-600 1000 R74b £2,426.76£2,022.301 Clip to Size
Toona sinensis 'Flamingo' Chinese mahogany/Chinese cedar

Its upright, set limbs and pinnate leaves bear resemblence of Ailanthus, but with rough bark, peeling off in long strips on older trees. 'Flamingo' has bright
salmon-pink spring foliage, maturing to dark-green in summer. White flowers in pendulous clusters followed by winged capsules. Golden autumn colours.
Needs light, well-drained soil and full sun. H4

177285 Std 20-25400-450 200 J40 £861.84Aug-24 £718.202 Medium (10-18m)
Tsuga canadensis Eastern Hemlock

The Eastern Hemlock is a large evergreen conifer of somber, mysterious character. It can reach up to 30 meters with widely spreading horizontal branches
which droop slightly at the tips for a layered effect. Superb when planted as a solitary specimen in parks and large gardens, where its shape can be
appreciated. Best in moist, slightly acidic soil. H7

177541 Fth 25-30400-450 500 T17 £3,231.90Oct-24 £2,693.251 Large (18m +)
177542 Fth 25-30450-500 600 T16 £3,763.26Oct-24 £3,136.051 Large (18m +)
177544 Fth 50-60600-700 U11 £11,014.38Oct-24 £9,178.651 Large (18m +)
177543 MS 500-600 U11 £8,879.22Oct-24 £7,399.351 Large (18m +)
177538 Std 40-45600-700 U11 £7,858.62Oct-24 £6,548.851 Large (18m +)
177539 Std 50-60700-800 U11 £10,528.38Oct-24 £8,773.651 Large (18m +)
Ulmus 'Columella' Elm

An exceptional elm offering a narrow and upright habit, perfect for streets or narrow planting, which is also highly resistant to Dutch elm disease. The
dark-green foliage is attractively undulated and twisted, creating dynamic and texture. Profuse lime-green flowering in March/April followed by brown
winged nuts. Yellow autumn colour. Requires moist but well-drained soil. H7

176841 HS 12-14300-350 80 B19 £272.16Aug-24 £226.805 Medium (10-18m)
Ulmus 'Dodoens' Elm

This fast-growing elm, a cross between Exeter elm and Himalayan elm, has a narrow, upright habit when young, maturing into a broadly-oval tree of
impressive stature. The silvery bark fissures with age, creating a pleasing pattern. Lush dark-green leaves turning golden yellow in autumn. NOTE:
Sensitive to Dutch elm disease. H6

175136 Std 50-60800-900 1170 R33 £4,365.90£3,638.252 Medium (10-18m)
Ulmus 'Dodoens' (Topiary) Elm

This cross between Exeter elm and Himalayan elm, is a fast-growing cultivar, reacting well to pruning and shaping. The silvery bark fissures with age,
creating a pleasing pattern. Lush dark-green leaves turning golden yellow in autumn. Prune growth as required to achieve desired form. NOTE: Sensitive
to Dutch elm disease. H6

173909 QS 60-70200-250 550 G04 £1,177.74£981.451 Clip to Size
Ulmus 'Frontier' Elm

A North American hybrid between U. minor and U. parviflora, the latter being a semi-evergreen in milder climates and boasts strong resistance to Dutch
Elm disease. Frontier's elegant, upright, broadly-oval habit makes it highly suitable for streets and avenues. Glossy dark-green leaves turn an exquisite
burgandy in autumn. Great on all well-drained soils. H7

176790 Std 16-18500-600 120 R29 £549.18Aug-24 £457.653 Small (6-10m)
Ulmus 'Lobel' Elm

A large and fast growing elm, initially narrow in habit but becoming broader with maturity.  The crown is very dense, with short branches growing close
together. The tree retains its leaves often late into November. It withstands exposed locations well, including those on coasts and is also excellent for
avenues, verges, and industrial areas. H7

176842 HS 12-14300-350 80 B15 £260.82Aug-24 £217.3510 Large (18m +)
Ulmus minor 'Super Corky' Cork-barked elm

A Dutch selection noted for its remarkable corky bark which is especially striking on the younger twigs. Purple-green flowers decorate the tree prior to the
leaves emerging; these are followed by small, winged nutlets. Young leaves are rough and hairy, whilst the adult leaf is bare and glossy green. Great for
coastal sites. H7

176274 Std 45-50600-700 1000 U19 £4,793.58£3,994.651 Medium (10-18m)
Viburnum lantana Common wayfaring tree
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Viburnum lantana
One of our native shrubs developing a broadly-round mound of arching branches. Soft, pale-green leaves emerge in spring, grey and felted beneath,
accompanied by domed clusters of small white flowers. Fruits follow, slowly maturing from red to black, which are loved by wildlife. Great on all
well-drained soil. Best in full sun or part shade. H7

174538 MS 200-250 130 K10 £390.42£325.353 Very Small (up to 6m)
Viburnum lentago Nannyberry

Native to Missouri, this upright, decidious species bears non-fragrant white flowers in flat-topped cymes in spring followed by drupes of eatible black
berries which often persist into winter. These are very attractive to wildlife but can also be used for jams and jellies. Glossy, dark-green leaves turn
greenish-yellow to reddish-purple in autumn. H6

175931 Std 20-25450-500 250 F02 £1,441.80£1,201.501 Very Small (up to 6m)
176359 Std 25-30450-500 250 F02 £1,585.98£1,321.651 Very Small (up to 6m)
Viburnum opulus (Hedging) Guelder Rose

A fairly vigourous growing deciduous shrub with maple-like leaves, which colour well in autumn.  Bears golf-ball size clusters of white flowers in profusion
in June/July followed  by red berry-like fruits that persist long into winter. Flat surface roots. H6

175755 Hdg 125-150 35 X10 £82.62£68.8526 Clip to Size
174045 Hdg 150-175 35 X10 £82.62£68.8524 Clip to Size
Viburnum plicatum 'Grandiflorum' Japanese snowball bush

A stunning shrub with horizontal branches, developing elegant tiers with age. In late spring, large white, clusters of flowers emerge, smothering the shrub
in 'snowballs', then fading to pink as they age. The strongly-veined, dark-green leaves are very attractive turning burgandy-red to purplish-red in autumn.
Great in all well-drained soils. H6

177371 MS 125-150 50 W08 £207.36Aug-24 £172.805 Very Small (up to 6m)
Viburnum plicatum 'Mariesii' Japanese snowball bush

A superb shrub with an attractive tiered or layered arrangement of branching. Its abundance of flowers, appearing with the lush green, deeply veined leaves
in late spring, gives the effect of a snow-laden bush. The leaves colour spectacular shades of red and purple in autumn, providing three season interest. H6

175742 MS 125-150 170 Y03 £369.36£307.801 Very Small (up to 6m)
177372 MS 175-200 60 W08 £272.16Aug-24 £226.805 Very Small (up to 6m)
175763 Shrub 050-075 35 V03 £100.44£83.704 Very Small (up to 6m)
Viburnum plicatum 'Pink Beauty' Japanese snowball bush

A tiered, spreading shrub bearing heart-shaped, softly toothed, dark-green leaves. Flowers unfold in late spring as a cluster of small fertile flowers
surrounded by showy, white sterile flowers which mature to pink. These are followed by a drupe of blue-black fruit. Stunning red to purple autumn colours.
Great in any well-drained soil. H6

177373 MS 125-150 Y14 £228.42Aug-24 £190.355 Very Small (up to 6m)
Viburnum plicatum 'Rotundifolium' Japanese snowball bush

A most handsome cultivar with, as the name suggests, more rounded, deeply veined, dark-green leaves. Branches arch up and outwards, forming a broadly
rounded habit. In late spring to early summer, delicate snowball-like clusters of white flowers emerge, creating a dramatic appearance. Stunning red and
purple autumn colours. H6

173118 MS 175-200 260       5.5 Y02 £1,082.16£901.801 Very Small (up to 6m)
Viburnum plicatum 'Saint Keverne' Japanese snowball bush

Raised in St. Keverne in Cornwall, this selection has slightly more upright basal shoots than the species but with the characteristic horizontal, spreading
and tiered outer structure. Decorative white flat florets in May-June and eye-catching burgandy-red autumn colours. Does well on all well-drained soils
and exposed sites. H6

175630 MS 125-150 100 Y05 £369.36£307.8010 Very Small (up to 6m)
Viburnum plicatum 'Watanabe' Japanese snowball bush

An elegant cultivar, developing tiers of spreading branches. In spring, each tier is smothered in corymbs of showy white sterile flowers surrounding the
smaller fertile ones. In autumn, the dark-green, conspiculously ridged leaves transform into blazing scarlet before falling. Ample room widthwise will allow
its full architecture to develop. H6

177374 MS 125-150 70 W08 £260.82Aug-24 £217.355 Very Small (up to 6m)
Viburnum tinus 'Lucidum' French laurustinus

A vigorous form with slightly larger leaves than the species. Also the flowerheads, opening white in March and April, are larger than the type. In all other
aspects similar with good structural habit. Tolerates pruning well, but will reduce flowering. May drop leaves during typical winters, but if established
foliage will return. NOTE: Cannot withstand severe cold H4

176647 Std 10-12300-350 45c R65 £451.98Jun-24 £376.6525 Very Small (up to 6m)
Viburnum x carlcephalum Viburnum

A deciduous, rounded shrub with dark green leaves which turn a cheery red in autumn. Pink buds open up to white-blushed, fragrant flowers in dome-like
clusters in May, filling the air with sweet perfume. Ultimate height and spread perhaps 3 m. Fairly undemanding, performing well in most moist but well
drained soils. Attracts bees and butterflies. H6

177337 MS 075-100 30 V03 £105.30Aug-24 £87.7510 Very Small (up to 6m)
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175765 Shrub 050-075 35 V03 £111.78£93.151 Very Small (up to 6m)
Viburnum x rhytidophyllum 'Holland' Wrinkled viburnum

A semi-evergreen viburnum with spreading habit and ovate, deeply veined dark-green leaves. Large panicles of white flowers are borne in spring followed
by red berries turning glossy black. May drop its leaves in extreme cold weather. Great in all well-drained soils. H5

175764 Shrub 100-125 35 Office £123.12£102.603 Very Small (up to 6m)
Vitis vinifera Common grape vine

Native to the Mediterranean, the common grape vine is an old cultivated species dating back to the Neolithic Era, 10,000-2000 BC. It is a liana, a woody
climber, with rounded 3-5 lobed, toothed leaves, grey hairy at first. Produces spherical berries (grapes) up to 3cm long which can be green, red or purple
(black). Grow in well-drained soil. H5

172767 3QS 20-25200-250 50c R13 £669.60£669.601 Very Small (up to 6m)
Wisteria brachybotrys 'Golden Dragon' Silky wisteria

The name refers to its unusual pale-green foliage, unfolding with a bronze hue in spring, maturing to a bright green in summer and turning buttery,
golden yellow in autumn. Classic, lightly scented, lilac-coloured, pendulous flowers in spring followed by attractive seed pods. Can be trained in a
multitude of shapes and sizes. Reacts well to pruning. H6

177761 HS 250-300 180c G02 £1,197.18£997.651 Clip to Size
177777 MS 250-300 180c G02 £1,197.18£997.651 Clip to Size
Wisteria brachybotrys 'Iko yama fuji' Silky wisteria

This lovely wisteria offeris a glorious display of purple flowers. The pendulous clusters unfold in April to June, depending on location and seasonal warmth,
creating a magnificent waterfall effect. Perfect trained up on a wall, pergola or why not in an arch across the entrance. Prune and train to suit
surroundings. Best in full sun. H6

177762 Clmb 250-300 12c A04 £95.58£79.651 Clip to Size
Wisteria brachybotrys 'Showa-beni' Silky wisteria

A relatively new cultivar with pubescent pinnate leaves, giving them a soft, downy appearance. The flowers are pale pink to lilac, the colour intensifying on
the lower half, with conspicuous yellow detailing on the upper lip. Although 'Showa-beni' has rather short racemes, its flowers are twice the size than most
cultivars. NOTE: Fruit is poisonous. H6

177765 Clmb 250-300 12c A04 £95.58£79.652 Clip to Size
Wisteria floribunda 'Alba' Japanese wisteria

A vigorous cultivar of Japanese wisteria offering a impressive display of elegant, drooping racemes composed of white flowers, tinged with lilac. The blooms
unfold with the lush new growth of handsome, long, bi-pinnate leaves. Requires a sheltered position in sun or partial shade but does well in all moist,
well-draining soils. Train as required. H6

177766 Clmb 200-250 10c A04 £95.58£79.659 Clip to Size
Wisteria floribunda (purple) Japanese wisteria

The Japanese wisteria are one of the most spectacular wisterias with its fragrant racemes reaching nearly half a meter. It's a vigorous climber, the stems
twining in a clock-wise fashion which can grow up to 30m; however, they are easily trained and respond well to pruning. Leaves are shiny, dark-green and
pinnate. NOTE: Fruit is poisonous. H5

177760 Std 20-25250-300 130c G02 £839.16£699.301 Small (6-10m)
Wisteria floribunda 'Yae-kokuryu' Japanese wisteria

A vigorous Japanese wisteria, also known as 'Black Dragon', bearing 50cm long racemes of double, sweetly scented, purple flowers with white and yellow
markings in late May to early June. Perfect for a sunny wall but can also be trained onto any sturdy frame. Prune twice a year, once in summer and once in
winter, to encourage flowering. H6

175057 3QS 25-30300-350 180c GH £1,302.48£1,085.402 Clip to Size
177758 MS 300-350 180c G02 £1,197.18£997.651 Clip to Size
Wisteria 'Jissai' Japanese wisteria

This lovely wisteria is a natural occuring hybrid native to Japan. The elegant pale blue, lightly scented flowers are somewhat larger than most cultivars
displaying racemes up to 25-35cm in length. Flowers are followed by attractive seed pods. Ideal for embellishing walls, gates, pillars och why not create an
arch. Requires regular pruning. H6

177763 3QS 20-25250-300 130c G02 £839.16£699.302 Clip to Size
Wisteria sinensis 'Prolific' Chinese wisteria

An attractive woody climber with pinnate, dark-green leaves and fragrant, lilac flowers. In May, as the foliage starts to emerge, pendulous racemes unfold
resulting in a stunning waterfall-like effect of blue-violet flowers; these are later followed by bean-like, green seed pods. Requires regular pruning in order to
control size and shape. Harmful if eaten. H6

177764 Clmb 250-300 12c A04 £95.58£79.653 Clip to Size
Wisteria × valderi 'Eranthema' Valder's wisteria

In early summer, 'Eranthema' produces a cascade of delicately scented pea-like flowers, half white with yellow markings and dark lilac-blue base wing.
These are followed by highly decorative, velvety seed pods. Foliage emerges bronze-coloured, turning mid-green in summer, then yellow in autumn.
Requires moist, well-draining soil and shelter. H6

177759 Std 16-18250-300 130c G02 £753.30£627.751 Clip to Size
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Zanthoxylum simulans Sichuan pepper
An almost Jurassic-looking tree with stout, large prickles covering the trunks of mature specimens. Sprays of white flowers in late spring to early summer
are followed by bright red fruits which crack open, revealing glossy black seeds. Attractive ash-like foliage with good yellow autumn colours. Leaves, bark
and fruit are all aromatic. H6

177029 Std 14-16450-500 120 J43 £592.92Aug-24 £494.103 Very Small (up to 6m)
Zelkova serrata Japanese zelkova

A medium sized tree of graceful, widespreading habit, ultimately  forming a rounded crown with smooth grey bark which gradually flakes to reveal orange
beneath. One of the best trees for autumn colour, with slender leaves turning bronzey red or orange/yellow. It is adaptable and tolerant of heat, little water,
nutrient poor soils and various pH. Slow to moderate growth rate.  H6

175858 MS 250-300 200 L31 £497.34£414.451 Medium (10-18m)
175142 MS 350-400 660 V01 £2,350.62£1,958.851 Medium (10-18m)
176117 MS 350-400 350 Q02 £1,845.18£1,537.651 Medium (10-18m)
175886 MS 350-400 400 Q01 £1,239.30£1,032.751 Medium (10-18m)
176536 MS 350-400 310 Q02 £1,819.20£1,516.001 Medium (10-18m)
177241 MS 400-450 380 Q05 £1,031.94Sep-24 £859.955 Medium (10-18m)
176267 MS 500-600 440 Q01 £1,679.94£1,399.951 Medium (10-18m)
176537 QS 30-35400-450 310 Q02 £2,324.70£1,937.251 Medium (10-18m)
176916 Std 18-20350-400 300 R50 £889.38Sep-24 £741.151 Medium (10-18m)
176992 Std 20-25400-450 300 R50 £986.58Sep-24 £822.154 Medium (10-18m)
177030 Std 25-30450-500 R £1,615.14Sep-24 £1,345.953 Medium (10-18m)
172355 Std 40-45600-700 820 R33 £1,935.90£1,613.251 Medium (10-18m)
Zelkova serrata 'Green Vase' Japanese zelkova

A vigorous, vase-shaped tree valued for its attractive manner of growth, dark green leaves that turn orange to bronze-red in the autumn and its resistance
to Dutch elm disease. 'Green Vase' grows somewhat narrower in habit than other cultivars, making it more suitable for street planting. Prefers rich, moist
loams and full sun. Moderate to fast growth rate. H6

174385 MS 500-600 390 Q01 £1,747.98£1,456.652 Medium (10-18m)
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